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The following alphabet is used in transcribing Huichol words :

.. . . . .. . . . . like p in pi.pe.
r <(r run.
s (s ((sit.
s ((sh ((shoe.

ts .. . . . .. . . . . ch (< church.
u........... oo <<good.
ui * Ger. fuir.
v <<zJ( valve.
w <<w wit.
y ((y (you.
z z<$ zero.

like ch Ger. Buch.
X llke ~~~~j<<Span. jota.

Long vowels are indicated by the long mora,
ae,1, o u
Vow els that do not form diphthongs are sepa-

rated by a hyphen.
A small superior letter at the end of a word or

syllable should be pronounced very slightly.
Accents are placed following the accented

vowel.

a . .................. ......like a in -bar.
d ....................

ai ....................

au ..........
b....................
9 .....................
d ....................

e ....................

S....................

hg....................h
....................

k ....................

lawv.
find.
cow.

babe.
think.
dread.
they.
then.
flower.
fife.
goose.
house.
marine.
kick.

aw
i

ow

b
th
d
e
e
e

f
g
h
i
k

I is always thick, almost approaching an r pro-
nounced with the tip of the tongue, like the
I of the peasantry of central Nonvay. It is
sometimes interchanged with r.

m ...........like m in mum.

n... . ( n (( nun.
O. ... .. .. .--. (( o (( note.

[2]



INTRODUCTION.

During the years i89o>98 I made three expeditions to Mexico under the
auspices of the American Museum of Natural History, New York, spending
altogether more than five years in researches among the natives of the north-
western portions of that country.

Without here touching upon the general results obtained during these years,
I shall confine myself for the present to one tribe indigenous to the Sierra Madre,
the Huichols, of whom little or nothing was known up to the time of my arrival
among-them in I895. I visited these Indians on my second expedition, and spent
ten months among them, and their neiorhbors the Cora Indians, this period
covering the greater part of the year I895 and the beginning of I896. During
this time I gained valuable information concerning these people, and collected
a vast number of ethnological as well as some .archxological objects, that shed
much light on the state of their culture and their relationship to other tribes.
A short preliminary report on th:e Huichol Indians, whom I was the first to

study, appeared in the Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History,
January, I898. Soon afterwards, in the spring of I898, I visited the Huichols
a second time, under the same auspices, in order to supplement the material in
hand, and to settle some doubts that had arisen in my mind while working up my
notes. Much additional information was thus secured, and the collections con-

siderably enlarged. Some of the results of my studies of these people are pre-
sented in the following pages. In weighing the value of this contribution, it
should be borne in mnind that the interpretation of the symbolism was obtained
from the natives themselves.

For the accompanying sketch-map of the 'couintry of the Huichols and
Coras, -more than approximate accuracy is not claimed. It is based on notes
taken dulring my travels ; and, as it is practically the first attempt at 'a map of
that section, I beg th'e reader's indulgence for shortcomings, that, under the cir-
cumstances, were unavoidable. The illustrations are from drawings made by Mr.
Rudolf Weber.

CARL LUMHOLTZ.
March, I900.
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I.-BRIEF SKETCH OF THE COUNTRY AND TRIBE.

Historical data regarding the Huichols are rare and sometimes obscure. It
seems, however, to be the accepted opinilon that the country of the Huichols is
included, with that of the Coras, under the. term ' Nayarit,' and that the bounda-
ries of Nayarit, or the Province of Nuevro Toledo, as it also was formerly called,
were Acaponeta in the-west, and Colotlan in the east. This fact would indi-
-cate that the coiiquest of the Huilchol country by the Spaniards occurred at the
same time as that of the Coras, 1722 ; but it seems hardly probable that the
Huichols should not have been at least partly conquered 'before that time by
Spaniards coming from the east, more especially since they are not as warlike as
the Coras. This opinion is confirmed by a manuscript which I came acrosss on
.my travels, and which will- be published on a later occasion. This manu-script
places the foundation of the pueblos of Santa Catarina and Tezompa in the
seventeenth century. Indeed, there seems to be no doubt that the ~Huichols
were conquered before the Coras. It is doubtful whether missionaries gained
much influence among themz until later, when, after the conquest of the adjoining
Coras, missionary work was firmly established among the two tribes by the
.Fqranciscans.

Six pueblos -San Andres Coamiata, Guadalupe Ocotan, San Sebastian,
Santa Catarina, Tezompa, and Soledad -are in existence. All these except San
Andre's, which lies on a high mesa on the western side of Chapalagana River, are
on the eastern side of that river, which traverses the H4uichol country from north
to south. Tezompa and Soledad are at present inhabited by a milxed population
consisting of Huichols and Mexicans, but the other pueblos are entirely owned
by the Huichols. As usual among the tribes of Mexico, the Indians do not like
to live in villages, but prefer to live on their ranches. Only the elected officers
of the tribe stay in the pueblos.

In spite of the missionary work of the past, to-day there is no priest among
them, the churches are in ruins, and the Huichols are living in the same state of
barbarism as when Corte's first put foot on Mexican soil. The introduction
of sheep, cattle, and iron implements has modified to some extent their mode of
ilife, but not so much as one would expect. Many of them are knowing enough
to put on an external show of Christianity towards people from whom they
expect some favor. Some, the most civilized, k'now how to make the sign of
the cross, and are familiar with the name of the Virgin Mary, of Dios and
Diabolo. Still their ancient beliefs, customs, and ceremonies all remain in their
pristine vigor, these Indians jealously guarding their c'ountry against encroach-
ment by the whites.

The 'Mexicans call them los Huicholes, a corruption of the tribal name,
Vira'rika, in the western part of. the country pronounced Visa'lika. According
to so-me Indians, the name means 'prophets' (Sp. adivino). According -to

[5:1



6 LUMROLTZ, SYMBOLISM OF THE HUICHOL INDIANS.

others, it means I healers,' doctors,' (Sp. curandero). This latter would be
very appropriate, as every third person seems to be a doctor, and the fame of the
Huichol healers extends far beyond their own country. Many of them' make
annual tours, practising their profession among the neighboring tribes, especially
among the Coras and the Tepehuanes.

The Huichol tribe numbers to-day about four thousand souls, and they live
in a mountainous country, difficult of access, in the northwestern part of the State
of Jalisco, on a spur of the great Sierra Madre. This range runs in a northerly
and southerly direction, parallel to the Sierra del Nayarit, both sierras forming the
southern part of the Sierra Madre del'Norte, which ends at the Rio Alica (also
called Rio Santiago and other names).: Of this sierra the Jesuit Father Ortega
says, in the first chapter of his I Historia del Nayarit : "4 It is so wild and frightful
to behold, that it, more than the quivers of its warlike defenders, took away the
courage- of the conquerors, because not only did its ridges and valleys appear in-
accessible, but the extended sphere of towering mountains and peaks perplex.even
the eye."

The country is well. watered by the river Chapalagana, which runs at the
bottom of a mighty, deep valley, a great many small t ,ibutaries forming as many
side valleys. While very narrow and steep at the bottom, the valley gradually
broadens out, the sides rising to a height of from twenty-five lhundred to three
thousand metres. The country thus consists of two parallel ridges and the valley
between, the tops of the ridges be'ing covered with immense pine forests, the
abode of numerous deer (the Sonoran deer, Dorcela.phus couesi Allen).

On the banks of the river, as well as in the little steep side valleys, the climate
is tropical. Most of the natives live here only temporarily, coming occasionally
to catch fish and crayfish. Small orchards of bananas and sugar-cane may be
seen. The Indians consume the latter crop by chewing the cane. Also a small
crop of cotton is raised. Most of the ranches are situated at a moderate elevation
above tlle sea, dispersed all over the district in its nutnerous valleys. The Indian
is rarely found living on thle pine-clad heights, which are his hunting-grounds.

Corn, beans, and squashes are the main agricultural products, all raised on a

very moderate scale. On account of the mountainous character of the land,
ploughing is not resorted to except in. a few places, the old-fashioned India-n way
of planting corn being still in vogue. For the purpose trees and buslies are
cut down, to be burned 'a few months later, and the corn is then planted in holes
made with a stick. This mode of cultivating, which is still used among several
tribes in Mexico, is called in Mexican Spanish coamilear, and the field is called
coamil. There is generally an abundance of rain from July till November; but,
owing to the primitive way of planting corn on the declivities of the ca-nons, an

extraordinary amount of rain is needed, because most of it runs off without pene-
trating far into the soil.

The northern part of the country, around the pueblos of Tezompa and
Soledad, is not so mountainous, and therefore- has already been occupied by the
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Mexicans, as stated before. T-he soutbern part, from the rancb Ratontita south-
wards, presents the same natural features as the northern ; but the Huichols here
still manage to keep the Mexicans out. It is probably only a matter of time,
however, before this section too will become Mexi'canized. Mexicans bave also
encroached on the outskirts of the country, tou-ards the cast and west, on both
slopes of the Sierra.

All that I1OW remains of the country owned solely by the Huichols is the
central part. Here the population is fairly safe from advancing civilization, on
account of the ruggedness of the country and its difficulty of access. It vvould
hardly pay W1hi'te men to settle here, because of the small extent of land suitable
for cultivation by the plough. I should estimate the present territory of the
Huichols to be about forty miles long by twenty-five mniles broad. This, however,
gives no adequate idea of the length of time required to traverse this country of
precipitous hillsides and deep gorges.

The Huichol Indians are of medium height, and the color of their -skin is
light reddish-brown. They are a very healthy people, the women are good-looking,
and the children are generally very pretty. Their principal food all the year
round is corn and beans. In the wet.season one or two kindls of.fungi are eaten.
The hunting of deer and the killing of cattle are always connected w:ith religious
ceremonials, their meat being eaten at religious feasts.

The Huichols are exceedingly emotional, and are easily moved to laughter
and to tears. They are also intemperate and licentious, as well as thievish, and
do not speak the truth unless it suits them. They have little personal courage,
preferring to assassinate an enemy to facing him in open fight. They are musical,
their voices for singing being better than those of any other tribe that I ever met
with. Their songs are all religious.

A certain difference exists between the people living on the eastern and
those on the western side of the river in regard to character, details'of dress, and
arrangement of the hair, anid even the pronuniciation of some words. The Santa
CZatarina side includes the eastern pueblos, with the exception of that of Guada-
lupe Ocotan, which, although situated on the eastern side, belongs socially and
relilgiously to the San Andre's side.

The San Andre's people, as I shall call those on the western side, are slightly
more naifve, and somewhat more gentle and quiet, than the Santa Catarina people,
who are more fearless and impulsive. Hair-ribbons worn on the eastern side are

very narrow, but the designs are better executed and more artistic. The shirts
are of shorter cut in Santa Catarina than in San Andre's.

In the whole country there are three styles of wearing the hair. I. It is
brailded into a single queue, which hangs down the back, a colored ribbon being
braided in with the hair, and tied around it toward the end. This is specially the
men's fashion, and is called pi'rai. 2. It is gathered into a bunch at the back of
the head, and a ribbon is passed under it, the ends of the ribbon being tied into a
bow-knot over the middle of the forehead, and the hair falling ungracefully over



,the ribbon at the back. This is specially the women's, fashion, and is called ku'pa
orapoi'.3. It is~worn flowing. This style is called to'sU_1gali or mayoruna

,and is used by either sex. A narrow ribbon is in all cases bound round the
heads of both men and women. Men wear their hair in all three modes, style
No. I being much more prevalent in Santa Catarina than No. 2 or No. 3
Women on the Santa Catarina side use. either No. 2 or No. -i, while on the San
Andre's side they use 'only No. 3.

The differences in pronunciation are but slight. In San Andre's they pro-
nounce their words thick, as the Indians of Santa Catarina assert. In many
.cases r is replaced by s', and in others by 1. Thus Vira'rika, the tribal name, is in
San Andre's pronounced Vi'sa'lika; ri'kuli, a woman's tunic, is on the San Andre's
side called 'si'kuli.

The people of the western side are somewhat better off than the easterners.
Those of Santa Catarina, althoulgh poorer than the rest, are imbued with their
own importance, being in possession of the chief temple of the country and of the
principal sacred places. Jealousy and ill-feeling exist between the people on one
side and those on the opposite side. This,. however, does not seem to have
arisen from religious reasons, but from the fact that the pueblo of Santa Catarina
is continually trying to push its boundary too far over on the western side. This
may be the result of the old division of the country into districts, or the effect of
the efforts of the missionaries to confine the Indians in pueblos with ill-defined
boundaries.

At the present time the dress of the men consists mainly of a shirt (kami'ra,
Sp. camisa), either made of a cheap -quality of cotton-cloth (Sp. mania) obtained
from Mexican stores, or woven from wool, and ofteni embroidered. The women
wear a skirt and a short tunic, both of cotton-cloth. Sandals of the usual cowhide
pattern are wTorn. Ancient sandals braided from strips~of palm-leaf are now

only used as ceremonials. The same is the case with ancient girdles woven
from ixtle, the fibre of the maguey (Agave americana L.). Throughout the
memoir I shall use the word 'ixtle' (Nahuatl, ichlli l) in the Mexican sense, as
an expression for fibre of all century-plants, but espe'cially of the maguey.

prhe women weave tunics, girdles, and hair-ribbons of ancient designs, from
wool. Cotton-cloth is gradually taking the place of woollen stuffs, as it is cheaper,
.and easier to work on. The women are clever at embroidery, with which they
adorn both their own dress and that of the men. So:me few of the men are also
quite skilful in this art. The tribe make two ktinds of alcoholic beverages. One
is a weak brandy called tats, distilled from the sweet stem of a certain species of
century-plant called in Mexican Spanish solol.' The other is a kind of sweet,
thick beer called nawa', made from corn. Both these drinks play an important
part at feasts.

The Huichols live mostly in circular houses (ki or iki') made from loose
Dictionnaire de la Langue Nahuatl, par Remi Siimnon, Paris, I885.
2See Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History, X, p. I13.

8 LUMHOLTZ, SYMBOLISM OF THE HUICHOL INDIANS.
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stons, r fom stone and mu,ad covered with thatched roofs. The temples
of -their gods (Plate I, Fig. I) are of similar shape, but mnuch larger, having
their entrance towards sunrise. They are called toki'pa, which means I house of
all.' Inside may' be seen niches for, the gods of th'e temple. In the temple of
,Santa Catarina, which is dedicated to the god of fire, I used to see people deposit
flowers in his niche, burning copal as incense, and muttering prayers in a Ilow
voice. The centre of interest in a temple, however, is the fireplace, which is
situated in the middle of the building. It consists of a circular bed of clay I.20
metres in diameter, surrounded by a thick clay wall some I5 cm. high. When no
feast is going on, this circular bed, which is called a'ro, is always brimful of ashes.
To the west of the fireplace, on a level with the floor, is a disk of solidified vol-
canic a'sh, generally ornamented with carvings of deer. It is called a W(pali (see
p. 24); and on this the shaman, when singing in the temple, places his drum,
seating himself behind it with face turned towards the east. Outside, in front of
the door, is an open space surrounded by small god-houses, rectangular or circular
in sh'ape, and covered with thatched, gabled roofs. The entrance to the god-
houses faces the open place in front of the temple. Such small god-houses, which
are. called 'si'liki, are found near every house, and may also frequently be met
with at lonely places in the forests. In these houses, as well as in sacred caves
and. springs and other consecrated localities, are placed ceremonial arrows, votive
bowls, ceremonial chairs, and other symbolic objects, which will be described
hereafter. These ceremonial objects lose their value after five years, and are
thrown out of the house. The roof of the temple, with certain symbolic objects
attached to it, is renewed every five years, simultaneously with the election of
new officers.

There are at present nineteen temples in the country, .and although one may
generally find ranches near them, still it is only at the time of the feasts that the
population of the district congregates there, officials and their families camping
on such occasions in the god-houses. I shall not enter into a complete exposition
of the religious system of these Indians. Suffice it here to give an outline,-so
much only as is requisite for the understanding of our present subject.

The Huichol country is divided into three sections, each dedicated to one of
the principal gods. What was formerly the fourth section, dedicated to another
of the principal gods, has been almost. entirely taken by the Mexicans.

I. The section in and around the pueblo of Santa Catarina, in the east.
This pueblo is called by the Indians Toapu'li, which is the name of two sm'all
mountains at the foot of which it lies. In the pueblo, close by the mountains,
stands the'temple, on the same site where it has been from time immemorial. It
is the principal temple of the country, and dedicated to the god of fire (Tate'vali).
All the people of this s'ec-tion are said to be ' of Toapu'li.'

2. The section in and around the pueblo of San Sebastian, the southeastern
part of the Huichol country. The pueblo is called by the Huichols Tate' [our
Mother] Wau'ttd_,ga, or simply Wau'ti_ga, which is the name of a spring in the
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neighborhood. The temple here, recently destroyed by fire, belonged to the
second god of fire (Tatoltsi Malra Kwalri). The people of this section are said
to be I of Wau'te-ga.y

3. The section in and around the pueblo of San Andres, comprising the
western part of the country. The pueblo is called by the Huichols Tate' I'kia,
which means ' the house of our Mother." It alludes to a mythological event con-

cering a serpent (Tate' Ipou) which was born here, and then went down to the
coast. This section is ruled over by the Sun (Tayau' or Tav6'rika), and all the
people there are said to be ' of Tav6'rika.'

The fourth section was without doubt the country now comprising the
pueblos of Soledad and Tezompa, in the northeast. The temple of Laj'as is the
only remaining portion of it. This is dedicated to the god of wind or air
(Tama'ts Pa'lik6 Tamoye'k6).

Each of these sections contains many temples, where feasts are held; and
the people of each section are welcome guests at the feasts celebrated in their
temples, but those of other sections of the counltry are not invited to take part.

I once counted forty-s'even gDods recognized by the tribe; but the number is
practically unlimited, since every hill and every rock of peculiar shape 'is con-
sidered a deity. The stones and rocks are alive, representing the mythical'
ancestors or their belongings, -their bows and arrows, their pouches, tamales
(Fig. 24I), etc. However, it would be a mistake to assume that all gods are in
reality different. The principal ones have. as many as eight or ten names, and
thus the number of distinct deities may be placed very much lower. A great
number are necessarily o'nly different impersonations of the same god. The gods
are supposed to dwell in lagoons, water-holes, and springs, or, as the Indians ex-

press it, " all gods arrived from the sea, but here they made water-holes or springs."~
Every god has one. Women are considered as the daughters of the goddesses,
and men as the sons of the gods, each one belonging to.a particular god. Each
god has his animals, which, as an Indian explained to me, stand in the same
relation to the god as do the hens to the master of the house. The four
principal gods are :-

I. Tate'vali, the god of fire. His name means ' our [ta] grandfath'er
[te'vali].' I shall call himn Grandfather Fire. The fire is called among the
Huichol's tai, but the fire in the temple is Tate'vali. He is the god of life and
health. He is the curing and prophesying shaman, and the particular god of 'the
shamans, especially of those-who cure and prophesy. Animals belonging to him
are th-e macaw, the royal eagle, the cardinal bird, the tiger, the lion, and the
opo)ssum. Herbs and grass also belong to him. This god, together with Tato'tsi,
made the first temple of the Huichols.

2. Tato'tsi, the second god of fire, and the chief deer god. His complete
name is Tato'tsi Ma'ra Kwa'ri, which means 'tour [ta] great-grandfather [to'tsi]
deer-tail [ma'ra kwa'ri].' I shall call him Great-grandfather Deer-Tail. He is
the singing shaman. The white-tailed hawk belongs especially to this god.
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The relations between these two' deities are interesting. Great-grandfather
Deer-Tail is the son of Grandfather Fire, having, according to tradition, sprung
forth from the plumes of his father. Still he is older. The explanation of this is
as follows: Great-grandfather Deer-Tail is the spark produced by striking flint;
and Grandfather Fire, the fire fed by wood. The two, therefore, are also brothers,
and older thatn the Sun. The names of these two gods are constantly on the lips
of the people. When Huichols meet, especially after separation for a time, they
first speak of the gods, and one hears the names of these two most prominently.

The implements of to-day for making fire are a piece of flint, tinder (a fungus
from oak-trees), and a piece of steel bought from the Mexicans. Evidently
the Indians formerly made fire by striking flint agai'nst pyrites; the more conven-
ient steel implement, which is called tau'tsu or tau'tsyu, being a later introduction.
I have heard the following interpretation of the fire-making implements : The
steel is Tate'vali, and the sparks his facial painting (Tate'vali urai'ya) ; thle flint is
Tato'tsi; the tinder, Tate'vali's food (Tate'vali i'n6wa).

3. Tayau' (or Tau) or Tave'rika, the Suin. The former name means 'our
father.' The significance of the latter name I was unable to learn. It may have
some reference to riku'a (' rattle ' or ' bell'). I can only say that it is the name
given by the rabbit to the Sun, as related in the following myth.

"The ancient shamans made Father Sun by throwing- the young son of
the Corn Mother, Tate' Otegana'ka [or, according to another tradition, of Young
Mother Eagle, Tate' V6'lika Uima'li], into an oven, arrayed in full attire, with
sandals, pouches, and tobacco-gourds, and carrying his bow and arrow. From
the oven the boy travelled underneath. the ground, and rose as the Sun, where it
rises to-day, in the east. Five days after the birth of the Sun the chief men
wanted to give him a name, and the Rabbit made five ceremonial circles and
turned his face towards the Sun, saying, I V6'rik , v6'rik , v6'rika The Rabbit
had horns in those days, and was the son of one of the tama'ts [our elder
brothers] ; but the Rabbit changed ' clothes ' with his father [the Deer]. The
Turkey 'next made five circles and said, 'Svripi' [he is starting], tau, tau, tau !'
He was the brother of the Sun." I shall call this god Father Suin or the Sun.

The principal animals belonging to Father Sun are the turkey and the
rabbit, -the tiger, the red-tailed hawk (Kwir or Kwi's), the quail, the gigantic
woodpecker, the swallow, and the cardinal-bird.

The Huichols sacrifice a turkey to the sun in the latter part of May, when the
sun is on its return, and at the same time a sheep is sacrificedl to the fire. They
sing all n ight, and next day drink their two beverages. They are- careful
observers of the annual course of the sun. Near Santa Catarina there is a notch in
the mountains that stands out against the horizon; and they know that when the
sun it arrives " there, as they sayr, the rainy season is not far off.

The Setting Sun, Tayau' Sakaimo'ka, or Sakaimo'ka alone (sometimes called
Sakaimo'ta), is considered as the assistant of Father Sun. An idol of him is
standing on a mesa above the Cora pueblo of Sierra del Nayarit, "looking
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towards Mexico, as the Indians express it. This 'mesa is the one called Tonati
by the chroniclers, wrhile by the Coras it is called Nayarit. The Huichols call it
Sakaimo'ka. l'he same names are given to a cave in the same locality, where the
Coras an-d the Huichols deposit ceremonial objects and other offerings. This god
is worshipped equally by the Cora Indians, whose religion and language are related
to those of -the Huichols.

4. Tama'ts Pa'fik6- Tamoye'ke, the god of wind or air. His name means
dour elder brother [tama'ts] big hi'kuli [pa'lik6] (walking) everywhere [tamo-
ye'k6].' These translations were given to me by an Indian, but I do not know
whether they are philologically correct. According to another informant, Tamo-
ye'ki_ is a rock near the mining town Catorce. This rock is considered one. of the
ancestral gods of the Huichols. Hi'kuli is said to grow in the form of a cross on
his face, his hands, and his feet. Probably my informant meant to say that the
plants formed a cross on each of these parts of the body. He is also commonly
called only Tama'ts, and I shall speak of him as Elder Brother. His name
indicates him as the god of hi'kuli and as a deer god. The hi'kqli (Sp. Peyote)
appeared first as a gigantic deer (p. I8), which left a plant in each of its footprints.
When Elder Brother was out running deer, so the myth relates, he met two
women, who were roes, and followed them to their home. There they invrited
him to eat grass, which he did, and became a deer. He still had no antlers;
but Tate'vali applied his plumes to the right side of the deer's head, producing
plumes or antlers of Tama'ts Wawatsa'li (deer god in the south), and to the left
side, producing plumes or antlers of Tama'ts O'to Ta'wi (deer god in the north).
Tama'ts again became a man, but the deer thereafter remained with ant.lers. The
antler on the right side of a deer is considered as the plume of the royal eagle
(moye'li Tate'vali); and that on the left side, as the plume of the red-tailed hawk
(moye'li Tato'tsi).

,Elder Brother is the messenger of the gods, and when the shamans sing, he
communicates their songs and wishes to the other gods. The animals over whom
he rules are the deer, the rattlesnake, the rabbit, the gray squirrel, the humming-
bird, and all parrots, a hawk called Svuli'kwai, the hawk Piwa'mi, the owl, and
also the hens. The cock belongs to him, because it is supposed to follow the
course of the sun, and to know always where the sun is. Every time it crows,
it signals the location of the sun to Elder Brother, who, as said above, is a

go-between of the gods.

Tama'ts [Elder Brother] Kauyuma'li, also called Te'vali [Grandfather]
Kauyuma'li, is the name of the god who put the world into shape, andl had to
fight with. the people in the underworld to accomplish his purpose. He appears
in different impersonations, -as a deer, a wolf, a pine-tree, and a whirlwind, -and
it is he who taught the ancients " all they had to do in order to comply with what
the gods wanted at the five points of the world,"-to make ceremonial arrows,
cha'irs, and votive bowls, to run deer, and to drink hilkuli; but the god of hi'kuli
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taught them to sing. " The principal men requested Tama'ts Pa'liki!_ Tamoye'ke-,
who resides in the east, to sing during the day, while they went off running deer."

Among female deities should be mentioned first of all Tako'tsi Nakawe'.
This name means I our grandmother [tako'tsi] growth [nakawe'].' She is fre-
quently called by either name alone. I shall speak of her as Grandmother
Growth. All vegetation (na'ka, 'to grow') is her product. She is also the
mother of the gods, especially of Grandfather Fire. All the earth belongs to her,
and she lives in the underworld. People impl'ore her for long life, because she is
very old. Salate (a large kind of fig-tree), a certain species of bamboo, a tree called
capome (which grows in the ca-nons), and other trees, also belong to her, as do in
the animal world the armadillo, the peccary, and the bear, that is considered her son.
This goddess has, like other deitties, many names, according to her functions. She
is frequently called Tate' Yuliana'ka (yu'li, ' wet ;' nalka, I to grow :' i. e., ' wet-
[the earth] in order that corn may grow'), and as such she is mistress-of pottery
utensils, because these are made of earth. She is also called Tate' Iku' [corn]
Otegana'ka, and is, as the name implies, the special goddess of corn: in this im-
personation, therefore, we shall speak of her as the Corn Mother. She is awater
and rain serpent in the east. Squashes, beans, and sheep also belong to her.

The other female deities are called tate' (' our [ta] mother [te] '), and there
are five principal ones:

I. Tate' Naaliwa'mi, in the east, -a red serpent because she appeared in
lightning. She is mainly a water and rain serpent, bringing rain from the east, and
I shall call her Mother East-Water. Her supposed dwelling, and accordingly her
principal place of worship, is in a deep gorge with caves, near Santa Catarina, in
the eastern part of the Huichol country. Cattle, mules, and horses are under her
protection. Lightning is thought to be the baton of this Mother ; and as rain
accompanies the lightniing in the springtime or in the wet season, flowers, which
are the result of the rain, belong to her, " are her skirt," say the Indians. I.n this
connection it is worthy of note that colored paper bought in the Mexican stores,
generally in the shape of artificial flowers, is attached to her objects almost
exclusively.

2. Tate' Kyewimo'ka (sometimes called Kyewimo'ta), in the west, a white
serpent because she appeared in a white cloud. She is a water and rain serpent,
bringing rain from the west, and is also the morning mist in the autumn, that
sometimes freezes the corn. I shall call her MIother West-Water. She is the
Aphrodite of the Huiichol Indians, as are also Mother East-Water and Tate'
Tuiliriki'ta (p. 52). Her dwelling and principal place of worship is due west of
the Huichol country, in a cave situated in the territory of the Cora Indians, near
the pueblo of San Francisco, on the western si'de of the river of San Juan
Peyotan. To her-belong deer and corn, as well as ravens.

3. Tate' Rapawiye'ma, in the south,-a blue serpent because she appeared
in a lagoon. She is a water and rain serpent, bringing rain from the south, and I
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shall call her Mother South-Water. She is also the lagoon itself, which is called
by the Mexicans Laguna de Hao-dalena, and is situated four days' journey south of
the Huichol country, on the road which leads from Guadalajara to Tepic. She is
also a kind of water-lizard (Imo'koy), described to me by the Indians as being
about 30 cm. long, spotted,atid very smooth. It may be the axolotl. She is
more intimately connected with the singing sham-an than all the other Mothers.
To her belongs the seed-corn.

There is also another laoroon called Tate' Rapawiyelma, which is near the sea
and much farther from the Huichol coxuntry, viz., in the neighborhood of Talpa,
State of Jalisco. At present the Huichols rarely deposit sacrecl objects there.

Still another Tate' Rapawiye'ma is mentioned, which is situated near
M'ascota, and is called Laguna de Laja. The water of this lagoon is credited
with medicinal properties. Goitre, for instance, is said to be cured in four months
by external application of the water and by drinking it.

4. Tate' Hau'tse Kupu'ri, in the north, -also a serpent. Hau'tse means
'rain and fog hanging in the trees and grass; ' Kupu'ri means 'cotton-wool,' the
symbol of white clouds. I shall call her Mother North-Water. She is, besides,
a fish that-lives in a lagoon called Hauli'pa, which is situated in the mountains
north of the Huichol country. This fish is also called Kia'tsu ri6'vi or s'ie-'vi
(Sp. bagre), and is about 20 cm. long, much spotted, and with some marks on the
shoulders considered by the Indians as ' eyes' or si'kuli (Chap. VI.). To her
belong corn, squashes, beans, also flowers, besides cattle, mules, horses, and sheep.

5. Tate' Ve'lika Uima'li, above. The word veA'lika means 'royal eagle'
(Sp. Agusila real) ; uima'li, ' young girl.' Thus the whole name means literally
' mother eagle young girl,' and I shall call her Young Mother Eagle. She is
initimately connected with the cult of the Sun, and, as stated before, according to
one account, is his mothers She holds the world in her -talons, and guarda every-
thing from above, where she dwells. The stars are her dress.

These five Mothers, and Grandmother Growth, or rather the districts
where they reside, constitute the six cardinal points of the tribe. The color of
the south is red ; of the north, white ; of the west, black ; of the east, white ;
of the region above, blue or green ; of the region below, brown. According to
another informant, the names of these regions, in the order in which water is
sacrificed to them, are the following: I. Rapawiye'ma, south; 2. Kuipu'ri,
north; 3. Sakaimo'ka and Kyewimo'ka, west; 4. Naaliwa'mi and Otegana'ka,
east; 5. Ve'lika Uima'li and Tayau', above; 6. Tato'tsi and Tlate'vali, below.
It should be noted that the number 5 is the ruling number of these Indians.
Sometimes they also speak of five points 'of the world or of five winds. Compare
the regions, pp. 38, 39.

From what we now know of the four principal gods and the Mothers, we

readily perceive a conception in the Huichol mind of the four elements, -fire and
air (male), earth and water (female).
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The moon (Mletsa'ka) is a grandmother. She is not highly valued among the
Huichols, and ceremonial arrows and votive bowls are not sacrificed to her. She
is the companion of Grandfather Fire, guiding by her light people who travel
at night. She is also of importance in the making of native beer, since the latter
becomes strong through her influence, so that people get ' beautifully ' drunk, as
the Indians say. But her greatest service is to help the Sun in protecting the
Huichols aga'inst the god of death, Toka'kami.

The stars are of considerable importance in the mythology of this tribe.
They are comprised under the name rula've-, and all are gods or goddesses. The
star from which they gain knowledge is Tonoa'mi (' singer'), the morning star, the
Ts'u'lave-ti of the Coras. He is a shaman, singing all the time, and is supposed to
guard the Sun. The Huichols bathe in the morning at dark, and before descend-
ing into the water-hole they sing a while to him, praying that he be with them,
and give themn health and knowledge. It is also a belief that they gain power
(' medicine') of bringing rain from him; therefore the bath is also useful in this
reg,ard. In the country of the hi'kuli, as well as in the sea, ceremonial arrows are
left for Tonoa'mi as prayers for long life.

Sacrifices of all kinds are offered to the gods, but the principal offering is the
deer. It does not belong to any special god, for all the principal deities are mas-
ters of the deer, and the deer themselves are gods. Since the introduction of
cattle, the latter animals are used prominently as sacrifices, especially at rain-
making ceremonies. Roosters are also now and then offered to Elder Brother.
These animals, and foods prepared from corn; beans, or squashes, etc., are offered
to the gods before being eaten by the people. The food is sacrificed at night to
Mother East-Water and to Young Mother Eagle; in the daytime, to the four
principal gods and to the Setting Sun, to the Corn Mother (in the morning), to
Mother South-Water and Mother North-Water (in the middle of the day), and to
Mother West-Water (at- sunset).

Besides sacrifices of this kind, the Huichols offer to their gods remarkable
symbolic objects, which form the main topic of this memoir. They are embodi-
ments of prayers, and are mainly found in the god-houses and sacred caves,
where they present a grotesque and-striking appearance. Ceremonial arrows,
sometimes in great numbers, are very generally stuck into the inner sides of
the thatched roofs of the god-houses or into the seats of ceremonial chairs.
A great many symbolic objects of various colors and shapes are attached to the
arrows, and others hang down under the roof, while on the altar may be seen
rudely carved and decorated wooden images of the animals dedicated to the god.
But idols are rarely found in the god-houses.

The ceeremonial objects are not very numerous in the temples, still one
usually sees a few arrows or some 'eyes' stuck into the roof. Thus in the
temple of Santa Catarina ceremonial arrows may nearly always be observed
above the niche of Grandfather Fire, but the Indians tell me that it is much
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better to leave them 'in Tdakafta (p. 17). Such sy'mbolic objects may also be
frequently met with in the crevices of rocks or at some sacred sprin'g, etc. S'ome-
times they are actually left in some water-hole or lagoon ; for instance, in the
country of the hi'kuli, or even. in the sea.

All sacred things are symbols to primitive man, and the Huichols seem
literally to have no end of them. Religion is to them .a personal matter, no't an
institution, and therefore their life is religious, -from the cradle to the grave
wrapped up in symbolism. Even the material of their bows is taken from a kind
of wood which belongs to the special god of the district. Thus the people of
Santa Catarina and surrounding country, who all belong to the god of fire, use
bows made from Tepemezquite, a light reddish-brown wood; while the people
of San Andre's, who belong to1 the Sun, make theirs of the mahogany-colored
Brazil-wood.

The interpretation of their symbolism is not always easy to get,- since some-
times the Indians have reasons for not wishing to tell the- truth, or, though they
have none, they dislike to divulge their ideas on this subject. Even when they
are quite willing to explain, they are hampered by their inability to express them-
selves. Occasionally it happens that the shama'.n has made a special arrangement
of things according to instructions given him in a dream, wrhich of course no on'e
else understands. However, it has always asto-nished -me how well, in a general
way, the Huichol shaman is able to explain symbolic objects. The common ruin
of people are also very well 'instructed in symbols and ceremonies, although they
sometimes, but rarely, make mistakes by placing the ceremonial things. in the
wrong god-house. There is a certain uniformity in the patterns of all these
symbolic objects. The quality of the work -varies much, although it is seldom
actually poor.

The gods are implored, naturally, for material benefits only, and extensive
researctl has convinced me that every god is asked for almost anything. Of
course a person may give 'preference to a certain god, for instance to the one
under whose protection he was placed as a child, or to one about w7hom he or the
shaman has dreamed; but I find that the goddess of 'child-birth may be im-
plored for success in killing deer and raising cotton, while Grandfather Fire
may be aske'd for luck i'n weavinig, embroidering, etc.; and Elder Brother, for
the health of children. Still we recognize certain spheres peculiar' to each god.
To illustrate,: The god of fire, who is the healing god, is implored specially by
the cu'ring shamans; Elder Brother is the particular god of the hun'ter, and the
special helper of women in their textile and embroidery work. In making bows or

fishing-nets, or nets for carrying burdens, as well as in making bowls, Grand-
father Fire' is implored; in making fishing-lines, the Corn Mother; in sowing
squash-seed for-making tobacco-gourds, Great-grandfather Deer-Tail.

In the neighborhood of the pueblo of Santa Catarin'a is a deep valley, at the
'bottom of which a 'river rushes on its way. Along this river are many -caves
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and god-houses dedicated to various male and female deities. Generally the caves
contain some small spring or pool of water, called a kutsa'la, in vvhich children
must be bathed at certain seasons. At the kutsa'la of Grandmother Growth
every Huichol must wash himself once a year with the holy water. Sacred caves
are called by the same name as the god-houses, sitliki. The caves of Grand-
mother Growth and Mother West-Water are called their houses (kia or ikila).

Plate I, Fig. 2, shows a place in this valley which is the most important
of the sacred spots in the Huichol country. Its chief feature is a little temple
dedicated to Grandfather Fire, adjoining which are three god-houses consecrated to
three other great gods, and three dedicated to lesser ones. Tilese stand on a small
level space scarcely ten metres square, situated at the foot of an argillitic rock
that rises almost perpendicularly about fifty metres. The rock inclines slightly
forward. I ts color is dark red, hence its association with Grandfather Fire.
The heat reflected from the rock, besides, forcibly suggests his presence. In
the little temple of this god, which in the picture stands in the background,
an ancient idol was until recently to be seen. This locality, which is called
T#Iaka'ta, owes its name to the presence of the temple. The niame is the same
as that applied to the hole in the ground in which the Huichols cook deer-meat,
mescal, etc., between hot stones covered with an earth mound. It here refers to
the cavity underneath this temple, where stands a still more ancient and impor-
tant idol of the same god. The food dearest to the Huichols, and on which they
no doubt in ancient times had mainly to subsist, is cooked by the fire god
underneath the ground. He thus becomes the god of life, as the deer is the god
of sustenance par excellence.

The Huichol spends a great part of his life at ceremonies and feasts. From
May to August, that is to say, the dry and part of the wet season, there are fre-
quent feasts for making rain. During the wet season, if it stops raining only for
two or three days, the principal men gather in the temple and decide to sacrifice
an ox or two, which means a ' feast,' or propitiation of the gods, lasting for two
days. Then there is the feast of new squashes and of the new corn ; and also
that of toastea corn or esquite, connected with the cult of hi'kuli, which will be
mentioned below; but the greatest of all is the feast for eating corncakes made
fromn ground whole corn baked in an oven, and called by Mexicans tamales (dif-
ferent from the usual ones). This feast is held for the tinderworld, and is called
in Spanish that of tamnales de maiz crudo, which name we shall hereafter use when
referring to it. The last two feasts can be held only after successful deer-hunts.

The cult of hi'kuli is very important in the life of the Huichol. It wou'ld,
however, carry us too far to enter 'into a detailed description, and a brief mention
must therefore suffice. H i'kuli is the name of a small cactus (AZnhalonium
lewinii Hennings) wrhich grows in the central part of Mexico, and which, when
eaten, has an exhilarating effect on the nervous system, and causes color-visions.
The Tarahumares, who also use this plant, have the same name for it. It is
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thought to be necessary to procure it every year to insure the country against
drought; and therefore in October parties of from two to twelve start on a pil-
grimage to the interior or central mesa of Mexico; the jcourney, which is accom-
panied by much fasting and praying, consuming forty-three days. The locality
where the hi'kuli-seekers gather the plant is not far from the mining town Real
Catorce, in the State of San Luis Potosi. The name of this country -is Palia'tsia,
derived from the name of the god Tama'ts Pa'like- Tamoye'ki6 (Elder Brother).
The leader of the party and the one who follows after him carry a front-shield
(Chap. IV.) of Grandfather Fire, while the rest carry those of other gods.

During the months of preparation for the feast, these people may always be
seen eating slices of the fresh fruit, and are in a constant state of excitement,
although initoxication does not show itself in the same way as that produced by
alcoholic drinks. The balance of the body is maintained even better than under
ordinary circumstances, and they walk fearlessly along the edges of precipices.

They are able to endure hunger, thirst, and fatigue to an
/ ~~incredible extent. A marked effect of the plant, imnportant

~~to note, is that it takes away temporarily all sexual desire.~~~~~Th'is fact,no doubt, may contribute to the requirement of,> X--= abstinence from sexual intercourse as a necessary part of the
hi'kuli cult from the time of the start for the hi'kuli cou'ntry~~~~~till the feast is over, which covers a period of at least four

ttt,->_,,months. N\either is bathing nor eating of salt permitted
( f fi ~~during this time. The Huichols generally preserve the plant~~~~~by stringing a number of them, say fifty, longitudinally on a

{ @ @ 4 ~~~string of ixtle, and hanging them up in coils (Fig. I) on the\t ~~~~walls of the temple, or in their houses, to dry. Occasionally
X ~~they are. planted in the grouind. In Fig. 2 may be seen a

SS' ~~plant as it appears when growing.
Q ~~~~~~rhefeast of hi'kuli, which is included in tllat of toasted~~~~~corn, takes place generally some time' in January ; but it can-

; ~~~~not come off until a certain number of deer have been killed,
as said above, nor until the field has been cleared and made

bro , ~~ready for the harvest of the coming year.
The myth relating to the discovery of the hi'kuli is the

following:-
'4 Long ago, when the forefathers of the Huichols first

E ~~arrived in the country where the hi'kuli now grows, they saw
Fig. I (y76cf). P.,t of a String of a deer, and allowed him to go five steps, when he disappeared.
Dried Hi'kuli-Plants (9 nat. size).

When they came closer to the tracks, they discovered that
each footprint was a hi'kuli. All together, there were five, -one for each
footprint.

'1 They shot arrows at every hi'kuli without hurting it, two arrows above each,
and in such a manner that the end of one arrow pointed to the east, and the end
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of the other to the west (Fig. 2). At the pI-ace where the deer disappeared a
large hi'kuli was found, which was called Pa'li or Wapa'li. After - while they
proceeded- tox take up their ar-
rows and put them into theirD
quivers. Only thetwo arrows
which they had shot abovetheD
big hi'kuli remained, because
Great-grandfather Deer-Tail /
ordered them to leasve them. Q

hi'kuli. Tama'ts Palisi'k6 re-
mained on the high mesa where Fg .DarmsoigMne fsotn taH'ui Aot; a.sz.
hi'kuli first appeared, and there

Fg2 igasoiganrfhoigtHlui Aotntsz.

he may be seen to-day in the form of an altar. He is the principal altar, -a
big hi'kuli."

I was told by the Indians that the hi'kuli-seekers, up to the present day,
perform the following ceremony:-

On arriving at the ground, as soon as the mules have been unloaded and
taken care of, the Indians fall into line, and each man places an arrow to his bow
and'stretches the string as if ready to shoot, pointing the arrow first towards the
suln (east), then to each side, then backwards, then upwards, and at last down-
wards, without letting the arrow fly. The captain says, "fYonder is the deer,
standing at the first altar (mesa) ; " but it is only he who sees him. Then they
march forwarcl, still with their bows drawn and aimling ahead, the advance being
directed by the captain and three others. If any one of them sees a hi'kuli, he
shoots towards it, not quite hitting it; but one arrow lodges to the right, and one
to the left, over it. In this way every one shoots at five hi'kuli on the march,
without stopping to pick up the arrows. They proceed to ascend the first mesa
where the captain saw the deer. Having ascended, they all make the ceremonial
circuit, and the deer is seen in the appearance of a whirlwind, whereupon he dis-
appears, leavincg behind two hi'kuli, - one toward the north, and the other toward
the south. Here they leave votive bowls, arrows, back-shields, paper flowers, and
glass beads as prayers for health, talking, as usual, to the five points of the
world. -They also ask the hi'kuli, which in former days were people, not to make
them crazy. This ceremony completed, the signal is given to return, in order to
pull up the hi'kuli shot at on the march, and the arrows left with them. They find
their arrows covered with drops of dew. Each man carefully takes up his five
hi'kuli, and they ascend again to the first altar, where they had left their offerings.
They then partake of hi'kuli, eating it with great delight as a kind of fruit;
and when they have -eaten, the same deer which was seen by the captain, and
afterwards by thein, appears again. This time they all see him, because they
now feel the effects of the plant, or, as my informant told me, "4they are all
drunk." According to another report, the deer is seen descending from heaven;
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and where he alights, there they find the plants, and shoot their arrows at them
in the same way as their forefathers did; but nowadays all the hi'kuli are small.

There are several kinds of hi'kuli. According to some, there are five, -red,
yellow, black, white, and spotted, the same colors that the corn has. According
to others, there are three kinds,-yellow (Tate'vali), white (Tate' Otegana'ka),
and green (Tate' Kyewimo'ka). The same name, hi'kuli, is applied to all of them,
and all kinds are used at the feast.

Further information on the hi'kuli cult will be found on several of the
followiing pages (see especially end of Chap. IX and Chap. X).

Most of the gods are thought to be on the outskirts of the country, and to
grudge the Indians the clouids; but when the shaman sings, they are pleased, and
let them loose to fall down as rain. In that way the shamans, and indirectly the
people, control the rainfall, and are able to produce rain at will. There is another
way in which the people contribute directly towards the bring'ing of rain, v'iz., by
burning their fields. All the smoke that rises is clouds, and there are many
kinds, -black clouds (hai yo'wi or yu'wim§_), bltie clouds (hai yoawi'm&1), white
clouds (hai tora'mi), yellow clouds (hai taru'ye-), red clou'ds (hai rule-'mi-). These
smoke-clouds travel to where the rain Mothers live-, and all become rain-clouds ;
for every Mother, as well as Grandfather Fire, who is in the middle, and Father
Sun, has a spring or pool (kutsa'la) where the smoke-clouds remain until the
rainy weather commences, when they start out as rain-serpent.s. There are, in
the Indian conceptilon, a great many serpents, most of them rain or fire serpents.
When a heavy storm is coming up, the dark clouds and the distanit downpour
look to the Indians like so many raining serpents of various colors. They are
plumed or flying serpents; but there are several kinds, at least ten, all able to fly.
44 Don't you see how the rain travels yonder without coming here ? " a shaman
friend said to me by way of explanation. The rain-water as it flows over the
ground is a serpent, and the rivers that hasten down to the sea are also serpents.
The sea itself and tlle ripples on the surface of urater are serpents. The lightning
is a powerful serpent, and the shaman sees that the fire is also a serpent, namely,
a rattlesnake; and when the Huichols burn the fields, they see in the moving
crest of the fire the plumes of the fire-serpent. The sky and the wind are
serpents. The serpentine movements of the latter are visible when it sweeps
through the grass and the trees, and it helps to brincr the clouds to the country
of the Huichols.

All the principal gods possess each a certain species of eagle or hawk, besides
other birds; and when the Huichols make ceremonial objects for any god, they
use plumes of the special kind belonging to that god. According to tradition, the
various eagles and hawks sprang forth from a cloud of smoke (Sp. fumadero) ;
therefore their plumes are black and brown from the fire. The royal eagle is
supposed to have been originally a single plume, which ascended, and became
Ve'lika, that sees everythinig.
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There are several species of hawk in the country, the most common being
the red-tailed hawk (Buteo borealis Calurus, called in Huichol Kwir or Kwi's, in
Spanish Aguil.zZa), whose feathers are very generally used; but the feathers of
the white-tailed hawk (Buteo albicauazMaus Sennette, called in Huichol Tu'ra) and
of the Mexican black hawk (Urubilinga anthraci'na Licht.), as well as those of
Piwa'mi (Asturina plagiala Schlegel), are also in general use. Eagles, although
exceedingly coveted, are very rarely procured, on account of the lack of fire-arms.

Wilts6 is the name of a certain hawk which in former times arose from the
west (SO'tega) ; and from the east (hira'ta) came the hawk Piwa'mi as well as the
deer. From the north (ota'ta) came the white-tailed hawk. All these originated
from fire and smoke, as did also, according to one tradition, Grandfather Fire
and Great-grandfather Deer-Tail.

The birds, especially eagles and hawks, move about in the wind and hear
everything; and the same is the case with their plumes : they also hear, the
Indians say, and have mystic powers. Plumes or moye'li are to the Huichol
health, life, and luck-giving symbols. By their help the shainans are capable of
hearing everythiiig that is said to them from below the earth and from all the
points of the world, and perform magic feats. The feathers of the vulture and
of the raven are not considered as plumes. All plumes are desirable as attach-
ments to ceremonial objects: therefore a Huichol never has too many of them.
There is, however, one plume of special merit, and that IS, strange to say, the deer.
Every one who kills a deer comes into possession of a precious plume, that in-
sures, him health and luck ; but those who are much in love cannot acquire 'it,
for, in order to catch deer, one must be-abstinent. We have already seen (p. I 2)
how Grandfather Fire, in true shaman fashion, applied his plumes to Elder
Brother's head, and produced antlers or plumes, one on each side. Not only the
antler, but the wshole body of the deer, is, in the Huichol mind, a plume, just as a
bird is called a plume ; and I have met with instances where the hailr from the
tail of a deer actually served as plume attachments on ceremonial arrows
(cf. Fig. 97). Plumes, according to one account, started from the head of the deer
in order that the shaman might be able to sing.

The deer appeared, according to tradit'ion, on five different occasions, and
each time they had a new name. The Huichols count five kinds of male deer
and five kinds of roes ; and even the roes appear to the shamans to possess
antlers or plumes. The shamans are also the only ones who can tell the differ-
ence between a male and a female deer. These -ten kinds of deer have all special
names, the male ones being named according to the growth of the antlers. The
male deer are all tama'ts (4 our elder brothers'), and are the following:

I. Tamatts Wawatsa'li, the principal and the oldest one, with very large
antlers. He lives in the south, i. e., is the deer god in the south.

2. Tama'ts O'to Ta'wi, a large deer, but with smaller antlers. He lives in
the north, i. e., is the deer god in the north.

3. Ve'lika Moye'li Tama'ts, a deer that is a little bluer than the other deer.
His antlers are the plumes of the royal eagle.
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4. Kwir Moye'li Tamaftsp a deer with antlers much ramified and very thin,
which are the plumes of the red-tailed hawk (Kwir).

5. Teolafli Moyefli Tamafts, a deer whose antlers have small protuberances
which resemble a red flower called teola'li. Being red, this flower is dedicated to
Grandfather Fire ; and wreaths worn at certain feasts are made from it.

The female deer are all tatef ('our mother') and takoftsi ('our grand-
mother'), and their names are the following:-

I. Piwafmi Moyefli Tate Tako'tsi, a roe whose plumes are those of the hawk
Piwa'mi.

2. Suili'kwai Moye'li Tate' Tako'tsi, a roe whose plumes are those of a large
hawk called giulifkwai.

3. Tu'ra Moyefli Tate' l'akoftsi, a roe with plumes of the white-tailed hawk
(Tu'ra).

4. Hapofli Moye'li Tate' Tako'tsi, a roe whose plumes are those of the eagle
Hapo'li, which is black with a striped white tail. 'This eagle is often seen in the
willow-trees, and is found in the country of the hi'kuli.

5. Totowi' Moye'li Tate' Tako'tsi, a roe whose plumes ate those of a small
yellowish parrot which lives on the coast.

The moving principle in the religion of the Huichols is the desire of pro-
ducing rain, and thus of suiccessfully raising corn, their principal food. I take this
to be common to most of the agricultural tribes of this continent. Water first, and
water last, is the consideration in all t}leir ceremonies, the centre of their thoughts.

According to the Huichol myths, corn was once deer, the deer having been
the chief source of food in earliest times. Therefore the people, now that they,
through contact with the whites, have become possessed -of cattle and sheep, look
upon these too as corn.

Since the deer represents sustenance, it may easily be perceived why, in their
myths, the hi'kuli, as well as hauftsima (' water'), sprang from the forehead of a
deer. It was a deer (a deer god) that left the hi'kuli-plants in his track the first
time he appeared in the country where the plants grow, and he afterwards became
,a big hi'kuli ; and when the gods for the first time felt the exhilarating effect that
hi'kuli produces, it came from the magic drink that had been made by grinding,
not the hi'kuli, but a deer-antler, on the metate, and mixing it with water.

In former days corn was also hi'kuli, and therefore to-day the latter still
retains all the colors of corn. Sometimes the Indians profess to discover real
grains-of corn on the plant when they gather it; and when they leave hi'kuli as a
sacrifice to the gods, they usually mix with it grains of corn. Hi'kuli, therefore,
is to them the original ear of corn, just as the deer-antler is the original hi'ku]i.

Thus it will be seen that corn, deer, and hi'kuli are, in a w-ay, one and the
same th-ing to the Huichol. Corn is deer (food substance), and hi'kuli is deer
(food substance), and corn is hi'kuli.; all these three being considered identical
in so far as they are food substances.
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When, at the feast preparatory to clearing the corn-fields, the Huichols drink
the broth of deer-meat, they speak of it as " making corn." The deer is the sacri-
fice most valued by the gods. To the Huichols it is the symbol of sustenance and
fertility; and its blood is therefore sprinkled on the grains of corn before they are
sown, that they may become equally sustaining. The hi'kuli, on the other hand,
is to them the plant of life,-the life of the deer and of the corn. Hi'kuli is
also the special drinking-bowl of the god of fire-; and the Huichols have to bring
it to him every year, or they would be unable to catch deer: consequently it
would not rain, and they would have no corn.

lThe philosophy of life of these people may be best summed up in the sentence
to which my Huichol servant once gave utterance: "Tao pray for luck to Tate'-
vali [the god of fire], and to put up snares for the deer,-that is to lead a perfect



II.-GODS A1ND: THEIR PARAPHERNALIA; FETISHES.

In the temples of the Huichols no idols are to be seen, as they are kept
in secret places, often in some remote cave. In the temple of Santa Catarina,
according to the Indians, there is an excavation underneath the fireplace, in
which an idol of the god of fire stands, surrounded by nuimerous ceremonial
objects. The Indians state that such a cavity is a feature of every temnple,
and its special god or some sacred object may be placed in it. I saw,
however, that in two diminutive temples erected for the god of fire for a
special purpose, there were idols standing above ground, besides the ones in the
cavities below. Images of gods are still made amonog the liuichols according to
the orders of the shaman ; and their purpose is to prevent a drought, or to drive
off some serious disease or other tribal misfortune. The images are carved out
of solidified vrolcanic ash (Sp. cant-era), or sometimes out of wood, and in rare
instances they are moulded from clay.

The most important gods stand on disks (te-'pali) made from solidified
volcanic ash, which vary in size according to the maker's fancy. Such a disk
represents the domain of the god or goddess, and is painted or carved with various
pesigns symbolic of his or her attributes and relations to tlle world. These
objects are thus exceedingly instructive as showing the religious thought of the
Indian. They are frequently'found in the god-houses without images, but never-
theless possessing the god's power. They are then seen either lying flat on the
altar, to which they are often fastened by mud, or placed in a slanting positionl.
They are also met with in the temples (p. 9) and on top of them. All ceremonial
disks are smeared with blood of the deer before being deposited for religious use.

Images of animals belonging to particular gods are also made in various
ways (pp. 66-68). They are deposited in the particular place of worship of the
god, together with ceremonial chairs and other symbolic obj'ects to be described
later.

The images, as well as other ceremonial objects, but -especially the disks
mentioned above, are often painted with various colors, all native. These colors
are either mineral or vegetable, the mineral, colors being supposed to be in the
possession of Grandmother Growth. Objects made of solidified volcanic ash, that
are to be painted, are first washed with water to make the colors adhere well.
As the colors employed b), the Huichol Indians have much significance in certain
symbolic objects, it seems advisable, for convenience, to mention them here, and
the materials from which they are derived.

I. MINERAL COLORS.-Red (rule-'m6), from a ferruginous clay called
rata'lika. This is the color most commonly used by the Indians. For painting
arrows it is ground on the metate and mnixed with copal. White, from a calcite
called tata'mi or Kyewimo'ka. Dark green (yoawi'mi&_), from a green clay called
teyoa'wi, found near San Sebastian. It is probably a result of the decomposition

[24]
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of volcanic rock. The inside of drinking and votive bowls is painted with it.
Light green, from a similar clay from San Sebastian, but of a better kind. Lzght
red, from a ferruginous clay mixed with calcite. The minerals are powdered, and
mixed with the juice of the maguey plant (aguaz de maguey) or sometimes
simply with water.

2. VEGETABLE COLORS.-Dark red (rule'm6), from Brazil-wood, which
is rubbed to a powder on the metate, and then mixed with a weak'solution
of lime and water. Dark blu?e (yoawi'mi_), from a plant called in Spanish anzEl
(indigo), and in Huichol tapa'li. The dye-stuff is mixed with the jilice of the
maguey. Yellow (tarawi'mi6), from the root (ta'rai) of a bush called toy, which
the hi'kuli-seekers gather in the country where that plant grows. Black (yu'wime-),
from charred corncobs mixed with the juice of the maguey.

GRANDFATHER FIRE AND HIS DISKS. -Images of the god of fire are more

frequent than those of any other god. His birthplace is shown near Santa
Catarina, in a cave which gives evidence of previous volcanic action. He
is,thought to have first appeared there as a spark, or, according to another
tradition, carrying two arrows and flint. The cave itself is called Haino'tega,
hai'no being the name of a little yellow bird which was kept there by the god.
Still another tradition has it that he started from the coast, and remained first in
Sakaimo'ta, afterwards in Teaka'ta. Then he went to Toapu'li (Santa Catarina),
and from there travelled out to WizE,'rkat6, near Z,acatecas. From here again he
travelled on to Maraya'pa, which is situated this side of the mining town Catorce.
Finally'he arrived in Hai O'nali, which is a spring in the country of the hi'kuli.
He returned again to Toapu'li with his family, accompanied by much wind, and
to-day still lives in Teaka'ta. In this connection it is significant to note that the
mythical ancestors of the Huichols arrived from Aukwe'm6ka, the mountain in
front of Toapu'li; and when they arrived, they brought much wind with them.

In the district of Santa Catarina, where he is the ruling god, I know of six
of his images, which accordingly must be considered as so many impersonations
or incarnations of the same god of fire. There may be even more. While it is
supposed that he is incarnate in or abides in all these images, yet his principal
body and habitation is the principal image, which stands in the little temple at
Ti&-aka'ta, the holy place described on p. I 7.

It is significant that sometimes he is represented, not by one, but by two
images. One stands above ground, and the other in a cavity underneath it. The
latter is invariably the smaller and the older of the two, and is regarded as closely
associated with the sun after it has set, or the sun of the underworld, while the
upper image is supposed to be associated with the sun of the daytime, or of the
upper world. In both of his manifestations he is thought to have .great power
over the Sun, to whom he is supposed to talk. It is evident, therefore, that he is
identified with the fire of the world, moreover with that -of the underworld, and
that we may regard volcanic fire as more directly representing him than any other
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kind of fire. He is held to be more ancient even than the Sun, who is his child,-
the young Huichol who in ancient times issued forth Phaenix-like from the fire,
revived as the flaming Sun (p. I I). The Sun, then, is in reality a new imper-
sonation of the god of fire; and it naturally follows that mythically the latter is
closely associated, in his powers and functions, with the former.

The idol of the god of fire here pictured (Fig. 3) is said to be an exact copy
of the one standing under the fireplace of the temple of Santa Catarina, in a

cavity abotit a metre deep down in the ground.4,: , jX ~A few years ago, when the officers of the temple
({X('lAy )removed the disk that covers the cavity, to renew
<1_ / ( ~the ceremonial objects placed with the idol, as is
2~~-~~> their custom every fifth year, they found that the
/ \\ ~~~heat from the fire above had not only burned all
// Xj X ~~the ceremonial objects, but had also injured the old
///1\ \ ) idol. Therefore a new image was made by one of
W :\ X W the chief men of the place, Felipe, who, being a
/q\ \ friend ofmine, consented to make a similar one for
X /\ J ~me. The material is solidified volcanic ash. The

,1XI| i t legs are apart, and there are indications of armsXi u ~~~hang'ing down. Nose, eyes, and mouth are very
,7tv<X><;, ~~distinct, but the ears are awkwardly placed, be'ing

/
\ X D' y 1

too far forward. There are indications of toes in
g ~ ~the form of slight incisions. Felipe carved this

- ~~rather clumsy figure with his machete, and there iS a
Fi,S. 3 Q(ge6 .h Grandfather Fire standing onhis. .Dis. (Heihtexcluding disk, 27.s cm-) curious vague likeness between the maker andT his

work.
The specimen figured in Figs. 4 and 5 is the disk on which the god of fire

stands (Tate'vali te-'pali). It was obtained from the same place and fromn the

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.
Figs. 4, 5 (1?115g). Disk of Grandfather Fire,' Upper and Lower Sides.I.(Diameter, 2T1 cm.; thickness, 5.5 cm.)

same maker as the idol. On the upper surface (Fig. 4) is a carving of the royal
eagle (Tate'vali Ve'lika), -the eagle that belongs to Grandfather Fire. Wings
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and tail are spread, but the head has been omitted, and the body consists of a
circle divided into eight radial sections of nearly equal size. Wings, legs, and
talons are plainly visible, and the feathers of wings and tail are represented by
parallel lines. All the lines in the carving have been painted black. Above the
eagle, between the wings, is the carvinig of a deer without antlers, painted black
in the same way.

The under surface (Fig. 5) is taken up by a picture of the sun. It consists
of a circular space in the imiddle, from wh'ich rays emanate to the edge of the disk.
These rays and the central cilrcular space are painted red with ferruginous clay.

The edges of both surfaces of the disk are n'otched all round at regular
intervals. On the eagle side of the disk, between the notches along the edge of
the lower half, are dots of black,- eighteen in all. There is'also a similar spot
over the left wing of the eagle. The rim is ornamented all round with a carved.
zigzag line, painted with ferruginous clay, -a design symbolic of the hills and
valleys projected on the horizon, while the notches represent the nearer hills and
valleys.

The disk on which the god stands thus shows the animals most closely asso-
ciated with him, and symbolizes his powers over the whole world, that is illumined
and warmed by the sun.

I have mentioned above that the god of fire is represented by two idols,
one above ground, and one underneath. The latter stands in a cavity the opening
to which is entirely covered by a disk, on which the upper idol stands, as will be
observed in Fig. 3. This disk, however, is much larger than the one pictured. The
arrangement recalls the form of house of the Pueblos of the Southwest at the peri-
od when the wandering tribes of the desert still lived underground or half under-
ground. The doors to their houses were made of slabs of stone, and were round
like the stone lids of j'ars, as is evident from the researches of Cu.shing and others.
It might possiblybe inferred that the disk placed under the god of fire symbolizes
that he alone, of all gods, has the power of opening and closing the door that
separates the upper from the under world. This interpretation is to a certain ex-
tent supported by the mnyth of Great-grandfather Deer-Tail (Chap. IV), who once
took refuge in a hole which he made in the ground and covered over with a stone.
-Possiblv the conclusion may also be drawn from the myth that the idol in the
cavity underneath represents Great-grandfathe'r Deer-Trail, while the one on top
represents Granidfather Fire; in other words, that the former is the volcanic fire,
and the latter the fire of this world. This would agree with the conception of
these two gods in the minds of the Huichols, who frequently call thein brothers.

Another disk of the god of fire is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It w.as not used
as a stand for an idol. It was painted at my request by a very intelligent
shaman, and it should be stated here that a number of objects treated in this
chapter were also made at my request by different shamans and friends of mine in
the district of Santa Catarina. Most of them were painted by a very prominent
shaman, at one time 'alcalde' in Santa Catarina. His father, one of the great
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shamans of the country, had instructed him in the mysteries of life from childhood
up. They lived in Pochotita, and the father died only recently. The specimens
obtai.ned in thlis way are reproductions of objects used by the Huichols, although
more elaborate in workmanship, design, and color. Two or three of the painted
disks were intended by the maker to represent similar ones made of split bamboo
interwoven with cotton cord and variously colored crewel. These will be noted
at their proper places.

Fig. 6 (TsY5 ). Disk of Grandfather Fire, Upper Side. (Diameter, 40 cm.; thickness, 6 cm.)

In the centre of the upper surface of the disk in question (Fig. 6) there is a
cavity 2.5 cm. deep by 6.5 cm. in diameter, which is called Tate'vali aiku'tsi,
meaning the drinking-gourd of Grandfather Fire. A disk with a central cup of
this kind is called tano'ra. Trhe name aiku'tsi refers specially to a votive bowl
filled with a mixture of water and ground hi'kuli,-the form in which hi'kuli
is consumed at the feasts, The Huichols, according to their conception, are only
con.tinuing the practice which Grandfather Kauyuma'li initiated, who was the first
to procure aiku'tsi. While puttiIig the world into shape he seized from his
opponents their votive bowl filled with thlis liquid. On disks of other gods, that
have been placed in a horizontal position on the altar of the god-house, I
have seen similar hollows; and, according to the etymology of the name, they are
to be considered as drinking-gourds of the gods for whom they were deposited. In
some of these cups, especially in those belonging to Grandmother Growth, native
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beer and chocolate are sacrificed. In this specimen the cavity is painted dark
brown inside; and along its edge runs a band of green, on which, at regular
intervals, are brown spots, symbolic of grains of corn. The rays that emanate
from it are painted alternately red and blue, and symbolize ears of corn. The
paintings are easily understood, in the light of the relations between hi'kuli and
corn, as explained on p. 22 and at other places. The designs on the rest of this
surface are the following: -(a) The royal eagle, in ferruginous clay and black. It
is represented with wings and tail spread ; and on the body is a cross enclosed in
an irregular circle, significant of the heart. The eagle looks somewhat like the
double-headed eagle of European origin, but it actually represents the front view
of the bird. An eagle, when shown in front view, is always represented as
double-headed, because the Indian is unable to make a perspective drawing
of this view. It is shown with skin split, and it becomes a perfect eagle to him
because both sides are represented. The eagle is sometimes represented with
head turned to one side, in which case only one head is shown. (b) A bluejay,
called by the Mexicans urraca. This bird, like others dedicated to gods, is
viewed, in accordance with what has been said before, as a plume ; therefore the
native name of the figure on the disk is wa [bluejay] moye'li [plume or plumes].
(c, d) Two macaws standing opposite each other, both painted green, with
longitudinal stripes of reddish color on wing and tail, as well as some of the same
color on top of the head and upper part of the legs. (e) The red-tailed hawk,
painted in red and black. From its beak depends a serpent called Hairaku'.
The real serpent lives in the-water, and is from 80 cm. to go cm. long. There
is another serpent of the same kiiid in front of the bird, which the royal
eagle is trying to catch. Behind the, hawk is seen (f) a man with uplifted
-arms, painted in dark blue, almost black. Only the upper part of the body
is visible on the surface, while the rest of the man is painted on the rim of
the disk. He is looking at the hawk swallowing the serpent. (g) A chaparral-
cock, painted in dark blue and some red. This bird protects Grandfather Fire,
and the hi'kuli-seekers need it for their journey. (hi) A maize-plant which has
dried up for want of water. All the birds represented above are males.

On the reverse side of the disk (Fig. 7) are seen::- (a) A male tiger, painted
in red, with yellow and green spots. (b) A female tiger, painted in dark blue and
red, with white and yellow spots. Behind its tail stands (c) a deer in light green
color, -the deer god in the south. (d) AR deer, painted in dark blue, with a

longitudinal red stripe,-the deer god in the north. (e) A roe, dark reddish in
color. (f) A snake called Aitala'ma, with alternate red, black, and yellow
transverse bands. It is said to be about 30 cm. long and non-venomous (see p. 49).
(g) A water-serpent called Hai'ku, re.presented in black edged with red. It is
said to be from- 40 cm. to 50 cm. long. (hi) A serpent called Takayoyuo', painted
in dark blue edged with red. It has two heads, and on its back are seen scales.
(i) A symbolic figure called neali'ka, -one of a group of objects that will be
fully treated in Chap. IV. According to my informant, it is a si'kuli (Chap. VI)
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neali'ka (' eye face') of the god, and is painted in black, green, dark blue, and
red. The dots -indicate grains of corn ; and the whole figure is symbol'ic of corn,
representing no doubt a transverse section of an ear of corn. Compare the
design on Grandmother Growth's right cheek (p. 45), also the designs on the
cheeks of the Corn Mother (p. 53) and the central design on the left cheek in
the facial painting, Fig. 277, b. The five bird-like figures represent swallows.
There 'is an indication of a sixth, and probably there would have been a seventh

Fig. 7 (2s Disk of Grandfather Fire, Lower Side.

if there had been room for it. (j) Grandfather Fire himself as a deer-hunter,
carrying his bow, and with arrows in his girdle. He is painted in dark blue, and
there is sot-ne red round the fingers, legs, and bow, as well as onu the ' winged '

part of the arrows. Note that the bow is here viewed by the Indian as a serpent..
On each cheek are two longitudinal whitish (most likely meant for yellow) stripes,
expressive of the face -painting (Chap. X) of the'hi'kuli-seekers, and symbolic
of rain. (k) The male Gila monster. (1) The fem'ale Gila monster.

The disk described expresses a prayer for health, luck in killing deer, and
long life.

I have seen disks similar to this, with a cavity in the centre, and with incised
linear designs filled in with black and red, lying in a horizontal position on the
altars of seve,ral god-houses, to which they had been fastened with mnud. When-
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ever the temple'of Santa Catarina is to be renovated, a disk like th,e one described,
but of different material, is left there, in front of the niche of Grandfather F'ire,
and is afterwards taken to Mesa del Nayarit. It is made of pieces of split bam-:
boo interwoven with crewel of various colors, and every year one is taken out by
the hi'kuli-seekers from Santa Catarina to the country where the hi'kuli grows.

I also reproduce a disk of Grandfather Fire of a somewhat different pattern
(Figs. 8, 9), made for me during myT first expedition to the Huichols by the

<;.'""Nt:, % 7:

Fi.8 DskoGrnfte \,'ir, Upe ide (Daee, 2 M hcns, 35 cm.,)

same man who made the preceding specimen. According to the maker, it is an
exact reproduction of the one on which the god of fire stands in the temple of
Pochotita. As will be seen, it has some adornmnents obtained from Mexican
stores, but it presents many points of interest.

The upper surface (Fig. 8) is adorned with modern applications. Right in
the middle a smiall mirror, about 5 cm. in diameter', is fastened by means of bees-
wax, in a hollow made purposely for it, so that the stirface of the mirror is on a
level with that of the disk. The mirror is in this case c'alled si'kuli or I e'ye' (of
the god). At regular intervals, near the edge of the disk, four round objects
called ' faces ' or neali'ka (Chap. IV), each about 6 cm. in diameter, are attached.
Each consists of a circular network about 4 cm. in diameter, made from strings
of white and blue beads, surrounded by coils of colored worsted, all fastened to
the disk by means of beeswax. The beadwork, which resembles that done by the
blind in this country, is in reality the same ornament as is worn by the women for
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ear-pendants, and by the men and women as pendants to their necklaces, but it
here serves as part of the symbolic object. The color of the worsted on one pair
of 'faces' diametrically opposite each other is blue, and of that on the other
pair red. There are also two paintings in black and red, supposed to be serpents
with red mouths. Between one ' face ' and the next, all round this upper surface,
are two diamond-shaped figures, an inner and an outer, formed by the arrangement
of layers of worsted on beeswax. The outer ones are yellow, and the inner ones

Fig. 9 ('I'as ) Disk of Grandfather Fire, Lower Side.

alternately red and blue. Over these diamond-shaped ornaments, which repre-
sent 'eyes ' 'si'kuli) of the god, two double strinigs of glass beads have been
placed, intersect'ing each other at right angles in the middle of the disk, the ends
only being fastened to the edge with beeswax. Each double string consists of
one string of blue and one of red beads. Large spots of red and black paint
have been daubed here and there.

According to the maker of the disk, the four points of the compass do not
follow the direction of the arms of the cross of bead-strings, but run between them.
Thus the two blue ' faces' are in the north and south, the two red ones in the east
and west, and the two snakes in the southeast.

Looking at the reverse side of the disk (Fig. 9) with the cardinal points the
same as on the first side, we find in the middle a linear carving of a deer with
antlers (a). The lines of the carving are colored black, and there are a few red
and black-and-red spots on body and tail. Above the deer (north of it) is a
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painting, in red and black, of a front view of the royal eagle (b). It is, as

always when seen from the front, represented as double-headed, and even the heart
(e) is in this case pictured as two. In front of the deer as well as below its hind-
legs is a figure (d) representing plumes of the royal eagle (Ve-'lika moye'li),
the parlallel, lines within each signifying wing-feathers. Such a figuire, wrhich
is found on several ceremonial objects (see, for instance, Figs. :262, 276 b,
277 e, f, 278 d), always signifies a back-shield ' bed ' (ita'li) of the god in ques-
tion, with plumes of some eagle or hawk of the god (represented by the cuirved
lines) attached. Sometimes there are lines crossingy the parallel lines, as in
Figs. 276, b (left cheek), 277, f. In.the latter case one is reminded of the
appearance of hawimita'li (see p. X138), which they are undoubtedly intended to
represent. When the 'bed' is represented by longitudinal lines alone, these
lines represent sometimnes wing-feathers, as here and in Fig. 2 7-, e; some-
times tail-feathers, as in Fig. 276, a; aind -in one instance they probably stand
for candies, as in Fig. 278, d. Behind the deer is a figure sytinbolic of the
world (e), -a picture of the earth, showing the hills and vZalleys, and in the
middle the four cardinal po'ints. Below it is a figure of the liawk Piwalmi (f )
The round dots on the' sides of the wvinog-feathers as well as on the eagle and the
hawk, are part of the' plumage, indicating the natural marks on the feathers.
Above the tail is a figure (g) which represents the fruit of a certain kin'd of cactus
(Mex. tSp. hzuisnaga), said to be without spines. It is called in Huichol huwi'li.
It is brought by hi'kuli-seekers from tlle country of the hi'kiuli, and, although n'ot
used at the feast, is considered as ' medicine.'

The rim of the disk is adorned wilth a zigzaor design made of yellow, blue,
and red worsted, fastened by means of beeswax, as well as with daubs of red and
black paint. The meaning of the zigzag is the same as that in Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. IO shows a disk taken from the little temple at Te-aka'ta. It used to
stand at the feet of the ancient idol, and children when sick were seated on it
while being bathed with holy water from the pool of Grandmother Growth, which
is situated in a cave near by. On one surface it is painted blue with indigo, and two
figures 'of deer, feet to feet, are pecked into it, one of the-m having antlers. The
one with antlers represents the deer god in the south ; and the roe is called
Piwa'mi, because its 'plumnes'9 are those of the hawk Piwa'mi (pp. 2 I, 22).

The next one (Fig. I I) iS also from Te-aka'ta, where it w1as lying on the
ground inside of the little temple. It is very similar to the precedingoe and
dedicated to the same god. On one surface are seen two roughly made carvings
of deer, both with antlers, and feet to feet. A diametrical line separates them,
signifying the earth on which they walk. One of the figures has at one place
some blue beads attached by means of wax, and the other has white ones attached
in the same way. The first one is the deer god in the south, and the second the
deer god in the north. The first one represents Grandfather Fire, and the second
Great-grandfathe,r Deer-Tail. On this disk, so the Indians assured me, is repre-
sented primarily Grandfather Fire and Great-grandfather Deer-Tail; but, to use,
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their expression, it " becomes the saii-ie as " if the deer god in the south and the
deer god-in the north had been carved. This shows that the deer god in the south
is one 'of the impersonations of Grandfather Vire, and the deer god in. the
north one of the impersonations of Great-grandfather Deer-Tail. lThe disk
expresses a prayer for lulck in killing deer.

Fi.g. IO. Fig. I I Fig. 12 .

Figs. IO QS&), II11 t) 12 (g34. Disks of Grandfather Fire, Upper Sides. (Diameter, 8.5 cm., I5 cm-, II.5 cm., respectively; thick
ness, 2-2.5 cm., 3.4 cm., 2-3 cm.)

The next disk (Fig. I 2), also from the same locality, is very similar and dedi-
cated to the same god, the carvings being the same, but bearing traces of a blue

color. The meaning of the deer is the same as in~~~~the preceding specimens. Round the edge of this
/ - \ ~~~~surface are notches at regular distances apart. Food-
/ \ \ ~~~offerings were put on tllis disk, which I found placed

2 8 C1°se~~Finally shPould be mentioned a diminutive disk
l

;9 ~~~~(Fig. I 3) of the same god, which I also found lying
/on the floor of the same little temnple, among the

9
/ ~~~~arrows. TIoone'surface iS fastened, by iiieans of bees-

X / ~~~wax, a coil made from a string of red beads. It
/ ~~~signifies the lieart-of a child, and the whole disk em-

Fig DXW.riskof GrandfatherFire, bodies a prayer to G;randfather Fire that the childUpperiidIe. (-Diameter, 4.5 cm.; thick-
ness, 2 cm.) may not be sick<.

GREAT-GRAANDFATHER DEER-TAH., AND HIS DISK.-Next in order is Great-
grandfather Deer-Tail, whose image is show in Figs. I4 and I 5. I a ane
by tlle same man wlio painted F7igs. 6 and 7. It is carved out of solidified
volcanic ash, and differs very little from the itnage of Grandfather Fire (Fig. 3)
the arms in this one being, however, mere stumps.

Front and back are decorated with paintings in yellow and red, yellow be'in'g
the predom'inant color. It will be remembered that the yellow color is brought
from the country of the hi'kuli, therefore this color might have been expected on
this figure, because the god whom it represents is a master of hi'kuli.
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On the face are seeni paintinigs in yellow of the same kind as those used by the
Iii'kuli-seekers (Chap. X). That over the nose represents a small serpent called
Rai'no. From above each eye descends the figure of a rattlesnake, the tails end-
ing underneath the chin. The vertical.lines on each cheek represent falling rain.

frhe chest is decorated with a large round figure in yellow and red, -a front-
shield or neali'ka of the god (Tato'tsi nealikai'ya). 'rhe circular figure in the
middle, with an inscribed cross, represents his heart, and the five red dots painted
on it are symbols of grains of corn. The short l'ines whicli project from the

Fig. 14. Fig. I15.
Figs. I14, I5 (1%uw). Great-grandfather Deer-l'all, Front and Back Views. (Height, 29 cm.)

outer edge of the circular figure, as well as those emanating from the succeeding
circle, are symbols of hi'kuli. The flower-like figures outside of the 'second circle
represent the leaves of a bush called toy, the root of which is gathered for paint-
ing the faces of the hi'kuli-seekers. The yellow tongue-like figures on the edge
represent a short grass that is used by the hi'kuli-seekers when on the road in
kindling fires from ignited tinder. It is called yemokwa'li. The -same grass is
burnt for use in coloring the glue employed in manufacturing chairs. On the
inner edge of the border of tongues are some dots and small leaf designs which
represent fallen leaves of the same bush, toy. The spaces between the yellow
tongues have been painted with red in order to finish off the shield.

Over the right arm, from the neck down, hangs a serpent called Ha'tsi,
painted red with yellow spots. This serpent is said to be about 60 cm. long. It
lives on the ground, and is believed to be efficacious in bringing luck to the
women in their textile work: therefore the design of -this snake. is very appro-
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priate for the god, who i's frequently implored for luck in handiwork. Whenever
such a snake is accidentally met with, it is caught for this purpose by the husband,
fa'ther, or mother of a woman, and held up to her that she may make five
strokes along its back fro'm head to tail. The arrow-maker and the painter.
implore this god in the same nianner.

On the left side, from the neck over the shoulder backwards, hangs another
serpent called Kopi'rka. 'It is painted in red. Th'is snake, which is said to be
about 30 cm.' long, is venomous, and lives in the ca-n'ois. It is' implored for
luck by men who want to make snares for catchinog deer. It is not, however,
like the other one, caught for the purpose, but the men pray directly to its master,
Great-grandfather Deer-Tail.

Under each arm a tobacco-gourd; a nlecessary part of the hi'kuli-seekers'
outfit, is carved, and.painted with red and yellow spots.

On the back (Fig. I5) iS a figure of the red-tailed hawk in profile, painted
in yellow. The design representing the heart of the bird is very similar to that
representing the front-shield on the front of the i'mage; the beak, eye, and four
spots on the ' heart,' are red. It may be of interest to note that the picture of the
hawk is called in Huichol kwi'ram ta'rai, the latter word meaning the yellow
root from which the color is obtained. The name means, to give a free transla-
tion, ' hawk painted yellow.' It is dedicated to Great-grandfather Deer-Tail and
to other gods. It is, to speak with the Indians, ' Great-grandfather Deer-Tail's
plumes' (Tato'tsi Ma'ra Kwa'r'i nioye'li), the meaning of which has been ex-
plained on pp. 20, 2 I.

On the head is represented a circlet of macaw-feathers fastened to a string,
which is worn at the feast, attached to the straw hats of the hi'kuli-seeke'rs. The

four in the middle in the form of a cross
<~~-~~~~~-~~ are supposed to have bee-n blown over by

f<, \ ~~the wind.
/ fw S<< X r~~~~~'his image is like those that are left
/4 l ; < \ ~~in the god-house of Great-grandfather
/ > \ ;)~~~~~Der-Tail at Tdaka'ta, where this god,

t/,>/t < I ~another master of hi kuli, iS implored for
4/>/t;-ffi > luck on the journey to fetch the plants.I ~~~~~~He iS supposed to have in his possession

\a\8 1 > ~~~~~allthe hi'kuli' that the Huichols use in
_ , / ~~~~their country; and when he wants. more,

\
/ ~~~~~~~he sends to Elder Brother for them. The

\ Y / ~~~~~~Indians also say that the hi'kuli of Great-
\ / ~~~~~~grandfather Deer-Tail is considered the

__ ~~~~best.
Fig. I6i(jh7). Disk of Great-grandfather Deer-Tail, Upper Teiaesad nads Fg 6

Side. (Diameter, 27.5 cm, thickness, 5.5 cm.) T ei a esa d nads Fg 6
very much like that of the god of fire

(Figs. 3-5), only both sides bear the carving of the white-tailed hawk.



FATIIER SUN (TAXYAU') AND HIS DISK. - According to the description of
the Indians, the Sun is represented as a small reddish ball of stone in his god-
house at TeIaka'ta (p. 17). A disk of the god (Tayau' te_'pali) is shown in Fig.
I 7, also in Plate II1, Figs. I and 2. It was made at my request, and it was con-
sidered by another Indian who was making disks for me as a true representation.

The greater part of the main surface (Plate II, Fig. t) is taken up with a

picture of the sun, which is represented as a central circular space (called the ' face
[neali'ka] of Father Sun ') in yellow and green, with rays of red, brown, yellow, and
blue emanating from it, called hisl4arrows '(Tayau'l ulu). The many dotted lines
scattered among the rays form a peculiar feature of this design : these are sym'-
bolic of grains of corn (Tayau' iku').

The red cross to one side of the rays is a symbol of money belonging to
the Sun (Tayau' tomi'ni, tomi'n being the word for ' money' in a Mexican-Spanish
dialect), and also symbolizes the rising sun. The triangular figures attached to
the inner side of the circular band surrounding the rays represent clouds (Tayau'
hai). They are red or yellow in color. Outside of this band are seen a nuimber
of beehive-shaped figures in black, stirrounded by red and yellow dots. Within
each a Greek cross is painted, and there are four dots of green or red surrounding
each cross. These beehive-shaped figures represent hills (kwie-', the same word
as that used for ' earth ') planted with corn. Accordingly the red and yellow dots
that surround the hills represent corn-fields (wa'ra). The crosses are signs of
money, and the dots around each cross are grains of corn.

Along the edge of the disk rLins a broad reddish-colored band representing
the sky in the daytime (tahe-i'ma), ' another sea." On it are painted large white
circular spots representing stars (rula've-). Along the inner edge of this bancl are
triangular figures in red or blue, representing clouds. There may also be seen
the outlines in red of similar figures, with a single dot of red on each : these
represent mountains and the springs within them.

The upper surface of the disk is thus expressive of the following thought
and prayer: Father Suin, with his front-shield (or I face') and his arrows, rises in
the east, bringing money, that is to say wealth, to his people. His heat and the
light from his rays make the corn grow ; but he is asked, on the other h1and, not
to interfere with the clouds that are gathering, that the hills may become re-
splendent with corn-fields. Even inside of the hills are foulnd treasures of money
and corn, for all mountains ar'e rich ; to the farthest limits of the world appear
clouds ; and the mountains contain a spring, every one. In the heavens above,
that rise from the sea, sparkle the stars, which also help the Huichol.

On the reverse side (Fig. I 7, also Plate II, Fig. 2) iS a'n illustration of the
Sun's progress in tlle daytime, and of the animals belonging to him. Most of
the figures here are cut into the disk, besides being painted. The apparent journey
of the sun is symbolized by a large cross-like figure, which forms the most con-
spicuous feature of the designs. It consists of a central circle, to which four

lThe sky at night is tuipa'ke'ta. Nigbt is yii4ek&ta.
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roLunded figures are attached. These five variously colored figures are all dif-
ferent ' aspects ' or 'faces' of Father Sun (Tayau' nealikai'ya). a, the central
one, is the sun a's -it appears in the middle of the day (to'ka). It is painted
yellow, with a broad circular band of blue near the middle. To tlle edge,
which is also painted blue, are attached short radial stripes in red, blue, and
yellow, representing the St-n's rays, symbolic of his arrows. b, c, d, and e,
the remaining four ' aspects ' of the sun, have each a special name. It should
be noted that these have an incomplete circumference, their outlines run-

ning into the outlines of the cross. b is the ' face' of the Sun in the east
or at sunrise (sime'li). The central part is a circular yellour space, and is sur-
rounded by a blue section followed by a red one. A narrow blue band, with.~~~

F'ig. I17 (7W.Disk of Father Sun (I'ayau'). (Diameter, 39.5 cm-; thickness, 4.5 cm.)

short radial blue lines emanating from it, forms the edge of the ' face.' Tlle
short radial lines symbolize the plumes of the east, which are taken from a hawk
called Kwir yo'wi. -c 'is the I'face' of the Sun in the south (sE,lia'ta)- It is
similar ill its coloring to the preceding one, with the exception that there is red
instead of yellow in the central part. The short radial lines in this figure signify
pluines of the south, of the hawk Suli'kwai. d is the 'face' of the Sun in
the north (ota'ta). The coloring is similar to that of the preceding one, with
the exception of the central part, which is blue, and the surrounding section,
which is yellow. The short blue radial stripes signify the plumes of the north,
namely, of the white-tailed hawrk. e is the ' face ' of the Sun in the west (so'tega).
This figure differs fro'm -the others in that the inner painting is star-shaped, instead
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of circular.- The edge of the star is red, and the rest blue with the exception of
a yellow spot in the centre. Tlle blue radi'al stripes in this figtire signlify
plumes of the west, that is, of a hawk called Ra'tu. The natnes of the cardinal
points indicated above are taken from a bas-relief of Grandfather Fire in his
niche in the temple of Santa Catarina. Here he is seen as a man with arms up-
lifted, the palms of the hands turned forward, and the face toward sunrise. In,
front of him is east (hi'rata) ; at his right elbow, south (se-lia'ta) ; at his left, north
(ota'ta) ; above him is the sky (tahe-i'-ma) ; the staircase below him is west
(soltega), His navel is hirut'apa, which is the, dancing-place of the temple, tlle
middle of the. world. It is also called saulia'pa, that is, ' belonging to the
shaman.' It should be added, that tlle cardinial points are indicated by the sun
in still another way thlan that givren on the disk:. namely, the middle of the day
as well as the east. is ru'li (' heat ') ; tlle south is Tayau', also tata'ta (' our
father ') ; the north is Tave-'rika ; - and the west is Sakaimo'ka. Ta'ta is a word
generally used by Mexicans to designate the father of an Indian, and has been
adopted by the Indians themselves. The same is the case with na'na, the word
for mother. Whether ta'ta is of Huichol oriain or iiot, I could not tell, possibly
not. If it is, it would indicate the same as Tayau' (' our father ') (cf. p. I 4, on
the six regions). f iS the male red-tailed hawk, painted blue. g- is the female
red-tailed hawk, painted, body red, and the rest blue. /i is the morn'ing star
Tonoalmi, painted in red and yellow (cf. pp. I5, 58). i iS- the male scorpion,
Te-alu'ka uki', painted red. j is the female scorp'ion, Te-alu'ka u'ka, painted yellow
with red outlines. These two scorpions symbolize the arrows of the Sun. k shows
the tail-feathers of the red-tailed hawk,-the plumnes of Father Sun .(Tayau'
moye'li), -and are painted red. I shows the breast-feathers of the same hawk,
and they represent the wristlet of Father Sun (Tayau' matzu'wa). m shows
two crosses which represent money. The Sun is supposed to have five suich
crosses, which the principal men gave him in the beginning of time. n is a
swallow (ista'me-). o is a small red-breasted bird called Tauku'koy. p is a
tree or pole on wvhich the bird just mentioned will alight. q is the cardinal
bird. Thle three birds, n, o, q, became much frightened when the Sun first
rose, and flew toward the west, singing ; bult their fear was unwarranted, for
everything turned out well. Since then they have belonged to the Sun ; and
up to this day these three birds may be seen in the sunshine, that is to say, in the
Sun's conipany. r, s, are linear designs, in red and blue, representing respectively
lightning and ra-in. I is a serpent called Tate' lpou. It is painted red, blue,
and yellow. According to the description of the Indians, it is a very beautiful,
non-venomous serpent. When the Sun first appeared, the world became intensely
.hot. (maruli'r), wrhich catised a serpent of this kind to spring forth. Then it be'gan
to rain (s). That is what is represented in this section of the disk. u shows
two coiled serpents. v shows two serpents in a creeping position. These last
fou'r serpents are all of the same kind as the one above (1) ; and their ' pictures '

are meant to show how, when the Sun first rose, some of the serpents followed him,
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and others remained behind. The ones that followed him are represented by tlle
three in motion ; and those that remzained behind, by the two coiled ones. Close
to each serpent is a round spot of red,- and in one case an oblong and yrellow spot.
These are front-shields, for each serpent has its own shield. Along the edge is
a broad band of reddish color similar to the one on the other surface of the disk,
only that in this the spots are white and yellow. Like the o'ther, it represents
the sky.

A disk of the kind described above is placed on the altar of the god-house
of Father Sun at Te-aka'ta, as a prayer that people and cattle may not be over-
come with heat and die. Generally the material is split bamboo interwoven with
cotton cord and crewel. Hi'kuli-seekers, in the wet season, before they start out
on their journey, take such a disk. to Mesa del Nayarit, and leave it, in order that
it m-ay continue to rain. On their journiey to fetch the hi'kuli-plant they take
siniilar disks with them, depositing them in the country where the plant grows, as
prayers for life.

DISK OF THE SETTING SUN, SAKAIMO'KA. -I shall next describe a disk of
the Setting Sun, or Sakaimo'ka. te-"'pali (Figs. I8-2o, also Plate II, Figs. 3 and 4).
It was made and painted at my request by the same mnan who made that pictured
in Figs. 6 and 7.

Fig.I8. Fig.I9.~~~0C

Figs. 18,9(. iko h etn un Daee,2 m;tikes
Fig
cm.)

The designs on the upper surface (Fig. I8) are:-(a) The front-shield of
Sakaimo'ka (Sakaimo'ka neali'ka), painted-in green, with some red spots. (b)
Four plumes attached to the outer edge of a. These are the plumnes of a large
bird called Hala'mali, which, according to the description of the Indians, must be
a cormorant : its habit is to sit on the rocks and wait for the sun to rise; then it
turns toward the sun and dives underneath the water. The plumes are arranged
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in opposite pairs. Those of. the male bird are dark blue; and those of the female,
green. (c) Tail-feathers of a large wader from the west coast of Mexico, called
Walimu'kali, represented by four figures
looking somewhat like palm-trees, and @z
colored green and red. (d) Four gigantic tgX 9VR,g( z
water-bugs of the family Beloslomida&f,,<,
called in Huichol Towali'r (Mex. Sp.
n?x/sguzl),represented by four diamond- Fig. 20 (Ar,r). Rim- of Disk of the Setting Sun.

shaped figures edged with short lines, all in blue. Their habitat, according to the
Indians, is in the creeks, especially on the coast. They ascend frequently to the
surface of the water, and go down again, which movement the Indians take to
mean that they lift up the water, thus helping to produce rain. (e) Votive bowls,
-small star-like fig'ures painted in yellow (Cf. Fig. 2o, d). Yellow votive bowls
are brought to Sakaimo'ka (Mesa del Nayarit) as offerings. (f) The earth (the
band near the edge) and its corn-plants (the green and yellow stripes attached
to the band).

On the reverse side (Fig. I9) are seen: (a) A parrot called Totowi', found
at Mesa del Nayarit, painted in yellow and red. (b) An irregular figure, painted
in blue, intended to represent the caves at Mesa del Nayarit, where disks of this kind
are left. The caves are called Tealutta. (c) A large land-serpent called Hulia'kami,
painted in red and yellow. A peculiar ring over the head is meant to represent
a snare for catching deer. The Huichols, when they want to catch deer, pray to
this serpent before they put out the snares, because, as will be .remembered, deer
must be entrapped to insure the growth of corn. The short lines which radiate
from the outer edge of the snare signify corn-plants. (d) A serpent in blue,
the sky, wh-ich in this case is synonymouls with the wind. When clouds gather
from the west, this is one of the serpents, or winds, that bring them along.
(f) A water-serpent found in the sea, and called Koyu'wimi1_. It is one of the
Mothers of the sea (Tate' Alama'la), and lives on -islands. The body is colored
red, with some dark red spots. It has, as will be noted, two heads, one at each
end. The lines along the back of the serpent, colored green, blue, and red, are
symbolic of raindrops. This is another serpent which comes along with clouds
from the sea to the country of the Huichols. (e) Rotund dots s'ignifying grains
of corn. (g) The root of the squash-plant, painted in green. (h) The root
of a young bean-plant.

On the rim of the disk (Fig. 2o) are represented:-(a) The serpent god,
Sakaimo'ka himself,- the blue zigzag line. The head of the serpent is plainly
distinguishable. He was in former times the Sun's arrow. On the head are seen
(b) plumes (a'na) in blue or red. (c) A butterfly, painted blue. (d) Votive
bowls,-the circular figures between each turn of the serpent, rnost of them blue,
and a few of them yellow. This god " owns," to speak with the Indians, "1 black
[expressed by blue on the drawing, but meant to be black] or yellow votive
bowls " (cf. designs of votive bowls in Figs. 39, 277, b).
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When the hi'kuli-seekers return from their long journey, they deposit at
Skaimo'ka (Mesa del Nayarit) a disk similar to this in its ornamentations, but
made from pieces of split bamboo interwoven with cotton cordl or crewel, bringing
at the samne time a disk from the country of the hi'kuli. As is evident, all the de-
signs on this disk, with the exception of those expressive of corn, squashes, and
beans, are from the reg'ion west of the Huichol countr)7 the Settinog Sun's domain,
and therefore very appropriate for the god of that region. The prayer expressed
is that there may be no .sickness among cattle, sheep, and hens.I

ELDER BROTHER. -Figs. 2I and 22 represent an image of Elder Brother,
the god of wind or air and hi'ktuli, -a reproduction of one that stands in
the neighborhood of Pochotita, near Santa Catarinia. It is made from solidified
volcanic ash. The legs are apart, and there are distinct indications of arms.

Fig. 21. Fig. 22.
Figs. 21, 22 ( 'T§) Elder Brother, Front and Back Views. (Height, about 24 cm-)

The face is fairly well carved, and the ears are placed almost in their right place.
The nose and eyes are-dist'inct. Under each arm is aprominence representing
the hi'kuli-seeker's tobacco-gourd. The whole figure, although clumsy, is fairly
well executed, and resembles the ancient style of art of more advanced Indian
tribes.

The ground color is black. The right side below the arms is smeared with
red, and the left with yellow paint. On the face ori both sides are longitudinal
stripes, alternately red and yelflow (in one place on the right cheek white has
been substituted for yellow). These signify rain, which, in the mind of the
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Indian, hlas many colors (see p. 20). The row of stripes, some re'd and some

yellow, painted over the arms, shoulders, and upper part of the back, and run-
ning longitudinally to the body, has the same significance. On the right arm
they are alternately red and yellow, and oni the left arm only red. Of those on the
back and shoulders, four are red, and one (the middle one) yellow. The hi'kuli-
seekers of to-day, however, so far as I am aware, no longer wear any such
ornamentation on the body. On each side of the face, outside of the stripes, is
the picture of a deer-antler in yellow, referring to the god's first appearance as a
deer in the country of the hi'kuli. The mouth, nose, and ears are painted
red, as are also lines indicative of fingers. On the breast is painted, in yellow,
red, and white stripes, the hawk Piwa'mi ; on the left shoulder, in red lines,
an owl ; on the back, in red, white, and yellow, the front view of the hawk
Sucli'kwai, -all birds belonging to the god. The top of the head is painted
with four red daubs; and the tobacco-gourds under each arm, with yellow and
red dots. The latter, as already stated, are necessary in the equiipment of every
hi'kuli-seeker, and imply that the god carries sacred tobacco (ya'kwai), which
is always associated wilth the cult of hi'kuli, thus representing him as the god
of hi'kuli. The facial paintings, which are those of the hi'lculi-seeker, have the
same significance as the gourds.

GRANDMOTHER GROWTH AND HER ATTRIBUTES. --In Fig. 23 is seen a
representation of Grandmother Growth, the mother of the gods. She is in full
attire, and surrounded by a complete ceremonial outfit. Having once seen an
imag'e of this Mother in her cave (Nakawe' kia or iki a [house]) near Santa Cata-
rina, I persuaded one of my shaman friends to make a similar one, which is here
reproduced. The original was deposited on a natural shelf in the large cave, and
was inaccessilble to me. It was brouoht down to me, however, for inspection, and
Ifound it to have been made quite recently, by a friend of mine, Felipe' n of

the chief men of Santa Catarina.
The image here shown is rather clumsily carved out of the wood of a

fig-tree called pini'. The legs are apart, the knees bent, and the figure rests on a
disk carved out of the same block of wood. A wedge-like piece has been cut out
from the front part of the disk, thus producing two rude represenitations of feet
(cf. Fig. 47, where legs anld feet have been similarly carvred). Toes are indicated
by slight notches on the outer edges. Projections at either side suggest arms.
The head is profusely covered with hair made from the fine wool of Pilha)la
(katsima'la), which has been fastened on by means of a glue called kw'6'tsaka.

The body is covered with black, red, and yellow spots, symbolic of corn of all
colors, and there are similar spots on the face. Besides these, will be noticed
various svmbolic designs. On the left cheek (Fig. 24) is a picture, in black and
red, of a back-shield suspended by a string (Tako'tsi namai'ya), signifying that
luck in making ceremonial back-shields is desired: In front of the left ear is the
painting of a deer-antler in red. It is called ma'ra awai'ya. On the right cheek
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(Fig. 25) a'star-like ornamnent called 'eye' (Nakawe' si'kuli) is painted in red,
yellow, and black, symbolic of corn, representing no doubt a transverse section
of an ear of corn. In the centre is a representation of a white flower, toto','
which grows in the wet season. This nomenclature is not in conformity with that
applied to similar designs, which are usually called neali'ka (' front-shields,'
'faces,' or 'pictures'). In this case the name si'kuli was given to me by the
Indians, which goes to show that a neali'ka can also be a si'kuli. In this opinion

A

/I

\..s..........

Fig. 23 (yff4). Grandmother Growth and her Attributes. (Height, nearly 38 cm:)

I have been confirmed by another similar i-nstance (p. 29). The black line with
irregular short side lines represents a bean-plant.

The image is dressed in a skirt and no less than two tunics, in accordance
with the present custom of the Huichol women, who wear as many tunics
as they can afford, one over the other. The skirt consists of a piece of textile of
ixtle (ma-i'ra) sparsely interwoven in transverse stripes with red and black yarn.
This covers the body, having been tied round the waist so that tl-e stripes
run longitudinally. Both tunics are of the shape of the tulnic of to-day, but
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made of material of ancient pattern. The tunic is always worn with the
corners falling over the front and back. In the present specimen the tunic next
to the body is a piece torn from an old garment, and is made from black and
white wool,-with a border of red on one side. It is woven in an ancient design,
consisting of diamond-shaped figures with a single spot in the centre of each.
This peculiar pattern is called rai'mali, which means ' tripe.' It is intended
to represent the honeycomb tripe of the deer. Three.small wads of a materilal
called in Mexican Spanish.Pochote are fastened to 'it, -two on the left, and one
on the right side. Pochote is the wool of the seed-pods of a tree of the
same name, -a kind of silk-cotton tree of the genus Bornbax. The wads, which
resemble those of cotton-wool, are symbolic of clouds. The ulpper tunic is made
from ixtle (ma-i'ra s'ikuiliai'ya). Wads of black and white wool (pbochote), and
ravellings of red flannel, are interwoven in parallel rows with the textile. The
black wool is-symbolic of black clouds, the white of white clouds, and the red
of red clouds of the eveniing sky.

Fig. 24, F'g 25.
Figs. 24, 25 (i51)- Side Views of Head of Grandmother Growth (Fig. 23), showing Designs on Cheeks.

It is of' interest to note the use of opochote on this image and on the
ceremonial apparel presently to be described: Among the Huichols three kinds
of pocliote wool, all whitish, are used in mnaking certain ceremonial objects.
According to tradition, Grandmother Growth, to whom this plant specially
belon'gs, in the beginning possessed pochote only, but now she has cotton besides ;
in other words, on her ceremonial outfit pochote was used in former times, but
now cotton may also be-used. It also implies that the. cultivation of cotton
is of recent introduction. The symbolic significance of pochote is the same as
that of cotton-wool, namely, that of. clouds and of health. The Huichols call
,pochote kapo'ri and also kuipu'ri, which latter name is also given to cotton-wool.
This is the name of the water Mother in the north; and cotton-wool and pochote
are i'dentified with her, because she appears as fog resting on the mountains of the
north. In this connection it may not be out of place to mention that even hairs
from the tail of a deer may be called kupu'ri. To one ceremonial arrow that I
collected, some hair from a deer-tail had been tied, se'rving the purpose of a wad
of cotton-wool, and called by the same name, kuipu'ri.
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There are several springs in which every Huichol child has to be bathed.
Most important among these is the spring in the cave of Grandmother Growth
near Santa Catarina, in which adults also must once a year bathe or wash. 'rhe
it-nacre which I have just described was intended to pray for the health of children,
and especially that the water of Grandmother Growth's spring, so beneficial to
mankind, should never dry up.

With the image are connected the following ceremonial objects: a disk on
which it stands, a votive bowl in front- of it, a bed at either side (north and south),
a serpent stick in each hand, one serpent placed in the tunic in front, and another
stuck into that at the back. All these symbolic paraphernalia are prayers for mate-
rial benefits, as will be shown under the description of each.

Fig. 26. Fig. 27.
Figs. 215, 27 (ds.Disk of Grandmother Growth, Upper and Lower Sides. (Diameter of upper surface, 13 cm.; of lower surface, I2 cm.

thicktness, 3 cm-)

I. The disk (Figs. 26-28) on which the image stands (Nakawe' te-'pali) is not
quite regularly made, the thickness being uneven, and the under surface slightly
smaller than the upper one. It is painted on both sides, and all round the
rim. The upper surface (Fig. 26) represents the following figures, painted in
red: -(a) An 'eye' surrounded by (b) a corn-field. (c) A squash-vine (gener-
ally this design signifies ' plumes'). (d) A macaw. (e) A singing shaman with
his plumes. (f) Three front-shields or 'faces' of the singing shaman. (g)
A full-grown deer, but still young

turkey. (j1) A bean-plant, represented

scattered spots. Fig. 28 (-fw) Rim of Disk of Grandmother Growth.
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On the under surface (Fig. 27) is painted a serpent of Grandmother Growth,
called Kopi'rka, the same as that of the Corn Mother. It is painted yellow and
partly blue, and is represented with a number of red and yellow plumes, the
Indian conception being that the scales are plumes; and the plumes mean that the
serpent has wings and can fly, thus symbolizing rain (cf. 'p. 20). Thle remaining
figure in blue is intended to represent a flying serpent, but there was no room for
the artist to paint the plumes.

The red design on the rim (Fig. 28) is a zigzag line that represents the
bean-plant, and the flowers of the same plant will be noticed between the
zigzags.

Trhe disk (the under side) symbolizes prayers for rain, and the resillt of it
(shown on the upper side) will be a good crop of beans, corn, and squashes.
The shaman, by means of his plumes, which he takes from the macawv and the
ttirkey, and by making front-shields adorned with plumes from the same birds,
helps to produce this beneficent result, sacrificing at the same time a deer and
a cow. In the centre of all is seen the eye of the goddess, aiding by its watch-
fulness the shaman aiid the growth of the cereals.

2. The votive bowl (Nakawe' rukuliai'ya) in front of the image has the usual
significance of that ceremaonial object (Chap. VII). It was cut out from a rather
thin-skinned gourd, and has serrated edges. Both the inside and the outside are
painted with various stripes, dots, and symbolic figures.

In the inside (Fig. 29), which is the more richly adorned, are several sections
formed by red radial stripes emanating from a central circular one of the same
color. The serrated edge is here red. On a background of very light green
may be distinguished the following figures, all in red with the exception of the
dots and the smaller figures, which are in yellow: -(a) A water-bird from the
coast catching a serpent. The feet are at the end of the dotted line (a), and
the serpent is the S-shaped figure in light color next to it. (b) A large deer. The
veryr large antlers show that it is an old animal (ma'ra ukila'tsi). It is sur-
rounded by grains and ears of corn. (c) A. cow, above which are grains of corn,
while underneath it are ears of corn ; but the designs are rather indistinct, as
the colors, which the artist put on with the end of a straw, have run together.
(d) Two singing shamans guarding the corn from crows. In the centre is the
front-shield or ' face' of Grandm-other Growth. The wad of cotton-wool fastened
to it hides most of it from view. It appears simply as a ring, to the outer edge
of which short red lines are attached. The dots represent grains of corn, and
the stripes ears of corn. A wad of cotton-wool is also attached to the inner edge
of the bowl.

On the outside (Fig. 3o) are radial stripes in red, blue, and yellow, repre-
senting a creeper called ha'pani, whose leaves are of the various colors indicated.
This c'reeper grows on the mountain-sides, and produlces an edible fruit like the
tuna, the fruit of the noAal. One cross and one ear of corn may also be dis-
tinguished.
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The votive bowl embodies a prayer for corn, for which a deer and a cow have
been sacrificed. The rain necessary for the growth of corn is symbolized bDy a
bird swallowing a serpent, and by tlle two wads of cotton-wool. Trhe vine with
the edible fruit denotes adoration of Grandmother Growth, to whom it belongs,
expressing at the same time a prayer for a bountiful supply of that frniit.

¢¢@~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M
LX ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fig-30.

Fig. 29.
Figs. 29, 30 (MuXrj. Votive Bowl of Grandmother Growth, Inside and Outside Views. (Diameter, 9.5 cm.)

3.The northern bed of Grandmother Growth (ota'ta [north] italiai'ya), which
lies on the ground at her left (Fig. 23), is an irregular square matting formed.by
weaving together pieces of split bamboo reeds. A twine of ixtle fastened round
the edge of the matting, and in places wound 'over the ends of the reeds, keeps
it from falling to' pieces. Both sides are painted with ferruginous clay, but to
the upp'er one are also attached many wads of pgihaya wool, which suggest a
comfortable bed. The upper part of the bed is indicated by the position of the
reeds, which are pl'aced uniformly with their outer sides up. It expresses a prayer
for luck in making chairs.

4. Her southern bed (se-lia'ta [south] ita'li [bed] hai'me- [moisture]), on her
right, is supposed to be her favorite resting-place. It consists of a double layer
of thin split bamboo sticks, tied together so as to form a rectangular matting
in a way to be fully described hereafter (Chap. V). On the under side it
is painted red, while on the top are a few dots in yellow. To each corner is fas-
tened a wad of pochole wool, symbolic of clouds; and to the middle, by means
of beeswax, a bunch of ixtle fibre evenly cut off, and surrounded by small pieces of
the petals of a red flower, which are stuck on the wax. It represents the blossom
of the Brazil-tree (U'tsa rutu'li), and is a rather ingenious reproduction of the real
flower. The Brazil-tree, which is red, is sacred; and the conventionalized arrow
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of Grandmother Growth and that of Grandfather Fire are made from its wood.
On each side of the flower are two oval pieces (probably meant to be round) cut
from the paper-like cocoons (toto'roy) that are found on the Madro-na-tree
(totoroy'). These are called neali'ka. They are full of diamond-shaped holes
cut with scissors, and their edges are serrated. One end of each is fastened
under the beeswax that holds th'e flower. It is supposed that 'the wind makes its
escape through the holes, as otherwise it would interfere with the rains, prayers
for which are expressed in- the matting itself, its colors, and. its attachments.

5. The south stick of Grandmother Growth (seliata'na [south] Nakawe
kwalele'), leaning against the image on the right side, is cut from' bamboo, which
is the oldest plant on earth, having been created by Grandmother Growth herself.
It is made from the lower part of a reed, the root having been left on, and is cut
off to a length of about 3 I cm. The root forms a handle, and is carved into the
shape of an animal head, three prongs being left on. Two of the prongs repre-
sent the ears (na'ka), and the third is purely ornamental. The stick is a represen-
tation of a snake called Aitala'ma. It is of nearly the same length as the animal
itself, and is supposed to represent its coloring. The head and the prongs are

painted with alternate red and blue stripes, while what is meant to represent the
body has the decorati'on of the foreshaft of an arrow. The c-oloring is divided
into three fields, separated by the natural nodes of the bamboo. The uppermost
is the natural color of the reed, with a few longitudinal blue stripes. The next
one is painted exactly like the ' winged ' part of some arrow, in this case red -with
longitudinal zigzag lines alternating with tw-o para'llel line-s. Similar zigzags and
parallel lines are almost invariably seen on the 'winged' parts of arrows (p. 83).
The lowest one is colored blue. All this confirms the fact that the serpent is an
arrow of the goddess, symbolic of her strength. It is at the same time her baton,
in which her powers are manifest. In fact, her serpent baton, as will be seen on
the next page, becomes symbolic' of Grandmother Growth herself.

6. The north stick of Grandmother Growth (ota'ta [north] Nakawe' kwalele'),
leaning against the left side of the image, is similar to the one just described, the
main difference being in the painting. The head and neck are colored in the
same way as those on the south stick; but the decoration of the body, which also
covers three fields, is d'ifferent. The uppermost field is painted with four color-
bands, the upper and lower being blue, and the two middle ones red. On the
next field below is first a red band, then two blue ones, and then a red and a blue
one. The lower field is entirely blue. This stick represents another, very harm-
less snake cailled Ha'tsi, and, like the former, is supposed to be of the same length
and colorinor as the animal itself; and it also signifies an arrow as well as a
baton of the goddess. The handles of the present specimen look like serpent
ears ; but, accordina to the statement of the Indians, they have no such signifi-
cance. The serpent Ha'tsi is believed to have no ears, the prongs of the stick
serving as handles. Probably the prongs are considered as plumes, whether they
be called ' ears ' or not.
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7. The stick placed in the middle of the dress in front represents a large fresh-
water serpent called Hai'ku. It is 29 cm. longJs slightly bowed, and has been

1s smoothed with a knife. Both ends are pointed, and somewhat flat-
tened on the outer (the convex) side. It is painted blue with the

i exception of the ends, which are red. The smaller point is sup-
> posed to be the head.

8. The stick stuck into the upper part of the dress at the back
>1 ~(Fig. 3 I, also Fig. 23) represents another serpent, called Kopi'rka.
i ~It has b'een ctit so as to show clear indications of a head that is
>11 point-ed, and, besides, flattened on one side, while the body tapers
P ~from here down to the tail. The head is painted red, the belly and

tail blue, while the back is spotted in red and blue (cf. pp. 36, 47).
|| ~~These last two serpe.nts are the goddess's bows of the east and
ll of the west (or possibly of t.he region above) in accordance with
f ~their arrangement, while her arrows and her beds belong to the north
t and south.
E ~~Sticks similar to the batons of Grandmother Gr.owth just de-
F scribed, only much larger, and called by the same name, Nakawe'
l kwalele' or Nakawe' i'tsu, are in common use among the Huichols,
l and symbolize -the power and old age of Grandmother Growth.

They are deposited in the cave of the goddess as prayers for health
and long life, anid generally a large pile of them may be seen there.

Serpent 3Stic(of The roots of the bamboo sticks, havring frequently three prongs,
Gbrowth. (Letngteh, assume, with very slight exercise of the imagination, the shape, ofaboU25 M.)

some animal with snout and ears or horns (or plumes), the cane ac-
cordingly forming the body. The prongs have natural transverse markings sug-
gestive of snake-scales, and excrescences which might be taken for eyes or teeth ;
but the suggestive appearance of the sticks is, besides, often improved upon by
cutting, painting, and acdorning.

The sticks, which vary in length from 66 cm. to I02 cm., are cut off even at
the ends. Some are deposited in the natural state, as that seen in Fig. 32, which
presents double ears or horns.

In Fig. 33, the whole head and body have been smoothed off with a knife
and painted red, with two black bands on the body, in imitation of a serpent.

On the next specimen (Fig- 34), which has been smoothed in the same way,
the designs of a serpent are still more clearly indicated by blue daubs and stripes
on the body. On the upper part of the body are painted five blue spots on each
side, separated at the back by a longitudinal blue stripe, bordered at its lower end
by a transverse band of blue. There are also three longitudinal blue stripes
lower down on the body, edged below with a similar transverse blue band. Eyes
have also been indicated by blue spots, to each of which a red bead is fastened
with wax. Beads are always attached to wooden objets either singly or in
strings, by means of beeswax.
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The last specimen of this kind presented (Fig. 35) is adorned in an extraor-
dinary way. It is first smoothed off like the others, and a string of black glass
beads is attached to represent eyes. The middle of the 'snout ' is wound with
strings of black and bluish glass beads; and several single beads, mostly white,
are stuck to it. A hawk-feather is tied to the. left ' ear ' or ' horn' by a string of ixtle,

I'iit,. 32. iFig. 33. i ig. 34- Fi.- 35-

Figs. 32 (WB,33 (AN), 34 (9),35 ( ).Sticks or Batons of Grandmother Growth.

which is carried round under the 'throat,' and also tied to the right 'ear ' or 'horn.'
About 22 cm. below the ' head,' strings of glass beads are wound round the cane,
and fastened with wax. Above these is tied a bunch of eight hollow reeds of
different lengths, from about I 2 cm. to I 6.5 cm.,-in a general way, two long and
six short ones. The longest two are almost of the same length, I6. cm.; one is
I3.8 cm. long; two are 13.2 cm., two I2.5 cm., and one about I2 cnm. About
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2 cm. from one end of each reed are two holes diametrically opposite each other.
Through these holes the attaching cords pass, and, being of different lengths, cause
the reeds to hang at unequal distances. With the exception of one, the upper
ends of all the reeds are closed, the node of the cane having been left intact.
'fhe lower ends of five have been filled for a short distance up with clay (in two
cases colored with ferruginous clay). 'rhe whole attachment, which when moved
makes a sound of different tones, is the necklace of Grandmother Growth. The
reeds, which look something like flutes, s'ign'ify sounds of the wind.

Small bamboo sticks of tlle same kind and the same name are left in behalf
of children as prayers to another Mother whose cave is near Santa Catarina.
Her name is Tate' Tuiliriki'ta. Tu'li means ' small,' and iki'ta, I house.' Thus
her name means ' mother of th-e house of the little ones.' She is the goddess of
conception and birth. A woman desirous of having children deposits in this
cave a doll made of cotton-cloth, representing the baby wanted. After a while
she goes back to the cave, puts the doll under her girdle, and shortly after-
wards is supposed to be pregnant. While the baby is still very young, she
deposits small bamboo sticks (Tate' Tuliriki'ta kwalele') in the same cave, in
order that the child may begin to walk early, and that it may ' walk ' a long life.
The sticks also protect the 'child from the itch and from- pimples. It should be
added, that the health of child-ren is also implored by placing such small sticks in
the god-house of Ka'tsi, an impersonation -of the god of fire, at Dlaka'ta.

I found a very different-looking image of Grandmother Growth (Fig. 36) in
,> the little temple of Grandfather Fire at Ti&aka'ta,
-; wh'ere it had been placed in a sitting position on

> ,020) the ground, behind the 'image of that god. It is
\tl ~of burnt clay, painted with black and some fer-

,} ruginous clay. The face has three parallel longi-
~~~tudinal stripes on each side, signifying rain. There

(F/ ~~is a covering of beeswax on the head and neck,
t <r ~showing that hair had been attached to it, which
0 ~~~must have been either of the same material as that
/ ~~~onthe preceding idol or else of ixtle fibre. The
/ / ~~greater part of the legs and arms had been broken
/ / 0 ~~off, and taken away as amulets. This figure wase' / X ~~made, according to the' Indians, about thirteen or

4
J ~~~~~fourteen years ago, during a long drought. Oxen
' ~~~~~~werekilled at the feast, and the image of the god-

dess, smeared with blood, was afterward placed in
Fig. 36 (U ) Grandmother Growth. (Height, 1 rs

23.5 cm.) 2-. the god-house of her son, to bring rain.

THE CORN MOTHER AND HER DISK. -One of the impersonations in 'which
Grandmzother Growth is represented is seen in Figs. 37 and 38. Here is shown an
image of the Corn Mother, Tate' Otegana'ka, or, more completely, Tate' Iku'
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[corn] Otegana'ka [na'ka, 'Ito grow']. It is made of solidified volcanic ash, and
the Mother is presented in a petticoat, the feet being visible below. The upper
part of the body, which is not covered, shows well-cut breasts. There are indica-
tions of arms, and the nose, mouth, eyes, and ears are very distinct, and tolerably
well executed. Two transverse lines carved round the skirt divide it into three
almost equal parts, and longitudinal lines cross these at short intervals all round
the body.

Fig. 37. Fig. 38.
Figs. 37, 38 (W25.The Corn Mother, Front and Back Views. (Height, about 30 cm-)

The hair on the head is represented by black paint, and the feet are also
colored black; ears, mou'th, eyes, and eyebrows are painted with black and red,
as are all the rest 5of the designs. On each cheek is a starlike ornament
(neali'ka), representing no doubt a section of an ear of corn (cf p. 30). Fingers
as well as nipples on the breast, are represented; and there is a line-on the outside
of each arml, from the fingers to the shoulder. Round the waist is another line,
from which short, tongue-like figures depend ; this represents her girdle. Across
the petticoat in front (Fig. 37) is the figure of a cow with horns (a), ind'icating
that cattle are under her protection. The border of the skirt is painted with short
longitudinal stripes (b), symbolizing ears of corn. On each shoulder is a painting
of a serpent (c). On each side of the breasts is a sign of a plume (d) of the red-
tailed hawk,which belongs to her and to other gods: The three round spots on it
are, as usual, a part of the plume, and represent its markings. On the upper part
of the chest is the figure of a kind of butterfly (e) called Au'wa'lika. Over the lower
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part of the' chest and over the stomach is the figure of a small animal (f) called
Wato'ra, probably a grasshopper. Both animals belong to the summer, the
season when the corn-plant and vegetation in general are most luxuriant. In her
hand she holds a baton (g) or kwalele', and a similar one is seen across the upper
part of her back. The two are the same symbol, namely, that of the power of
Grandmother Growth. In the Deluge legend (Chap. VIII) Grandmother Growth,
coming up from the earth as an old woman, causes the trees that the Huichol cuts
down in preparatio'n of his corn-fields, to grow up again by mzeans of her baton,
thus frustrating his work. Her baton, which is a serpent and a symbol of herself,
possesses the power of making corn, and therefore it has been painted on the Corn
Mother, one of her impersonations. Her skirt is the fields or gardens of the
world, and the three dots seen oni it are symbolic of the corn planted in them.

A most remarkable symbol is found on her back (Fig. 38). It is a coiled
serpent with wings, or a plumed serpent. What might at first glance be taken for
two legs are not legs, for the serpent of the Corn Mother has only wings, and
'flies in rain.' As we have seen before, the rain that comes from the different
'corners ' of the world belongs to as many different serpents or Mothers that fly.-
The one in question is the serpent of the Corn Mother, or the Corn Mother her-
self, the rain from the east. The Corn Mother and Grandmother Growth are
the same kind of raini or flying serpents (cf. p. 47). This is one of the most
primitive designs of the plumed serpent.

The disk on which the Corn
Mother stands is outlined in Figs.

2< <2\BW ~~~~~39and 4o. The designs on the
,/WO,J//b9 \> mtk\ upper surface (Fig- 39) are:--/o7X;,, \ ~~~~~~(a)Two swastika-like yellow fig-

/
/ / =M==<4 \ \w > ~ures, each representing an I eye'

//t\t\,X,@ % %tX ~~~ofthe Motlier. (b) A dark field
/11<WX1>22\W 1n> ~of green, on which have been
t(,<0WS(42){)55)9m | )Qn |painted snakes in black and red,
\\,<W ,/, ,// Q > the whole representing an ap-
<\\>X\2j/ s9/i (Sf ~proaching storm, with its dark
\\tWK Vs1101gV//k<J rain-laden clouds, and appearing
\>8O\10\V\t\5)12)1ll//irOXQ / to the Indian likeserpents. Such
'(i/2L2gtJ,(1//S((%tg9R,4/ rain serpents have a special col-

a lt/i//t tt9\a 54 lective name, Nuna'lita or Witu-

\210)9Q&gSgDAl))J/ld ' tli'r. The picture thus conveys
>, , ~~~~~~~~simplythe idea, I It is raining.'

(c) A star-like figure in the cen-
Fig.t39 (y2127). Painted Disk of the Com Mother, Upper Side. (Diameter, 33 tre, painted red, expressive of

a spring or pool. (d) Small
figures resembling arrow-heads that have been placed round in a circle, painted
black, intended to represent serpents that are starting out to fall down as rain.
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WVhen the rain is over, the clouds (that is, the serpents) come back again to
the spring. In the section surroundinig c are (e) a number of serpents still in their
water-pools, where some rem'-ain whenever it rains. Some are painted yellow, and
others blue. ()A large serpent called Hakwi'aka, represented by a long
zigzag line in dark blue, which follows the circumference of tile central section
just described. Within the inner bends of the serpent are (g) tongue-shaped
figures in red, representinig lightning. The lines protruding from the outer bends
of the serpent are (hi) small serpents called Hai'ku No'itsi. Between the coils of
the serpent are (z) altars (niwa'tali) in yellow. Niwa'tali is the altar of the god-
house, but the mountains and hills are also considered as altars on which the
clouds or Mothers rest, which latter is the meaning here intended. Above and
encircling most of the pictures described is (j) a black serpent, which is the
Mother herself resting on top of the altars. (k) Votive bowls running along the
outer edge of the disk. The cross paitited on inost of them signifies the four
cardinal points.

On the reverse side (Fig. 40) are the following figures:-(a) A fish
(mul'ri), painted in black, with white stripes and spots. It is an expression for
green corn, because to the Indian green corn (Iku'ri) is fish (mu'ri iku'ri).
Although on the drawing the fish is represented with white spots, the green corn
is called 'black fish' (mul'ri yutlwi). (b) A scorpion. I cannot give a definite
explanation of it, but it may be the arrow of the goddess. The shaman is in the
habit of offering cornmeal to
scorpions to appease their wrath, V,
and this custom may have some- /D
thing to do with the appearance /3\
of this animal on the disk of the //ck)s>t

Corn Mother. (c) A large black //> t5)\
water-serpent called H akwi'aka //v /\ vg&
yut'wim.6 ('black '), which lives in /W w\
a water-hole in the country of /gK(< 1
the hi'kuli. This serpent sym- )J t /
bolizes full-grown corn, or, to \\ / t m 1
speak with the Indian, it iS corn. ; , L= rGt
On its back, however, is seen a \,, t}
lot of green corn, expressed by\,\ <D/,
black and white lines emanating \ / \/ /
from it. These lines represent \Q
also scales, and are called kupai'- \+ )
ra. They belong to Tate, Ku- < t
pu'ri, their complete name being Fig. 4o (11|5g). Pain.ted Disk of the Corn Mother, Lower Side.
iku'li [green corn] kupairara'.I
(d) The wing-like figures were explained by my informant as six corn-stalks with
ears of corn. They are called Sauli'rika W4le-_r (Sp. mayor, sold,' or I'princi-
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pal'), literally I the principal curing shaman.' The Jeaves of the plants are
called ' the curing-shaman leaves.' (sauli'rika ramoya'li). The design resembles
the corn-fields in the facial painting, Fig. 276, e.

One side of this disk, as I have shown, is taken up entirely with symbols of
rain. The rain-serpents start from the holy springs, bringing rain to the Huichols;
and on the mountains rests fog, the home of other water-serpents. The designs
thus express a prayer for rain ; and the result is seen on the other side of the
disk, in the shape of corn, expressed in the silent language of primitive symbolism.
The Corn Mother herself is here pictured-as a large serpent whose scales are
green corn, and the green corn is further expressed by the picture of the fish ;
putting it more precisely, the serpent is full-grown corn, and the fish green corn,
but both are manifestations of the one Mother, as is also the corn-plant itself,
which should be viewved as a serpent.

Fig. 4Ia1 §) Disk of Young Mother Eagle, Upper Side. (Diameter, 30 cm.; thickness, 7 cm.)

DISK OF YOUNG MOTHER EAGLE, AND ITS BEARING ON HUICHOL ASTRONOMY.
-The next disk to be described (Figs. 41, 42) iS one dedicated to Young

Mother Eagle (Tate' Ve-'lika Uima'li W4pali). On the upper surface (Fig. 4I)
are the following designs:-(a) Front view of the eagle herself. The irregular
oblong figure in the middle is her heart; but all the dots represent, as usual,
markings on the plumage. (b) Grains of corn, painted green. (c) A water-
serpent called Hai'ku tara'y6, painted in yellow and red. The short parallel
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lines in yellow and dark red attached to the back are plumes, and the whole ser-
pent is symbolic of ra'in. (d) Mountains, represented by the zigzag line in red,
which runs all round the edge. (e) Corn-fields on the side's of the mountains,
painted yellow, dark red, and green. The green dot's inside of the design repre-
sent weeds in the corn-fields. ()Corn-fields (eleven), all painted green, found
in the deep) ca-nons.~

The under surface of the disk (Fig. 42) is interesting, as it represents in a

general way the astronomical knowledge of the tribe. Here are seen tlle constel-
lations and single stars (painted in dark red), as well as a number of stars (repre-
sented by small green and red dots) not known by any special name to the
Huichols. These, as well as all visible stars, are called rula'vW. All stars are coii-
sidered as the dress of Young Mother Eagle, and, according to another belief, they

|~~~4,AlI'llCili 1!''l .

t v Ql S xj'l T 'U 2 t s w >D-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1ib

Fig. 2 (1%#fg). Disk of Young Mother EaleLoeSie ThdotdlnsdntblngoteFg.2 t-Ca,

origina, but have been added for the sake oclearness. drawn yan Indian.

once lived on the earth. The following are here represented : (a), thle Scorpion
(Sp. Alacran), called in Huichol Tama'ts Te-alu'ka (' Elder Brother Scorpion').
The scorpion is the arrow of the Mother. (q) The heart (iya'li) of the Scorpion,
represented by a large red dot. (b) The Pleiades (Mex. Sp. Cavrellos), called in
Huichol Seniani'r. (c) A constellation called Ni'veli U'rte~, representing a woman
bearing a child, and the people gathered together to see. There is a larger dot
(s) in the midst of the group, representing the morning star, Elder Brother
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Tonoa'mil, who, according to the myth, is watching the woman; and all the rest of
the stars round them are women spectators. As soon as the woman had given
birth to her child, the cock (e), that was standing close by, began to crow.
The constellation called the 'Cock' (Walkana) is the one called in Mexican
Spanish Caro. (d) A constellation called Iruruilst6 (Sp. Arado). Irai signifies
'a brush broom, ' thus the name means ' a place where there are brush brooms.'
There are five of these. These stars are Ipeople, both men and women, who
started to go to see the woman who was abotit to have a child, but did not arrive
in time. ()The Deer. (g) The Dog ((7uk) which is running the deer. (h)
The Beehive (Sp. Colmena), of the kind that hangs on the rocks, called SiiRe-'ri, a
single star. (1) The Hurnming-bird, Elder Brother [Tama'ts] Tupi'na, which is
gathering sweets from the beehive. It rises in the east to eat from it. (m) The
fresh-water crab, Ailna, pursued by an animal (n) called Mea'ta (Mex. Sp.
Mfepach). (o) The -morning star, Elder Brother Tonoa'mi, represented by a
large red dot. It is a man who rises in the east, beginning his course in October.
It travels to a place where Young Mother Eagle is, viz., the zenith, and disappears
with the daylight. (.p) A large star in, the east called Rawa' or Rawa'mi, repre-
sented also as a red dot. It is Great-grandfather Deer-Tail, and is as large a
star as the morning star. The two are apart, but Rawa' travels all the time, and
at last, in October, joins Elder Brother Tonoa'mi. From then on, they rise
together.

There are two other large stars seen on the disk in what wouild be the south
and north. These are simply called rula've, and are stars that " sometimes fall
down andi get broken against the rocks when trying to kill a serpent (Sp. CulGebra) ; "
in other words, meteors. According to another informant, these two stand im-
movable, guarding the world. The one in the south is called Te'vali [Grand-
father] Selia'k'ami, and the one in the north Grandfather Yoa'wi [blue]. These
two stars receive further assistance in theilr office as guardians from Elder Brother
Rurui' (Sp. Grillo), a cricket which chirps in the ground.

At my request, this informant drew a picture of the three constellations b, c,
and d, which I append for the sake of comparison (Fig. 43). The same man
also told me of two more constellations and one more single star not represe~nted
on the disk. "There is one constellation," he said, "scalled 'Shrimp' (Sp.
Camaron, Huichol Ha'ku). It is large, and has three stars on each side,
rising after sunset in the east, and travelling towards the west." 'The Big
Lizard' (Sp. Iguana, Huichol Ketse') is the name of another constellation,
which rises, according to i-ny informant, in the northeast, and travels southward.
A large constellation called ' Helgramite' (Taltoy) rises " in the southeast, and
travels towards the north."

This comprises, so far as I am aware, the astronomical knowledge of the
Huichol. The reader may infer Moorish or Spanish influence in some of the
groups. The star Antares is thus called ' the Scorpion's heart,' which is the gen-
erally accepted Arabic meaning of Antares; but the animal plays too impor-
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tant a part in the re'ligion of the Huichols to be lightly passed over, it being
considered an 'elder brother' whose wrath is appeased. Besides, the unique
figure of the Scorpion is so conspicuously marked by the stars, that it seems quite
likely that the group is of native origin. A large star in the middle of the con-
stellation would be expected to be the heart of the animal, judging from the inter-
pretation of the symbolism in the ceremonial objects of the Huichols. Thus the
diamond-shaped, round, or square marking on the middle of a human figuire, or on
a bird or some animal, is constantly called by the Huichols ' the heart.' The
Scorpion is an important deity, whether he be on the earth or on the sky. It
should also be noted that this constellation, while known to the ancient Egyptians
and Assyrians, as well as to the Greeks and the RoFmans, was associated, according
to Mr. Stansbury Hagar, with the same animal by the ancient Peruvians, and
probably by their more northern relatives the Chibchas.

There are other groups as to the originality of which there can be no doubt.
At any rate, in judging of this " star map " of the Huichols, it should be remem-
bered that while both my informants spoke Spanish, they were consulted at
different times, independently of each other. One of them, who pointed out to
me the constellations on the heavens, grew quite enthusiastic about his knowledge
and that of the Huichols, compared with that of the ' neighbors,' the Mexicans.
" People think that we Indians don't know anything, but we know fa-r more
than the whites," he said.

Mr. Stansbury Hagar, who has devoted much time to the subject of native
American astronomy, tells me that, in his studies among our Eastern Indians, he
has never met with an instance where the Indians failed to distinguish correctly
between their native constellations and the very few which they have learned from
the English and French.

A disk like the one described above is made for the feast of green squashes
and green corn, and. is afterwards placed in the god-house of the Mother.
Here again we see (on the uppersurface)N
that a Mother-, the Mother above '-is con-
nected with the rain-serpents, in fact is one / ,
herself. The result of the rain forwhich she \
is asked is shown in the corn-fields of the , - \
mountains and deep valleys in m-idsummer, }ir|\ \
ready to be cleared of the numerous weedsMl_ _ 1i
that spring up on account of the rain and theliE
heat. On the reverse side we are shown the 1| \i//
stars of the sky. \j

DISKS FOUND ON TOP OF TEMPLES.-\ >
Lastly we shall mention a kind of disk:
found on the top of every temple. I met s
with o'ne in a god-house of the temple of Sdeg lDameter, 24 cm-; greatest thickness, 5 cm.)
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San Jose', in the neighbo-rhood of San Andres, and easily sticceeded in buying it,
as it had been discarded fromn actual -use. The tipper surface (Fig. 44) is carved
with a circle running at an average of from one to two centimetres from the edge.
The extremities of its two carved diameters, which bisect each other at right
angles, symbolize the four corners of the earth. Within the circle is an inscribed
.square, carved rather irregularly. The disk is supposed to protect the temple
against lightning ; and, from the meaning of disks in gen'eral, we may. infer that
this one on top of the temple symbolizes the presence of the gods. It is renewed
every five years, together witli that part of the temple which is subject to
renovation.

THE MOON. -Figs. 45 and 46 are representations of the moon. In former
days, according to tradition, the moon was under wvater, and was called Ha
Liana'ka; b'ut it started out of the water, and placed itself wihere w'e see it to-day,
when it is called Me_ttsa or Me-tsa'ka. The moon in these two stages is shown in

uFig. 45 (fi.The Moon Fig 46 (Atw. The Mloon
under Water. (Height, in the Sky. (Height,
I17 cm-) 312.5 cm.)

the figures, which represent two wooden images respectively I7 cm. and I2.5 cm.
high, taken from the temple of Ocota. The larger one, which represents Ha
Liana'ka, has the arms outstretched. The other, which represents M6tsa'ka, is
very similar, only the arms are carved close to the body, probably unintentionally.

TIIE GOD OF DEATH.-The~god of death of the Huichols is called Toka'kami.
He walks about everywhere in the night, on the lookout for some Huichol to eat.
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Man is his only f-ood, and he never drinks water. In size, he is as large as a
Huichol, but he is very black and dirty because he never bathes. He starts on
his rounds just after sunset, smeared all over with blood, and he has nothing for
dress but the bones of his victims. The large arm and leg bones hang all round
him, making a noise, when he walks, like that of rattles. Grandfather Selia'kami
and Grandfather Yoa'wi try to prevent him from coming out of the earth to eat
people.

In order to get, if possible, the Huichol idea of the god of deatb, I persuaded
one of my shaman friends in Santa Catarina to make a wooden figure of the god,

which is here reproduced in Figs.

@ ~~~~with roughly carved fingers, and the

the disk on which it stands, are a gv
( A _ ~~~carved out of the sarne block of

a l ~~~~ears, which were made separately, w

)̂Xa4 | ~~made for the purpose on each side Fig. 48. Head of God of

:C Xi ~ofthe had. 'rhey have serrated et(i.7SdVw
r;,:,>/!>S"1 l edges, and each ear represents the
k ~~~~notched bone on which the shaman rubs an accompani-

11h112gFIffi men to hIS song for the deer-hunt (Figs. io8, 286, 287).

!] ^ 9 ~~~tion so effetive with a good shaman, so dreadful in the

i0§le1Eff hands of sorcerers and of the god of death. The nose
is long and prominent, and nostrils are carved in the

2
11 ~~~upperpart of the end, as insome animal. A tongue

1Xr V ~cut from two pieces of palm-leaf, laid one over the
l
, ~~~~other, is glued into the mouth, from which it protrudes.

Fi-7if,8,0heGo o Dat.shelves (Fig. 48). On these shelves the god is sup-
(Height, 44.5scm.) posed to carry the dead. The figure is painted black,

but is covered all over with stripes and dots of fer-
ruginous clayr, indicative of the blood with which he is smutched. Round the
waist and over the back, shoulders, and chest, are white lines representing human
bones attached to strings; other white stripes, lines, and dots on the face and ears
are iie'ant. to show his uncouth appearance.

The Huichols are very much afraid of the god of death. Even the most
powerful shamans fear him. As long as the Indians are in good health, how-
ever, they never see him; but he appears to those who are dangerously sick, and
the sight of him forebodes an early death.
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S1-ATI{CASE OF THE GODS.- - An ancient object connected with t;he gods
slioldle here be muentioned. It is a dimninutive stone staircase now and then found
in tlle country of the Huichols, and called imutmai. One of the steps is callcd

imu'. The specimnen here figured
gr, ~~~~~~~~(Fig.49) was found on thle ground1#9<: ~~~~~~~illthe deep valley that separates;

: ~~~~~~~~~San Sebastian from Santa Catarina.
\S!++f<-; ~~~~~~ItiS a small block of sandstone `4.5DI'<t! ~~~~~~~cm. long by 15 cm. at the broadest8t'~~~~~~~~ ~part, .and 6 cm. tl,ick at tfhe thihilkest

<1~~~~~~~t sthephIndbians there is a pile of
< = ~~~~~~theseobjects below Acaponeta,-

:s one for each god. The staircase
<41X,:I>I sigrnifies travel,-each stcp (iniu)

\\'\;'1il ''''.r 'J one stage of the Journey. It signi-
4 ScX ~~fies especially the travels of Grand-

\ ~~~father Fire and Great-grandfather
~Deer-Tail froin the- coast to the

Frag}l49 cm",;,) Staircasne of tlhe Gods. (LXength, 34.5 crn,; greatest country of the hi kuili. When sulch
a staircase is found, it is kept a-s a

remembrance of tlaat journey, and 1lielps to produce rain.

GODS IN THE FORM OF SAIALLJ STON:ES. -Frequently gods are reprcselited
by small pebbles of somne curious shape or color, wliich are kept in tlae god-
hotises carefully wrapped up in rags. 'l hus, at Te-akatta
the Sun may be seenl in Iiis god-house as a rouiid red
stonle, once produced by the magic of the shaman's
plu1lnes. At the god-house of Elder Brotlier, near

Guayavas, the god himself is a small green stone hidden LI
in some rags; which stone, thle Indians say, belongs to
the sea, itS color being, in their conacep-
tion, tlle same as that of the sea. In NS

one of the god-houses round the temple ( ; <jm
of Ratointita, I sectured one of these gods, X
whiciR iS liere reproduced (Fig. 50). It 'Fig,50t,fW)7

is a smzall quartz pebble with dendritic QualrOt7 PNeIbble S-vK<n-
iiiarkingrs, about I . 5 cm. loncg and r . I cm. I. ci1 breadth,i.i Ar;,5s (711(y). tWinged'P)art o)f
broad, wliic'll represents a water Nlother

Cl. nArw Ln;h l.

(tate') called Kakauya'li, wlio is the mother of Motlier West-WVater. It was,
as usual, carefully wrapped up in rags; and in the samne bundle were found
three more objects,?-two very small quartz pebbles which are hler arr-ows, aind a
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piece of reed representing the I'winged' part of an arrow (Fig. 5 I). This last is
8.2 cm. long, and nocked at both ends, but not plugged. The nocks are painted
blue, and so is the broad band round the middle of the reed, while the rest is
painted light brown. Longitudinal zigzag markings are seen along the -whole
extent of the reed, and round the blue band a short twine of yellow and red
crewel is tied. The ' winged' part, as is at once evident, has reference to the
two ' arrows,' and, as being the vital part or heart of an arrow, gives potentiality
to both. The colors of the twine signify health and strength (yellow, the color
of fire), and life (red), thus emphasizing the vital strength of the arrows.

TEVALI'R. -Rock crystals are objects about which the Indians have singular
beliefs. Two large specimens, secured in Santa Catarina, each about two centi-
metres long, are supposed to be hailstones belonging to the Corn Mother, the
clouds of this cleity having been changed into this form. I They are,' to speak
with the Indian, I'the Corn Mother,' and ther'e are other rock crystals which in
the same way are Mother East-Water.

Small rock crystals, supposed to be produced by the shamans, are thought to
be dead or even living people, -a kind of astralI bodies of the Theosophists.
Su'ch a rock crystal is called te'vali (plural, tevali'r), or ' grand-
father,' the same name as is given to the majority of the gods. l
But it may, however 'represent any person or relative, in ac- jj
cordance with the directions of the shaman. In the collection i
I have a father and a mother, a grandfather and a grandmother,

Fi.5 ig53

of the Indian who sold them to me. The dfistinction between Figs- 52 (YO6O, 53 (+lA40.
the sexes seems to depend upon the size of the crystals, the respectively a M;:ale and a

smaller ones being females. Figs. 52 and 53 show a male and
Fml yai

a female respectively. In the collection is a crystal which represents the uncle of
an Indian who is still alive.

The crystal,'te'vali, like the small stones which represent gods, is kept
carefully wrapped in rags, and is put away in a secluded part of the hotise, often
inside of a basket. A stranger would not be likely to discover one except by
accident. Sometimes it is tied in its wrapping to the I winged ' part of an arrow,
which may, be stuck into the roof of the house or that of the god-house or temple
(Fig- 54).

Such rock crystals are thouglit to bring special luck in hunting deer, and
therefore a Huichol's ambition is to have many of them. He generally keeps
from five to six, but some have even as many as ten. They also insure the
hunter against stumbling or any other accident while on the run. It is, how-
ever, a duty incumbent on the owner to make ceremonial arrows for his te'vali,
hence the latter is also called by the name alu'-aka'mi, meaning ' one for whom it
is necessary to make arrow' (ulu'). Every time, therefore, when he starts out to
run deer, he makes arrows for each one of his fetishes in order to further insure
his luck, and he wraps the te'vali in a piece of loose textile of ixtle, thus putting
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him on the ancient matting or I'bed' (ita'li), which symbolizes his presence or

powers in helping to kill deer.
Sometimes, when a man is sick, the shaman will say to him, '" Your father

[he may haive died a year previous] wants to come back, therefore you are sick.
You will have ta hunt deer. Make your arrows for the different cgods." If the
sick iiman be unable to rise and take part in the hunt, others can run in his
behalf ; for instance, his brother. Arrows are then, made, and Grandfather Fire
is asked for good luck. The shaman next produces at night, by means of his
plumes and much ceremony, a- " small white stone, like rock crystal, which comes

flying through the air, and at first seems soft to the touch, but soon becomes har-
dened." This is the te'vali which was expected. Often the te'vali is produced at
the hi'kuli feast, in the muiddle of the day, after the dance of the first night. As
soon as the deer is killed, the sick man recovers; and the te'vali, and the arrow
made for it, as well as all the other arrows of the man, are bathed with its blood..
Thereafter, every time this Indian goes to hunt deer, he makes an arrow for his
te'vali and asks it for ILtlck, and afterwards the te'vali and the arrows are smeared
with blood, It remains in his- possesslion as long as he livres, and is then inherited
by hi's sons.

Both men and women may become tevali'r while still alive, the conditi-on
being that they have been true husbands and wives. Besides, a man must not eat
meat from the first five deer which havre been killed after he has become te'vrali.

A dead man may return to this world as a te'vali more than once, but it is only
the first time that his return causes his son -or other relative to get sick. When
tw7o or three years pass without a deer being killed, and niobody knows the reason,
the shaman may explain that the father of. an Indian wants to return a second
time. In this way a man may return five times; and every time he is given a new
name, according to information furnished by the shaman. Following are some of
the names:-

I. Ruku'li -[votive bowl] Yoa'wi [blue] Te'vali, wbich means ' Te'vali with
blue votive bowl.'

2. Moye'li [plum-es] Toto'ni [toto', a white flower of the wet seasoni] Te'vali;
that is, I Te'vali with plumes and toto'.'

3. W81n [ow6'n, I'chair'] Yoa'wi [blue] Te'vali; that is, 'Te'vali is seated
on a blue chair.'-

4. U'ra [spark, also facial painting] Tonoa'mi [name of the morning star]
Te'vali, which means "Fe'vali with the facial painting of the morning
star.'

5. Neali'ka [face] Tawe' [drunk] Te'vali, which signifies that Te'vali is dIrunk
in the face, i. e., the intoxication from hi'kuli shows itself in his face.

Deer-hunters after death become tevali'r, and accompany the Sun on his
travels. They live where the Sun rises, which place is called Hai [clouds] Tono'-
lipa [rising, liberating themselves]. In that region are believed to be many clouds,
which, like plumes, are liberating themselves. Clouds are thought to be plumes.
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Fig. 54, a, shows a te'vali in its wrapping attached to an arrow. It was found
in the house of an Indian near Santa Catarina, who had stuck it into the roof
inside of the houlse. It has three I winged' parts, one over the other, which formi
three sections. The upper section is painted in the most usual way, -a broad
colored band with longitudinial zi,g-
zags and lines. The band is red,i
and surrounded on its upper and E o ^

this is a ' face'^ or picture of the Sun l\|| S l
(Tayau' neali'ka). The lower sec- 1t1

tiOn iS in arrangement ideIltical with l*gF
this, only the color of the broad ,
band iS blue, and tllat of the narrowl cr
ones black: this iS the 'face' or :si ,
picture of the god of fire (Tate'vali ,
neali'ka). Between these two sec- 4j~>> Xi
tions is the third and smallest one, 11 Z}
painted with longitudinal rows of, E > 1
round spots. The rows are alter-
nately blue and red. This is the t1\
' face' or picture of the te'vali (te'- g X
vali neali'ka). t il

The wrapping containing the KxW
te'vali has been tied by a red and '
black twisted yarn to the last-named 1\
section of the I'winged' part, ex- 2!>i
tending also partly over the lowest iZi
one. To this last a hawk-feather 11
has been attached. The idea of g5
tying the te'vali to the 'winged' j

part specially designed for it on
the arrow is to summon him to I
come. This same meaning applies Fig. 54 (4).a, Arrow, with Telvali in its Wrapping, b, Wrapping
toallcaseswhere the ftish is at- unrolled, c, d, Contents of Wrapping,-'WiDged PPart of an Arrow,

tached to an arrow.
If we unroll the wrapping, we find it to be a small piece of cotton-cloth (b)

made specially for the purpose. It has a narrow hem all round, and is
embroidered in red with figures that represent a certain flower called toto'. The
complete name for the embroidery 'is toto' sikuta'mi. The latter word means that
the flower is reproduced in textile, embroidery, or painting (cf. Fig. 277,f). This
embroidered piece represents the blanket (u'kali) of the fetish (d), which, be-
sides, has been carefully wrapped in cotton-wool (te'vali kupuriai'ya), symbolic
of health and clouds. Within the wrapping is also a short p'iece of bamboo reed
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(c), 6.5 cm. long, with both ends cut off even; and it is painted like the ' winged '

part of an arrow, which it is really intended to represent. Its complete name is
te'vali fulu'ya iyaliai'ya neali'ka ('te'vali's arrow-heart picture'), and, as it is the
vital part of the arrow, it represents the whole arrow of the fetish (cf. p. 83).

The man who kept this arrow was not a hunter, but the prayers that he ex-
pressed through it were that it might give him life (toki'la), and keep him from
beingT bitten'by the scorpions. Life, which is a constant object of prayer with the

Huichols, is, in their conception, banging somewhere above
them, and must be reached out for.

IXv/I ANIMALS BELONGING TO THE GODS. -In the various
).AX ~~god-houses images of animals belonging to the gods, suci

/ o \ ~~as deer, turkeys, tigers, rabbits, etc., may frequently be
/ \ ~~~met with. Most of them are offered as silent prayers,
/rfoJ \ ~but some merely express adoration of the god. Generally
tt 1l / ~~they are carved from wood, and shaped in an extremely
AX X n r ~rude way. Sometimes they are painted, and near-ly always
\\/' >' t1 adorned with beads fastened by beeswax.
\/< I ~In Fig. 55 is seen a rude wooden image of a macaw,

' | ~~~taken from the little temple of Grandfather Fire at Te-aka'-
/1/lt 2 ta. It was standing on its feet in an erect p'osition. It is
|.2\}8 j painted red, with the exception of five spots on its body,-
V \t V 9 one on each side of the breast, 'one below the throat, one

on the crest of the breast, and one on the stomach. These
5(9a6X)21 cooena spots were evidently once covered with beads, as there

are a few remaining on the three uppermost ones. Round
its neck is a groove to which a few beads have been attached. Evidently this
was intended for-a necklace. There are traces of blood on the figure.

Fig. 56 Q(yl). A Wooden Deer decorated with Beads. (Length, 27 cm.)

Fig. 56 represents a wooden image of a deer dedicated to the Sun (Tayau').
It -was obtawined in San Andre's, where Juan Antonio Minjares, a native of the
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place, made it for me. It is rather artistically decorated with variously colored
beadis, fastened with beeswax. Blue is the predominant color, but red is also
extensively used, the designs being mainly ornamental.

In 'the country round Ratontita, in the southeast, the Indians make small
c.eremonial aniiiiaals of a kind of braid-work, using for the purpose strips of
the century-plant called in-Mexican Spanish sotoi.

Fi>'." 59. TXig. 58.

Fig. 6T,

Figs. 57 (A-A), 58 (.Straw Figures representing Rabbits. (Length, I13 cm. and 8.5 cm.)
Fig. 59 (NO). Straw Figure representing a Turkey. (Lengtb, 16 cm.)
Fig. 60 (v,%). Part of a Straw Figure showing Tail of a Rattlesnake.
Fig. 6I 0) Straw Figure represnting a Serpent. (Length, 44.5 cm.)

Figs. 57 and 58 represent the rabbit, dedicated to the Sun (Tave4'rika). Ears
and tail are prominent features. Some rabbit figures have four legs, but that
shown in Fig. 57 has but three. Others have a hand-le instead of legs (Fig. 58),
for convenience in depositing them. In another specimen of rabbit there is
a thin handle across the back, no doubt for hanging it up in some god-house.
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Fig. 59 represents the wild turkey, also dedicated to the Sun (Tayau'). It is
characterized by the appendage to the throat of the bird. In two of the three
specimens secured there are three legs to enable them to stand. Fig. 60 shows a
rattlesnake, which was dedicated to Mother West-Water; and Fig. 6i, a serpent,
Hai'ku (Sp. culebra), dedicated to the same Mother. The mouth of the serpent
is distinct, as is also the rattle on the rattlesnake.

Deer-heads are more frequently met with in the god-houses than figures
of animals. In the accumulations of discarded ceremonial objects found near the
god-houses, large piles of bleached.deer-skulls, as well as antlers, may generally
be seen. The temples too are very often adorned with deer-antlers. The
deer-heads are deposited as votive offerings, or as prayers for luck in hunting
deer. They are either left without any preparation at all, or are skinned and
stuffed with grass, part of the frontal bone and the antlers being left with
the skin. The heads of roes are also deposited, because they too have antlers,

Fig. 62 (0.Deer-head entangled in a Snare. (Length, 37 cm-) Fig. 63 (y6g0w)- Antlers of a Young Deer. (Height, IO cm.)

although -no one but the shaman sees them. On two heads in the collection,
which are from the temple of Guayavas, the skinning was done by cutting a slit
along the throat from the point where the head was severed. They were then
car.efu.lly stuffed with dry grass, and the slits sewed up again. The lips, as well
as the eyelids, are stitched together, and in one case a piece of red flannel is
sewed in between the lids. The specim-en illustrated (Fig. 62) is entangled in
a snare. It is symbolic of a prayer for success in catching deer. Deer-antlers
which have five branches belong to the Sun (Tayau') ; when they have three, they
belong to the god of fire ; and wrhen two, to Elder Brother. In the cave of
Grandmother Growth I once found a pair of sheep-horns which had been left
there by some one from San Andre's as a mark of adoration.

In the ranches arouild Santa Catarina, when deer are killed, one pair of
antlers is placed in the temple, another pair in Ti#_aka'ta, and the rest are kept in
the house. At thle feast, when the shaman sits singing in front of the god-house
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of the ranch, the new antlers may be found with the ceremonial objects placed in
front of him before he begins to sing. After' the festival is over, they are placed
in the god-house.

It will be remembered (pp. 21-23) how important a part the deer plays in
the religion of the Huichol. We saw that the antlers are considered as plumes,
further that they are hi'kuli. It will now be seen from Fig. 63 tllat the antlers
are also arrows. The illustration shows the antlers of a very young deer. I
found them.deposited in the god-house of Elder Brother in Te-aka'ta. They are
called Kwatemo'kami Sipora'wi. Kwatemo'kami means a small deer up to one
year old ; Sipora'wi, that the deer is old enough to have antlers. These antlers
signify to the Indian, who deposited them for luck, the plumes of the hawk
Piwa"mi, which belongs to Elder Brother; further, the hi'kuli of Elder Brother;
and finally the arrows of the same god. The idea of the antlers being arrows
readily occurred to the Huichol, since they are the animal's weapon of attack
and defence.

We shall presently see, in treating of the ceremonial chairs, that these are
also considered as antlers.

CHAIRS AND STOOLS. -One of- the strangest sights in the sacred caves and
god-houses is the number. of chairs and stools of varying sizes deposited there for
the gods. These are conventionalized, toy-like objects; but the original underly-
ing idea was, of course, that the gods should take their seats in them, -an idea
still predominant with many. This is shown by the custom of placing idols in the
small chairs described below. The purpose of depositing them is either to
express adoration of some god, or, more generally, to embody prayers for various
things. Plumes are often attached to them, generally to the back; frequently
the chairs are filled with ceremonial arrows stuck upright into the seat ; ' beds '

are also placed on the seat, namely, those classed -as ' flower-beds ' (p. .148); in
one instance (Fig. I87) there is a curious feather ' bed' on the seat. Finally
symbolic objects are hung to the back or deposited on the seat, expressive of
the supplicant's wants. On beholding a chair of this latter kind, one instinc-
tively calls to mind the easy-chair of a grandfather, whom the little children have
asked for presents; and as they cannot read or write, they have hung objects
indicative of tlleir desires on the back of his chair or deposited them on its
seat. He will understand their meaning when lie comes to rest in the chair.

The chairs and the stools are small copies of those in use among the Huichols
of to-day, but often somewhat modified. They have the same names. The chair
is called owe'n (Sp. silla) ; and the stool, u'pali (Sp. banco). The stool (Fig. 64)
is simply the chair without back and arms. It is made of split -bamboo sticks,
joined above and below to a hoop of strong wood, the lower hoop being slightly
smaller than the upper one. Strips of strong bark taken from a tree called
ha'tala u'ra, that grows in the ca-nons, have been tied across the latter in all
directions, forming a seat. On top of this bark seat a coarsely plaited matting of
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thin strips of bamboo is securely fastened. The seat is called i'tsi, and round its
edge is bound a layer of strips of leaves of the century-plant, solol, placed longitu-

dinally, and tied with a rope of
fibre from the above-mentioned
tree. The appliance of leaves of
sotol,. which at first seems purely

5 ~~~~~~~~~~~ornamental, is significant, -and in

S ~~~~~~~~~~~in the myth on p. 7 1 thle stool,
't.4t!,;.''\4//1'1land accordingly the chair, is to\1 ; , 7m,A1Ji ~~~~be considered as the flower of

)\\a\\ // \X<7 soMoZ There are mny houses
S; W / X!J in which stools or chairs are
w\ X < @f ~~~~~found, though seldom inore than

G Z ~~~~~~~~oneof a kind.
The chairs are made by at-

Fig. 64 (1R.Bamboo Stool. (Height, 29.5 cm.; diam. of seat, 40 cm.)
tachin' a back-and arms to the
stool, as seen in Fig. 65. The}teW7 ~~~main framework of the back con-

X%fflv />DMI/zEg;;;sists of two natural forked sticks,
/ts//&_ ;;7 attached with prongs downward.

One prong has been tied to the
chair, while the other stands out

In order to make the outstanding

tied crossways between them.

c=;4 L Y R SM ~~~~~~completed by three strong pieces
, i v z l ll ~~~of split bamboo reed t i ed to it

tancTes fromework ofther This

soied toback isidofurtherstrengt,haned
bythre additiontal thin picesonnetin

Fig.~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~kn of bambootiedoonirinigt theformia.osa,24c.

lT wtheframeok; otah de armsg

furnished, in the same way as the back, with scrolls of bamboo.



The different parts of the stool and the chair are all put togetber and firmly
secured at the joints by heavy twine of ixtle and glue. The latter is taken from
the root of a certain plant called kwe-'tsak'a (Mex. Sp. chaulle), and adheres
admirably. When prepared for use, it is moistened with water and rubbed on the
metate, being at the same time mixed with burnt grass, which gives it a dark hue.
The grass must be of the kind called yemokwalli, referred to on p. 35. The glue
thus prepared is put on in thick daubs, which are rounded off-with the fingers, and
gradually become as hard as wood.

There are very few chair-mzakers. They live on the eastern side of the river,
near Santa Catarina, and easily supply the wants of the Huichols.

In all temples on festive occasions one may meet with such chairs, the
shaman and the officers of the temple being seated in them. They thus have a
religious importance which is wanting in the stools; and the -shaman always sings
sitting 'in a chai.r. When the festival is over,. each one carries his chair home.

At first sight one may doubt whether these chairs and stools, particularly the
former, which in their general aspect resemble the easy-chairs of civilized life, are
aboriginal work or not. While I do not remember ever having met with
chairs in Mexican houses, it is quite frequent to see stools there. It mnight
be inferred that the Huichols, who are great travellers, obtained their ideas from
white men, but this is quite improbable. In the whole neighborhood of the
Huichol country there are no chair manufacturers as far southwest as Tepic, or as
far east as Zacatecas. I made the acquaintance of one ill the suburbs of Guada-
lajara, who, however, was far from being so skilled in his art as the best Huichol
makers.

But what is decisive in this question is that I found the Huichols to have
myths and traditions on the subject, which I here give.

" Elder Brother made chairs for all the gods. I The chair is the flower of the
solol' (rutu'li tsai), said he. He cut the two forked sticks that form the main
framework at the back- of the chair fr'om a tree called re'tata kwakwa'ri, which is
very strong, and lasts for a long time. He also went to Grandmother Growth to
ask her for the glue, and for the grass to mix with it. He asked Grandfather
Fire for a spark, in order to burn the grass and make it fit -to be mixed with the
glue. The fancy scrolls he made from a large vine called neoli', asking permis-
sion of Great-grandfather Deer-Tail to cut it. The seat he made by the favor of
Grandfather Kauyuma'li, and he got the strips of solol leaves from Great-grand-
father Deer-Tail. All the bamboo and the ixtle he furnished h-imself.

4'In 'former times, when the corn was a deer, the antlers became- a chair,
that Grandfather Fire might sit down: therefore to-day- the antlers of the deer are
considered as the chair of Grandfather Fire, and all the principal gods have
simnilar chairs."

The stool'was originally made from the branches of a bush called 6pali'ra.
This was before the mythical ancestors had learned to use bamboo.'

lI collected specimens of this bush, but have not been able to have them identified.

LUMHOLTZ, SYMBOLISM OF THE HUICHOL IND)IANS. 7I1
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Grandfather Fire (Tate'vali Ku'mke Wem)was the first who sat down in
a chair before he and the mythical ancestors started out running deer. " But they
killed only a rabbit ; at-d the arrow remained ugly, smeared with the blood of
this animal."

I shall first consider some specimens of ceremonial chairs. In the collec-
tion is one dedicated,to the god of fire (Tate'vali owe-'n) which was found in the
god-house at Teaka'ta. It is not worth while picturing it, as it is an exact copy
of the ordinary chair described, only of a diminutive size (33.5 cm. high at
the back). It was deposited as a mark of adoratio'n of the god. Ceremonial
arrows are stuck upright into such chairs, as prev'iously alluded to. In the god-
houses a great number of chairs fitted out in that way may generally be observed.

In the god-house of Grandfather Fire may be seen double or triple chairs,
each consisting of two, sometimes three, stools joined together side by side, having

a common back, and being generally
j ~~~~~~~aboutdouble the size of the single

fathr gF66 shIowls a chair of Grand-

S / ~~~~~~~~withoutany stopper (cf. Figs. 26o0
264). It is a prayer for luck in raising

,flg,<¢v>^ll ~gourds are made. The other object,// Y iS ~~~~~represents a hi'kuli-seeker's tobacco'
X , j g ~~~~~gourd. Its main part is made from

|/til< 4 4 ~~~awad of cotton-wool, which iS tied/yh|Wa t gzfw ~~around and ovrer one end of the nar-
/

1! ~~~~~~~~row neck of a gourd. Pieces of redli ~~~~~crewel are wound round the wool
R ~~~~~~~~longitudinally-to keep it in place and

Fig. 66 (141g). Chair of Grandfather Fire. (Height, 30 cm.)
b w yo d r m n. I a ltp
per, which is cut from a small gourd

and adorned with transverse layers of blue crewel fastened with beeswax. This
symbol of a gourd expresses a prayer for luck in killing deer.

Fig. 67 shows a chair dedicated to Mother East-Water, from the temple
of San Jose'near San Andre's, where it was exhibited at the feast of leasmales de
maiz crudo. The fancy scrolls, as will be seen, are missing. Hawk-feathers have
been stuck into theseat.I

Fig. 68 represents a chair which was dedicated to Grandfather Fire, from
whose god-house at Te-aka'ta it was taken. It is modified somewhat, in that the
usual back and sides are wanting. Instead of these, four connecting arches -two
long and high, and two short and low -have been placed on the edge of the
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seat. They consist of split bamboo, wound with cotton cord and crewel or wool.
The two largest arches are covered with white cotton cord, over which red
crewel is wound, the white appearing between the windings. The extreme third
of o'ne of these arches is wound with blue. The little arch which connects this
blue end with the other large arch is covered with brown yarn, and the one opposite
to it with white and red.

Fig. 67 (1_). Chair of Mother East- Fig 68 (:fflu). Chair of Grandfather Fire
Water. (Height, about 32 cm.) (Hiht,1 21 cm.)

The seat consists of a network of white and black yarn. A I bed' of the
god is placed on the seat, and secured on one side by th'in strips of palm-leaf. It
is much like a thick rug, and is woven from white yarn, wads of white wool, and
red yarn, the last forming red parallel stripes on the white background. It is a
I flower-bed,' which is a form of back-shield. The chair was deposited to express
a prayer for health and life.

There are several chairs of this description in the collection. In two of them
there are two arches of equal length, intersecting each other at their middle
points. They belong respectively to the Corn Mothera-and to Mother West-
Water. The prayer expressed by the chair of the latter is interesting. Its object
is success in raising corn and cotton, the latter expressed by wads of cotton-wool
attached to the seat. The chair is but 6 cm. in height.

In Fig. 69 is shown a chair dedicated to Mother West-Water (Tate' Kye-
wimo'ka owe'n). It has two arches or armls parallel to each other; but the most
striking peculiarity about it is that an I'eye' or si'kuli has been substituted
for the seat. The colors of the cord and crewel tied over the hoops that form the
arms are white, dark blue, and red. The large ' eye' which is tied to the chair,
and serves as a seat, is white in its central part ; then follow sections of dark blue,
red, white, and red. It is an ' eye ' of the goddess in question, and has the usual
meaning, namely, that of a prayer that -she may keep an eye on the supplicant. A_
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parrot-feather, and an artificial flower made from white and yellow paper, are at-
tached to one of the arms, and a parrot-feather to the other, all symbolizing
prayers for life. -On the seat are two small votive bowls of the Mother (Tate'
Kyewimo'ka ruku'li), one on top of the other, each embody'ing a different prayer.

The lower one (Fig. 70) is not painted, but has been adorned with kernels of
white corn, called niwe'saka, many of which are now lost. .According to tradition,
these sprang in ancient times from white clouds of Mother North-Water. Kernels
of corn placed in such a way in a votive bowl are put there as a sacrifice and as a
prayer for more corn. In the centre is a coil made from a string of red beads. A

S ~~~~~free end of the coil has been carried to one
> ; Z ~~~~~side, and arranged in festoons surrounding
< 9za ~~~~the coil. The coil represents a heap of

, ~~~~~~~~cornare thus expressed.
,lX ; ~~~~~~~Theother bowl (Fig. 7I 1S painted red;

e~~~~,
and in the centre are a numnber of white and.

ofz corn.ther bowtheutw expresbwses alsoye
X pa longTliroug thelarged 'y'taformsrogthepart

\--'~'^~.at,v2ya</fethecnreisndartiica blower;and the border
<~~~~~wieItded a prayerthat tihelmiheathcontinu

Fig.~~~~~~~hid The main purposofMothe chairaerisigttom.
expesgoo praeraltcrh.dban,emh

A chair carved out of wood is shown in Fig. 72. It is dedicated to Tate'
Tuiliriki'ta (in regard to this goddess see p. 52), and was taken from her cave in
Santa Cataritna. It is painted blue with indigo ; and both to the seat and to thve
lower part of the back beads are attached on layers of beeswax. The ornament
on the seat, which has been somewhat damaged through bandling, consists of
a coil made from a string of white beads, surrounded by a row of blue beads.
This circular figure symbolizes corn. From 'it extend ray-like rows of beads, em-
blematic of beans. The zigzag line of white beads at the back represents the
squash-vine. This chair thus expresses a prayer for corn, beans, and squashes in
plenty.

I would add that one chair of the usual type, with back and arms, 'i's profusely
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adorned. with blue, red, and yello-w paper, obtained from the Mexicans. The
paper is wound round the framework, and paper flowers are attached to-it every-
where. The chair is dedicated to Mother East-Water, and expresses a prayer for
luck in raising cattle, which are all supposed to belong to her.

'

Fig. 70. Fig. 71.
Fig. 70 (y1jec). Lower Bowl on Chair, Fig. 69, Inside View. (Diam., 7 cm.)
Fig. 71 (Afgb). Upper Bowl on Chair, Fig. 69, Inside View. (Diam. 6 cm.)

Fig. 73-
Fig. 72 ( ).Chair of Miter Tullirikilta. (Height, g cm.)
Fig. 73 ( ).Stool of Mother East-Water. (Height, IO cm.)

Fig. 72.

Some of the stools are exactly like the one figured in Fig. 64, but of a smaller
size. Generally, however, they are modified in their make, cotton cord and crewel
forming part of the material employed. The seat is made 'of cotton cord or
variously colored crewel, which is stretched across the upper hoop in all directions
or with the threads perpendicular to each other, or, it may be closely interwoven
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Over the hoop. Glue is rarely applied -to the joints, these being fa'stened -almost'
without exception by ixtle or cotton cord alone.

Fig. 73-shows a ceremonial stool of -the latter -type, belonging to Mother
East-Water, the material of the seat being red crewel and white cotton cord.
It was taken from her god-house in T(#aka'ta, and is a request for success in
raising corn.

In other specimens an I eye' is substituted for the usual seat. See, for
instance, Fig. 205.

FETISHES. -Stones, generally chalcedony, having a peculiar shape' or color,
become fetishes of the Indians, and are plentiful, especially in the neighborhood
of San Andr6s. Sometimes there is a whole heap of such stones, in which case
every one is thought to be related to every other stone within the'same heap;

the whole heap being'-one
f
v<?->>>>i-__ ~~~family, so to speak, and

Sg;fJ ; 14 j CS r'A; ~~~tivename, afterthe principal
''''-'A C - ¢S>'-);t/-<;x \f l* ^A member. All are instru-
Ktgj' tN>/V<{'>'u"1;mental in producing rain'$<4v l t X; ~~~~~~and bringing good luck;

v tive bowls are placed
<0:;y¢;f; ;;=> ;-i--S/ @ near them.

NS '\'_a4,dlZi'7-.'&5 Outside of the pueblo,'t;W <W><*ffi tt > - *-h /<of San Andr6s is a,quarry+ ~~~~~~~~~~~of chalcedony called Si'kima
Fig. 74 (A). Stone Fetish representing a Female. (Length, 19.5 cm.) o ikm . A ltepee

strewn on the ground here
are sacred and mystic to the Huichols, being mysterious people or gods, or
rather fetishes. In the course of time the shamans gathered some of them into
a heap, and the relation of all the pieces, one to another, is known to them. I
was allowed to take some stones from the heap, the largest of which is shown in
Fig. 74. It is about I9.5 cm. long, is covered with peculiar white nodules, and
represents a female. Another, which presents about the same appearance but is
smaller, is also a female. Others, which are still smaller, are young people.

A 6chalcedony nodule with a drusy quartz incrustation- was taken from
another group of stones only twenty-five yards from the preceding one, and of
the same name. Conspicuous in this group were two large stones o-f curious
shape, suggestive of long necks, limbs, -etc. Two priests, who some yea-rs ago
were staying for a short while in San Andre's, and who were shown several
of these heaps of stones that the Huichols worship, broke them ; but this has not
changed in any way the opinion of the Indians about the stones. That could only
have been brought about if the priests had been able to carry off not only every
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piece of chalcedony in the country, but -also every other stone that may have
some curious shape.

In another group of such natural fetishes I noticed a flat piece of chalcedony
(amorphous quartz) about 8.5 cm. long, which is supposed to be the 'bed'
of the divine being which resides there, To'la Kwa'ri, the whole heap having
consequently the same name.

Another sacred spot of this kind is called Kas'i'wali. Here was found a sort
of chalcedony closely resembling a chert, and it is supposed to attract rain from
the south.

At another place, called Ti#'ka Tete', a chalcedony crust was obtained, sup-
posed to be the ' Mother of the Scorpions ' (Fig. 75). There are in it impressions
of calcite crystals which have been removed by solution. In it is enclosed a small
piece of the same material, which some shaman had put there, and which now

C .~~~~.
S~~~~~~~~~~~~i. 6(%.Ca iuerpe

Fig.~ ~ ~ ~~ ,7 4A(P,1§.Cacdnrs ersnigte' ohro h etn o o unn er

Twopiecesofchalceony weretakenfrog-smal Clapofigrsto esuproed

canotbe takenoutwiotesThou consieralpeffrt It Istoo the Indianveid suggesa-en

which, by a stretch of the imagination, 'it'may be said to resemble. A small round
stone is considered as an egg. These fetishes are thought to bring luck to the
hens, causing them to multiply rapidly. There are many more stone fetishes near
San Andre's than those above mentioned.

Near stones of this kind, or on top of them, is frequently found a heap
of small earthenware objects rudely made, and representing mostly animals, but
also household utensils. I visited several places in the neighborhood of San
Andre's where these peculiar.-heaps may be seen in lonely spots in the forest. I
secured specimens from them, and in my collection are found deer, -a dog
for running deer (Fig. 76), two coiled serpents, and a gray fox. There also two
cows and two mules.' One of tTle cows and one of the mules have each a
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head- in place 'of the tail, thus having two heads. Each co'w (Fig. 77) carries on
its back a sort of cup. - One of the mules (Fig. 78) is furnished with a kind
of double cup ; the other one,~with a three-pronged figure of the same size as a
cup (Fig. 79). I believe these appendages to the back, in regard to which I have
.no information from the I-ndians, represent the milk and cheese whi-ch the cow
yields, and the burdens -the mules carry. Further, there is a pair of diminutive
horns (Fig. 80). They represent a pair of horns taken from an ox that has been

Fi--- 77- Fig. 78.

-- I /-

Fig. 77 C."I.R). Clay Figure representing a Cow. (Length, I14 cm.)
Fig. 78 (M). Clay Figure representing a Mule. (Length, g cm.)
Fig. 79 (-N-0. Cliy Figure representing a Mule. (Length, 8.5 cm.)
Fig. 80 (A&). Clay Figure representing a Pair of Horns. (Length, IO cm.)

i'ig. 793.

s.acrificed. At the rain-making feasts, when oxen are sacrificed, the horns
are always taken off from the head, together with part of the frontal bone, and
adorned with flowers. No doubt their significance is similar to that attached to
deer-antlers. The figures representing household utensils, which are also of very
diminutive size, are a com'al (the plate of burnt clay on which tortill<as or corn-
cakes are baked), and a small jar representing the onie in which the corn is kept,
for use by the woman wh'o is engaged in grinding on the metate. Then there are
a jar and a plate of very small size, representing the ordinary household utensils
of the H'uichols, for i'nstan'ce, those in which food is offered. Finally there is a

Fig. 8o.
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bowl 8 cm. in diameter, in which food is offered to the fetish at the pile of
stones. The edge is scalloped, -which is quite unusual. This I have seen only
on votive bowls made from gourds. Maybe it was meant to represent such
a one.

I have noticed, besides, in such pile's, pipes and gray squirrels made of
the same material. Double vessels called ipa'x (Fig. 8I) are always found at such
places. Generally there are more
than one present, and they may be
placedfodn top of thepilel mighalon)

described as two cups commlunicat-\- Xa//U
ing by a narrow passage ; but this<P
form undergoes material changes,
so that it is often difficult to recog- Fig. 8I (Q61"gj. DoubleVessel of Burnt Clay. (Length, I9g cm.)
nize the original idea. In one of tlie
specimens obtained there is no pasg,ad the connecting link between the
two vessels is quite narrow. Among the household utensils of the Huichols
there is none corresponding to this ceremonial object, which is also found in the
sacred caves and in the god-houses, where it is occasionally filled with atole,
or grains of corn, as offerings to the various deities. I have seen such vessels
filled with water alone, both at the votive heaps and standing underneath a god-
house. When the Huichol has finished planting corn, he places this symbolic
object on some mountain, or rather' in the mountailns (sierra) from which winds
come, in order that the -wind shall not blow so much as to destroy the yoling
corn-plants. It is also deposited for other purposes, accordin-g to the decision of
the shaman. It may, for instance, be offered in order to allay pain in the
stomach; or by a woman who desires to have a child, the underlying idea being
that the sacrifice will stop menstruation.

Ceremonial arrows are stuck into the heaps, and votive bowls are also oc-

casionally left there. The heaps are not always found on or near these stone
fetishes. Tllis seems to be the case only when the fetish is an isolated and prob-
ably important one. Such a fetish is said to be beneficial in producing rain and
springs, and guards animals, fields, and utensils. lThe objects deposited are votive
offerings to the fetish who protects the animals, fields, and utensils. They are

prayers for good luck, in killing deer, in hunting, raising cattle and mules, and
making household utensils. The coiled serpents, gray squirrels, and gray foxes
are animals connected with the fetish, expressing devotion and in directly prayers;
and the pipes with their mystic powers are given him because he is a shaman.
The accumulation of objects on top of the natural stone fetish may be termed
a 'votive heap,' and expresses prayers and adoration, in the same way as do
symbolic figures painted on the disks of gods or woven in fabrics.

They recall somewhat similar small objects found at different localities in
Mexico. Professor 'Frederick Starr in I897 described some from the lake of
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Chapala, from wh'ich place I myself brought a large collection the same year.
Others -have been mentioned by Mrs. Nuttall. Possibly some inference as to
their significance may be drawn from the votive heaps of the Huichols.

A peculiar object is shown in Fig. 82. -It is the reproduction of a white rock
which is in the sea near San Blas, a port in the territory of Tepic frequently'

visited by the Huichol for depositing offerings in the sea.

6= ~~It is called Was'i'evi, and was taken from the god-house
of Mother West-Water in TeIaka'ta. It consists of a piece

y ~~~~ofsolidified volcanic ash carved in the shape of a truncated
3 ~~~pyramid IO cm. high. On each side three lines running
9 1 t1 , in a longitudinal direction, and on each corner a row of
j! & ~transverse notches, have been carved. The object ig
j lk ~painted black between the notches; and the two longitudi-

S v ~nal fields formed by the three incised lines'are painted, one
ii b ~black, and the other with black spots. There is no doubt

X1'2 ii tat these markings represent certain natural markings
iS1 ^ seen on the rock, which to the Indians have a symbolic
ffiww ; >meaning. The spots are symbols of corn, and the carved
&l{¢]g filinotches are staircases (for the clouds to travel on). The

. - ! t carved longitudinal lines, and the longitudinal black fields,_ ~~~are symbolic of rain. There are traces of blood on it.
Fig. 82h(r6g#). Figure represent- O o fi sacrcbo odtikycvrdwt
in hte Rock near San Blas.

O o fi sacrcbo odtikycvrdwt(Yfei'ght, I2.5 cm.; diam. of base, dark blue beads, and adorned on top with a paper flower
bought from the Mexicans. The corncob is fastened to

the pyramid by means of beeswax, and three rows of strings of blue beads are
attached round the joint. The top symbolizes a serpent called Yoa'wimeka,-
a serpent of the sea, which, according to the Indians, looks like a small ear of corn,
the blue beads signifying the sea in which the serpent lives. It is corn, because
in former days the corn was a serpent.

The white appearance of the rock of San Blas suggested at once to the
Huichol its connection with clouds, and it became a fetish instrumental in bring-
ing rain. Thus its image expresses a prayer for clouds that shall come from the
sea and bring serpents of the sea, i. e., corn.

THE TWO-HEADED SERPENT. -The idea of a serpent surrounding the world,
conceived of in different ways, but of general occurrence among the races of man,
is also found in the Huichol tribe. In Fig. 83 is shown a representation of the
serpent Tate' Ipou,- that, in the belief of the Iluichols, surrounds the wo'rld. It
has two heads, between which the Sun must pass when setting, having daily to pay
a Huichol to each of them. I found the symbolic object representing the serpent
stored in one of the niches in the temple of Santa Catarina. It is a rudely made
cylinder of burnt clay, reddish in color-, and I17 cm. long, the heads being indicated
by an open mouth at each end, as well as by small ornamental circular indentations
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along the edges of the upper a'nd lower jaws, and, around one of the necks. Two
indentations of the same kind serve as eyes. Round the middle of the body are
arranged, at equal distances, four longi-
tudinal rows of small circular holes. It O- e <
was intended to be afterwards taken to no _ esm
Mesa del Nayarit (Sakaimo'ka), to be
left as a prayer for r'ain, in which case
it would have first been filled with wa ve, Feig. 83 ().Clay Figure representigteToeddSret(Lengt, I7 cm.)
and the side-holes stopped up with
beeswax. Wa've (Sp. chia or choal) is the name of the seeds of Amarantus
leucocarpus Watson (and also of the plant itself), which grows wild, but is some.
times cultivated. The seeds are eaten, being ground on the metate and made
into cakes. However, they are mainly for religious use, and are an important
factor in various-ceremonies. Wa've, which according to tradition is older than
corn, is the food of the ancestral gods, and there are five kinds,-black for
Grandfather Fire, white for Mother West-Water, yellow for the Corn Mother,
and two other kinds which show their differences in the color of the leaves of -the
plant. The Wa've put into the clay serpent is therefore to-be considered-as its
food, -a votive food-offering.

The same serpent is at times represented with a single head. On the
lower surface of the disk of Father Sun (Fig. I 7).five serpents of the same name
are pictured, eacb with one head. The artist has there given a fair representation
of a serpent which I once killed, --the beautifully colored Pituophis plieurostic/us
Dum. and Bibr., whose main color is red. The Indians then at once exclaimed
that I had killed Sakaimo'ka, and besides called it Tate' Ipou. It is the same
serpent with one head that gave San Andre's its native name, Tate' I'kia (' the
house of the Mother '), which was, according to tradition, born there, and afterwards
travelled down to the coast. Having the same name, it is evident that these
serpents are the same to the Indian mind. There is no more contradiction in
this than in the fact tha't there are various serpents representing one and the same
god, or that the same name is given to a river as to the serpent living in it. Even
Grandmother Growth and the Corn Mother are called Tate' Ipou.

The sea, which to the Indian mind surroun'ds the entire world, is, with its
serpent-like motion, the largest of all serpents. It is the great all-devouring one.
The sun has to plunge past its open jaws as day sinks into night and all becomes
darkness; and with it human beings disappear, caught by the serpent. But the
serpent, being all water and the greatest of all waters, is also the greatest cloud-
maker, and thus also beneficial to the Huichol. Its rain-making powers have to
be appealed to, and therefore its image is carried to the west as a powerful
embodiment of prayers for rain.

We shall now enter upon the descriptio'n of certain other characteristic sym-
bolic objects which occupy a most prominent pla.ce in the religious cult of the
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Huichol. They may be classed in the following groups:
I.- ULU'. -Ceremonial arrow.
2. NEALI'KA. -Front-sbield or 'face' (appearance) of the god. It isround

in shape, buit with some deviations. It is made by interweaving pieces of split
bamboo with cotton cord or variously colored crewels, symbolic and m)ythological
figures being.represented in the weaving.

3. NA'MA. -Back-shield or mat of the god. It is rectangular in shape, and
made in the same way as the front-shield.

4. ITA'LI. -,Bed' of the god. It is square, rectangular, or round in
shape, and made either of pieces of split bamboo and twine of ixtle or of cotton
with wads of wool interwoven, or wholly from leaves, grass, and ixtle.

5. SI'KULI. 'Eye' of the god. It is a cross interwoven with crewel or

yarn.
6. RUKU'LI.- Votive bowl. It is the ordinary drinking-vessel adorned in

various ways to e-xpress prayer and devotion.
The Mexicans, who have but a faint kniowledge of these offerings, include

under the general name chimnal all woven cerenionial objets eseially the
si'kuli.

The material from which these objects are made, excepting the arrow, is at
present seldom wholly indige'nous. Cotto.n-wool spun by the women into thread,
and native dye, may be- used by the Huichols in the manufacture of their symbolic
offerings; but generally crewels of various colors, cotton cord, glass beads, etc.,
are bought from the Mexicans for the purpose.

All these symbolic objects express prayers to the god to whom they are
sacrificed, for rain, health, luck, or other material benefits. At all festivals, es-

pecially those for making rain, these peculiar offerings play a most important
part, and for one or two days before the festival, people may be seen busily en-

gaged preparing them, looking like so many hands at a children's toy-factory.
If the festival is to be a tribal one, the objects are made in the temple by

one or two shamans and the officers of the temple. If it is to be a private one,
some shaman, assisted by another person who may have the required knowledge,
is intrusted with their making. They are then placed in the temple or- on an

altar, together with the sacrificial meat and the shaman's plumes, and are after-
wards deposited in the god-houses or in sacred caves, or in other places devoted
to the worship of the gods from whom favors have been asked. They are first
smeared with a little blood of an ox or a deer.

Such symbolic objects are also made on other occasions during the year, ac-

cording to the shaman's directions, the favorite ones being arrows and votive
bowls.



III.-CEREMONIAL ARROWS (ULU').

Ceremonial arrows have the same name as the bow-arrows, namely, ulu'iu, and
they present in general the same characteristics, but are modified in regard to the
I winged' part, the nock, the shoulder, the thickness of the rearshaft, etc. The
many attachments symbolic of the needs and wishes of the Indian formn a prom-
inent feature of these arrows, which- is entirely missing in the bow-arrow.

}u99rusAlaft ,<ff.at }[zzt~~~~-1yedparl:

Fig. 84. Nomenclature of the Arrow.

The same mystic power which is attributed to the birds, whose locomotion
is incomprehensible to the Indian, is believed to be possessed by both the bow-
arrow and the ceremonial arrow, which are consequently considered as flying
birds. The I winged ' part, which is the vital part or the I heart,' is adorned very
much in the same way in both kinds of arrows, being in most cases practically
identical, only the feathered' part of the ceremon'ial arrow is conventionalized,
and its paintings are more elaborate. A never-failing feature on the I winged'
part of the bo.w-arrow is the painting of a broad colored transverse band decorated
with longitudinal zigzag lines alternating with longitudinal parallel lines. This
characteristic decoration, which is called a I face ' or ' picture ' (neali'ka), is seldom
missing in the ceremonial arrow. On the contrary, sometimes there are two and
even three of them on the same arrow. The zigzags (s'uliki'a), which represent
lightning, are symbolic of the speed and force of the arrow, and the longi'tudinal
parallel lines are its path (hatye).

The bow-arrow, as one would expect, plays a most important part in the life
of the Huichol, and accordingly also in his myths and religious ideas. The po-
tentiality of the gods is manifest in their arrows, which perform miraculous
deeds. Indeed, the -arrow is a synonyme of the peculiar powers of each god.
Thus the scorpion, Tama'ts [elder brother] T#Ialu'ka, is said to have very sharp
arrows; the rattlesnake is considered as the arrow of the Sun and of Elder
Brother ; the meteorites that fall are the arrows of some god that kills a
serpent; etc. But there was a time when the. arrow was not so powerful, i: e., in
the beginning of the world, when the gods had to content themselves with very
poor arrows, until taught by Elder Brother how to make better ones. The follow-
ing is the myth concer'ning the arrow:

11 In the beginning there was a blue serpent called Hulia'kami. The wolf
was blue also, and was called Samula've. The tiger was called Tata'tali; the

IThe ' winged' part is not always feathered.
[83]



lion, Ma'ya yoawilme-. The rattlesnake was called Raly6 Tatmai; the vulture
(Sp. so.pilote), Ko'ka Talmai.

"All the animal gods had only Kauyuma'li arrows, which were not made from
bamboo, but from an inferior material somewhat resembling it; namely, the stems
of a coarse grass called halio'ki. The ancestors of the Huichols also made
arrows from another kind of materilal before they obtained what is used to-day,
the stems of a plant called wau'la u'ka (I bird-leg'^).'

{'They could not kill any deer with these arrows, and so Elder Brother
made some of bamboo reed for Grandfather Fire and for all the gods and god-
desses. He gave some to every one of them. They ran deer, but they killed
nothing but a rabbit. They smeared its blood on their arrows, which, however,
remained ugly and ineffective with that kind of blood. Then they killed a roe,,
and nothing else, and with the blood of this they painted their arrows, which
became strong and good. Then they killed a large deer in Palia'tsia; and even
to-day the Huichols, when they kill a deer, paint their ceremonial arrows, but
not their bow-arrows, with its blood."

.Ceremonial arrows, a kind of messengers to the gods, are inseparably con-
nected with the life of the Huichol. For any event of importance for which he
prepares, or that may happen, he makes an arrow, asking protection or favor
from some god. His wife places an arrow for the goddess of child-birth for safe
delivery when she is about to have a baby; and when the child is born, the father
makes an arrow for it. If the child be a boy, he continues to make one every
five years until the son is old enough to make one for himself. If the child be a
girl, the father makes arrows for her until she gets.a husband, who then assumes
this duty. When the Indian wants to hunt deer, till the soil, build a house,
marry, he has to make an arrow to insure success in his undertaking. In case
of sickness it is imperative, for regaining health, to have an arrow made; and
when the Indian d'ies, an arrow is placed in the house where he died, that he may
not come back and disturb the surviving members of the family. When the
shamans wish to practise witchcraft and make an enemy sick, the arrow is just as
indispensable for them as it is for those shamans who attempt to throw off the
spell of witchcraft and cure their subjects. Therefore one or more arrows are
sacrificed for each individual at least once a year throughout his life.

We find thus that the arrow as an expression of prayer answers to all the,
wants of the Indilan from the cradle to the grave. There is no symbolic object
in more common use, either by the private individual and the family or by the
community as represented by the officers of the temple. No feast can be im-
agined without the presence of arrows.

Whenever an Indian wants to pray, his first impulse is to make an arrow.

Wau'la is the name of a certain wvader with long, thin reddish legs. U'ka is, strictly speaking, the part of the
,' leg' from the heel to the toe. The stems of the plant have a certain resemblance to the legs of this wader, and,
besides, are of the same reddish color. The flowers, when crushed between the hands, leave on them a yellow coloring-
matter, which is sometimes smeared on the face for adornment.

84 LUMHOLTZ, SYMBOLISM OF THE HUICHOL INDIANS.
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The sacrifice of one or more arrows expresses his desires in a language intelli-
gible to him and to the gods. The gods themselves once wandered upon the
earth with bows, and quivers full of arrows, and found them very useful. There-
fore arrows retain to-day their value as ceremonials, and through them the Hui-
chols talk to their gods, who are considered the real owners and masters of the
arrows that are sacrificed to them. A man, in making arrows, is also thought
to gain kniowledge of all sacred matters.

With few exceptions, such arrows have one or more plumes or feathers
(moye'li) attached to the I winged 'part, taken from the wing or tail of the particular
birds of the god implored. Several kinds of plumes may thus be found on the
same arrow. Beside's adding to the mystic powers of the arrow, these express
adoration of the god. In addition, the Indians very often attach one or more
symbolic objects, which convey their prayers in- a more concise form, in a lan-
guage intelligible not only to the god, but also to all their countrymen.

The most common way of sacrificing arrows is to place them upright in the
ground. They are also stuck into the seats of the ceremonial chairs in the god-
houses, and very frequently into the straw roof's of these houses, inside of which
they may be seen in great numbers. They are deposited in all sacred caves and
all sacred spots, springs, and waters; in deep crevices of rocks, on mountains, in
the sea; in short, everywhere where some god lives whom the imaginative Hui-
chol may implore and appease ; for the arrow, stands for him personally, or for the
tribe, praying its silent prayers. It talks alone," to use the Indian expression,
without the aid of the shaman.

Every year a Huichol carries different ceremonial arrows to various places
in the country, as well as outside of it, as prayers for life and material benefits.
He carries them to the country of the hi'kuli in the east and to Mesa del Nayarit
in the west, and even deposits them in the sea. He carries them south to
Laguna de Magdalena in the territory of Tepic as a sacrifice to Mother South-
Water; and he also takes them up to Acaponeta in the northwest, because he
believes that Grandfather Fire and Great-grandfather Deer-Tail started on their
journey there. Elder Brother, who taught the gods how to make the right
kind of arrows, is implored for success in arrow-making, and a short arrow with-
out any ' winged ' part, but painted, is sacrificed for the purpose.

In order to ascertain the meaning of the ceremonial arrow, and if possible
find the typical arrow of e'ach god, I set to work e~xamining carefully those col-
lected on my first visit to the Huichols. Each arrow was measured in all its
details, and every one of its characteristics minutely noticed. In this way eighty-
five ceremo.nial arrows were examined; and the results, which are instrulctive as

having a bearing on all ceremonial arrows, are given below.
Most of them are from' the neighborhood of San Andr6s, and were taken

from the various small god-houses. Some are also from sacred caves dedicated
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to some special god. Others are from the neighborhood of Santa Catarina,
having been taken from similar localities.

They had been sacrificed to nine different gods, distributed as follows:-

6. To the deer god in thle south, I.
7. To the Corn Mother, 3.
8. To Mother East-Water, 7.
9. To Mother West-Water, 5.

To Grandfather Fire, 9.
To Great-grandfather Deer-Tail, 6.
To Father Sun (Tayau'), 9.
To Elder Brother, 44.
To the deer god in the north, I.

I.

2.

3.
4.
5.

The rearshaft is generally of the same thickness as that of the bow-arrow,
but sometimes thicker and sometimes thinner.

The foreshaft has generally been made from a hard, light-colored wood, but
sometimes from red Brazil-wood ; and, like the bow-arrow, it is always pointed at
the end, and has no head or insertion nock.

The arrows are all of different lengths, none of them quite as long as the
bow-arrow, generally 5 or 6 cm. shorter, sometimes much shorter. The rearshaft
is generally longer tha'n the foreshaft, but sometimes the reverse is the case.

Rarely is the upper part evenly cut off. This occuirs in just three of the
85 arrows; namel'y, in one of the god of fire, in one of Great-grandfather Deer-
Tail, and in one of Mother East-Water. The general rule is, that the upper end
is nocked, but not plugged.' A few cases of plugging, however, occur: viz.,
in an arrow of Grandfather Fire, where the plug is 8.5 cm. long; in one of
Father Sun ; and in three of Elder Brother.

The I winged ' part is differently
arranged in different arrows. It is al-
ways painted with bands of color; but
the number of arrows that have feathers
on this part is about the same as that
which have none. When there are
feathers, there are either two or three,
but all sorts of variations are found as
to the cutting of the vanes and binding
with sinew. The most common case
is the following (Fig. 85): The quills
of two feathers, placed opposite each
other, at about the same place whe're
the ' winged ' part-of the bow-arrow is,
are bound round with sinew. The rest
of the feathers have been left free, and
the vanes have not been cut in any

its upper side next the rearshaft, thus

J~~~ ~ ~

Fig. 85. Fig. 86. Fig. 87.
Figs. 85 (),86 (as,87 (AW. Methods of winging

Ceremonial Arrows.

I

way. Each feather is placed with
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falling in a graceful curve to each side of it. This is the case with nearly
all the arrows of Grandfather Fire, with most of those of Elder Brother, with
half of those of Great-grandfather Deer-Tail, with most of those of the Corn
Mother, with most of those of Mother West-Water, and also with a few of those
of Mother East-Water. This way of attaching the feathers to the I w-inged ' part
may therefore be considered as the rule in ceremonial arrows. It may be a ques-
tion, however, what may be considered the standard, -this, or the entire absence
of feathers on the I winged' part. The cases in which there are no feathers on
the ' winged' part are more frequent in the arrows of Father Sun and of Elder
Brother.

As to the variations, there is one case where the feathers are placed as just
described, except that the under silde is put next to the rearshaft. There is
another case where the upper ends are tied to the rearshaft;_ and still another
where the ends are left free, but the tips have been nipped off.

Turning now to the cases where three feathers are attached to the ' winged'
part, we find that they are generally bound with sinews to the ' winged ' part by
their quillls, as in the bow-arrow ; that is, at both the upper and lower ends. The
vanes are cut, however, in a different way from those of the ordinary 'wing' of
the bow-arrow. They are left intact for the first half of their length, while the
second half is cut down in the ordinary way of the I wing ' of the bow-arrow. On
each I wing,' besides, a small breadth of the vanes is left towards the end, around
which the sinew is also tied, leaving the vanes protruding beyond the end. of the
arrow (Fig. 86). In one case three feathers are bound to the arrow by their quills
at the same place where the I winged ' part of the bow-arrow would be. They
are placed in the same way as on the bow-arrow, but the ends are free, and the
vanes have not been cut in any way. There are also cases of three feathers
being attached as on the bow-arrow, only the vanes have been cut to a less ex-
tent (Fig. 87).

Grandfather Fire has three variatio'tis in the 'winged' part of his arrows;
Great-grandfatlier Deer-Tail, three; Father Sun, three; Elder Brother, three;
in the arrows of the Corn Mother there are also three variationis; in those of
Mother East-Water, four; and in those of Mother West-Water, two.

The feathers are generally taken from the wing-cover. In no case is more
than one kinid of feather bound to the 'winged ' part. The feathers that have
been bound to this part are

For Grandfather Fire, mostly macaw, but also hawk.
For Great-grandfat'her Deer-Tail, mostly hawk, but also parrot.
For Father Sun, hawk.
For Elder Brother, parrot.
For the deer god in the north, hawk.
For the deer god in the south, hawk.
For the Corn Mother, parrot and hawk.
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For Mother East-Water, hawk and parrot.
For Mother West-Water, hlawk.
In regard to the color-bands and their arrangement, no definite rule can be

established. In the arrows of Grandfather Fire-, however, the prevailing color
seems to be red ; and in those of Elder Brother and Mother East-Water, blue.
Still in the arrows of both Grandfather Fire and Mother East-Water the colors
are interchanged. Generally we find on the I winged' part a broad red or a
broad blue band with longitudinal zig-zag- markings, often intermixed with Ion-
gitudinal parallel lines, signifying, as already stated, the flight of the arrow.
Above and below this are one or more bands. In a general way, the same ar-

rangement is found about the middle of the rearshaft. In two cases (in the
arrows of the Corn Mother-and Elder Brother) the colors are arranged in a

spiral of red and blue, that runs from the top towards the middle of the rear-
shaft.

The colors employed were bought from Mexican stores. They are red, or
blue, or black (maybe black is intended to represent blue). A brown color has
also sometimes been used as a substitute for red.

In most cases there is no sinew at the shoulder. In a few inst'ances where
there is sinew, three or four longitudinal str'ipes are painted underneath it.

The eightyr-five ceremonial arrows are quite generally furnished with ap-
pendages of plumes or feathers. Many, no matter to what god they may belong,

have no other attachment than simply a plume, and there are a few
that have not even that. Still, as a-rule, the arrows have some kind
of attachment tied by a cord to the rearshaft, generally to the colored
part of it. Plumes are attached in the following way (Fig. 88): More

i than half of the quill is cut off slantingly, from the feathers down,
I7 so as to form a long point somewhat resembling a toothpick. This

long point is doubled over at about the middle, its end being inserted
l in the hollow quill so as to form a sort of loop, and through this loop
l -a cord is tied by a simple but ingenious knot.

The most important appendages, outside of the plume, are front-
Fi.8.

shields or ' faces ' (neali'ka), back-shields (na'ma), some of which are

Method of at- also considered as ' beds' (ita'li), and 'eyes' (si'kuli). When front-
to ArrogwPms. shields are attached to the arrows of a god, blood is almost always

-smeared on them. Blood is also often seen on the arrows themselves,
as well as on the plumes, especially on those of the god of fire.

The following is a summary, in a general way, of the attachments to the
eighty-five arrows:
For GrandfatherFire, one or morefeathers from tachments consist of sandals, hawk-featbers,

the macaw or hawk, also one or more front or shields, bows, and paper flowers.
back shields. For Fatlier Sun, generally shields, also hawk-

For Great-grandfather Deer-Tail there are as feathers, and in one case sandals (Mex. Sp.
many with attachments as without. The at- guaraches).
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For Elder Brother, shields, diminutive bows, For the Corn Mother, hawk-feathers, diminutive
tobacco-gourds, dirninutive snares (Sp. lazo), bows, 'eyes,' shields, and turkey-buzzard
wristlets, hawk-feathers, diminutive drums, feathers.
bits of textile (generally of ixtle, but also of For Motber East-Water, shields, ceremonial
wool), and ' eyes.' tamales, ' beds.'

For the deer god in the north, and the deer god For Mot'ner West-Water, shields, hawk-featliers,
in the south, a hawk-feather. macaw-feathers.

It will thus be seen that hawk-feathers and front or back shields have been
attached to nearly all of them, the hawk-feathers predominating OI1 the arrows
of Grandfather Fire, and the shields on those of Mother East-Water.

Attachments of diminut'ive sandals sometimes represent the god, sometimes
the person. ' Eyes ' represent the god. 'The diminutive bow represents the
supplicant. The dimintitive tobacco-pouch, wristlet, and snare stand especially
for the hunter and the hi'kuli-seeker.

The foregoing, then, is a summary review of the eighty-five arrows. There
is not much more to add about the general characteristics of those collected on
the second visit to the tribe. The material and make are the same. The vari-
ability in features is also the- same in regard to the length of the arrow and the
proportionate length of the rearshaft and foreshaft, as to the thickness of either,
as to whether the arrow is nocked and plugged or not, the arrangement of the
feathers on the ' winged ' part and its paintings, the sinew at the shoulder or the
absence of any, and so on. Additional variations observed are as follows: In a

few specimens are two I winged '"parts, both featliered, with tw'o ceremnonial ob-
ject.s attached to each; in one specimen the I winged' part consists of fotir
feathers (two parrot and two hawk) arranged in two diametrically opposite pairs,
and surrounded with hair from the tail of a deer, all tied by tlle same sinew, like
a bouquet of flowers ; on one of the ceremonial arrows sacrificed to Grandfather
Fire, as a prayer for the health of a boy, instead of the usual zigzag lines, a

human figure 'intended to represent thegod himself has been painted. It should
be taken into consideration that the singing shaman, who often directs the mak-
ing of ceremonial arrows and the arrangement of the attachments, may make
exceptions to the general rules according to dreams that he -has had. He may,
for iiistance, order parrot-feathers to be used, instead of hawk-feathers, on the
arrows of the god of fire, and may make many unexpected changes from the
general rule, not only in regard to arrows, but in regard to all ceremonial obj'ects.
A few ceremonial arrows ar'e so conventionalized as to consist of one stick only
without any division between foreshaft and rearshaft.

All these variations of the arrow, and the impossibility of finding a typical
ceremonial arrow, make it clear that the ceremonial arrow is personal, and con-
firm the conclusion reached by Cushing, than whom there is no greater auithority
on this topic. I understand that a paper by him on -the ceremonial arrow-a

sequel to that on the bow-arrow -is shortly to appear, which will fully explain
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the meaning of this ceremonial as he observed it among the Zufii and other tribes.
Meanwhile he has kindly furnished me with the following passages:-

" The ceremonial arrows, war-clubs, and other weapons of a purely ceremo-
nial nature, must with these people always be adapted to the size of one or another
of the members of the body of the one who makes and uses or sacrifices them.
For example, the arrow of a short man, since its shaft corresponds to the length
of his right or left arm, and its shaftment [' winged ' part] to the spread or span of
his fingers, will be shorter than the arrow of the same god, made by a taller or

longer-armed man. Also a ceremonial tablet or war-club, especially, will corre-

spond always in length, if for use in striking sideways instead of endwise, to the
femur of the man who makes it.

,' All ceremonial arrows are personal, except the tribal arrows, which are
made for the tribe (and even these are vicariously personal, so to say) by the
chief shaman of the god for whom they are designed."

In regard to the colors applied to the arrows, and their meaning, I am able
to reproduce specimens that will throw considerable light on this little-known
subject. It. is exceedingly difficult to gain any knowledge from the Indians
on this point, as they have an almost inexplicable aversion to giving information
about their arrows. The specimens shown in Plate III, Figs. I-8, were made by
one man, a young shaman in Santa Catarina, who had just finished them for his
own use. They were probably intended to be feathered. The decorations
peculiar to each god are plainly shown, and may be accepted as typical patterns,
all ceremonial arrows agree'in-g essentially with these. They belong respectively
to (I) Grandfather Fire, (2) Father Sun (Tayau'), (3) the Setting Sun-(Sakai-
mo'ka), (4) Elder Brother, (5) the Corn Mother, (6) Mother East-Water, (7)
Mother West-Water, and (8) Haita'neka. The last word means a high p'ine-
tree, but which god is meant I do not know for certain, alhuhpoayits
Kauyum-a'li. It is an interesting fact that some of the gods are pine-trees.
There are three ' brother pine-trees.' -The oldest is Tama'ts Pa'lik6 Tamoye'ke-,
the next is Tama'ts Kauyuma'li, and the youngest is Tama'ts Palisi'ke. Tama'ts
Kauyuma'li is Ho'ko Uima'li. (' female pine,' literally I young girl pine ').
Further, the hawk Piwa'mi, mentioned on several occasio'ns, is also a pine-tree.

I would ask the reader to compare these arrows with the five arrows pictured
in Plate IV, Figs. I-5. These were inade for me on another occasion by
other Indians, to serve the purpose of holding the strings of curious ceremonial
cakes which are seen attached to them. The cakes, which have different colors
according to the god to whom they are dedicated, were first procured by me, and
afterwards I succeeded in getting from different makers the proper arrows for
the god and his cakes. The strings of cakes are to be considered as the neck-
laces of the respective gods, and the name of such an arrow is uilu' kokai'ya.
The cakes will be described in detail at their proper place (p- I 79). By compar-
ing now the decorations on the former arrows with those here presented, it will
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be seen that they agree in all essential points. Fig. i, the arrow of Grand-
father Fire, is feathered with parrot-feathers ; Fig. 2, an arrow of Fatlier Sun
(Tayau'), with hawk-feathers; Fig. 3, an arrow of Elder Brother, with parrot-
feathers; Fig. 4, an arrow of the Corn Mother, with macaw-feathers; Fig- 5,
an arrow of MIotlier East-Water, with hawk-feathers.

FLirther 1light is thrown on the subject by five arrows which I bough.t from
anotlier shlaman friend of mine who lives near Santa Catarina. They are arrowrs
made by the Coras, which he had brought from Mesa del Nayarit in exchange for
somne that he had made himself. It i's a custom among the Huichols every year
in the month of October to make an exchange of ceremonial arrows in the sacred
cave of Mesa del Nayarit. The Huichols bring arrows of various gods and
-deposit them in the sacred cave of the Setting Sun, helping themselves at the
same time to arrows that have been placed there by the Coras. These arrows are
afterwards kept in the private god-houses, and are supposed to bring special luck
irn killing deer. When needed, they are taken out inito the field where the hunt
is to be. In Plate' III, Figs. 9-13, are reproduced the five arrows, witho'ut
further comment than that furnished by the shaman, which I give below. As
will be noticed, the ' winged ' part on all of them is unusually elaborate, consisting
of three decorative sections (neali'ka) which cover nearly the whole rearshaft. It
is in reality a triple I wi-nged ' part, but only the top one is feathered.

I. Arrow of Grandfather Fire ( Tate'vali ftu'), Plate III, Fig. 9. -The
upper and the lower sections, which are dark blue, represent the sparks of Grand-
father Fire (Tate'vali urai'ya). The middle one, of the same color, represents
his wristlet (Tate'vali matzu'wa).

2. Arrow of Father Sun (Ta)au' ?g-Zu') Plate IllI, Fig. IO.-The upper
and lowver sections, which are red, are called ruriki'a, and re-present prayers for
life. The middle one is green, and probably represents hi'kuli.

3. Arrow qvf the Setting Sun (Sakaimo'ka ftlu'),.Plate III, Fig. I I.-All
the. sections here are west (so'tega). The middle one, which consists of foti r
longitudinal stripes,-two green and two red, in alternate succession, -repre-
sents a wristlet. The upper section is blue, and the lower green.

4. Arrow of Elder Brother (Tama'ts. Pa'like Tamo.ye'keV fi?u'), Plate III,
-Fig. I 2. -The upper section is red, and signifies blood of the deer (ruili'a).
The two lower sect'ions, which are green, signify hi'kuli.

5. Arrow¢ of Mother West- Water ( Tate' Kyewimo'ka alu'), Plate I I I,
Fig. 13.--The upper section, which is red, is east (ira'ta). The next, which is
green, is the middle region (hiru'apa). The lower, which is red, is west (so'tega).

The significance of the colors given above speaks for itself. I consider
ruriki'a in the second arrow, and ruli'a in the fourth, practically identical.

Following are some examples of ceremonial arrows. They might be
greatly multiplied, but this would add nothing new as to general features. -Nearly
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all symbolic objects may be attached, and in the way most convenient, as
evidenced by the il.lustrations', but ge-nerally they are tied on by a twine of fibre,
cotton cord, or crewel. As regards woven ceremonials, in most cases a free end
of the material used in the weaving is employed for the purpose. It is evident
that no importance is attached by the Indian to the way in which the figures,
human or animal, so often appearing in the woven ceremonials, hang, whether
upside down or not. Diminutive bows and snares are often slipped over the
arrow. The attachments are all fastened to the ' winged ' part, so far as this is
possible, and both the arrow and the attachments are smeared w'ith the blood of
an ox or a deer before being deposited. In all cases where no detailed descrip-
tion of the symbolic object is given, the reader is referred to the special section
treating of it.

F'ig. 89. F'ig. g)o. Fig. 9T. Fig. 92.

Figs. 89 (Jlg), go (1 g)I ^ a), 92 (I .Arrows of Grandfather Fire. (Length, 58, 52, 35, and 6I cm. respectively.)

ARROWS. OF GRANDFATHER FIRE (TATE'VALI ULU'). There are five of these,
.all from the little temple of this deity in Teaka'ta:-

I. One (Fig. 89) has five plumes attached to it, -two' macaw and thr-ee
hawk fe'athers,-each tied on separately. It is a. prayer for health and luck.
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2. Another (Fig. go) hlas two attachments. One is a small gourd, wliicli is
too dilminutive for 'actLial use, but represents the Iii'ktili-seeker's tobacco-grourd.
A-I1 opening has been cuLt in the top, buit there is nio stopper. Twine strings
are, attachled to the cgourd in t}le same way as thlose of tobacco-gourds in use.
The otlier attachinent is a back-shield (Tate'vali na'ma), wliich hans been strung
011 ill ail exceptioiial way, being attached to the two stringrs that attach tTle
gourd. The figuires on tlle back-shield, which are red, green, anid blue, represent
h i'kti Ii. Ti-le arrow is a prayer for luck in raisinig squlash-plants to ftirniishl tobacco-
gourdls, syiaibolized by tlle gourd, anid for Iluck itl platititig corn, symbolized by tlle
Iii'kuli figured on tTle back-sliield.

3. A third (Ficg. 9I) iS unusually small, its size bearing somne relation, perliaps,
to the size o)f tlle supplicant, wlio was a little boy. A macaw-feather is attaclied
to it, as well as a back-shield-'bed' (na'tn-a-ita'li). The latter is a rectanguLlar
piece of wvoollenl textile woven for the purpose; and a human figure, stippjosed to
be a pictuire of the boy (nonottsi [baby] neali'ka), is embroidered on it ill red
crewel. Thle arrow is a prayer for t}ze healtli of the boy, who was sick<.

fiZ ~4. On anothaer (Fig. 92) is an interestinor attachment in the
forrn of a piece of woollen textile, which again is attaclied to a
stick called kwitevro' (see p. 15i). The, arrow is stuck thlrough

X ~~the attachlment, on which is embroidered in blue tlle figure of a
womaLn, the cross on tlie, body being, accordinig to my Indian-

Iiinfornmatit, tlle lieart. The prayer expressed is, thzat tlle suppli-
A ~~~~canit, the htiiiian figllire on tlle textile, inlay have a child.

>to ~5. 'riie fifth (Fig. 93) was deposited by a sorcerer in order to
G ;i S cause tlle death of a man. It liastwo ' winiged' parts, botl-i featli-

M jK ~ered ; but its most strikinig feature is the way in which the feath-
\ ~~ers are arranged. Two vanies are attaclied to each I'winged'
qlr part, all of the sam-e kind of feather. At either place they are

tied to tlle a'rrow by siiiewv over their quills, as in the bow-arrow;
but thle vane has been left free, aiid not

yrjW < ~~~~~~CLItin aniy way, the vanes of the upper
tLaii;(S t< ,; f-~ ' winiged ' part poiniting towards those of
Il v - - ~~~~~thelower 'wainiged ' part. The planie of

Ti1 1 ~~~~tile upper pair of vanes intersects at
l
ll ~~~~~right angles with that of the lower

</1X> r ~vanes. A back-shield of the god
l l : : ~~~~(Tate'vali natma) IS hung to the lower

M ~~~~winged' part. Onlit is a picture of
two deer-horns in red. To the sanme

Fig. 93 (XS)Arrow aiid iEye' of Grandfather Fire. (LClngthl .of arrow, 57.5 Clll; of eye,' TASciri.) winged' part iS also hung a dimilnutive
bow. rhe suipplicatit implores Grandfatlier Fire for aid in injuring his victim,
whom in Iiis mind he wishles to hit with tlle arrow, which is symbolically liLirled
at him by the bowr attached.
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To the arrow belongs an I eye.' (Tate'vali si'kuli), which had been placed
upright in the ground alongside of it. TRhe central part of the's eye' i's open. The
colors are, beginning with the inner section, blue, white, and black, wh'ich succession
of colors is once repeated. A unique feature of the ' eye

I

is that five pieces of
vanes are stitched to one side of it, adding to its mystic powers. They are the
basal portions of five feathers, from which one vane has been removed by dividing
the feathers along the middle of the shaft. Three of them are from the macaw,
anid two froin a hawk. The ' eye ' emphasizes the supplicant's prayers, asking
tllat Grandfather Fire may keep close wvatch of the man's adversary, that he niay
not escape destruction, or, as the Indian expresses it, that his ' heart may become
pinched, ' and his death soon follow.

ARROWS OF GREAT-GRANDFATHER DEER-TAIL (TATO'TSI MA'RA KWA'RI ULU').
-There are two of these, both taken from his god-house in Temka'ta.

I. One (Fig. 94) has two attachments, -a
% N ~~netted shield and a paper flower. The former con-

;i / sists of a slender twig formed into a hoop about

\ 8q97 9 cm. in diameter. This hoop is wound round with
\ g ~red crewel, and crocheted in cobweb fashion with
X ~cotton codand red and blue crewel, an opening

8 1" ~~~being lef in-the centre. The colors. are, going
.i ~~~~from the centre towards the edge, blue, red, and
1;! v ; ~~white. -The netted shield, which is an important
; S , ~~~~symbolic object, represents a snare for killing deer,
auS / S ~~therefore it is called ma'ra neali'ka ('face ' or 'as-

1 ~~~pect' of the deer), or it is more specially named
S ~~~~~after those gods who are prominently deer. Thus

< F ~this is Tato'tsi neali'ka. Other netted shields
fi,,g,] belong to Grandfather Fire and Elder Brother.

t ti4 |XX ^1 When the Indian prays for luck in catchingdeer in
Xt/AiX the middle of the day, he places a netted shield in

t 00 1 a ~~~~votive ,w Itsthen called wu'tali, and is
! ~~~~thought to be instrumental in calling and snaring
l X ~~~~thedeer. TRhe flower is one of the ordinary paper
) ~~~flowers used by the Mexicans in adorning their
\ f| ~~~saints and churches, and is blue and reddish in

!| color. Possibly it represents the tobacco-flower,
S ti ~~~assacred tobacco plays an important part in the

Fig. 14. Fig. 95, cult of hi'kuli, of which this god is the patron.
Figs.9 (fl860r, 95 (ylg4n). Arrows ofGreat-.grandfther 'ODeer-T'ail. (Length of arrows, 68 The arrow, whose foreshaft Is smeared with much

and 49 cm. ; diameter of neited shields, 9.5 and
8 cm.) blood, is a prayer for luck in killing deer.

2. The other (Fig. 95) is decorated on its 'winged' part in a somewhat
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unusual way; viz., by a long red stripe and an equally long black stripe on diametri-
cally opposite sides, the space between them being left unicolored. Both stripes
are adorned with zigzag lines in the ordinary way. There is an attachment of a
macaw-feather and one of a netted shield, the colors in the latter being, from the
centre outwards, red, blue, green, yellow, dark green. The arrow- is a prayer for
luck in killing deer.

ARROWS OF ELDER BROTHER (TAMA'TS PA'LIKE TAMOYE'KE ULU'). -These
are very numerous, and the different prayers which they express are q-uite dis-
tinct. I have selected nine specimen's for illustration.

I. In Fig. 96 is one from the god-house of this deity near
the temple of Guayavas, near the pueblo of San Andre's. It l
has four attachments, two of them being snares of the deer. l
One is a diminutive snare of the same material as the real
snare, and corresponding to it in every way. It is even folded
up in the same way as the ordinary snares are; found stored in i,
the small god-houses of the ranches. A snare is always con-lX
sidered as the I face ' or ' aspect' (neali'ka) of the deer, or, in
other words, of the deer god in question, and it is therefore
here the ' face ' of Elder Brother. To the ' winged ' part an-
other snare is attached, which is more complete. It is a square D
composed of four pieces of hollow reed of about equal length R
(5 cm.), cut off even, and'strung on a string of ixtle. One
side of the square is tied firmly to the rearshaft by a twine of l&
ixtle. These four reeds are painted with dark-blue longitudinal \\
zigzag lines, the ends being left unpainted. In other words, ^ l
they are so many ' winged ' parts of the arrow of Elder Brother, |i2
whose color is always dark blue. A diminutive snare ready for j!|t
use is tied to the arrow just above the square. It hangs open i0i%
in the square. This is in imitation of the manner of settinig i
snares in the field. They form a square, either between two l\
bushes which stand on either side. of a deer-track, or between 5 \
two poles. One end of the snare is firmly tied to a tree (the 1
place of which iS taken in the present instance by the rearshaft
of tlle ceremonial arrow), and the snare itself is set by tying it
to various places on the surrounding sticks or bushes. It is

FgArwo

significant that the square is com-posed of 'winged' parts, E Beg9r.ot') (Are°ngtb,
which is the vital part of the arrow, symbolizing death to the
deer. The square itself, even if there is no snare attached to it, becomes in the
Huichol concept'ion a symbol for a snare, and is also called ' face ' or 'aspect '

(neali'ka) of the deer. Generally but three reeds of the same description suffice
to make it a snare (cf. Figs. IO9, I50). Then there is adiminutivebow strung
to the' end of the string by which the snare is attached, and to the foreshaft below.



2. Another from the same locality is seen in Fig. 97. It is somewhat
damaged, the foreshaft hav'ing been lost; but it presents some interest, espe-
cially in regard to its I winged ' part, which consists of two parrot-feathers and two
hawk-feathers alternating, placed with their upper sides next to the arrow, anld
tied by their quills in the usual way. Hairs from the tail of a deer are tied
round outside of the feathers. It will be remembered that not only are deer-
antlers plumes, but also the deer himself; anid here is a striking illustration of
the conception of the animal, his hair. being employed in the place of feathers.'

'The nanie of deer-hair when thus used is ' mapama'ri. ' As the hairs are white, they serve in other cases as

kiipu,'ri ('cotton-wool ') under the same name, ' miparna-ri.' There is in the collection an arrow to which is tied, in-
stead of a plunme, a tuft of deer-hair still attached to the skis (see p. 2I).

96 LUM HOLTZ, SYMBOLISM OF'THE HUICHOL INDIANS.

This diminutive bow is 26 cm. long, made from Brazil-wood, andsprovided with
a bowstring of .twine of ixtle, attached to thze bow in the same way as on the real
bow. To the uppe~r partof the rearshaft is 'strung another diminutivebow i6cm.
long, the material being bamboo, and the string being attached in the same way.
The arrow is a prayreIr for luck in ki'lling deer by snaring and shooting.

l

.j
LIS

Fig. 98. Tag. (3
Fig. 97 (l).Arrow of Elder Brother. (Diam. of front-shield, 9.5 cm.)
Fig. 98 (1b.Arrow of Elder Brother. (Length of Ioop, 2 cm.)
Fig. 99 (W8.Arrow of Elder Brother. (Length of sandal, 13 cm.)

Fig. 97-
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There are also four hawk-feathers attached, all of different species. The upper-
most is from the Pi-wa'mi; the second from the red-tailed hawk; the third from
the Wi'tsi; and the last from the Ra'tu. All these help in. killing deer. Two
diminutive folded snares are attached, and finally a ceremonial front-shield. The
name of the last is Hai'kuli [whirlwind] neali'ka. The cenltral part and the edge
are white; and between these two there is a zone containing various colors, the
inain colors beitig red and blue in alternate radial sections. At the inner edge of
this zone may be noticed some green color. The ceremonial- shield, which is
that of Elder Brother, identifies- the god as the whirlwind, which among the
Huichols is not bad, as it helps them to walk. The arrow is a prayer for good
luck in killing deer.

3. The next specimen (Fig. 98) was taken from the sacred spring of the
god in Ti#akalta. It has three attachtnients, -an I'eye,' a wristlet, and a loop
made from a string of red beads. The last-namned is considered as a neali'ka.
It expresses that the deer is surrounded by blood, and symbolizes a prayer that
the supplicant may not err when shooting. The wristlet shows him as a hunter;
and the I eye ' 'is a prayer that the god may watch over him, so that he may be,
successful on the hunt, which is the general prayer of the whole arrow.

4. This (Fig. 99) is from the god-house in Teaka'ta. It has two attach-
ments. One is a small rectangular textile of wool made for the purpose, on
which the figure of-a man is embroidered in black. This figure is called Tate'vali
neali'ka (I picture of Grandfather Fire'^), but it is meant to represent the shaman
who placed' the arrow. The other attachment is a pair of sandals made from
twisted stripstof palm-leaf. These represent the sandals of anc'ient pattern (Figs.
246, 247) which the shamans put on at the feast of tamoales de mazza cruzdo. The
prayer expressed by the arrow is that the shaman may have good luck in singing
at that feast.

5. A fifth specimen (Fig. IOO) iS from the god-house of Elder Brother near
the temple of Guayavas, near San Andre's. It- has four attachments, -two
' beds ' and two I eyes.' 0-ne ' bed ' is a rectangular piece of coarsely woven ixtle,
made for the purpose. It is fastened to the rearshaft of the arrow, the latter
being stuck through loops left at the ends iof the weaving. The other is a

rectangular piece of cotton-cloth of about the same size, attached at the shoulder,
the arrow having been stuck through a corner of the cloth for the purpose.
The latter form of 'bed' 'is comparatively rare, and is of recent introduction
through the acquirement of cotton-cloth. It is expressive of the same thought
as that giveni by the loose textile; namely, that it: is a bed, in this case the bed
of a child, which is presented to the god as a representative of the child itself.
The- colors in one ' eye ' are, beginning at the centre, white, blue, and red; and in
the other, red and white. The meaning of the 'eye' is the usual one, that the
god may keep his e-ye on the supplicant. Every year in the begilnn'ing of the
wet season, from April to May, children under five years of age have their
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arrows brought to the god-houses of Elder Brother, Father Sun (Tave-'rika), and
Mother East-Water, asking them for health. Such arrows always have at least
attachments of loose textiles of ixtle like that just described. The fact, that
there are two 'beds' and two 'eyes' shows that the Indian, for some reason
known only to himself, placed the prayers for his two children on one arrow, and
it does not necessarily imply that they are twins.

V;$ u

i'ig.I00eFig. lOI. iig. 102. Fit';. lOo. Fig. "t).,.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~V

Fis.I0wa)IOY§)I0(6TasI0 X) I4(Tg) rrw o Edr rthr.(boti at iz.

6,,8Tenxthre arow (igs IO-I3) re ro th sae lac a
theprecedingspecimen.They represent a numerous group of arrows belongin

leave ~~igsi oo a),loxd-house _6gr) 30 tAc,I4 ').Arwof Elder Brotber.(AboutneIhnat.r size.)all

6b7e8Thsieeda nexsample' arofwsa (isII3aefotheisgigtosshown placFi.sO3
The preextingspecnimeFig.IOTShlinwit.Ontarepresentanmru ru farwedingFing.0
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there is woven a female figure. Both express prayers for luck in textile work,
sucli as making pouches, or girdles, or clothing. In the latter specimaen the
supplicant makes her prayer more emphatic by placing her own picture o)n it.

9. The last arrow of this god (Fig. I04), which is from the god-house
in Te-aka'ta, is specially instructive. It has five attachinents. First is a back-
shield on which are represented the designs on. the back of a serpent, probably
Ha't si. It is a back-shield of Elder Brother (Tama'ts Pa'like- Tamoye'ke na ma),
who has at his disposal serpents which bring luck in h1andiwork to women who
stroke them (cf. p. 36). The back-shield -expresses a prayer fo)r luck in making
a girdle; but the woman has other wishes besides. She is a lone woman, and
canntot make lier arrow herself, therefore she takes the opportunity, when making
this offerina, to express to the god all that is uppermuost in her -mind. To the
string attaching the back-shield is fastened a wad of cotton-wpool, which ex-
presses a prayer for health. Two small sandals in wax,. one little oval lump
of beeswax representing a tobacco-pouch, and one netted shield in black yarn,
form the rest of the attachments, and symbolize the follow'ing prayer: that the
supplicant may have a husband (the sandals)', and that she may have a son
who will become a singing shaman (the tobacco-gourd, cf. p. I90) and catch deer
(the netted shield, cf. p. 94).

ARROWS OF THE CORN MOTHER (TATE' OTEGANA'KA UJLU').-There are three
of these which have been selected for mention.

I-. The first (Fig. IO5) iS from the puieblo of Santa Catarina. To it'are
attached three wing-feathers of the tu-rkey-buzzard (Sp. aura) and a small front-
shield. The latter is made in a rather peculiar way; nam'ely, by fastening a coil
of crewel to each side of a disk of beeswax, a hole being left in the centre. The
crewel is of var'ious colors, -on one side, innermost red, then white, then blue;
on the other side, inneriinost blue, then white. It is a prayer for corni.

2. The second (Fig. I o6) has an unusual attachment, a stool (Tate'
Otegana'ka u'pali), through the loosely woven seat of which the arrow is stuck.
The seat is made of white cotton cord and thin black crewel. Most of it is
cotton cord, the black forming two parallel stripes. The arrow is a prayer
for health, empliasized by the white color of the stool. There are instances
where tazmales (Fig. 24i) are attached to the arrows of this goddess as a request
for plenty of food.

3. Another arrow, not pictured, has the royal eagle (Ve-'lika Uima'li) em-
broidered on aIvotive scrap attached to it.

ARROWS O)F MOTHER EAST-WVATER (TATE' NAALIWA MI ULIJ'). -These
arrows generally represent prayers not only for life and health, but also for
many other things. I will give a few instances.

I. On one of them is a diminutive sandal tied by the latchet, the mother
who placed it praying that her son might become a singing shaman.
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2. To another arrow, just below the I'winged' part, a red thread is tied.
This signifies life, accordingly a prayer that the supplicant, a boy, mzay live long.

3. To a third arrow (Fig. I07) iS tied a large ' eye ' (Tate' Naaliwa'mi si'kuli),
made of black, red, and white crewel -a prayer for long life for a child. The spiral
painted on the ' winged ' part of the arrow is symbolic of life. The colors are red,
black, and the natural color of the reed, which are the colors found on the ' eye.'

f'i 0.Fgi6 Fg E7Fi.i8

Fig 107 Arrow oFigMothe EatWae.iAouga.size.)F.I8

Fig. I08 (17.Arrow of the ' Mother of the House of the Little Ones.' (About nat. size.)

In the collection are also six arrows which had been left in the cave of this
Mother near Santa Catarina, each for a little one when it was bathed in the cave.
Children are washed at the spring in this cave to insure health, and life is also
asked through the arrows left there.

ARROWS OF MOTHER WEST-WATER (TATE/ KYEWIMO'KA UDLU').- These often
represent prayers for luck in raising corn. One in the collectilon was deposited
as a prayer for a child's health.
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A.RROW OF THE ' MOTHER OF THE HOUSE OF THE LITTLE ONES' (TA-TE'
TU-LIRIKI'ITA ULU'), Fig. Io8.-It is from the cave of this Mother, near Santa
Catarinsa (see p. 52). It has three attachments, - a wristlet of leather with a few
blue beads attached to its middle part (TIate' Tuliriki'ta matzu'wa), a wooden object
called kalatsi'ki, and a back-shield of the goddess.. The kalatsi'ki is a conven-
tionalized representation of the real object (Fig. 286), which brings luck in killing
deer. It is I2 cm. long, and serrated on the edges with the exception -of one end,
wrhich serves as a handle. All but the handle is painted blue. Woven into the
back-shield are a picture of the deer-god of the south (Elder Brother Wawatsa'li),
and in front of the deer a representation of the same kalatsi'ki by which the deer
is to be called to his death. Note that there is a kind of handle to the back-
shield, probably showing that it is to be considered as the shaman's plume-handle
(wi'ta moye'li), which is another back-shield. Thus it is a ki'nd of double back-
shield. The arrow is a prayer for luck in killing deer.

- ~~ARROWS OF SPECIAL MAKES.

Under this heading are included arrows that are modified accordling to the,
use to. which they are put, and those that are highly conventionalized.

DEER-HuNTER's ARROW, OR ARROW OF ELDER BROTHER (TAMA'TS PA/LIKE
TAMOYE/KE- UU) i.I9.I a on in his god-house at the temple of
Guayavas, near San Andre's, suspended in a horizontal position by a twine of ixtle
fastened at both ends. It is made from one piece of reed thicker than the rear-
shaft of the bow-arrow, and is nocked at both ends. It has five painted sections,
separated -by narrow bands of the natural color of the stick. Each section is
painted dark blue with longitudinal lines and zigzags; 'in other words, each is the
'twinged ' part of an arrow.

This arrow has fifteen attachments, as follows:-(a) Five snares or ' aspects '

(neali'ka) of the deer. They are made by stringing three pieces of reed from 7 cm.
to 9 cm. long, each made to represent a ' winged ' part, on a twine of ixtle, and
tying the two ends together so that the pieces form a triangle. The ends of the
reeds are generally nocked and left unpainted, while the rest is painted dark blue
with longitudinal zigzags and lines (see p. 95, where it is demonstrated that they
are snares of the deer). The color of the arrow and of the snares agrees with
that on the arrows of this god. The deer-hunter, who keeps this'arrow ip his house
or private god-house, attaches one snare each year until the number has reached
five, when he deposits the arrow in one of the god-houses devoted to Elder
Brother. (b) Front-shield or 'fa'ce' of the Sun (somewhat damatged). It is a
polygon of nine sides, measuring I5 cm. between two opposite corners. The'
central portion is open, being formed by a hoop, into which the ends of the inter-
woven sticks are inserted. The colors are, next to the hoop red, followed by
white, and then red. (c) The ' eye ' (si'kuli) of the Sun. (d) A netted shield of
Elder Brother, about 4 cm. in diamneter. The central part is white, and the rest
blue (see p. 94) (e) Ani indistinct representation of the wife of the deer-hunter,



embroidered in dark blue on a piece of textile. A small loop of blue beads is
attached to the figure, probably to the navel, signifying her sex and maternity.
(f) A netted shield of Elder Brother, 6 cm. in diameter, the net being mlade of
brown yarn. In close proximity to the shield, and evidently as its accomnpaniment,
is a small bamboo peg g cm. long, and pointed at one end. The peg is attached
to the arrow by a cotton twine tied round the upper part in a singrle knot; and
the netted shield is tied to the sanie cord, at a distance of 2 Cnll. from the peg, by
a free end of the yarn used in the weaving. The peg mnay represent an empaling-
stick, which is set- up in the Inidst of some narrow path or in some depression
over which the deer are driven. The Tarahumares use this method of huntino,
but I do not know whether such sticks are used by the Huichols. Therefore I
believe that the attached peg is a conventionalized ceremonial arrow. One or
more ceremnonial arrows are always placed next to the votive bowl which contains
the netted shield to entice the deer.-These netted shields (see p. 94) recall
the Zufii cord-shields, and the snaring of deer in pitfalls or by means of spring-
poles and ropes, as seen in'the Troano Codex. According to Cushing, when a
Zurii hunts a deer, he makes what is called a little ' spider knot ' of yucca, which
represents the spider and his knot in the mniddle of his web. He puts this down
on the ground on the ' trail of the deer,' usually in front of the first four tracks of
the deer; anid, pointing backward over this trail, he sticks up slantingly near the
' spider knot' a little peg, so that the feet of the deer will be impeded or caught,
and the deer himself insnared as in the hunter's web. The web is left open, that the
deer may not escape. If it were not open, it would lift the deer up. When entire,
it is symbolic of the lifting power of the ' cloud shield.' (g) ' Face ' or front-
shield of Elder Brother. The centre is yellow, surrounlded by a section of black
on which are two red stripes. The border is white. (h) Another ' face ' or front-
shield of Elder Brother. The colors are, innermost red, then white, black, red,
white. (i) A third 'face'-or front-shield of Elder Brother, 8.5 cm. in diameter.
The colors are red, black, and white. (k) A back-shield or ' bed ' of Elder Brother,
4.5 cm. by 4 cm. The dark-blue diamnond-shaped figure on it, which is crossed by
a dark-blue line, represents two hi'kuli growing on the ground. Elder Brother is
also god of hi'kuli, which is expressed in the figure on his bed. (1) A tobacco-
gourd, represented by a small oblong open basket 2 cm. long, made from thin
pieces of wyood interwoven with dark-blue crewel. A free end of the crewel
attaches it to the sarne string, also blue, by which the back-shield hangs. The
tobacco-gourd, as said before, is an essential part of the outfit of the hi'kuli-seeker,
because he must have tobacco in order to gather the plant. Eld.er Brother
himself was not only the creato'r of hi'kuli, but also the institutor of its cult,
symbolized by the gourd.

As already stated, the sacred number of the Huichols is 5, therefore five-

'See ' Ouilines of Zunii Creation Mytbs,' by F. Ii. Cusbing (Thirteenth Ann. Rep. Bureau of Ethnology, Wasb-
ington, pp. 389, 423, and elsewhere) ; ' A Zunii Folk-Tale of the Underworld ' (The Journal of American Folk-Lore,
Vol. V, No. XVI, p. 52).-
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snares have to be put on in consecutive years. Every time one is put on, it
means a prayer for catching deer. The two netted shields, which are also cere-
monial snares, coiitribute to the desired result. The five 'winged' parts of the
arrow, vital parts, one answrn teach year, symbolize further the killing of
deer. The number 5 also svmbolizes the deer of tlue wrhole country,-in the
four quarters and in the imiddle region. During these five years the hunter
also puts on other symbolic obj'ects which have reference mainly to the catching
of deer. Thr-ee front-shields express adoration of the god, and so doe,s the back-
shield with- its accompanying tobacco-gour'd. The front-shield of Father Sun

* ~~Fig. IO9(6g) Deer-Hunter's Arrow. (Length, 57cm.)

has been attached because in his light the hunter sees his prey. A peculiar
attacliment on such an arrow is the picture of the hunter's wife with the attending
' eye.' She probably- was taken ill during the- five years, and one of the means to
restore her health was to place her image on the magic arrow. The ' eye ' above
the picture, as usual, symbolizes protection under the watching eye of the god.

KO'MA, OR DEER-HuNTER's ARROWS.-At the ceremonial race connected
with the feast of tamales de maiz crudo three peculiar ceremonial arrows are used,
each of which is called ko'ma. These three form a set, and each is worn on the
back of a y'oung hunter, suspended in a horizontal position by means of a loop,
which passes round the neck of the man. 'At the conclusion of the feast they
are put away in the god-house of the Sun. Ko'ma is the name of a ceremonial
arrow to which a grass ring bound round with a twine of ixtle has been attached,
the arrow piercing the ring diametrically. In two of the specimens p'ictured the
rings are I3.5 cm. in diameter and I.5 cmn. thick; and in the third IO.5 cm. in
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diameter at the broadest part, 'and of uneven thickness. Two pieces of twine of
ixtle are attached to each ring as shown in Figs. I IO-I I .2 which serve to suspend
the arrow. When in use, it is suspended with the ' winged ' part of the arrow
towards the right-hand side of the bearer. We give below three specimens be-
longing to one set. They were procured at a feast of tamales de maiz crudo, held
at the temple of San Jose', near the pueblo of San Andre's. Each ko'ma belongs
to a special god.

I. Ko'ma of the Deer God in the South (Tama'ls Wazwalsa'li Ko'ma), Fig.
I IO.-To the ring a piece of cotton-cloth is sewed, which -covers about half of it.
On it is an ernibroidery in crewel of a deer with two little ones on its back,
whose heads are touched by either, hand of a human figure standing between
them. The color of the deer is red, with the exception of the nose and forelegs,
which are blue. The three figures on its back are also red. Two small crosses
have been left on the body of the deer, and a triangle of white betw'een themn, and

Fig. I-IO(X) Kolma of the Deer God in the South. (Length of arrow, 53 cm.)

there are two white spots on the body of ea'ch of the young deer. The man hold-
ing on to the two little deer symbolizes the catching of deer. A tail-feather of
the red-tailed hawk is tied to the rearshaft.

2. Kotma of Grandfather Fire (Ko'ma SauZti'rika), Fig. I I I. -Sauli'rika is
the name of the shaman as a prophet and a magician, the god of fire being the
greatest shaman. The grass ring is in this case bound round with a piece of a
red handkerchief bought in a Mexican store, the red color being indicative of fire.
To the inside of the lower half of the ring two tigers' claws are fastened, pointed
at each other. The tiger belongs to the fire.

3. Ko'ma of the Deer God in the N\orilt (Tamna'ts O'lo Ta'zwi Ko'ma), Fig.
I I12. -To the ring, from the circumference to the centre, a piece of textile made
from yellow-dyed yarn is attached, 'one end of it being sewed to the ring, and the
other end being pier'ced by the arrow. On this textile is embroidered in red a
human figure with hands uplifted. An open square-has been left in the middle
of the fi-gure. A tail-feather of the red-tailed hawk is attached to the rearshaft by
a cotton cord.



it will be remembered that the roe is believed to- have antlers, although only the
shaman sees them. On other- occasions the deer god in the south is called Ma'ra
Waltsi. The circlets transfixed by the arrows are ceremonial snares; and the
three arrows, as well as the whole race, symbolize luck in hunting. The middle
runner represents a shaman of the hunt; and the claws of the tiger within his

I This statement uwas made by my informant when explaining this arrow. It disagrees with information obtained
from other men (see p. 21).
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The three men w'ho carry -these c'eremonial arrows run alongside of one
another, the one w-ho carr'ies that of Grandfather Fire running in -the middle,
while the bearer of the arrow of the deer god in the south run-s to the right, and
that of the deer god in the north to the left of him. Note that the tail-feathers
attached to the latter two are taken respectively from the right-hand silde and the
left-hand side of the tail of a hawk, corresponding to the position of the bearers
of the arrows. The middle bearer is of course the most important of the three.

Fig. izi (zfi). Ko'ma of Grandfather Fire. (Length of affow, 5Sx cm.)

He is supposed to see everything, since he -carries the powers of the curing and
prophesying shaman. The deer god in'the north is male, and the one in the south
is female, although the latter is called Tama'ts ('elder brother'). The figure
representing the deer (Fig. I IO) has antlers, whichl would suggest a male deer; but

'." /
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Fig. I12 Q%). Kolma of the Deer God in the North. (Length of arrow, 53 cm-)



ko'ma indicate the capture of the deer, whether in the north or in the south. He
also guards against any evil or accident that may happen on-the hunt, and is the
principal medium of luck.

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

Fig. 1I3. Fig. 114. Fig. 115. Fig. -II6. Fig, II7-
Fig. 113 (roj). Arrow of Grandfather Kauyuma'li. (Length, 45 cm.) Fig. I14 (4Xl). Arrow of Grandfather Fire. (Length, 53 cm.)
Fig. II5 (&ra). Arrow of Grandmother Growth. (Length, 66 cm.) Fig. II6 (11j§z). Arrow of Grandfather Fire. (Length, 67 cm.)
Fig. 117 (I-11;). Arrow of Great-grandfather Deer-Tail. (Length, 76 cm.)

ARROW O GRNFTE KAUYUMA'ILI I(?,FgII3 This is supposed to

represent one of the ancient arrows, made from a different and inferior material
from that used to-day (see p. 84). It is called kaluu'tsa, and is thought to belong
to Kauyuma'li, the god who first taught the other gods to make arrows. It has
another name, Sipora'wi ulu'ya (' young deer arrow ',which is explained by the be-
lief that the god visited the underworld in the shape of a deer. Here he was
shot, but was afterwards revived by Elder Brother. I found this specimen in the
god-house of Elder Brother at TeIaka'ta. It is a straight stick, thin an-d fragile,
cut from a certain bush called halio'ki. The lower end is cut off even, and the
upper end is provided with a nock. Three natural nodes at the lower part
constitute to the Indian the main difference between this arrow and one of the
ordinary kind made from reed. The upper part of the arrow for more than one-

IQ6 LUMHOLTZ, SYMBOLISM OF THE HUICHOL INDIANS.
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third of its length is painted with a spiral in blue and brown (probably meant to
be yellow), and round the nock is a band of the same brown. It has no attach-
ments. It expresses a prayer for health (cf. p. IOO, Fig. I07).

Finally I will mention some curiously conventionalized arrows,-sticks having
but slight indication that they are mneant to be arrows.

I. ARROW OF GRANDFATHER FIRE (Fig. I I4).-It was found in the temple of
Santa Catarina, where it was deposited in -order to be taken later to Teaka'ta. It
is a stick of Brazil-wood which has been- srnoothed off, one end evenly cut off, and
the other end nocked.

2. ARROW OF GRANDMOTHER GROWTH (Fig. II5).-It was taken from her
cave in the neiohborhood of Santa Catarina. It is simply a stick of Brazil-wood
somewhat smoothed off, and pointed at one end.

3. ARROWS OF GRANDFATHER FIRE AND OF GREAT-GRANDFATHER DEER-TAIL
(Figos. I I 6, -) These are sticks cut from the big-leaved oak (Huichol towa'ra;
Sp. encino roble), and represent the pokers used for the fire at the temple of Santa
Catar'ina. They are slightly smoothed off, most of the bark being left on. Both
are pointed at one end,- the end used to rake up the fire with, which therefore is
slightly charred in these specimens. The other end, in that of Grandfather Fire,
is forked, while in that of Great-grandfather Deer-Tail it is cut off obliquely.
The name of the nock is tame'.



IV. -FRONT-SHIELDS (NEALI'KA).
The Huichol Indians, as is apparent from the myth given below, used to carry

two shields,-one in front, which may be compared to a buckler; and another on
the back, which was also the mat or bed of the warrior. The myth, wh'ich is taken
from the story of Grueat-grandfather De.er-Tail (Tatoltsi Ma'ra Kwa'ri), was
related: to me in the pueblo of Santa Catar-ina, and begins thus:

"The ranches, in the north and the 'south fought against Tato'tsi and his
people, and conquered and 'ate many of them. However, Tatoltsi,gathered the
remaining warriors together, and led the'm towards the north. The enemy-were
living in a cdismal cave.

"Tato'tsi then assumed the shape of a deer. On the summit of one of the
hills formi-ng the sides of the barranca ' he made a ho-le, jumped into 'it, and covered
the top over with a stone. Soon afterwards the enemy ascended the hillside
from the valley below to.fight with those above; but Tato'tsi loosened their lad-
ders, which tumbled down, and the people fell with them and were kill'ed. Then
he mended the ladders, and descended to see how matters stood in the barranca,
and all his men went wit'h him.

44They met an old mnan who had a shield-on his back, and who held an'other
on'e in front of him. The shield in front was round in shape, made from ixtle,
and had a hole in the middle to see through. It was sliield and ' mirror' or
' face' [neali'ka] at the same time, because not only did it protect him against arrows,
.but he could also see the arrows through it. They killed the old man with
stones, robbed him of his shield, and brought it here, as well as his arrows."

The front-shield or neali'ka is primarily round, because first of all it sym-
bolizes the buckler, which was round; but it has also come to symbolize the
face (he'nce a mask is a neali'ka) or aspect of a god or person: in fact, it may be
said to be the Indian expression for a picture, therefore rock carvings are called
neali'ka. The round mirrors bought in Mexican stores are also called by the same
name. My Huichol informants, who understoo'd a little Spanish, sometimes even
used to call these symbolic objects 'mirrors,' alluding to the pictures shown
on them. The holes in the walls of a god-house, -one above the entrance,
and a corresponding one at the rear,-which are always round in shape, are.
also called neali'ka. The round netted shields (cf. p. 94) are neali'ka, as are
also the diminutive ceremonial deer-snares. We shall'call these symnbolic objects
ffront-shields, substituting at times ' face," aspect,' or ' picture ' as names expres-

sive of the Indian thought in particular cases. The front-shields express prayers
for rain, corn, or health.-

There are front-shields which are not round, but angular, with varying num-
bers of sides, from six upwards. There are also back-shields, which, although
rectangular, are called neali'ka; but this is only natural, as the term ' neali'ka '

in this case merely expresses the picture shown on the- back-shield.
' A barranca is a deep cafion.

[I0o8]
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Generally front-shields are flat, but they may sometimes have the shape of
a Japanese umbrella (Fig. I 3 I). They are either attached to an arrow, as
in most cases, or simply hung to the roof inside of the god-houses. The latter is
the 'case when they are large. They are generally attached by means of a special
cord, either of w'hite cotton or colored crewel or yarn, tied to the colored part of
the rearshaft of an arrow, and fastened to the disk at one or two places towards
the edge. Sometimes an end of the material used for weaving is left free, and
long enough to serve the purpose of attaching. Those described in the followilng
pages are not attached to arrows, unless so stated.

In a general way, the ceremonial front-shields are made on one and the same
principle, by interweaving pieces of split b-amboo with cotton cord or variously
colored crewel or yarn in the form of a disk, symbolic designs being usually rep-
resented in the weaving. The size varies greatly, the smallest i'n the collection
measuring 6 cm. in diameter, and the largest about 50 cm. As 'a rule, the splints
are of the length of the radius of the disk, and pointed at their inner ends,
although sometimes they may be as long as the diameter. The s-paces between
them towards the edge are filled in with smaller splints, also pointed at their'
inner ends, and in rare cases with'-ieces of coarse grass. The ends of the splints
are left protruding one centimetre or more beyond the edge. In most cases tw'o
pieces more solid than the othe'rs, and as long as the diameter of the disk, are
interwoven with the rest. These heavy splints inter'sect at their middle points,
generally at right angles, forming a cross, which makes the object firm and level,
and at the same time has a symbolic reference to the four quarters of the world.
This cross appears only on one side of the front-shield. When the spaces are not
filled in, then the front-shield is naturally in the form of a many-sided polygon,
from six sides up, the number of sides.somzetimes being so many that the shield
becomes practically round. The splints which constitute the framework in such
case always appear distinctly under the weaving on one side, while on the other
side the shield presents a smooth surface.

The ends of the d'ifferent colored crewels used in this way to make
various symbolic objects are j'oined'. in two ways: in some' they are tied
together; in others the end of each color is fastened to the splint. The inwoven
figures are sho'wn equally w'ell on- both sides.

No great importance should be placed on the varieties of tints sometimes
used in the making of front-shields, and which may appear even on one and the
same specimen. Red' is represented by colors varying from light purple to
yellow and brown;'.blue is represented by green and blue; bla'ck, by blue and
black (see specially the colors on the front-shield represented 'in Fig. I30). Th'is
applies also to other symbolic objects the material' for which has to be bought in
Mexican stores. I have-even known ca'ses wh'ere the maker had to put in a
different color from that he desired, selecting the one that most nearly apprQached
it; for instance, dark yellow instead of red.,

The finest. front-shields in. regard to size and w'orkmaaship come from San
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Andr6s, where the Indians are better off than on the eastern side of the rier and
accordingly have more material to work with. The suggestion of many colors
comes naturally to them from the appearance of Father Sun, their patron god,
whom they mainly worship. While I was staying in San Andre's, during the
feasts for making rain, I noticed that the gods for whom front-shields were mostly
prepared were Father Sun and Mother East-Water. After the feast, those of
the former were deposited in a god-house near the temple of San Jos6, in the
neighborhood of the pueblo of San Andre's; and those of Mother East-Water
were taken to her cave near the pueblo of Santa Catarina.

In the collection are twenty-five front-shields (not including special kinds'and
those attached to arrows), by far the greater number of which had been sacrificed
to the Sun. I have placed at the beg'inn'ing the three different types of front-
shield, for the sake of the instruction that they give in regard to shape and make.
The first round one is by far the most common; and the reader will find, in most
of the illustrations on the subject, fair examples of the ordinary type.

FRONT-SHIELDS OF FATHER SUN (TAYAU' NEALI'tKA OR TAVV'RIKa NEALI'KA).
Eleven of the fourteen front-shields here presented are from one locality, the

well-known god-house of Father Sun, in the neighborhood of the temple of San
Jose, near the pueblo of San Andre's. One- (Fig. 123) iS from Popotita, one
(Fig. I24) from a god-house on the edge of the mesa of San Andr6s, and one
(Fig. I26) from Pochotita. They were sacrificed either for procuring rain or to
insure health.

To the Indian the Sun, of course, is a man. He was created by the shamans
themselves in ancient times, as told before. Every time he rises in the east we
see his front-shield, represented to-day by the ceremonial shields made for him.
The central part of a front-shield, always defined by a ring, represents the hole
through which the god sees, that is to say, his face especially. Therefore the
hole is sometimes designated by a hoop, the centre being left open. This hole
i-s plainly seen in all the Sun's front-shields, where the central part accordingly
represents the. Sun himself,-his personality or face. The human or animal
figures which are pictured on the shields of this god and of others always have
their feet turned toward the centre, often standing on. the ring.

Ii. The first (Fig. I I8) shows, as already stated, the most common type
of front-shield. Round the centre 'is a blue band, succeeded after a short interval
by a narrow red one, the diameter of the circular space formed by the latter
being about. 4 cm. The main figures are~a man and two deer. Th.e man is col-
ored red, his head being very indistinct for lack of space. He. represents the Sun,
who, 'although not specially the god of the deer-hunters, may help them to cat-ch
deer, and thus secure rain. The deer are blue, and face each other. Between t'he
deer and the man are two snares in blue, a little apart, but on the same blue line,
which represents the ground. Between them, and standing-on the ground-line, is
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a red cross, representing the morning star, Tonoa'mi, which appears before the
sun rises. That is just the time when hunters begin to run deer, and the front-
shield is thus a symbol of the rising sun, which is pre-
ceded by the morning star; and it expresses aprayeri
that both these gods may help the supplicant tocatch.
deer. Along the outer edge is a border consisting of
a red and a blue band, the red being innermost.i
Outside of the red runs a singl,e white cotton cord.,

This shield is attached to a ceremonial arrow by
two cords, yvhich are also fastened to twro diametri-i
cally opposite points of the disk, near the edge.
These two cords are tied to the same poi,nt of the /1
arrowr, viz., the colored part of the rearshaft. The /S
arrow measures in its entire length 4 .7 cm., the rear- .
shaft being 2 5.4 cm. long, and the foreshaft 2 3.3 cm.
It has no feathers on the ' winged ' part.

2. In the second type of front-shield (Fig. II19) c
the bamboo splints intersect each, other at their middle ',''',,''
points. Between these are interwoven other splints : 1\ -; ;
of about half the length of the radius; while smaller a
Ones, which would be - necessary to make it entirely ;*>-; -
round, have been omitted. The shlield is thus in )
-reality a many-sided polygon. The front side, which X
is represented in the illustration, is smooth, while on
the opposite side the two heavy cross-pieces which
keep the front-shield flat are plainly visible. The

Fig. I18 (w%). Front-Shield of.Father Sun.
splints project beyond the edge of the weaving at an Ia.,20CM.)
average of about 3 cm.

The colors are black, yellow,;and white, the last forming the background of
the whole, and the black and yellow be-ing arranged in concentric rings on it. The
five infner rings, which are somewhat irregular in width, are black, as is also the
edge. The remaining two rings are yellow, and of equal width. The centre is
white. On both sides of the shield, in the central part, are traces of blood.

This front-shileld, an imitation of the appearance of the sun, is a tribal one,
and is a prayer for rain.

3. The third type of front-shield (Fig. 120) shows how the number of sides
of the polygon may be reduced by omitting the splints from the interstices, as
well as some of the intersecting splints. It is made from four strong pieces
of split bambolo of equal length and breadth..(all regularly cut and intersecting at
their middle points) interwoven with yarn and colored crewel. The splints pro-
ject very little and for varying lengths beyond the edge of the weaving, which on
the right side has a smooth surface, while ori the other side the form of the splints
is plainly visible under the weaving.
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The colors are white, black, and red, arranged in concentric rings; the centre
being black.

This shield is also an imitation of the appearance of the sun, and symbolizes
its heat, scorching everything, .as shown by the black centre. It wa's deposited
as a mark of adoration, and expresses, besides, a prayer for rain and health.

Fig. tig. Fig. 120.

Figs. zII9 (tjlg), I20o S) Front-Shields of Father Sun. (About i nat. size.)

4. A peculiar feature of this shield (Fig. 12I1) iS that the sticks of the
supporting cross are not as long as the diameter of the shield ; an'd one s-tick is
longer than the other, although they cross each other at their central po'ints.
The long stick is wound with red yarn, and the short one with. white cotton cord.
Another peculiar'ity is that a strip of bamnboo of the same length as the long stick
just mentioned, but wound with yellow yarn, ha's been placed directly opposite it
on the other side of the sh'ield, and the two have been tied together at their ends
with yellow yarn. The short stick has been tied to the shield without any corre-

sponding stick on the other side, but a splint is interwoven in the shield, passing
over the yellow stick in such a manner as to practically form a cross ; thus a kind
of double cross is formed, one half belonging to the rising sun, as indicated by
the red color, and the other half to the setting sun, as indicated by the yellow.

The chief color- of the shield is white. Round the centre is a narrow ring of
black; and round the edge runs a narrow ring of red, surrounded by a s-till
narrower ring of white.

Four figures may be distinctl'y seen, -two of men, and two of eagles, -one

pair nearly opposite the other pair, the feet resting on the black ring, with
the exception of those of one of the eagles. One of the mnen is yellow, and rep-
resents the setting Sun, Sakaimo'ka; the other one is red, and represents the
rising Sun, Tave-'rika. I think the fact that various shades of red and yellow
have been used on the figures has no significance. The maker probably had
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not enough of one color. The eagles with spread wings -one with head turned
to one side, and the other without a head -in the space between and to
each side of the men, are un'lformly black in color, and belong one to each of
the men. Between the eagles and the red man, on either side of the latter, is a

figure in black representing the double drinking-gourd-(,topoli'r, p. I 26). There are
two stripes of black near one of the eagles, while above the other are several of
red, all indicative of clouds.

Ili 11.11

-,iS

Fig. I21 (ISs). Front-Shield of Father Sun. (Diam., 24 cm.)

To either end of a cord pass'ing through the right. knee of the yellow man
a hawk-feather is fastened,- one hanging on the front side, the other on the
reverse side, of the shield. .It is the same cord-by which the shield is attached
to the rearshaft of its arrow. Below these two feathers, to a piece of yellow
crewel passing through the right hand of the red man, another hawk-feather is
tied. There is also a hawk-feather attached to the shorter bar of the cross.
All round the edge of the shield, cotton-wool has been tied, symbolic of clouds.
The shield has been smeared with blood at about the centre of the cross on both
sides.
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This shield was made at a feast for procuring rain, and it expresses prayers
to both the rising and the setting Sun to enshroud: the world in clouds, that
it may rain. Further symbols of rain are the water-gourds.

It is attached to an arrow by a cotton cord tied to the I winged ' part. The
arrow measures 45 cm. in its entire length, the rearshaft being 24.4 cm. long,
and the foreshaft 2o.6 cm. At the shoulder it is wound with sinew, under which
may be seen four longitudinal black stripes.

Li.I2(i6) rn-hedo ahrSn Da. 6c.

5.nte ffthspeimn (ig.T22 th inerend ofthespint, a usal,ar

thecentral art by a cor. I22n Fron-heladtof FatherSun. theiamr46ageetcm.)hel

the innterparth specimuenta(Fig. b reprsentheineren s of thesplnssuual,asrte
whoinedsectionl ashi lorngastexpressiveof thedSk,hmslwithhexepiono throuse

bolicofs clusTuhegrerarternmeofthemfgrsiwhavtbenoutstdtheroug,ihexpsue
blue cetand partlow cord.-lk finuregarwtohinorandm theiresentemntthe shien'ldms

The cross-like figures represent hi'kuli, or, what is considered the-same thing,
corn. The' broad section of white, black, red, and yellow ou'tside of them, sym-
bolizes the rays of the sun, which may even scorch the earth, the red and yellow
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.ones being indicative of the heat of the sun. Between the shamanistic designs
are seen as many figtires of the double water-gourd, all in red.

The prayer thus indicated is addressed to the great shaman, -the Sun,
whose powers are manifest in heat, -that he may rise surrounded by clouds,
which bring rain, and hence corn. On the right sidle of the shield, in the centre,
are traces of blood.

6. The sixth front-shield (Fig. I23) iS round, and made of the usual mate-
rials. Tlle pieces of bamboo are of the length of the radius of the disk, except
two wider ones, which are a little
longer. At tlue centre, on the back
of the shield, these overlap about
one or two centimetres, making the 9

shield more solid. Outside thevy m-
are split in two strips of 'the usual i

Th is specimen is peculiar,inll,

made by interweaving groups of

The central part (about 9 cm. in
diameter) IS entirely interwoven, B

the middle being white,surroundeda
by successive stripes 'of blue, red,

Fg rn-hedo ahrSn Da. 0c-yellow, and black. From this Fg 2 a6) rn-hedo ahrSn Da. oc.
central part em'anate ray-like sec-
tions. They are interrupted at half their length, however, by a ring of blue and
black. The inner rays are all made by- the joining of three and three of the
splints, but the outer rays are in only three cases a direct continuation of the inner
rays. These three rays follow in imrnediate succession on the shield. The rest
are so placed that the outer rays come about opposite-the open spaces between
the inner rays. The position of the former was made possible by joininor the
splints in a different way from those of the inner part. The edge of the outer
rays is bordered with concentric sections of red, white, and black. This forms
also the edge of the shield. There are tr'aces of cotton-wool that had been tied
to it, and there are also traces of blood on one side, in the centre.

This shield represents the 'open ' sun,- with all 'its rays and colors, unob-
scured by any clouds.

7. The next specimen (Fig. 124) was found suspended by a cord to the roof
of a god-houise situated on the edge of the mesa of San Andre's. It is the lar-
gest shield I have met with. The two strong pieces of equal length that form the
cross-one of pine wood and the other of bamboo-are proportionately large;



of running. They are arranged two and two facing each other, except two,
one of which is in pursuit of the other. There is also one small tiger to be seen
between two of the large ones. The bodies are generally of a black or dark-blue
or even dark-brown color, with spots of red, or blue,. or yellow. Some of them
have white stripes and no spots, and one has red and yellow stripes. Although
all the animals represented vary somewhat in appearance, they have one feature
in common,-their large claws.

There is an inner circle of four animals of various sizes. Tw'o of them - one

blue, and the other black -represent male deer, as indicated by,their antlers. A

1 The tiger is the jaguar (Felis onfa Linn.).

xII6 LUMHOL,TZ, SYMBOLlSM OF THE HUICHOL INDIANS.

and therefore it was not possible, as usual, to weave them in with the rest. They
are firmly tied to one side of the shield by- cotton cord, which attaches the arms
of the cross, and by bark fibre, which fastens the centre.

Round the centre is a narrow ring of black, the diameter of which, measuring
from the inner edges, is about 5 cm. The space within the ring is entirely hidden
by a yellow paper flower such as the Mexicans use for adorning their saints.
This central section has the usual mean'ing, representing the Sun himself ; and the
flower attached to it is a mark of adoration. Only 5 cm. from the edge runs
another but very narrow black ring. On the space between these two rings a
number of tigers'1 of various sizes are seen, all except one represented in -the act

i

Fig. 124 (fi5y). Front-Shield of Father Sun. (Diam., so cm.)
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third, which is brown with yellow mouth, is a roe. On the side diametrically
opposite to the roe is an animal which is probably a mepach (coati'). See p. 58.

Just outside of this circle of animals, or rather in the outer edge of it, are
seen, at two diametrically opposite sides, representations of birds. One of them
is somewhat of the shape of an obtuse angle, one side of which is red and the
other blue, and 'is meant for a flying swallow. The swallow, like the card'inal
bird, moves about in the middle of -the day, and is therefore a sun bird. The
other figure is blue, and represents a quail standing. At various places are seen
short lines of red, blue, or yellow.

There are two blue serpents close to two tigers, near the top, on the left,
one of them being between and the other just above them. The mouth is indi-
cated in red on both of them. The bodies of the serpents are extended, and the
heads are turned in opposite directions. On the right is another pair of serpents
in nearly similar positions, the o'ne, nearest the centre being yellow with black
mouth, and the other black wilth yellow mouth.

All the mammals, birds, and serpents represented in the main section of the
shield are animals belong'ing to the Sun, and placed there in adoration of the
god.

The large field occupied by these animals is limited by the narrow black ring
mentioned before. Outside of it follows a sp'ace, which is filled up entirely with
triangular figures -black, brown, white, yellow, blue, red-that fit into each other
in an ornamental design round the whole shield. They are symbolic of clouds.
The outer part of the weaving of the
shield consists of radial stripes, alter-
nately black and white, symboli'zing rain. ,
The mere edge is a narrow- band of

The prayer embodied in this front- s <$
shield is thus that the Sun, surrounded t

byathisarseniasfour terac-ise inbloudi-
which produed rin.opst ar on

whit cenotreherf pcsbtente Fg 20s)ront-shieldof FatheSu.(Da.,nc.
(lefig.ure) is ar narrowrilding oft black
round thoe centrel sencloiong, sonec ytion akln, ersns a eoeh
abuthiomsl. i imtr nieo

Thi whoe cetain section,whcho xtnded by oth isblackling,toephesedge,asbf re,h

various figures on a white background, the most conspicuous among which is a
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tiger. The body is long and jaguar-like, although out of propor-tion The tail is
turned upwards and forwards, bending back on itself at the end. The body and
limbs are blue; but the spots on the animal are so numerous that most of the
body appears as one mass of blue, red, and white blocks, and blue and white
lines. Abovre the animal is a very light red cross, and in front of it a black -one.
In front of the tiger is a comparatively well executed eagle in very light red, the
tail having stripes of dark red on it. The bird is represented with wings spread,
legs apart, and head i'n profile. In the middle of the body, between the wings, is
the heart, a white space resembling the symbol of a shaman's plume. -To one
.side of it, and touching it with one leg, is a small black eagle, also with wings
spread and head in profile, but without tail. The tiger and the eagle, as animals
belonging to the Sun, express adoration, as well as 'a prayer for help.

The other figures are men and deer. Behind the tiger is a deer of the south,'
without antlers, in red. A man, dark blue in color (meant to be black), follows,
with arms oultstretched, the fingers (three in nuinber) being very prominent.
He wrears a hat. On his right is a male deer of the north, in dark blue. In
front of it is another deer of the north wi-th antlers, although not so large.
It is black and dark blue in color, with a tinge of pink on the hoofs. In front
of this deer stands a man with arms outstretched, like the first man, and also
with ha.t on. There is some light pink color on the top of the hat and on one side,
expressing feather or-naments. In the man's left hand, by which he holds one of
the antlers of the deer, is also seen a baton (i'tsu), the greater part of which is light
pink in color, while the upper' end is light green. The two men are shamans on
the hunt. The one with prominent fingers wants to .catch deer, while the other
one is pictured as having already caught one. The baton which the latter holds
in his left hand is the wand with which he consecrates the heap of tamales (corn-
bread) at the feast of tamales de maiz crudo. These designs, therefore, also
express a wish that this feast may come off, when the shaman with the wand will
offer the tamales to all the gods.

Above these two groups of deer and men are seen four red figures represent-
ing certain red 'insects' which appear in the wet season. Three of them are
of a very light color, a shade liorhter than pink ; and the fourth, the largest, of
a dark-red color. They are called Tate' Ma'toli or Tate' Mau'tuli, and are, so the
Indians say, red in color, looking something like ticks, and are frequently seen on
the ground at the beginning of the wet season. They belong to the Corn Mother,
who, according to one tradition, is the mother of the Sun. As they appear
only when the soil is thorougrhlv drenched with rain, they become symbolic of rain.
They are also symbolic of corn (cf. Fig. I134, i; where the same designs symbolize
corn ; see also, Fig. I 26, m; and compare the Zu-ni conception of dragon-flies as
having been created from,corn-stalks). A pink cross is seen above the deer, and
to the left of it is an irregular figure, also in pink.

Along the edge of the front-shield is a border consilsting of two narrow red
bands separated by a yellow band. To the black ring small wads of cotton-wool
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are fastened at short distances apart by means of beeswax, and at one place are a
red and a white glass bead. These do not appear in the illustration.

'Flie Sun is here asked to bring rain, which is symbolized by cotton-wool and
the ' insects,' so that the Huichols may have plenty of corn to eat, and catch deer
enough to give the feast of tamales de maiz crudo.

g.. This specimen (Fia. I 26) was obtained from the god-house o)f Tayaul at the
-temple of Pochotita, near Santa Catarina. It is attached to a ceremonial arrow at

11,-

-.
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Fig. 126 (iyg). Front-Shield of Father Sun. (Diam., 37 cm.)

a, The Sun; b, c, Water-serpents; d, A moving serpeint: elf, Two children;- g, Mountain-lion; h, Tiger; i, Wolf; j, Tiger;
k, Shaman's plumes; c, Butterflies; m', insects.

its shoulder. I found it hanging under the roof of the small god-house by a
loop of ixtle twine, which is still to be seen near the edge. One of the Indians
procured for me an arrow of the Sun, and of.his own accord stuck it through the
yellow crewel at the centre of -the shield, which was damaged or broken,

This is the best specimen of front-shield that I secured. The central part
(a), which measures IO.5 cm. in diameter, consists of a yellow centre sur-
rounded by a white section, after which follows a broad black section containing
ten white figures representing the shamnan's plumes. This section is bordered
with red; and the whole central part represents, as usual, the Sun specially,
accentuating in this case hi-s shamanistic powers. Outside of the central part
is an elaborate system of variously colored figures on -a white background, as

follows:-(b) A water-serpent called Tate' Yula'ma, a Mother of water in the
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north, that appears in the beginning of the wet season. The real serpent is
green in color, but is here represented with black body, and yellow mouth, eye,
and belly'. Its numerous legs, mostly with joints, are in black, red, and yellow.
(c) Another water-serpent representing Tate' Rapawiye'ma, Mother of water in the
south. It is also green, and appears in the wet season. Its body is colored
black, and the mouth and eye red. The legs are similar to those of b, although
the arrangement of colors varies slightly. (d) A movlng serpent without legs.
It is pictured in black with yellow mouth, and from its neck backward protrude
two equidistant ho-rns, the upper one red, and the lower black. This is the
serpent Mother, Kyewimo'ka, 'in reality green; and the horns are plumes, -in
this case, to speak with the Indians, " the children of the serpent." (e, f) Two
human figures holding in each hand a yellow cross. One of them has on a yellow
girdle. They represent the two children, called ai'keli, or a'keli (a corruption of
the Spanish azngeles), who play an important part at rain-making feasts. They,
together with the shaman, lead the people in the procession which, at intervals.
during the night, passes around the ox that is to be sacrificed to the Sun. After
the shaman come the ai'keli, then one or two violin-players, and then the people,
two by two. The two children are in full ceremonial dress, with shaman's plumes
tied to their heads by pretty hair-ribbons; and each carries a lighted candle, and
a votive bowl containing chocolate and bread. One of them carries on top
of the bowl the knife with which the ox is to be killed. One of the children
belongs to Father Sun (Tayau'), and the other to Grandfather Fire. Early
in the morning, before sunrise, they finally lead the procession to the- o'x; and
the food-sacrifices which they carry, as well as the knife, are first offered to
the Sun at the moment when he appears above the horizon, whereupon the ox
is killed. The feast continues for two nights more, during which the same
children carry chocolate and bread offerings to other gods who must be appeased
at night; for instance, to Mother East-Water. These two children are also im-
portant figures at the ceremonies -attending the arrival of the hi'kuli-seekers
at the temple, receiving 'in a handkerchief those hi'kuli which are to be placed as
an offering to Grandfathler Fire. (g) A mountain-lion in dark blue. (h) A
tiger, black and partly blue, with a longitudinal white and red stripe on the body.
(i) A wolf, in black, with tail characteristically hanging down. (j) A tiger, the
body black and partly blue, with squares of white, yellow, and red, intended
for spots. (k) A pair of shaman's plumes. Another pair is between b and i: (I)
Variously colored butterflies, represented by a great number of diamond-shaped
figures, most of them in one-- long row, placed on a line concentric with the
circumference of the shield. They belong to Mother West-Water. (m) Small
' insects ' called Tate' Ma'toli, or Tate' Mau'tuli, mentioned on p. I I8. The ma-
jority of those pictured are colored red, four only being in black. There is also
one isolated red one between g- and h.

Thne Sun, which as -usual is specially designed in the central part, is here
again implored for rain. The different animals belongingy to him are asked to
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help make the prayer effective. The shamanistic powers of the Sun, symbolized
by the two pairs of plumes, will help to bring about the desired result. The
sacrifice of an ox, symbolized by the two assisting children, is brought forward as
an inducement to grant the favor of rain, which is pictured as coming from north,
south, and west. With the wet season is associated the appearance of butterflies
and red and black insects.

The arrow to which the shield is attached has a rearshaft a little thicker
than that of the bow-arrow, and is wound with sinew at the shoulder. It
measures in its entire length 62 cm., the rearshaft being 34.8 cm. long, and the
foreshaft 2 7.2 cm.

IO. This shield (Fig. I27) iS of somewhat irregular form, and slightly um-

brella-shaped, because no bamboo cross is interwoven to keep it flat. Groups of
splints have been interwoven
at several places, and there are \ 1z
a number of open radial spaces /
of irregular lengths. Someof N <,a W C
them extend from near the 3 \ _,,
centre to the narrow border 4 6 ;- t . w

whiharefoppositheedg,andother X ,'

er puare fardther fomther peadn --

teagl wthheawhol shoiele. may
rthued said ito bexcviept intto D.........l

spariou irrguarada sections of
.......

Inea theetrewo lh argro border, ...... aiaetonwtrdtanvra
desichnsr oppoitsltereachbothers.O, h iedaerclypoietiatscin
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picture the bird is seen from above, the puma being on the right, and the eagle
on the left. One wing was made larger than the other for convenience. The
four radial sections of different sizes on top are indications of the head with its
various color's, and the blue radial section to one side of the tail may be the
lower part of the tail. In such a case the maker intended to give tlle shield the
appearance of the eagle that holds the world in her talons,- Young Mother
Eagle, who, according to one tradition, is the mother of the Suln. The two
animals belong to the Sun, and the prayers indicated are for life.

I Ii. Fig. I 28 presents a round front-shield attached to an arrow. It is
made, however, 'in a manner slightly different from that of the speciinens

hitherto described. A circular space in the centre,
a;,"^ about 5 cm- in diameter, is not interwoven, and the
@)< ~~inner ends of the splints, as well as the ' cross' of3M ~~the shield, are visible. Two small hoops of some

si:>,, ~strong, flexible, light-colored wood, about 4 mm.
,4 ., ~~~~broad, are put around the,outer edge of this space,

kept in place andl bounfSi rmlyV togethler by cordsz

forming the tire. The cords which connect the two
hoops pa'ss round the arms of the cross. The col-

t ~~ored crewel is arranged inz narrow concentric sec-

m g ~~~tions, varying somewhat in width, the colors being/1 ~~~white, red, yellow, and blue. A hawk-feather iS
,,;zfizitied to the cross in the middle by means of white
g;#/0;i'cotton twine, the twine being fastened to the quill
,t.4;\Et1Qin the same way as to feathers attached to arrows
000;17 ~~(p. 88).

lE>+ii;*lThe shield is a representation of Father Su n

Figa.:I28 (Qw.FotSildo ahrSn and his colors. At the same time it may be con-

sidered fiar exceldlence a Sun shield, being provided
with a hole, through which he looks. The cross in the middle signifies the earth
upon which he looks down-; and the hawk-feather attached to it has the usual
meaning of mag'ic powers. The shield is a prayer for health and life.

The arrow to which it is attached measures in its entire.length 54.9 cm.,
the rearshaft being 38.5 cm. long, and the foreshaft I6.4 cm. There are no
feathers on the 'winged' part, and the bands of color on it, though very in-
distinct, are blue and red.

I 2. The next shield (Fig. I29), which is octagonal in shape, has one hoop
in the middle; but the arms of the cross, which may be recognized, and also the
splints, pass through tiny holes in the hoop, leaving a central opening about 7 cm.
in diameter. This makes the shield firm.
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Inside of the central opening, three and three of the splints on opposite sides
are interwoven, on the one side with light yellow crewel, and on the other side
with blue thread. Thus tllis inner circle is divided into four parts,- two covered,
and two open. On the central part, traces of blood are seen. There is on'e
section of red next- to the hoop. The rest of the shield is white, with one liar-
row green and yellow section in it.

The section of weavingwhich surrounds the hoop is woven double, the color
on one side being red, and on the other side white. It may thus be considered
a double front-shield. It exp'resses a prayer for health and life.

' t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
Fig. '129 (xwX.Front-Shield of Father Sun. (I9 cm. between Fig. 3I30 (§.Front-Shield of Father Sun. (Diam., 21 cm.)

opposite corners.)

I3. The specimen seen in Fig. I30 iS made from the usual materials, and is
in the formn of a dodecagon, but is slightly modified by having a disk of pine-bark
placed in the middle, 'into the edge. of which the pointed ends of the pieces of
split bamboo are stuck. From the centre of the bark to the end of the splints is
about II cm.

There is one peculiar feature about this shield : three of the splints are inter-
woven for only about half their length (from the edge in-ward) ; for the rest of
their length they are put loosely through the crewel, and not stuck into the bark.
The meaning of this I do not know.

The colors, which are white, red, yellow, and blue, are arranged in concen-
tric sections, but without any other intention than that of signifying the Sun with
his colors. The splints project considerably beyond the edge of the weaving;
and these ends are all wound with cotton-wool, symbolic of clouds. In the yel-
low section the crewel has been joined at ten different places'. Whether this has
any significance or not, I cannot tell. The probability is that the maker was short
of material, because the inner part of this yellow section is made up of a different
kind of thread from that -used in the outer one. The shield is a prayer for rain.
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I4. The last of the Sun shields to be mentioned (Fig. 13I) has also a solid
central part, into which the points of the splints have been firmly placed; but in
this case it is oval in shape, and made of wood. The shield is slightly umbrella-
shiaped, the front being convex.

One peculiarity-about this shield is that an open space of about -2 cm. is. left
all round at about the middle of the splints, thus dividing the surface into two
distinct parts,-an outer and an inner. The splints in this open space are

wound with crewel. O nly
half of the splints extend to

\S /} ~~~~the centre, the rest being but\- i ~~~~~~half as long as the others.

X'X Thsshaped pieces areoo insethed
sindtes outerhasting ofthgsilass

an nth ner iur ie rekcos andc alteresnatste withqather-ong
serrrasn ea-ornaent. Aylo odi onaces. Boththsending antheshed
crwl. I sapae o an

Inteacmayn lutain(i.I2 lonrer splindthe potrudpcienfrMn
the~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~mcoletinof crn-hedblnigt h on Mote. beodthwsotiedge
fromherod-ouseat #aka nar antaCatrina thend rcovemredla-shapd

(a)serentcalldHa'kdyoaw'md,in reen(ble) color incudbalmosto

poolofwterinwich heerpetissuposedto gedinepres ent ricbyadobec
ring,theineroe red the uter reen.(c) rledo(aan grenkwi'aka the.
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'cow to make it rain'). (d) A yellow cow (rutu'li [flower] uima'li [girl]).
(e) A red cow (hakwi'aka [to make it rain] ruldrn6 [red], i: e., ' red cow to make
it rain '). (f) The fields on which the cows walk, in blue and black. (g) The
' eyes' of various gods, represented in various colors, which indicate as many
kinds of corn: The white I'eyes ' are corn belonging to Mother West-Water; the
red ' eyes,' corn belonging to Mother East-Water; and the blue I eyes,' corn be-
longing to the Corn Mother. (h) Two black serpents called Hai'16 yu'wim6.

This shield is a prayer for rain and corn. From it we may also infer that
the Huichols consider cows almost as imp-ortant sacrifices as deer.

Fig.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ILPx327Fg.I3

Fig.3.F3x) rnZi fteCmMte.(ogs a ius, 133c.)
Fig. 133 ( ),Front-Shield of Mother East-Water. (Diam., 26.5 cm.)

FRONT-SHIELDS OF MOTHER EAST-WMATER (TATE' NAALIWA'Mi NEALI'KA).
-I present eight of them. Some were obtained from the western side of the

river, the San Andre's side, but th'e most interesting are from the famous cave of
this Mother near Santa Catarina. This place is called Tate' Naaliwa'mi ;i-nau-
li'ta, or Tate' Naaliwa'mi Si'liki ( 'god-house ').

I. The first (Fig. I33) was obtained from the above-mentioned cave. The
central figure in white represents four clouds that are rising; and the four figulres
surrounding these, four birds that are soaring above the clouds. The two darker
figures represent red birds, called Ista'me- ruM'rne-; and the other two, blue
birds, called Ista'rn6 yoawi'rn6. Both are species of swifts. The cross-shaped
figures in the succeeding section represent corn of various colors, red, yellow,
and blue. A representation of Mother East-Water herself is shown by the zigzag
band in blue and red. It is a river (ai'ki), Tate' Naaliwa'mni ai'kiria, or, what
is the same thing, a serpent. The nine triangular-shaped figures -betwee.n the

c-
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head and tail of the serpent represent as many hi'kuli in- various colors. They
are symbolic of corn. The prayer embodied here is for railn and for health.

y ~~~~~~2.On another specimen from the
k X ~~~~~~sameplace (Fig. I134) are seen the fol-
.D z ~~~~~~lowing desiorns:-(a) Butterflies. (b)

- ~~~~~~~~The.seare ai'keli of Mother East-WTater
& ~~~~~~~~~~(see Fig. I 26, e, f )When questioning

.......... my informant of the -meaning of these de-
, _ , ; .;-^ tXJk ~~signs on this occasion, he said that they

% > g ~were te-wi ('people '),-an interesting
word, although not explaining my ques-

j ~~~~~~~serpent manifestation of Mother East-
t ~~Water, called Haira'ku, represented in

ss ~~~~black. (g) A serpent called Tate' Ipou,
Fig. 134 (y"g§). Front-Shield of Mother East-Water. (Diam., ante ersnainof Mother East-

27 cm.) aohrrpeetin
Water, pictured in red with spots. (h)

Another serpent representing the serpent Mother as a river (Tate' Naali-
walmi ailkiria), in red and black. There arei all together, five serpents wh'ich
are Mother East-Water.(i
Grains of corn of var'ious colors.
This is the interpretation given'b 5
by my Indian informants (cf. c 7Z
Figs. I 2 5 I26 [m], and others, -

where similar figures represent fi 9 -
certain small insects called ma'- (t c
toli, or, more correctly, Tate' 1-_

is evident that these small red el '7,ll !t
and black insects of the wet sea- -

they are here given additional, A v, . ;?
colors. (j) A double drinking- 5,
gourd, called topoli'r or kurau'li. ,-\

It is a natural growth, but re- w
sembles two gourds, one above
the other, connected.bya slender c'X
neck. These gourds are es- Fig. I35 (11sly). Front-Shield of Mother East-Water. (Diam., 32.5 cm.)
teemed as 'medicine,' and are

magic. The hi'kuli-seekers use such on their journey, both -to drink from and.
to carry home the sacred water in.
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The shield ex-presses a prayer for rain, referring to the sacrifice of an ox at
the feast. The result would be rain, symbolized by the various water-serpents,
which are all different impersonations of Mother East-Wa'ter. The shield is also
a prayer for luck in raising gourds and corn.

3. A third front-shield, from the same cave, is seen in Fig. I35. It had been
deposited by hi'kuli-seekers when leaving a sacrifice of the Ilants there. On it are
seen : -(a) Various hi'kuli, some black, some red. (b) Seven humming-birds,
two in yellow, the rest black. (c) Four men (hi'kuli-seekers) one at each of the
four quarters of the world, arranged in opposite pairs, one pa'ir being red, and
one pair black. One of the men is almost completely hiddeti by a paper flower.
(d) Three double drinking-gourds,-one red, one dark blue, and one yellow.
(e) Three cross-like fiorures -one red, one yellow, one -black -symbolic of corn.
()The original cereal of the Huichols and of the gods (wa've), represented by

two adjoining streaks, one red and one yellow. (g) The ' insect' called Tate'
Ma'toli (p. I I8). (h) A kind of swift, Ista'm6, half black and half yellow. A
paper flower from the Mexican stores is attached to the front part of the shield,
near the edge.

The prayer here expressed is that the hi'kuli-seeker may be free from sick-
ness. The hi'kuli,- which is represented in the middle of the shield, is also corn.

4. The round specimen pictured in Fig. I36j which is from San Andres, is
somewhat similar to that shown in Fig. I28, in that its central part is made in
exactly the same way; but the space enclosed by the
hoop is in this case smaller, 2.5 cm. in diameter. This 1
central part signifies- the world. The rest of the shield .
differs materially in design. Immediately surrounding
the central ' wheel ' i's a well-woven section extending
to the ends of the splints. Next to the hoop i's a, nar-
row red ring, then a similar yellow one, then a dark A ex\
blue one. From this blue ring radiate, on diametrically
opposite sides, four sectionS, two oppoSite ones being glllE @,i
blue, and the other pair red, form-ing thus a kind of rU l|2,d,,i
cross. The four sections between the arms of the q
cross are colored,. two yellow and two white, in oppo-
site pairs. This 'whole sect"ion outside of -the hoop and °
adjoining rings may be l'ooked'upon as representing
eight rays of var'ious colors, being emblematic of the
colors of the rainbow which this g'oddess, who is onej
oftheprincialMoters ofrain, ends dring te wet Fig. x36 (4).Front-Shield of MotheroftheprincialMothers o rain, sends urng the wetEas rater. (Diam., IO.5 cm.)

season. It is surrounded by a narrow white ring,
followed by a broader one consisting of alternate blue and red radial sections,
symbolizing rain. The companion of the rainbow is thus seen in the sym-
bol of rain surrounding it. Finally comes a narrow white band, followed by a

yellow one on the edge.. The shield is a prayer for rain.
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It is attached to the middle of the rearshaft of a ceremonial arrow, being
bound to the upper black band with a white cotton cord. The arrow measures
in its entire length 53 cm., the rearshaft being 3 I cm. long, and the foreshaft 22 cm.
Its rearshaft is somewhat thinner than that of the bow-arrow, and is wound with
sinew at the shoulder.

In the next four figures (Figs. I37-I40) are shown front-shields information
about which is lacking both in regard to their significance and the object of their
prayers.

"~~~~~~~~~~ym

Fig. 3 0)

Front-Shield of Mother East-Water.
(Diam.,I37.5m.17.5cm.) ~~~~~~~~Fig.I138 (), Front-Shield of Mother East-

Water. (Diam.., I6 cm.)

5. Fig. 137, procured from one of the god-houses of the temple in Bastita
(the northern temple), is made from pieces of coarse straw interwoven with
white and black wool. Going from the outer edge towards the centre, the
weaving covers about one-third the length of the straws. There is first a
broad white, and then a narrow black ring, followed by a narrow white one.
After this, two and two (in two cases three and three) of the straws are inter-
woven in ten radial sections with open spaces between. Two of these sections
are twice as broad as the others, but probably for no other reason than a.lack of
calculation on the part of the maker. The color of the "sections is alternately
white and black, -five black and five white. This is of significance, since, as
will be remembered, five is the mystical number of the Huichols. ,In one section
blue has been used instead of black. After these radial sections, the rest of the
straws are entirely interwoven to the centre,-about a third of their. length.
The central part shows first a narrow white and thenl a narrow black band,
followed by a large white centre. Traces of blood may be seen on the shield.
It was evidently once attached to an arrow.

6. Fig. I38 shows an octagonal front-shield from San Andr6s. It is woven
in concentric sections. The centre is blue, surrounded by sections of white,
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yellow, and blue, which 'are once repeated, finishing off with a white section.
The front is smea'red with a little blood.

The shield i's attached by a cotton cord to the rearshaft of a ceremonial
arrow, which measures in its entire length 50 crni., the rearshaft being 27.2 cm.

long, and the foreshaft 22.8 cm. Unlike the majority of ceremonial arrows,
its upper end is not nocked, but cut off even. There are no feathers on 'its
'twinged ' part.

7. The next specimen (Fig. I39), also from San Andre's, consists of ten
pieces of split bamboo placed together like the spokes of a wheel, and inter-

woven in the usual way, but so as to forin a decagon. The
" ~~inner ends are pointed, and have been stuck round and
: ~~into the edge of a disk made of a kind of cork cut from a
| ~~parasitic growth on a tree. This makes the shield firm,
g| ~The cork is surrounded by sections of different colored
"| ~crewel, the most prominent colors being red and blue
|| ~(green being the same as blue to the Indian). Only half

of the length of the ' spokes' has been interwoven in this
f ~~way, leaving the splints to protrude about 2 cm. beyond
2[ ~the weaving.

I t is attached to1
N J d > ~thebroad black band

theafreshaftof a. cere

cThere cord. Thefath-1

er onthie 'winged'478

part. This' arrow,
however,differs fronz Fig. I40 (UA). Front-Shield of Mother East-Water.

Fig.I(§).Frot-Siel ofall the other ceremo- tDiM., 17 cm-)
Mother Bat-Water. (Diam.. I13.5 na rosi h o

l'owing respect : it has tied to the broad black band in the
centre of its rearshaft, with red yarn, crosswise, a hollow piece of reed about 8 cm.

long, nocked at both ends, but not plugged. One side of this-piece is painted
red with zigzag markings, and the other one blue with similar markings. It is an

additional ' winged ' part (cf. Fig. I50).
8. The last front-shield of Mother East-Water to be noted (Fig. 140) iS in

the form of a hexagon, and was obtained from the same place as the two
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preceding specimens. The central part is white ; then follow sections of red,
brown, white, and red.

FRONT-SHIELDS OF MOTHER WEST-WATER (TATE' KYEWIMO'KA NEALI'KA).
The two front-shields of Mother West-Water shown here were taken from the

famous cave of this Mother, near the Cora pueblo of San Francisco, in the terri-
tory of Tepic.

I. The first specimen (Fig. I4I) iS much more artistically executed than
the second. It is made, as usual, of split bamboo and different colored crewels.

In the centre is a whiteffi ~~~~~~~~~section of an irregular

G _ /,7 ~~~~~~edby a narrow black

Fig. 142 ().Front-Shield of Mother
Fig. I14T-1 ) Front-Shield of Mother West-Water. (Diam., 34 cm-) West-Water. (Diam., II cm.)

this central part, and emanating from it, are seen on a white ba'ckground numer-
ous wavy lines in black, brown, bluie, red, a'nd yrellow, representing the various
colors of the serpents, which to the Indians are showers, in this case co-Ming
from the west. Towards the edge is seen a figure a little different from the rest,
representing what seems most like the head of a serpent,-Mother West-Water
herself. Conspicuous among the wavy figures are three red and three yellow
serpentine lines following each other in alternate sections of yellow and red, and
occupying a little more than a half-segment of the disk. There is a narrow
border of alternate black and white short radial stripes on the edge of the shield,
symbolic of rain, and the splints project about 2 cm. all round beyond the weav-

ing. Traces of blood may be seen on the front or smooth side of the shield.
The object of its prayers is plainly indicated as rain.
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2. The second specimen (Fig. I42) also has a white centre, surrounded by
a ring of blue. The rest of the shield consists of stripes of red, white, dark blue,
yellow, and black, all making a kind of complex spiral suggestive of a rotary
motion. As it was found in the cave specially dedicated to this Mother, there
seems to be no doubt that it belongs to her, and the shield would then signify
the movement of water in a whirlpool. ~One Indian, however, expressed to me
the opinion that it belonged to the Sun.

It is attached to a ceremonial arrow by a piece of blue yarn. The arrow,
which is broken in two, measures in its entire length 54 cm-, the rearshaft being
3o.6 cm. long, and -the foreshaft 23.4 cm. There are no feathers on the
'winged ' part.

SPECIAL FRONT-SHIELDS.

The front-shields hitherto treated are round, at least in their general
characteristics, and they are all made from the same material, -bamboo and cot-
ton cord or yarn ; but I shall now present a number of these symbolic ob'jects,
some of which are of peculiar shape, and all of them of a material different from
that hitherto shown. Some are made of solidified volcanic ash or wood, and the
rest present more abnormal features in regard to both shape and purpose.

First of all is to be mentioned a peculiar ceremonial arrangement which I
met with in the temple of Santa Catarina, and which represents the waxing and
the waning moon.. Underneath the smoky roof of the temple, in the dim light
which pervades the place, I one day discovered a curious symbolic obj'ect, which
the Indians said represented MeYtsa, the moon. It was called Me'tsa neali'ka,
and was a representation of the waxing moon. Through their assistance I also
found out that there was a corresponding object on the other side of the roof,
representing the waning moon. After considering the matter a few days, the
Indians consented to sell me these objects, which appeared to me especially
interesting, representing as they do two phases of the moon. .They were made
by order of the singing shaman seven years ago, when the new temple was being
erected, as a means for causing rain, the Indians having been in sore straits for
rain that year. The result was, according to the Indians, that considerable rain
fell, the moon being supposed to have much influence in bringing it. The
objects are very sooty, but their details may still very easily be made out.

REPRESENTATION OF THE WAXING MOON (MV'TSA NEALI'KA), Fig. I43.
This was hanging on the eastern side of the temple, over the entrance, under-
neath the roof, at about 3, metres from the ground. It is not quite circular in
shape, although no doubt meant to be. It consists of a bamboo hoop I.5 cm. in
width, to the inside of which a crescent cut from a piece of walnut-wood, I.5 cm.
thick, is glued. The space between the crescent and the rest of the hoop is
covered with a network of cotton thread. The name of the whole net is wi'ta
('cotton thread'). Wads of cotton-wool are fastened all round the edge of
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the hoop, at short distances apart, by means of beesw-ax. To the middle of the
netting is fastened a piece of wax, suggesting that a wad of cotton-wool was
once attached there. A loop of red bark-fibre is fastened to the middle of the
netting on one side, passing through the middle meshes. By this the object
was hung to the roof. On the front side of the wood is an irregular oval figure
made of coils of strings of red and light-colored beads. It is a special neali'ka.
The whole object is made from a continuous cord, and resembles a fishing-net;
but, as in the netted- shield, the threads are twisted instead of knotted. It was
evidently begun at the circumference, and worked spirally towards the centre,
resembling in this respect, according to Cushing, the webs of, the Zufii water-
shields, like those which the spider can spin and unravel at will. My Indian
informants said, however, that this net represented a fishing-net for catching the
fish mu'ri (Spanish, bagre, see Fig. 4o, a).

The whole neali'ka represents the new moon, and expresses a prayer that it
may bring the water symbolized by the fishing-net; the fish symbolizing alIso, as
seen before, ears of corn. As the fish is caught in the net, so the corn is secured
by rain.

W 1',

Fig. I43- Fig. I44-

Fig. 143 (11C). Representation of the Waxing Moon. (Diam., about 24 cm.)
Fig. I44 (,§.Representation of the Waning Moon. (Height, 27 cm.)

REPRESENTATION OF THE WANING MOON (MPTSE'Li TARU'RIMA, '.COMING
TO AN END'), Fig. I44. -This is attached to a ceremonial arrow (Mt'tsa uilu'ya),
which was stuck into the roof on the western side of the temple, above the niche
of Grandfather Fire, at the same distance froin the ground as the preceding
specimen. It consists of a bamboo bow, the ends of which are connected by a
cotton twine about 35 cm. long. A second piece of cotton twine connects the
middle of this twine to the middle of the bow. The ends of the bow are incised
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on both sides, as on a real bow, for convenience in attaching the twine. The
bow is slightly damaged and broken. Cotton-wool was tied by pieces of string
to seven points, six of which remain. A. few black glass beads have also been
fastened to the inside of the bow, at the place where the string attaching the
wad passes over it. The ' winged ' part of the arrow is of parrot-feathers, and
the plume attached to it is from the red-tailed hawk.

FRONT-SHIELD OF FATHER SUN (TAYAU' NEALI'KA), Fig. I45.--This was
taken from the god-house of Father Sun at Te-aka'ta. It is a disk of solidified
volcanic ash, with symbolic figures cut into it. Both sides present the same
carvings, which consist of a ci'rcular figure in the centre, from which emanate five
lines which extend to the edge, dividing the surface into five sections; in each of
these a deer is carved. The deer have the followin-g names.: i. O'to Ta'wi,
2. Sesota'li, 3. Sipora'wi, 4. Wawatsa'li, 5. Kauyuma'li. The carvings are not
particularly well executed, and it is hardly possible to discern any difference in
the appearance of these'deer, or in the two sides of the front-shield.

The central circle is the front-shield of the Sun, from which his rays ema-
nate. The prayer expressed is that the Sun may favor the supplicant by letting.
him kill many deer.

Fig.
I45

(h). Front-Shield of Father Sun. (Diam., Fig. I6 (Tffg). Front-Shield of Mother West-8 cm.; thickness, I cm.) Water. (D am., 7 cm.; thickness at central part,

FRONT-SHIELD OF MOTHER WEST-WATER (TATE' KYEWIMO'KA NEALI'KA),
Fig. I46.-This is of the same material as the one just described. There is a
small hollow in the centre of the upper side, and a carved zigzag line near the
edge. Traces of wax remain on this surface, and variously colored beads are
fastened with it. The other surface has not been carved, but both surfaces are

slightly- convex.

FRONT-SHIELD OF MOTHER WEST-WATER (TA-TE' KYEWIMO'KA NEALI'KA),'
Fig. 147. -This was taken from the god-house of Mother West-WArater in Santa
Catarina, near the temple, where it was found lying on the altar. It consists of
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a circuilar piece of walnut-wood to which strinors of beads and variously colored
crewel are attached in coils by means of beeswax. The central part, which is
formned wholly of glass beads, is divided into two sections,-one blue, signifying
the sky; and the other 'white, representing clouds. The whole section is sur-
rounded by two rings as well as by two adjoining zigzag bands, all made from
worsted fastened on with beeswax. The colors are red and yellow. These
rings and zigzags represent clouds at sunset. The coils of worsted, black, yellow,
and red, represetit grains of corn. To this central part, right on the- middle
between the white and blue sections, is attached a large paper flower. The
front-shield is a prayer for rain.

I" i1,I47. Fiq. I48. 1' ig- 149-

Fig. I147 (2).Front-Shield of Mother West-Water. (Diam., 20 cm.)
Fig. I148 (I§.Front-Shield of Father Sun. (Length, IIx cm.; width, 6 cm.)
Fig.1I49 (9005 'Face 'of Grandmother Growth. (Length,1I3.5 cm.)

FRONT-SHIELD OF FATHER SUN (TAYAU' NEALI'KA), Fig. I48.-This was
lying on the ground in his god-house at Tre-aka'ta. It consists of a small oblong
piece of Brazil-wood, flat on the back, but convex on the front between. the two
long sides, its thickness being in the middle about 6 mm., and on the sides 3 mm.
The front side is covered with decorations of variously colored glass beads, put
on in strings with wax. The colors are red, white, and blue, and the front-
shield is a prayer for all colors of cor.n. There can be no doubt that the shape of
this front-shield, which is the only one of its kind that I have seen, is an actual
reproduction of another form of the ancient shield or buckler than the round one.
The projection on either side is due to the application of the wax.

'FACE' OF GRANDMOTHER GROWTH (NAKKAWE' NEALI'KA), Fig. I49.-This
was taken from her large cave in the neighborhood of Santa Catarina. It is an
oval mask made from the bark of a certain tree. Long narrow eyes and a mouth
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with teeth have been cut out. Fi've teeth are represented in the upper jaw, and
two in the lower. A hole is pierced on each side and on the top of the mask,
towards the edge. The teeth, the corners of the mouth, and the eyelids, are
painted red. Outside of the red, the eyes and the mouth are painted blue; and
red and blue spots are seen all"over the face, symbolic of grains of corn in
its various colors. Seven bits of cotton-wool are fastened to different parts
of the face, emblematic of rain. The prayer expressed is thus for rain, and
indirectly for corn.

I FACE' OF ELDER BROTHER (TAMAITS PA'LIKE TAMOYE'KE NEALI'KA), Fig.
I 50. This was obtained from the god-house of Elder Brother, near the temple of
Guayavas, near the pueblo of Sa.n Andre's. It consists of three pieces of bamboo
reeds, nocked at each end, onie la little longer than the other two, strung on
a cotton twine the ends of which are tied together so that the three reeds form a

triangle. The pieces are not of thesamee
~~th,ickness, showing that no importanceX

/A 1~~Splaced on the size of the reed. TheC
/ ~~~longest is painted brown (red) ; the A

< 5< ~~other two are painted, one half of the t
, \ ~~~length brown (red), and the other half,

S > ~~~~~green (blue)_; and all have, besides, longi- 4U1
<tudinal zigzag markings and lines. In Ela

next to the longest side, and in the other
50f7°e nest reed, Eabdourt io°cm.) case the green (blue) part. The speci- b

men represents the outlines of a deer's
face (or head) seen from the front. It was deposited by a hunter
to secure good luck. The three parts which constitute the cere- ii
monial object are each the 'winged' part of an ordinary arrow, ,
representing thus three arrows. The colors are those of fire and , 4
of smoke. (Cf. Figs. 96 and iog.)

I FACE' OF A DEER (TAMA'TS PA'LIK-E TAMOYE'KE NEALI'KA
OR MAIRA NEALI'KA). -It has previously been explained that the bX )
netted shield is the I face ' of a deer. Specimens are shown in i
FigS. 94 and 95, attached to. arrows (see also Fig. IO9, d,f )

'FACE' OF ELDER BROTHER (TAMA'TS PA'LIK-ETAMOYE'KE ofFEtrd(YXhe)5(eiagh
NEALI/KA OR MA'RA NEALI'IKA), Fig. I 5 I. We have also seen
that the ordinary snare for catching deer, which, in diminutive representation, 'is
hung on an arrow, is a I face ' or appearance of a deer (p. 95). One of such dimin-
utive snares is here shown. They are always attached to arrows, more gener-
ally to those of Elder Brother, but I have found them on those of Grandfather
Fire and Mother West-Water.
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< r > ' ~~FACE' OF MOTHER WEST-WATER (TATE' KYEWI-
,4e#:: - \X MO'KA NEALI/KA), Fig. I 5 2. This is a small circular
to!@":"<>, , piece of glass, around the edge of which is a sort of}, f. - -+ X j 4f tframe of beeswax. On the wax on the front side are

t1vt! vg X8.s numerous red glass beads, while the reverse side was
X1lle<°R'"' IlXj stuck to a rock in the cave of Mother Wes-ae,nr
93':''" ''t'<>¢/ Santa Catarina, where the object was probably put as~~~~~a prayer for health, imploring the Mother to keep her

WFig. 1I52 (oDi'Face' of Mother eye on the supplicant, and watch over him.

'APPEARANCE'OF ELDER BROTHER (TAMAITS PA'LIKE TAMOYE'KE NEALI'KA),
Fig. I53.- This is a zigzag made of a string of red glass beads fastened by small
daubs of beeswax to the central part of the back side of a bow. The bow
is from the god-house of Elder Brother in Te-aka'ta, where it was lying among
other ceremonial objects on the altar. It is'made of Brazil-wood, and furnished
with a cotton string, which has been broken, and mended with hair from a horse's
tail. The object was. deposited by a man who wanted to make a bow, and is a

prayer to the god for luck in ma.king it, his prayer being emphasized by 'the
serpent neali'ka, which expresses a wish that it mnay be strong. The ' picture' is
that of a rattlesnake, which belongs to Elder Brother. The rattlesnake also
belongs to Father Sun, as we have seen, and its rattles are some-
times attached to ceremonial objects of both these gods. The ,
serpent represents strength, and the serpent ' picture ' accord-,
ingly symbolizes strength.

Fig. 15 3. Fig. I154-

Fig. 153 (Ah). ' Appearance ' of Elder Brother. (Length, 27 cm-)
Fig. I54 (Afu), 'Appearace ' of Grandfather Fire. (Diam., 4 cm-)

'APPEARANCE' OF GRANr)FATHER FIRE (TATE'VALI NEALI'KA), Fig. I54. It
was taken from the cave of the god in Te-aka'ta. It consists of a Greek cross of
beeswax, to each side of which a coil made from a string of red glass beads
is fastened. A somewhat irregular disk, evidently meant to be round, is thus
made. It also symbolizes the heart of the god (Tate'vali iya'li), and expresses a
prayer that the god may direct his thoughts towards the supplicant, and take care
of him. It was attached to an arrow, together with many other objects.

REPRESENTATION OF THE HEART OF GRANDFATHER FIRE (TATE'VALI IYA'LI
NEALI'KA), Fig. I55. -A singular symbolic object of this kind is the one here
shown, representing, like Fig. 154, the appearance and the heart of Grandfather
Fire. A specimen similar to this is hanging under the roof of the te'mple of
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Santa Catarina, which is dedicated to this god. It hangs above the entrance,
about a metre higher than the meA'tsa (moon) described on p. J3I. The smoke
from the fire of the temple has made it as sooty as the rest of the interior, and its
color is almost bluish. Close above it hangs an old rag mnade of ixtle (ta'ra),
which is the ' bed ' of the god. Through the favor of the guardian of the temple
I secured an exact copy of this heart. A woman was set to work to make one,
and it was finished in the course of a day. Wa've, the sacred seed represented
in Fig. I135, f, was first toasted, then carefully ground on the metate, and
finally placed in a jar and boiled. She afterwards kneaded it between her hands
until it became plastic and. half dry. In a few hours it was 'hard enough to
be carried. The object is chocolate-colored, 7.6 cm. long, and 5 cm. thick at the
broa'dest point. Through the narrow end is- strung a cotton thread, by

which it hangs. Every five years,
t ) ~~hen the roof and the symbolic e; F

t 400t ~renewed, a new 'heart' is substi- Saw

/ '& tuted for the old one. Being con- >itX§ Mt3
6 6 ~~sidereda an 'appearance' of the fsj
/~~ ~91god,t smbolicobject isintended #

Fig. I55 (T.Rep the god, but also a constant prayer wx "
resentation of the Heat-2;*
of Grandfather Fire. that he may be present with the f>
(Hegh,c.)eople. s te

' APPEARANCE' OR PICTURE OF FATHER SUN Fig.Is6 (rh). ' Appearance' of Father Sun.
(Height, rI cm.)

(TAYAU' N EALI'KA), Fig. I156.-This striking illus_
tration of the Sun is embroidered on cotto'n-cloth. It forms the main and central
decoratilon on one side of a pouch, which is richly adorned on both sides with
embroidery of various patterns. The color is red on a white background; and
the central figure, which represents an I eye ' (si'kuli), is surrounded by a zigzag
line in green. The rays of the Sun are his facial painting.



V.-BACK-SHIELDS (NA'MA).

The second shield of the Huichol warrior, which he wore to protect his back,
is to-day as important a ceremonial object as the front-shield. In the early times
of the world, when the Sun was made, the Mothers covered themselves with back-
shields against the heat of the Sun; at the same time the Fathers covered
themselves with arrows. According to the myth, when the shamans were about'
to create the Sun, as described on p. I I, " they painted the face of the boy who
was to be the Sun exactly as the hi'kuli-seekers paint themselves to-day, and
they gave him his shield of stone (na'ma)."

The main idea uinderlying the use of the ceremonial back-shield is that it
protects against the heat of the sun ; and the prayers expressed by it are largely
for health, but also for protection against ev'il, sickness, accident, etc. Back-
shields represent prayers of all kinds, such as prayers for rain, good crops, and
even that the supplicant may have children. It will be rememnbered (p. IO8) that
the same mat served the wTarrior as back-shield (na'ma) and bed (ita'li).

A Cora shaman once told me that the Coras were considerably annoyed by
certain precautions which the Huichols took to prevent the rain from departing
from their country into that of the Coras. To this end the Huichols placed
small rectangular mats, with fierce animals represented on them, in the middle of
the roads, to keep the rain back, which would not dare to pass these. Whenever
the Coras found such objects, they used to destroy them.

Back-shields may be divided into two classes, -stiff mats and soft mats.
Either kilnd may be attached to an arrow, or hung under the roof of a god-house
or laid on its altar.

THE STIFF MATS are- of two kinds:-
I. Square or rectangular mats, solidly made of splints -of bamboo tied with

twine of a bark-fibre called kau'nali, or sometimes with worsted (Figs. I57-I6o).
These are also called hawimita'li ('bed [ita'li] of moisture [hawi'm§_]') ;and, as the
name indicates, they are prayers for rain.

Figs. I57, I58, show the upper and under sides of a 'bed' from the temple
of Grandfather Fire at Tte#aka'ta. It is made of strong splints of split bamboo,
firmly interwoven with a double twine of bark-fibre. The splints are pu-t close
together in two layers, -one layer running crosswise, and the other lengthwise.
As is always the case in'these mats, the twine is put round the intersections of
the splints in such a way as to form a different pattern on each side of the mat.
The upper side of the mat is distinguished by the outer surfaces of the splints,
which are tiniformly convex. An end of the twine is left. free, forming a long
loop, by which the mat is hung under the roof of the god-house. ' Beds' of this
kind belonging to Grandfather Fire are always tied with bark-fibre.

The mat seen in Fig. -Isg9 is from the cave of Mother East-Water, -near
Santa Catarina, It is made in exactly the same way as the ' bed 'of Grandfather
.. [I~~~~~~~~~138]
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Fire just described, only the materials used to bind the splints together are black,
red, and blue yarn, and white cotton cord, so arranged as to form four bainds on
one side of the ' bed,'- one of each color.

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fig. I37. Fig. T58.

Figs. I57,.,X58 (.g§gf). Bed ' of Grandfather Fire, Upper and Under Sides. (Length of side, I8 cm.)

Fig. 159. Fig. I6o.

Fig. I59 5-rs). ' Bed ' of Mother East-Water. (Longest side,I4c.

Fig.i6oI60(k. ' Bed 'of Mother East-Water. (Length of side, I2.5 cm.)

The bed ' shown in Fig. I60 was obtained from the. god-house of Mother
East-Water in the pueblo of San Andre's. 'The materials used for tying the
splints are cotton cord and a three-ply or four-ply crewel, each strand of the crewel
being of a different color. On one half of the mat the predoininant colors are
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blue and white; on the other half, yellow, green, red, and white. These differ-
ent colors have reference to the various hues of flowers, which are the creation of
this Mother as the result of rain in the spring.

2. Recdangwlar mats, made by interweaving pieces of split bamboo or straw
with cotton cord and variously colored crewels, symbolic de-

=ila ~~signs be'ing represented in the weaving. These are the most
w1 cominon kind of stiff mats, and may be cc)nsidered typical-- -= -- *back-shields.

}̂ ws | Fig 16I shows one from the little temple of Grandfather
v 177 Q ,, Fire in Tdaka'ta. The materials used are coarse grass, white
P11* w | cotton cord, and dark-blue yarn. The blue figures on a white

s-s L background represent hi'kuli. The shield was deposited by a
. hi'kuli-seeker before going on the journey to procure the plant,

nosiut ~that he might have success in his undertaking. There is one
Of itrandfather FirCe. (tel.5 of Great-grandfather Deer-Tail almost identical with this, Oilly

the figures of hi'kuli are more numerous and a little smaller;
and it was deposited for the same purpose.

The specimen seen in Fig. i 62 was secured at the same place as the preced-
ing specimen, and is attached to an arrow by a cord from one corner, the cord
running over the lowest black stripe on the rearshaft of the arrow. The mate-
rials employed are splints of split bamboo and different-colored crewels. The
figure in the centre represents a tiger (black, with yellow and white spots) hold-
ing in one claw a baton (also black). This shield, which has been smeared with
blood,- is suspended with the tiger's head down. Below the tiger, in the central
part, are six parallel longitudinal stripes, alternately blue and yellow, signifying
rain. On each side of these stripes are two terrace-shaped figures; in either case

only one is wholly visible, as it hides half of the one behind it. On one side it is
red, half hiding a yellow one; on the other side blue, also half hiding a yellow one.

They represent hi'kuli. Below these are eight red figures shaped somewhat like a
Greek cross, symbolizing corn, the two towards the sides being only half finished.
On both long sides of the back-shield are irregular-shaped figures in black, the
black color also extending along the edge of one of the short sides. These rep-
resent the earth, with its hills and valleys. Above the tail of the tiger is an

irregular-shaped yellow figure, bordered on the upper edge by transverse red
stripes, representing variously colored clouds.

Grandfather Fire is here implored through both the magic of hi'kuli and
his principal animal, the tiger, whose power is symbolized by the batoni-to send
rain. The result will be grains of corn of the color of the god of fire.

The arrow to which this shield is attached measures in its entire length
58.7 cm., the rearshaft being 28 cm. long, and the foreshaft 30.7 cm. The rear-
shaft is much thicker than that of the bow-arrow, and a sinew is bound firmly
round it at the shoulder. The color-bands are black and red, and the feathers
on the ' winged ' part those of the macaw.
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The designs shown in the next back-shield (Fig. i 63), which is one of
Father Sun, are the following: On a white background is woven in red
crewel an eagle with spread wings.. It is Young Mother Eagle, the mother of
the Sun, who holds the world in her talons. The head, the legs, and the tail are

represented in side view. The bird is thus shown flying, and seen from one
side. A square spot on each wing, the navel, the eyes, and the mouth, are
in yellow. Above the eagle, on a stripe of red, are seven diamond-shaped
white figures, representing I'eyes.' Five of them are perfect, the other two
at the edges be"ing half finished on acco'unt of lack of space. Along both

Fig.I63(x8W).Back-Shield of ather Sun.(B8.

Fig.~~~~~~~~AR1 fTW) akSil fGadahrFie Lnt fln ie 75c.

edges~~~~~~~~~~~~~of th Mlnge ie r enasre ftrae nrd swlssminyllo. Teserepeset te erthwit it hils,ove whch he agl

Fig.-I64showsa back-shield fromFig.th63gBckhShieldoofFFaher Sun.near5

egSanfthdes loge sidsatached see a serdimaes ofterceslonred,asewellawstesome

gethe)foonecofeistscordnhc ervs toasceremndaarowtheobet nnschlr of way

cord are the same as those on the mat; namely, white, blue, red, and yellow.
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The materials used are splints of split bamboo, white cotton cord, and colored
crewel. On a white background is represented a badly executed figure of the
mountain-lion or puma. Its color is blue (except part of the hind-quarters
and the tail, which are black); but there are two fields of yellow about it, -one
between the hind-legs, extending also a little in front of them; the other be-
tween the fore-legs and the head. On each long side is a border consisting
of a series of red triangular figures representing hi'kuli. The colors of those
on one side (above the lion) are red and blue ; and of those on the other

side, red and yellow. Ac'ross the lower
/ ~~~short side is a border of alternately red and
61 ~~black figures in the shape of half of a Greek
l ~~~cross, representing the black and red ' insects '

mentioned before (pp. i i8, I20 I26) ; and
M ~~~the opposite edge is covered with irregular,
l ~~~variously colored stripes that include all the
i!i, ~~colors (except black).used on the rest of the
fatt ~shield. These represent clouds of different
n ~~~hues.
0 ~~~~~This back-shield, on which is placed a~~~~~~picture (neali'ka) of one of the animals of the

ttX, ~~~Sun, expresses a prayer for rain through this
v ~~~~animal, as well as through the mag'ic power of,< ~~~~~~hi'kuli. The black and red 'insects'have

- ~~~~~~their usual syTmbolic Slig-Ws v ~~~~~nificance,- an abundance d

tf~~~~~~~~~~o rain5z(p.Rii )

j ~~~~Thee arre to-wahersco
the shineld isattace 1i.I6 (Z)J ackSil

Figx64z9)Bak-hiedofathrSu. I9c.x leng.) The46xtbcm. theiear- -AtheetnS Lnto

There are noifeathersSon

kaimo'ka, the Setting Sun. It wTas taken from the spring of this god (kutsa'la)
at Te-akra'ta. It is not quite regularly mnade, and is attached to an arrow. The
curved line represents a serpent; the other figures, which are red, flowers. It
had been deposited at the spring by people who took water. from it, praying that
they might not get sick.

A remarkable stiff back-shield combining both forms is shown in Fig. I66.-
I came across it accidentally in one of the god-houses of the temple of Santa
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Catarina, -- that of Father Sun (Tayau'). It had in some unaccountable
way escaped the destruction to which all ceremonial objects are liable. The
material 4is worn away in a few places, but
not enough to seriously damage the shield. LLF e

it is dedicated to three different gods,- q - g

Mother Eagle. The materials from which it S
iS made are all indigenous,consisting of pieces vE
of split bamboo, cotton cord (dyed and un-g2C>§3i<<
dyed), and thin strips of a green fibrous ma- $fE&Z ;0<<<g sI
terial, probably palm-leaf. An additional t2,',&f|@ (<-l
special shield of the stiff pattern makes up g$>,,gZ>\z

ends in front of us, we see on its upper part it~'
the figure of Young Mother Eagle, par- iii tt
tially destroyed. It is shown in profile, with f-'p:k ' \ t
one wing spread, represented by four parallel

stretched forward, has been worn away. The -&-
.. ~~~~~~~~~~Fig.I66. Back-Shield of Father Sun, Grandfather Fire,legs are apart, and thwe tail appears between and Young Mother Eagle. (33 cm. X 21 cm.)

them. The color of the bird is light reddish
brown, and the material is cotton cord. We notice three irregular designs of a

lighter color, -two on the body, and one on the tail. To t-he one in the middle
a short piece of cotton cord is fastened, by which probably a plume was once at-
tached to it.

If we now turn the object upside down, we observe the figure of a turkey,
a bird of -the Sun, which covers nearly its whole width. It is likewise shown
in profile, in the act of flying. lThe head, body, tail, and wing have a greenish
hue. The top of the body, upper and lower edges of the wing, and part of the
head, are blue, having been made from cotton cord which had been dyed with
native indigo. There are traces of the same kind of blue on the legs, the rest

being worn away. On the tail are seen tlle remnants of yellow cotton cord ;
-and the top of the head as well as the eye is made of red cotton cord. .A short
piece of cotton cord to which a plume was once attached is tied to that part of
the body where the heart would be.

In the central part of the shield an opening I3 cm. by I0.5 cm. was left,
which has been covered with a back-shield of about the same size. It is a rec-

tangular solid mat of the kind called hawimita'li or I bed of m'oisture ' (p. I138), and
is tied firmly to the main back-shield. The usual material of twine has been
partly replaced by the green fibrous material alluded to above. On one side of
this central back-shield is woven a bell-shaped figure of white cotton cord, on
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which again is seen a diamond-shaped figure or I eye ' of brown cotton cord. To
the centre of this diamond-shaped figure is tied a loop of twine of ixtle. Prob-
ably a plume was attached here also. The ' eye'^ has its usual meanin'g, and the
bell-shaped field on which it stands may be considered as half of another ' eye.'
The tail of the eagle may also represent an ' eye.'

From one of the long ends of the central shield extend obliquely towards
the legs of the eagle two sections in green. These sections, as well as the

adjoining terraces and equidistant lines, represent the
~world, with its mountains and valleys, which the eagle

..1l above holds in its talons. The transverse narrow line of
0 ~~green, which above the eagl'e runs partly across the shield,
Ijl denotes the sky.

We have in this back-shield a representation of the
1;1! Huichol conception of the vworld, besides an expression of
l ~~the power of the god of fire. The god of fire, as the su-

: ~~preme deity, rests in the- middle of the world. The
2 ~~mounitains and valleys are clothed in verdure, because the
| ~~fire, the greatest of all shamans, is able to procure rain.
5g ~His shamanistic powers are expressed in the.ceremonial'
] ' ~eye ';and the expression of moisture in his ' bed ' is em-
/g1l .phasized by the partly green color applied to it, indicative
dttX ~of verdure. Above is -the sky, where Young M-other Eagle
D ) i ~reigns, and watches over the whole world; and the Sun,
D X ~~as represented by the turkey, gives light and heat to it.
X \ ~~~~Inthe next figure (Fig. I67) iS presented one of Elder

g.*ffi§ \ Brother's back-shields. It was procured from- a god-house
t E 4 ~~~onthe edge of the mesa of San Andre's, and is attached to
U

,_ ~~~~he colored part of the rearshaft of a ceremonial arrow by
a cord fastened to both ends of one of its long sides. The
materials employed are straw, cotton cord, and crewel. In

\l ~the weaving, on a background of white, is a poor repre-
|t ~sentation of a deer in dark blue, the hi'kuli deer, in the
Xil!lshape of which Elder Brother originally appeared in the
4 ~~country of the hi'kuli, when the plant first became. known

Fig. i67( Q%). Back-Shield of Elder to the Huichols. The tail of the -deer, which is turned
Brone.(O m. 55 c.)

backward, reaches almost to his shoulder; and the space
between it and the body is red, symbolizing his connection with fire, as is the
space betweeni the neck and the head on on'e side and the edge of the shield on
the other. Behind and immediately adjoining the tail, is a black-and-red figure
representing hi'kuli, the black being nearest the tail. Underneath the deer are
some irregular designs in blue. Another design in red and blue is back of the
deer. These all represent mountains in the country of the hi'kuli. The square
part of the figure unde'rneath the head of the deer signifies the mountain into which
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tlle deer ultimately changed himself, and which may still be seen to-day. The
red-and-blue figure behind it may be a symbolical representation of the plant itself
growing on a mountain. On the border of the shield, behind the deer, is a nar-
row stripe of red; and there is another one farther out, which is red and blue.

It is interesting to note how the three phases of the god's appearance in the
country of the hi'kuli are shown on this back-shield. The god appeared as a deer,
that left hi'kuli in his tracks; he also appeared as a gigantic hi'kuli, which is
shown by the hi'kuli connected with him ; and finally he became a mountain or
altar, which is also expressed on the shield. It expresses a prayer for life and
healtli.

g n i X * ' g|~~~~~~~~~~Z
Fig.I68.Fig.I69,Fig.I70.Fig.I7jFigs.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I68-4(T)IX(o.Bc-hedfEdrBohr LnP,Im n 5c.rsetvl.

Fig.i68 shows ante69 k-hil ofigElder Frte,wihig.inteesin
because ~itghs. 3a6 pTictu,r69eUBc-hedofEikldeBrothr.esength, 14cmandunusua way,repetiely.)y

the-ie argrow to whichonardbckruditis attachedmesrsioisetrlengt Ir cm. ithe

upper right-hand corne'r by a free end of the white cord of which it is made.
A third specimen of this god's shields is seen in Fig. I69. It was found in

his god-house at Teaka'ta. In the weav'ing are 'shown the figure of a deer in red;
and underneath, a snare, also in red. It is the expression of a prayer for luck in
huinting deer.

The next figure (Fig. 170) shows a back-shield from the cave of Grand-
mother Growth in Teaka'ta. The irregular figure in red and black represents
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a squash-vine, and the object was deposited in order to secure luck in raising
squashes. Another back-shield of this goddess is a prayer for children.

The back-shield shown in Fig. 17I was taken from the god-house of tile
Corii Mother, an impersonation of G'randmother Growth, and is called a 4bed of
water-serpents' (hai'ra ku'rt,'-italia'le-). This bed is a picture of nine serpents, anid
in their midst is the symbol of a grain of corn. Six of the serpents may be
readily distinguished. Their heads, which are all rather square-'looking, are
turned towards one of the short ends of the shield, and their tails towards the
opposite end. Four of them- are black, and two are blue. The next tliree are

pict.ured as if lying so that the tail and head meet, forming diamond-shaped
figures, one within another, instead of circular
coils, as would seem more natural. The outer-

- ~~~~~~~most is red, the next green, and the innermostci v~~~~~~~ellow. 1The shieled iS a prayer for muchRrain,
:i!E_l2 St3 SO that corn will be plentiful.{

, [- B n N S ~~~~~~
c
o i ~~~~~~Fig. 72 shows a back-shield from thetr- 4>^~~~ 5

cave of Mother East-Water, near Santa Cata-
c-L̂-" _ ~~~rina. On it Is represented a mountain-lion In

Fig. I172 (wR.Back-Shield of Mother East-Water. red on a white background, expressing a prayer
c. x8 cm.) that' the lion may not attack the cattle, but

remain quiet.
Another one of the same goddess, and from the same locality, is pictured in

Fig. 1 73. On it the following symbols are figured: (a) A serpent. (b) White

a 1--'2 v---)~~

FigI73 11(4) akSiel fFg 7 s.Bc-hedo ohrEt i.I5(8 akSilMohe EatWae (I2.y m . ae.(hretsd,42c. fMte atWtr I. m
cm.) X 7cm)~~~~~~~~IF

clouds.(c) A backcod d an(elwadwievria tie) hAeuto h ani enudret ntevgtto ersne e ) e
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Three flowers. (f) A s'qu'ash-vine (a green and red band in tlae form of an

angle). (l) The earth with its hills, from which clouds rise to fall down at,ain
as rain.

The various colors suggest that the fields are clad in green and flowers, and
the earth is also full of moisture. The shield thus expresses a prayer for rain.

In Fig. 174 is seen a third specimen of Motlier East-Water's back-shields.
It was taken from the same place as tlle preceding. Many colors have been
applied to it. Its mean'ing is very sii-nple. The triangular-shaped figure at the
bottom represents the earth (kwie'). Above this a gourd-vine with many-colored
leaves is pictured, suggestiiig tllat the leaves are turning. Manyr gourds (Sp.
gwaje) of irregular shapes, but mostly tri'angular,and also in many colors, are seen
above it, supposed to belong to the vine. It is a prayer for luck in sowing
gourd-seed.

Fig. I 75 represents another back-shield of the same goddess, from her
cave near Santa Catarina. The diamond-shaped central part and the corners
are white, as is also the transverse line running across the middle. This cen-
tral diamond-sliaped white section is surrounded by a red section, which again
is surrounded by a black one. All the white on the shield
represents native beer, and the diamond-shaped figure i1 1
in red and black repJresents ma wali, z: e., that the beer has t .
been placed in ItS gourd.' It is a prayer for good luck in j 3XS
making beer, and that people may get drunk quickly on ;

I shall mention two specimens of back-shields of - --
Mother West-Water. Both were obtained from the cave|--

of the goddess at TeIaka'ta, near Santa Catarina. In the 5,
first (Fig. I176). the six dark-blue figures in the upper part 3Z@ij{z'-.''
represent hi'kuli, the largest of which is standing on an |
altar (niwa'tali) of the same color. The prayer expressed-5v
by the shield is that the hi'kuli placed on the altar of * '''|
Mother West-Water may not decay, but dry up well. In 1
the-second one, which IS not figured, the main color iS

Fi.76 Bc-hedo

white, with shading of red and black, and the prayer ex- Mothfer WesIt-Water, (115. cm. Xf
pressed IS that a child may not get sick.

THE SOFT MATS are (I) plain pieces of loose textile of ixtle, (2) loose textiles
of ixtle or cotton into which wads of variously colored wool are woven, (3)
scraps of closely woven textiles of wool or cotton.

All these soft mats are made on a special kind of small loom, and some have
symbolic designs either-painted on the textile or embroidered on it. The symbolic
significance of others is expressed by the inwoven wads of yarn.

The most common appearance of the soft mat is simply a loose textile, gen-
erally rectangular in shape, and attached to an arrow. There is a god-house
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near the temple of Guayavas, dedicated to Mother East-Water, where arrows

placed by the hundred contain scarcely anything but such scraps of ixtle, which
always express prayers for health. They were deposited there to implore health
for children. They may also be found in the god-houses of other deities.

In Fig. I77 may be seen a back-shield of this kind. It was found in the
god-house of Ka'tsi at Tedaka'ta, and deposited in order that a little child might
not get sick.

Tlze second class of soft mats is 'illustrated by four specimens.
x. Fig. I178 shows one into which three transverse rows of black woollen

wads are woven. It is from the god-house of Ka'tsi, and expresses a prayer that
many lambs may be born in the herd, and that they may all be black.

Fig. 3I78 (S)-Back-Sh.ield of Ka'tsi.
(25 cm. X 8 cm-)

Fig. I79 (rifg§). ' Flower-Bed '
of Ka'tsi. (IO cm. X 7 cm-)

Fig. I77 (1f.Back-Shield of Ka'tsi. (Length of
shortest side, 6 cm.)

2. The next specimen (Fig. .I79) iS called a 'flower-bed' of Ka'tsi (Ka'tsi
rutu'li italiai'ya). This textile has some wads of red and blue wool woven
into it, which signify flowers (rutu'li). The prayer expressed is that the god
may have flowers for his bed, which would not be possible without rain, thus
implying a prayer for raini. To the same arrow to which this 4flower-bed' is
attached, a 'bed of moisture' (hawimita'li) is fastened, which emphasizes the
prayer for rain.

3. A third one is shown in Fig. i8o, which is another I flower-bed,' but one

belonging to Mot-her East-Water (cf. the preceding specimen as well as that
seen in Fig. i8i). It was placed on an altar at a feast for making rain in San
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Andre's. It is woven from yarn, wads of black,. white, and red wool being at the
same time woven in at regular intervals, forming thus a kind of soft rug. T'he
red wads were made from the ravellings of flannel, and are mostly aplied to -the
central part, while the black is used on the sides, each color forming _indistinct
diamond-shaped figures on a white background. In the middle of the diamond-
shaped figures is generally found a wad of black yarn, while in the black figures
a similar red wad may be seen.

4. The fourth 'bed' (Fig. I8I) iS rectangular. It was procured from the
cave of Mother West-Water in the neighborhood of the Cora pueblo of San
Francisco. It was made at arain-making feast at San Andre's, and is woven from

yarn in the saine way as the preceding
, ~~specimen, bits or wads of wool being like-

3 1 ~~~~~~~colors'of the wads are black, white, and

FigI0(W.'Fowr-Bd'ofMohe EstWaello.XXw6). 'Fowr-edblac andheWhi-Wteare(LntheI.c.

Finalygiv fie ilustatinsaftuefral clrs ofthswol, mandthe yertain
votive~~ ~ ~ ~ ~iprodaps bywoo naivdyengton.ss

47 i.12sosoeo ol nwic r e;sne w hlrnwt
a flwe betee thm h ein r l nre ihteecpinoh

FIg.was 'Flacer-Btegd-osofMohrldt-aer.Fg 8i1%)Flother-Bd ofMthert West-atr (raengthat3-c-

chld'engho Sid hM.) etsck

2.oTive'srp fwoorxsp cotton(i.I8)ialoowolanwsfudinteam
god-ho.uiseasthowoneaofe wOolnwhitareemroiereentd twoe childresn withk

ahfower beweenthemTimn-haedesignsure allthenmiddleits supposedptoorepresen
soachen, ondte ofetothehlrenigiht isblu.e.we this indcts thascritn isignfemale

childraenr mihat nthgetscrionmycoksig.hm

3. Another of Elder Brother's back-shields is seen in Fig. I84. This is a

firmly woven textile of cotton cord, having on one side a half-finished embroi-
dery of a flower. It is a prayer for luck in embroidery.
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4. A fourth 'bed' (Fig. 185) -belongs to Moth,er West-Water. It is a piece
of woollen textile with transverse parallel rows of stitches in alte-rnately red
and yell-ow crewel. It was dedicated to the goddess by a person who wanted to
make a back-shield.

B4;N)ack-Shield ofF,lder Brother. (Width,

F'ig. 182 (016S"a). Back-Shield of F,lder Brother. (Letigth,j.:
I5. 5cm.)V ivs,

|!!',| ~~~~~~~~~~~~~FigI83

?tt,, t Ltl l ); 8 ClSn d) uf Alorber9. cm.)

i'igs8b(l6<;).P;le-Shil(l 1fElde Proher
III1X( l.M

Fig. I86 ( , ) Bed ' of Kauyuma'li. (9 cni.
X o cm.)

5. Fig. I86 shows a I bed' of Kauyuma'li, taken from his god-house at T#Ia-
ka'ta. This is a square piece of brown woollen textile attacbed to the top of a

stik 3 cm long. The upper end of the stick is c'ut off straight, andthohe
end, which was placed in the orround, is poinited. The name of the stick is
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kwitevo', no matter what kind of wood is used in its manufacture. The attached
piece of textile, as usual, was made specially for the purpose. At the lower
end the threads are braided into a fringe, each strand of which is tied into a
knot towards the end. Three rows of diamond-shaped figures are stitched in red
thread across the textile. Two such sticks were brought to my notice, and
it seems to me that they are related to the za'pa to' be described later (cf.
p. I83), the only difference being that this kwitevo' is much simpler andl not
decorated. The diam-ond-shaped figures are Kauyurma'li neali'ka. Kauyumza'li
(see pp. 12, I06) iS a deer god, and his I face' is the snare, which these diamond-
shaped figures accordingly represent. The whole object is a prayer for luck in
killing deer.

Fig. 187 (AIT). ' Bed ' of Mother East-Water. (Dia., 29 cm.)

A qu ite exceptional ' bed,' made of feather-work, is shown in Fig. I 87.- It is
a ' bed ' of Mother East-Water (Tate' Naaliwa'mi ita'li), and consists of a number
of feathers (hawk, parrot, and bluejay) placed on the sanie level around a
common centre. The feathers are tied together by a twine of ixtle passed
through the quills, and they are further kept in position by being tied with
the same kind of twine to a hoop 7.5 cm. in diameter, made of a fine splint
of bamboo. The ' bed ' is tied to the seat of a chair (Tate' Naaliwa'i-ni owe'n)
by a twine from the hoop. In the centre of the ' bed' is a wad of cotton-wool,
attached with beeswax, surrounded by. a string of red beads fa'stened i-n the same

way. Six wads of cotton-wool are also attached at about equal distances
outside of the hoop. The wads of wool express prayers for life ; and the whole
' bed,' prayers for rain. The chair, with its curious attachment, was brought to
me by the owner from his private god-house, which was dedicated to Mother
East-Water. The chair has -only one arch, wound round with red twilne, atnd
the seat consists of a network of white, black, and red yarni.
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It should be rioted that the back-shield or 'bed' is sometimes considered
as an altar (see Fig. 176). Niwa'tali is the Huichol naime for the altar of the
god-house, but it is also used in a wider sense itl speaking of a mountain on
which the goddess rests, for instance, as a fog. Thus it is easily understood
that the nalma, which is back-shield or I bed,' may also be called ' altar.' In the
collection are two such 'specimens, one of which I here reproduce.

This is a flower-bed ' of the Corn Mother, Tate' Otegana'ka rutu'li
italiai'),a (Fig. i88), which is also distinctly called 'altar,' the inference being
that the flower-fields of the country are juLst as much beds of the goddesses
as the altar on which flowers are placed. Certain diamond-shaped figures,

X,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Z
Fig. I88 (T§9sg). 'Flower-

Bed' of the Corn Mother. (I14
cm. X 6.5c. Fig. I89 (11). ' Bed 'of Grandmother Growth. (Diam., about 22 cm.)

representing in many cases only the outlines but of various colors (blue, red,
yellow, anid black), are seen on a white background. These represent flowers.
The figure in blue at one of the narrow ends, edged with red and black, repre-
sents the altar on which the flowers were placed, emphasizing the general con-

ception of the whole object as an altar.
There seems to be no doubt that all ' flower-beds ' (including the soft ones)

should be considered also as altars of the god.

It remains to mention two peculiar beds' of Grandfather Fire and Grand-
mother Growth. These are made from grass, are round in shape, and belong
to these two deities of vegetation. It is doubtful whether these may also
be considered as back-shields, on account of their shape, which is that of the
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front-shield. Possibly, however, there existed certain distinguishing shields of
the chiefs, which thus wouild appropriately become emblems of the two great
deities in question.

The one reproduced (Fig. I89) was found in the cave of Grandmother
Growth, near Santa Catarina. It consists of concentric layers of different kinds
of grass and herbs, tied together with twine of bark-fibre so as to form a disk
about 22 cm. in. diameter, a hole 4.5 cm. in diameter being left in the middle.
To the edge, on two opposite sides, a bunch of oak-leaves Js tied. Counting
in the oak-leaves, four kinds of plants may be distinguished. This'Ibed' is a
symbol of vegeta.tion, and embodies a prayer for rain, without which nothing
will grow.



VI. -I EYES ' (SI'KULI).

An ' eye ' is a cross, of bamboo splints or of straw, interwoven with variously
colored twine or yarn in the form of a square, which is set cliagonally. The string
is wound around the sticks from the centre outward, the loops being so placed
that one side of the square is smooth, while on the reverse side the sticks are

plainly noticeable. Occasionally one stick may show on one side of the square, and
the other on the other side. Some of the large ' eyes ' are made with a double
weaving, so as to present a smooth surface on both sides. In a few cases the
central part is left open (see, for instance, Fig. 93.). The colors used vary
according to the god for whom the ' eyes ' are made. Sometimes the sticks are of
equal length ; but generally one stick is much1longer than the other, for conven-
ience in tying the ' eye ' to the head of a child or to an arrow, for transfixing some
object that may be.tied to an arrow, or for placing the 'eye 'upright in the ground.
Those in which the sticks are of equal length are hung to arrows or to the roofs
of god-houses, and are attached by the free end of the string from which the
object is made.

With the Hiiichol, the ' eye ' is the symbol of the power of seeing and under-
standing unknown things. Kauyuma'li, one of the gods who put the world into
shape, was able by its use to see into the earth, and to see everything above 'it.
The shamans of old, according tthe Indians, were able to see the Mothers by
the same means. In the beginning of the world, the moon was called si'kuli,
which my Indian informant interpreted as signifying a mirror.

The prayer expressed by this symbolic object is that the eye of the god may
rest on the supplicant. ' Eyes ' are especially used at the feast of green squashes,
being tied to the children's heads in an upright position by means of a hair-ribbon.
They are thought to insure health to the children. A shaman's plume is stuck
underneath the same hair-ribbon. At this feast, some ' eyes ' are also placed up-
right in the ground near the squashes, and express prayers for health and luck
and plenty to eat. Other -objects of this -kind may be deposited in the god-houses,
usually attached to an arrow or a chair, and indicate prayers for the health of a
child, or for luck, principally in handiwork.

.The 'eye ' will also.,be recognized as a design in other ceremonial objects,
for instance, on front-shields' and back-shields. It is represented by a diamond-
shaped figure in the designs of many girdles, ribbons, and pouches. The picture
of the ' eye' on the disk Fig. 26 and those on the disk Fig. 39 are unusual rep-
resentations.

At the feast of green squashes the si'kuli represents a male squash-flower.
As the Indian would say, " since this flower could not become a squash, it was
serviceable as an ' eye ' for the children at the feast of green squashes." Here
it is particularly the eye of Mother East-Water, in whose honor the feast is held;
for she is the creator of squashes and of all flowers, and takes special care of

[I154]
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children. Squashes must not be eaten until this feast takes place. It was Mother
East-Water's son, Kauyuma'li, who first made use of the I'eye.' I reproduce
here a drawing of the squash-plant (Fig. I90), made by a shaman friend of mine,
which will give a clear understanding of the subject. The plant-, with squashes,
leaves, and vine, is called kolo-
ku'ra. The flowers which frulc-
tify, not shownlin the drawing,,

As is well known, the calyx b
of the squash-flower is filled with \ \qA
wool, therefore the Indians say a I ,
that the fruit grows out of- the A

wool. The latter is considered
by them as cotton-wool (kuipu'ri). Fig. I90. The Squash-Plant (kolokutra). (From an Indian pencil drawing.)

b~~~~~~~~~~~~~(aaimportan asTh eron,lb Fhull-gerowan leaves (rawalli or sawavl)jSuse mti

factor in their interpretation of g,,Thesquash-stems (wipu') ;h,Male flowers (rawa'or sawa"), silkuli.

this symbolic object; for, in the
conception of the Huichol, the male flower was first cotton-wool, then it became
an ' eye,' and now it is both ; therefore the edge of the symbolic object is con-

sidered as cotton-wool, while the central part is an ' eye.'
The idea expressed by cotton-wool, the relation of which to the 'eye ' is

generally emphasized by tyiing wads of cotton-wool to the corners of the ' eye,'
is the same as always, health and life. Theref'ore the ' eyes '

|10 ~pla'ced on the children's heads express prayers that the ey~es

X A ~~of the goddess may rest on the children, and that she may
XN>/XWilli l X keep them in health.

t/W0'tz 0 The feast of green squashes is called wimalkwari (' to

M.iltti10il beat the drum'). It is held in October. The men 'run deer
9VX':01 / and gather the squashes. In the mean while the shaman,
<f- lll / seated in his armchair, facing as usual the door-opening of

< ~~~the temple (east), beats-his drum and sings from early morn-
| ~~ing until sunset. On the same day the women bring. the
| ~~children to the temple, and place them on both sides of the

shaman. Tied to each child's head are a shaman's plu'me
and an I eye.' At this feast the children are called tuiwailno.

AI ~~They carry rattles in their hands; but if a child is very
' ~~small, the mother holds the rattle for it. The rattle, which

Fig.II[x).E Rattle. iS called kai'tsa, is made from a hard fruit resembling a
(Len,th A cm.) small gourd, that grows on a certain tree found in the hot
country, for instance in the ca-non of San Juan Peyotan. The rattling noise is pro-
duced by small stones, which are picked from ant-hills and put inside. The
same kind of rattle (Fig. I9I) iS used at the so-called malachines, a certain
dance which has developed from a church festival-,
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The children stand on each side of the sh-aman so as to form a row, which
extends towards the door-opening (Fig. 192). At the end of. each row stands a
shaman called Ve'rika (the rabbit sun), to guard them. - The shamans also carry
rattles in their hands. The -men return from the deer-hunt after sunset, and corn-
cakes and native beer are offered to the children, the ' eyes ' and the rattles having
first been taken away from them by their parents. During this ceremony the
children stand together on both sides of the shaman, and the people form a semi-
circle in front of him (Fig. I93). The guardians of the children stand at the ends
d:

Fig. 193. Feast of Green Squashes. Fig.3I94. Feast of
r ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2.After sunset. (From an Indian Green Squashes.
8 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~pencildrawing.) g.Early morning,

Fig. 192. Feast of Green Squashes. I. Daytime. (From an dren, 'b, b, The cmhilndren; c Tthechinlna pencil dawniang.
Indian pencil drawing.) shaman; d, The drum; e, Jars in wriiclt g

the squashes are cooked; f, Heap of People are here
az, a The shamans guarding the children; b, b, The children squashes;* g, The people. represented stand-

with their rattles; c, The singigsaa;4,Tecaro hc The temple and its opening are indi- ing around the
he is seated; e, The drum wihhe beats. cated surrounding the groups. squashes.-

of the semicircle, next to them. To the right of the children is a heap of squashes
which are to be cooked, and to the left are the jars to be used for that purpose.

The children are then carried to their homes, while singing and dancing
continue in the temple all night. -The next morning the children are bro-Lght.
back. Before sunrise, the squashes, which have no'w all been cooked, are taken
out of the jars, and first given to the children, and then to the grown people (Fig.
I94). At this festival the adults drink hi'kuli, but nlative brandy is not allowed.

During the feast, ancient girdles (p. I86) are hung up next to the squashes.
They are supposed to keep the ch'ildren from gettinlg tilred when " they go yon-
der where the water springs forth." This expression is taken from. the song used
at the feast.

The hair of children, from the age of two years up, is cut by the grandfather
once a year until it has been cut five times. A ceremonial arrow is left with the
hair in the god-house, as a prayer for favors, and for the growth of more hair.
After the hair has been cut five times, the parents leave an ' eye' and a textile of
ixtle ( 'bed ') in the god-house of Mother East-Water at Te-aka'ta, that the child
may- not get sick.

It is noteworthy that the feast is accompanied by much noise of the drum
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and the rattle. Once upon a time, so the myth relates, the squash was a little
girl whose name was Riku'-
ama, the name referring to A
her as making a rattling noise ,

with bells (riku'a) or some > _ s +

was originally suggested by
the rattling noise which the l
dry seeds make inside of the il
squash whenshaken.l

f'ig.195.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Figs. I95-I97 represent 'gI5

three 'eyes' worn by chil- FgI7
dren at the feast, all dedicated
to Mother East-Wat-er (Tate'
Naaliwa'mi si'kuli). They Fig. g96.
range in size from 8 t'o I 8 cm. Figgs. I9 xg), Ii96 ( b)I9 e.'Eyes' of Mother East-Water.
,, , . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~(Lengh8 cm., I8 cm., ti.5 cm.)The first.of these has a white

centre, surrounded by sections of blue, followed by a white and a blue section ;the
~~~~-~~~~~one shown in Fig. I96

has a yellow centre, stir-
rounded by a white and

| ~~~~~~~~thena yellow section
l ~~~~~~~~witha white border.;

- +; ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~to t h e squ*:shes are

><vw < ~~~~~~~most-cases ranging in
>\r ~~~~~~~sizefrom 25 cm. to 80

cm. Some of them are
dedicated to Mother
East-Water, and others
-to Miother West-Water.
Those shown in Figs.
iI98 and I99 are dedi-
cated to Mother East-

\ ~~~~~~~~Water.The centre of
the former is dark blue,
followed by sections ofFig. i98. Fig. 199.wht,rd hieFigs.x98Q%f), Iw (Z%%) 'Eyes sof Mother East-Water, (ength, 35cm., 31.5 cm.) wht, rd w le n
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yellow; the centre of the latter is light blue, followed by a section of black
edged with red.

The specimen seen in Fig. 200 iS dedicated to Mother West-Water. It was
originally hung to an arrow, but was found detached in the cave of the Mother
near the Cora pueblo of San Francisco. In this,' eye 'both sides present asmooth
surface, the colors on one side being black inthen
central part, and the rest wh'ite, while the other A
side is uniformly black.

tional shape, being hexagonal. It was also found /,gW
in the same cave of Mother West-Water, having lIl!BiMilil9E-\¢8l01i1il>l
first served at the feast of green squahs Its

The ' eyes' which are stuck into the ground 2
next to the squashes are placed in such a way that />

Fig. 200 (ffly). ' Eye ' of Mother West-Water. Fig. 20 '0^. Eye ' of Mother West-Water.
(Diameter, 20 cm.) (Lengh, 37 cm-)

one side faces the east, and the other side the west; 'in the language of the In-
dian, they are " looking towards the east and towards' the west, even if the Indian
is sleeping." This throws light on the fact that the large kind of ' eye' often has
a smooth surface on both sides. After the feast they are carried to the god-
hpuses of the respective Mothers.

I Eyes' used on other occasions than at the feast of green. squashes are
mostly small, of the same size as those tied to the children's heads. In the col-
lection made in I898 there are seven which express prayers for the health- of
children, and which were deposited- for that purpose in various god-houses. The
gods to whom these specimens were dedicated are Grandfather Fire (two speci-
mens), Kauyuma'li (four), and Kaltsi (one specimen). Ka'tsi is one of the
impersonations of the god of fire' His complete name is Ka'tsi Urai'meka,
alluding to the facial painting of the hi'kuli-seekers (u'ra, ' spark '). The god-
house belonging to this deity is at Teaka'ta.
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There are three small ' eyes ' which were offered for other purposes. The
first (Fig. 202) iS dedicated to Elder Brother (Tama'ts Pa'lik6 Tamoye'k6 si kuli).
It is from his god-house
at TeAaka'ta, where it was
stuck in theground. Its .i1
color is red, with a blue

scrap, a piece of cotton- t1

cloth without any hem, M'a-, 1

The upper end of the ;
long stick IS thrust \ ,,, X

the cloth. On the cloth\ ., l*;
there is a simple design j
of embroidery in red
yarn, rudely executed. It
represents a snare or

Fig 202 i.23

Tamalts Palliki6 Tamo- Fg22 i.0
ye'ki_ neali'ka (cf. p.I135).l
It expresses a prayer that Fig. 204.

Fig. 202 (1s" ' Eye 'of Elder Brother. (Length,zI5cm*)
a child itnay be successful Fig. 203 (ji). 'Eye of Kaltsi. (Length, x6 cm.)

Fig. 204 (1|y)- ' Eye 'of Tate' Tiliriki'ta. (Length, I9cm.)in learningto embroider.
The next I eye ' (Fig. 203) is dedicated to Kat'si (Ka'tsi tsi'kuli), and is from

Te-aka'ta, where it had been stuck upright in the -round in tfie god-house. The
i ~~~~~centre is red, followed by blue, and then

,> ~~~~~~~~shapeofasmall woollen textile, through
which the long stick has been 'thrust.

is made from a red thread. The prayer

eye on the textile which the supplicantga Z >1 1~~~~~S going to weave, and help her.
,> > ;L3 ~~~~The third (Fig. 204), which is
w ,\ 4 ~~~~~~~dedicatedto Tate' Tuliriki'ta, is not fin-
@e9-->2 it ~~~ished with the usual care.- The cross
*+=/X 1~S merely wound with a yarn made from>- ~~~~~cotton-oo.It was found in the caveFig. 205 (4R.'Eye 'of Great-grandfather Deer-Tail.

(iameter,z6 cm.) of this Mother, near Santa - Catarina,
and is a prayer for luck in raising cotton.

Finally, in Fig. 205 is shown an ' eye' which forms the seat of a ceremonial
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stool dedicated to Great-grandfather Deer-Tail. The stool was taken from the
god-house of this deity at Teaka'ta, and the ' eye ' is accordingly that of the god.
The colors of this ' eye' are, "central part red, followed by sections of yellow,
white, red, yellow, light blue, white, yellow, white. The man who deposited the
stool did so, that the god might keep an eye on the maker, and lend him a hand
in his work of making stools (cf. Fig. 69).

The symbolic object which we have described has no doubt a wide distri-
bution among the tribes of the western coast. 'The Coras have ' eyes' similar to
those -of the Huichol, and th'ey are found among the Tarahumares, where they are
called wis'i'ma. Among the latter they are rare. The sticks of the one I secured
were of equal length, and the colors were yellow and black. It was hung to the
end of a staff, and used by the shamans for warding off diseases or sorcery, for
which purp'ose they wave it forw~ards and backwards. As is well known, sym-
bolic objects of this kind are found in great quantities in the anc'ient graves of
Peru. It is noteworthy that on a mummy with a false head, from Ancon in
Peru, in the possession of this Museum, they actually serve as eyes. They are
diamond-shaped, and have been so placed that the acute angles correspond to the
corners of the eyes.



VII.-VOTIVE BOWLS (RUKU'LI).
Votive bowls are, as a rule, the ordinary drinking-gourds of the Huichols,

more or less adorned to serve as sacrifices to the gods. The usual drinking-bowl
(Sp. 'z'cara) is simply a section of a gourd cut from the end nearest the stem.
The inside is painted red or green'; the coloring-matter, which is mixed with the
g-round, oily seed wa've, being rubbed on with the hand. This coating serves not
only to ornament the gourd, but also to preserve it and make it water-tight. In
regard to the colors employed, see pp. 24, 25. The best specimens are selected
for ceremonial use, and the usual size is about 12 cm.- in diameter and 4 cm.
in deptb. They are very often smaller, but seldom- larger. Others of earthen-
ware are generally smaller than the gourd vessels. An e'ssential characteristic of
the votive bowl is its ornamentation with glass beads, which, by means of bees-
wax, are attached in the form of symbolic figures to the inside, and in rare cases
also to the outside. Sometimes the beeswax is p-ut on so thick that the figures
stand out in relief, as in Fig. 21II. The beads are either put on in strings or one
by one. No doubt in ancient times shell beads were used for this purpose.
Grains of corn, artificial flowers, wads of cotton-wool, and sometimes even
plumes, are attached to the inside.

The votive bowls are almost as -commonly used for sacrifice as the ceremo-
nial arrows. The prayers thereby expressed are essentially the same, -for food,
health, and luck (including luck in making the real arrow or bowl) ; still the
votive bowls are not considered quite as valuable. They are smeared with
.blood before being sacrificed. They are never attached to ceremonial arrows.
Votive bowls, or their conventional representations, m'ust be considered as

drinking-gourds offered to the gods, who, so to speak, drink in the -prayers of
the people.

The votive bowl appeared first on the head of a roe. Elder Brother Kau-
yumalli, the god who taught the ancient people how to obtain favors from the
gods, is the one who also showed them how to adorn drinking-gourds for ceremo-
nial pulrposes. Votive bowls are frequently mentioned in the mythology in con-
nection with this god. He and the other gods put the world into shape with the
help of votive bowls and ceremonial arrows. In order to secure the necessary
blood to smear on the votive bowl, these shapers of the world had to kill a roe,
who was a woman, whereby they offended the underworld people. During the
fight that ensued, Kauyuma'li saw his chance to snatch from his opponents their
votive bowl, wh'ich contained hi'kuli.

Below are described some specimens of votive bowls, the ordinaryr kind
being first shown, then some simple forms, and finally some extraordinarily elabo-
rate ones.

Fig. 206 iS a votive bowl of Father Sun (Tayaul ruku'li), from the temple of
San Jose, near San Andre's. The inside is painted red. Attached to the centre
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of the bottom is a coil of blue beads, with a few red ones interspersed, represent-
ing the sun. On top of it is fastened a white and yellow paper flower, a symbol
of a prayer for life. To one side is a large wavy design composed of strings of
yellow beads, with a short string of red beads in the middle towards one side.
This represents the sea in the west. Further, there are on the inside four coils
of beads, the two on one side of the yellow design being white; and the two on
the other side, one white and one red. They represent clouds. On the open
space between the coils is a piece of wax on which is an indistinct impression'
of a Mexican ten-cent piece. This bowl expresses the prayer that the rising
and setting Sun, the life-giver as well as life-destroyer, inay be surrounded by
cl'ouds. The clouds are mostly white, but also roseate, as they appear through
the light of the sun. The ten-cent piece was attached as an additional sacrifice.

..A;01."

Fig.206((^).VotiveBowlof Father Sun. (Diam., I2.5 F . so (];Ms) lTotive Bowl of Deer Gods in the Northand~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7,7
cm;ethc. Sui.gsa. I m. eih, . c.

Fig. 07 shws avotv olo h ergdsi h ot n ot

(Tamatts O'to Ta~TwiadTmtsWwta uul) ti rmoeo h

Figheosame Voivenificance.aTherSn lDamgr f h1.FVtiveBolodeerGodesrprsns inthedeert and
cm. deth,enort.) Tevpa ato t Sotody kFm.and cm.hea henight, ofrowmo.bac

Fig.yello bashowhilevtive bowlers,chest belydeert,d ind taihaenofrwhited beads.

gOnd-houesothe -ertheteplrrangemeta The insideis lesaisinte ,green Iedn thenr

siderisrsee ahsimila fiueing blark adblueylo,whletose,andlgth bleadwhic hars,

the under side of the body, the tail, and part of the legs, are white. A row of
black beads has been intermixed on the upper part of the body, and two rows of
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light blue ones are found on the legs. The remaining figure, in dark blue, rep-
resents a snare; the attaching string is in yellow. The end of the string, which
on the real snare, as will be remembered, is tied to a tree near by, was no doubt
here attached to the votive bowl itself, but has become disengaged. The votive
bowl is a prayer to the two d'eer gods, who are asked that they may allow them-
selves to be caught in the snare. The result will be rain and corn.

Fig. 208 is a votive bowl of Mother East-Water (Tate' Naaliwalmi ruku'li),
from oiie of the god-houses
of the temple of Bastita. ';- -
On the inside, which is >^ @* <

painted red, are copseed nu4me- W...ttin

bc:ss dots ec composedofyt

bedsooone. oo. hy1
are whiteCatrinae, oundsy ceteo leadwiebas xprsieoon
bolie graensfofrzgacorne,tresrihlie,adoeinprlycvd.The

an ht,rpeetfligri.Teprayerexpressed is that the Mte a
suppliarnt transorms, whiherain eteHihlon

wIch Mthercleast-Wnaresvratter Foig. bowls belogin 2othsgodes

oneinFig.2 I5 expressive fligs.20tning20 (Tii'l5j)oive)Bwls of M the eE st-ater ofim. thisan
willssThsend exrsspayerhaatplny c.eth5cm aihna n3ayncsrkete.os)n

Fig. 2I09 iS a votive bowl ofMthersm Mouther,frmter cavteneparthet puku'lo)
ofrcuarntaCtworin.Rudacnrof blue and white beads,thepsameskinof cornrk,i ue
fore senr-ournaetziza lines threndanigtsonclines, and onpeslientpatly curvd Thelod

zigagdins,-two ofu whic arewie hwblue,onesyllwandoebueonnetd,white, repreg
beent rainsrentsrom the eamestring Thevropenencoors the whichtheyapplearnd to the
Indians.bTheonest ofThewhiguescoil oinfwieschdare blue, onest thed andlue boluto

wich ithis collectionar severalonthereastivndtebowherbelonin toticous inothess

goddes. Theevotivebwssaprayers thatthelighnin may nothe strike the cowst andt
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and south, so as to enable the sun to appear in a cloud in the middle of the day.
The whole bowl is dedicated to Mother South-Water, who wields the greatest

power over these clouds. The connecting strings
signify the union of the clouds in-the east and

,,g.''"",.'',f,;.,tz.'"q\, 'west with those in the south.
jt-<->>s;Votive bowls of clay

Ls;> V X ~are in imitation of those a--

uiYX < ~~~Iher pIresenlt one (Fig.t

''4$'Di:;~~ i from the caveisfrothecveofoth-
-;ffX0- -er West - Water, near Fig 21x7) Votive Bowl of

Fig. 210(61) Votive Bowl of Mother South- h l fS Mt erWest-ater, seen from above.
Water. (Diam., 9.5 cm.; depth, 4.5 cm.) t r u n (Diam.,6.s cm.; depth, 4cm.)

Francisco. The centre
is taken up by a coil made of strings of white beads, signifying clouds (the name
of the Mother associates her with the morning mist and clouds). Round it are

grouped five figures, all made of blue, white, and pink beads: (a) a serpent, in the
form of which the Mother appears; (b) a deer; (c) a baton of the Mother, her staff
of dignilty; (d) another deer; (e) a human figure, probably the Setting Sun.

In the centre are represented clouds (or rain) that are to come from the west.
These "are the object of the prayer. The goddess is mistress of the deer of the
west, which help to make rain; her staff, lightning in the west, is one associated
with rain ; and the serpent, which is another of her impersonations, is a rain-
serpent. The Setting Sun is the god of her region, who helps to bring about the
desired result.

In Figs. 2I2-2I4 -are seen more pr'imitive forms of votive bowls, the first
being of the ordinary kind but very shallow, and the other two being merely
pieces cut out from any conve-nient part of a gourd.

Fig. 2I2 iS dedicated to Ka'tsi, a god of
-;--~~~--squashes (? cf. p. I 58). It is painted red inside.

/>;t~ ~~ ~~~>On the centre of the bottom is a coil made
,,&z/:,/J>i '; .of blue beads inter-
,z,,;{; ~~~~~spersed with- w h i t e. ><
: . 5- : ~~~The bowl is a prayer

<
) ~~~for luck in raising ;

- ;;; ~~~~~~InFig.2I 31Sseen ,; -
0

^ r ~~~~~another votive bowl of ; S
- ~the same god. The v 2-

inside is colored w'ith 9~^--
Fig. 2I2 (ji). Votive Bowl of Ka'tsi. (Diam., II

cm.; depth, I cm.) indigo, and further DIFig.-2I13 (Ir6,-). Votive Bowl of
Kaltsi. (Diam. 7 cm. ;_depth. I cm.)
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adorned with a human fig'ure made of beeswax and blue beads. It expresses- a

prayer for the continued health of a child.
Fig. 214 shows' a votive bowl of Elder Brother Kauyuma'li. It is colored

with indigo. Five daubs of beeswax set with dark blue beads symbolize hail-
- ~~~~stones. The bowl expresses a prayer that hail-
/-~~ ~~~storms may not occur.
/ S \ ~~~~~~Finally, I present three bowls that are more
/ mF \ ~~~elaborately adorned than usual (Figs. 21I5-2 I 7).
/ \ ~~~~~~Fig.2I5 iS a votive bowl of Father Sun
11gis 0 ~~~~(Tayaui' ruku'li), from San Andr6s. It ispainted
\W @ @ } ~~red inside, and adorned with the following de-
\ <- I ~~~~~signs, made almost entirely of strings of variously
\~~~. ... / colored beads.
\ 4 / ~~~~~~Inthe centre is the Sun, Tau or Tayau' (a),

/ ~~mainly in blue, the rays being edged with white.
-_ - ~~~Itis surrounded by the earth (b), with its hills,

Fig.. 2I4.(Afr. Votive Bowl of Elder Brother valleys, and plains (the strailght lines), in black,
Kauyuma-li. (Diam., Io.5 cm.; depth, I cm.)

red, green,.yellowv, and white. Three zigzag
lines (c)- one in blue and green, another in yellow and green, and the third
in black -represent rivers. A stick (d) adorned with strings of green,
yellow, and blacke
beads nut on 'in _ aSS1:'V"%' WA ALI .

wavy lines repre-
sents the staff of ,
dignity ofthe Sun.
It is called iwa'ut-
S , and iS fastened,
one end to the Sun,
and the other end ac.
to the male tiger IIii;ii
(g,one of the I',i

fierce animals said
to belong to him. \&
Round the central
decoration of the
votive bowl are M
(e) the Sun (Ta-
v6'rika) in the east, h
be'ing a mnale figure
in blue and black,
with white eyes;
(f) Mother West-
Water, in thewest,R

-/''

r

-r7;a W-\y
Fig. 215 (A&). Votive Bowl of Father Sun. (Diam., 24 cm-; depth, 6 cm.)
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being a female figure in black and white, with white eyes ; (g ) a male
tiger, in the south, in black, yellow, red, and green, the dark colors being
applied to the body, -a ' man ' who lives where the sun rises ; (hi) a female tiger,
in the north, of the same colors, but differently arranged, the light colors being
used on the body. Underneath this tilger is (i) a figure which my shaman
informant called Tata con la corona (' father with the c.rown '). As said before,
Tala is the vulgar expression for I father.' The maker had, like many Spanish-
speaking Huichols, a vague knowledge of Christianity, which he wanted to show
off ; on this occasion, however, making the mistake- of calling the Virgin Mary
Tala instead of Nana (' mother '). The remaining figures are (j) MotherSouth-
Water, in red and black; (k) Sa'mayoi, a.deity in the north, in red; (1) a
bird (called Malu'i) that lives on the coast, and guards the people, in red; (m)
the chair of the Sun, in red ; (o) the male red-tailed hawk, in black and yellow;
(p) the female bird of th'e same hawk, in yellow and red; (>a) amale deer, in
black, with green antler's; (r) a roe, in green and black; (s) two clouds, one in
green, one in black. Between the figures e and j is a triangle in black and
green, representing the chair 'in the Palacio Nacional, in the City of Mexico. A
double zigzag design in blue and white beads, which runs 'along the outside edge
of the bowl, indicates the sea surrounding the world.

The bowl expresses in a general way the Huichol conception of the world
and some of its deities. The Sun, to whom the bowl is dedicated, is the father of
all, who illuminates- the world, and manifests his power in heat. Some of the
gods (all supposed to dwell on the outskirts of the country of the Huichols)
are here reproduced with their attendant animals, ceremonial cbairs, and the
clouds which they have the power to bring. Further interpretation may be
inferred from previous expositions.

Fig. 2I6 shows a votive bowl of 'Father Sun (Tayau' ruku'li), from San
Andre's. Both this and the next spec'imen were made forme by an intelligent
Spanish-speaking Huichol of San Andre's, whom I furnished with the necessary
beads. From an artistic point of view, they are somewhat remarkable, the beads
having been formed into figures without any previous drawings being made. The
bowls are almost entirely adorned with single beads,-by far the most laborious
way, as each bead has to be threaded on a thong of mag-uev, and then placed
in its proper place on the wax which covers the parts to be ornamented. It
is safe to say that no 'other Huichol is able to do the work so well; nor are
votive bowls so luxuriously adorned, because it would cost too much, from an
Indian point of view. It will be noted that the e'mblematic designs are com-
paratively few in both specimens, the symbolic language expressed in votive
bowls in general being no doubt quite limited.

The inside (Fig. 2I6, a) is painted red, but is almost entirely covered with
bead decorations. The outside is also completely covered with beads, except the
bottom. The central part of the inside is a cross, symbolic of the four quarters
of the world, surrounded by concentric circles of blue and black beads, and a
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zigzag of white beads symbolic of the mountains and valleys of the world. The
rest of the figures on the inside are: (a) the 'face' of Father Sun (Tayau'

neali'ka), in red, surrounded by
S1W'S=VAZU@aSU;?variously colored beads; (b) the
< ~~~~~~~'face ' of Mother East-Water, the

colors being mily white and blue,

.ivWilr);>h-A3tW symbolic of lightning (green and
,1-=0t;S'tt< ~~~~~~~~yellow); (c) the'face' of Mother

rW~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
Fig.16,a(66*)Votie Bow of FtherS n. Dim,I4Lcm;dph c. i.26 ?6)otino otmo o olo ahrSn

prsd n fM xc.Fig.2x6,aQIAI). Votive Bowl ofFatherEt-WSun.(Diam.,14.cm.; depth, 8cm.)Fi.26IF.PotnofBtmofVivBwlfFahrS .

coosbing. ma7iSvnl white copeeydcrtdisd n usd n loo
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the edge, and is quite heavy from the weight of the beads. It belongs to Mother
East-Water (Tate' Naaliwa'mi ruku'li). In the inside are seen four deer-two
male, and two female-and a deer-head, also crosses; and on the outside, a deer
and crosses. Most of the beadwork, however, is ornamental. As in the preced-
ing specime-n, the bottom is decorated with a band consisting of alternate transverse
rows of blue and. white beads, meant to express the name of the maker's son,
Fermin Gonsalez Minjares.



VIII. -THE ARK OF THE DELUGE LEGEND.

The Huicbols have a story of a deluge, during which one m-an was sa'ved in
a boat or ark, specimens of which are occasionally imanufactured and sacrificed.,as
a means of causing rain. The myth of the Deluge is' as follows:

"A Huichol was at work felling trees in the -preparation of his field
for planting; but each day he found- that the trees he had cut down on the
previous day had grown up again. He worried over this, and grew tired of
working; but st'ill he came on the fifth day to try once more, bent upon finding
out- how it happened. Soon. there rose from the ground, in the middlle of tlle
clearing, an old womnan with'a staff in her hand. She pointed with her staff
towards Tate' Rapawiye'ma [the south], then towards Tama'ts O'to Talwi atid
Tate' Hau'tse Kfipu'ri [the north], then towards Tate' Kyewimo'ka and Sakaimo'-
ka [the west], towards Uwio'tali [female], the east, and towards Tate' VeYlika
Uima'li [above], and finally towards Tate'vali [below]; and all the trees which
the young nian had cut down immediately stood up. Then he understood how
it was that his clearing was always covered with trees.
- "Annoyed, he exc'laimed, I Is it you who are undoing my work all the time? '

"'Yes,' she said, ' because I want t,o talk to you.'
"The woman, who was Tako'tsi Nakawe', told - him th~at he was working in

vain. ' A great flood is corning,' she said. 'It is not more than five days off.
There will come a wind, very -bitter, and sharp as chi'le, which will makie you
cough. Make'a box from the fig-tree (salate) as long as yourself, and fit it with
-a good cover. Take with you five grains of corn of each color, five beans of each
color; take also the fire, and five squash-stems to feed it with; and take with you
a black bitch.'

It The yo'ung man did as Nakawe' had told him. On the fifth day he had the
box ready, and placed in it the things he was told of. Then he entered, takinig
with him the bitch ; and the old woman put Lhe cover on. She calked every crack
with glue from the root of, the plant kwe'tsaka, asking him to indicate where there
was an opening. 'Then she seated herself on top of the box, with a macaw perched
on her shotilder. The box rode on the water one year towards the south, next
towards the north, the third year towards the west, the fourth towards the east, and
in the fifth year it rose upward, and all the world was filled with water. The next
year the water begyan to subside, and the box stopped on a mountain near Toapti'li
[Santa Catarina], where it mnay still be seen. The man. took off the cover, and
saw that all the country was still full of water; but the macaws .and the parrots
made valleys with their beaks, and the water commenced to run, and the birds
separated it into five seas. 'Fhen it began to dry up, and trees and grass sprang
forth, aided by the earth Mother (Tate' Yuliana'ka).

"Nakawe' became wind, but the man went on with his work of clearing the
field. He lived with his bitch in a cave; and in the daytime, while he was in the

[I 69]
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field, she remained at home. Every afternoon, on coming back, he found corn-
cakes ready for him. He was curious to know who made them. After five'
days had passed, he seated himself among the bushes near the cave to watch.
He saw the bitch take off her skin and hang it up. , Then he noticed that she was
a woman, who knelt down to grind corn on the metate. He stealthily advanced
towards her, approaching from behind, and quickly caught the sk'in and threw it-
into the fire. 'Now you have burned my tunic !' she cried, and began to whine
like a dog. He bathed her with water mixed with the ground corn she had pre-
pared, and she felt refreshed, and from that time on she remained a woman. He
had a large family, and his sons and daughters married, and the world became
peopled, and they lived in caves.

" When he set to work to plant corn, he thrust a pointed stick into the
ground, making a hole, in which he left a few grains; but nothing sprang forth
except stones, because he planted corn as the ' neighbors' [the Mexicans] do.
Then he asked the, Mother Above for a stick with which to make the holes, and
now the corn grew well; and he also planted beans anid squashes. He planted
the first year in the south, and the second in the north, the third in the west, the
fourth in the east, and in the fifth year he planted corn here in Toapu'li."

X~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t>S.

-Fig. 2I8 (W65) The Huichol Ark. (Length, without covers, 23.5 cm.; diam. of covers, I4 cm.)

a, Side View; b, c, Front View of Covers.

Fig. 2 I8 shows a side view of the ark and separate front views of the two
covers at the ends. It will be noticed at a glance that it does not exactly answer
to the' description given in the myth; but traditions always vary somewhat, and
in one version of the Deluge legend preserved by'the Coras the ark is described
as a hollow log covered up at each end. The specimen here, shown i's from: Santa
Catarina, and was made.~by one of the principal men. It is a copy of one I saw

being made by the officers.of the temple. On that occasion (in December) and
as a means of securing rain for the coming year, ceremonial objects, such as arrows,
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votive bowls adorned largely with grains of corn, etc., were made in the temple to
be used as sacrifices. Among the objects was such an ark. Fresh green hi'kuli-
plants were also to be sacrificed, the specimens selected consisting of three or four
grown together, and grains of.corn were squeezed in between the plants of one
growth. All these objects were to besent to distant sacred places, east and west,
north and south; and the destination of the. ark was to Mother South-Water (Tate'
Rapawiye'ma), which, as said before, is a large lagoon south of the country of the
Huichols, and known under the name of Laguna de Magdalena. With the
exception of Laguna de Chapala, which thle Huichols probably never saw,
there is no-sheet of water so large in that part of Mexico.

The specimen here figured is a small log of wood from a fig-tree, called in
Spanish salate, that has been hollowed out with an iron implement. -Its name is
rafpa, the same as that of the fig-tree (compare with this the name of the Mother
to whom it is dedicated, Rapawiyefma). The bark has been entirely removed,
and the surface somewhat smoothed. Both ends are closed by disk-shaped covers
made from the same kind of wood. They are 3 cm. thick, taperi-ng towards their
inner edges, and made to fit into the e'nds of the hollow log. A piece of wood
carved in a shape somewhat resembling a pair of. ox-horns, and colored blue, is
glued into a transverse groove on the
top. It is intended to represent ox-
horns, but in former days no doubt the
Huichols would have used deer-horns.
Its purpose was to entangle the craft
in the bushes when the water sub-
sided, and thus stop it, The outside
of the ark is colored blue, and deco-
rated with various yellow figures.
The part which is supposed to be
above water has the following designs,
which are symbolic of water and its
effects (Fig. 2 I9) : a, b, f, The sea (a
showing the waves, which are consid-
ered as small serpents). c, e, Butter-
flies. d, A small snake called Hai'ku.
The starlike des-igns scattered here
and there are certain white flowers
called toto'.

a

=;~~~ i A_93_ === .__._

Fig. 2-: g. Deeomn of Desig on Ark

dt

e

The cover nearest the ' horns' (Fig. 2I8, C) iS decorated in the centre with
a yellow spot, and above it with two Mexican centavos. The latter are fastened
with bees~wax as an offering. The other cover (b) is decorated with four yellow
lines intersecting at their centres.

The following objects were inside of the ark:-
I. A wooden 'image (Fig. 22o) representing the ancestor of the Huichols who
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was saved from the Deluge. It is rudely.carved and out of proportion, the-head
being about a third as large as the body. It is painted black, -but the face is
ornamented with some red color. The ancestor's name is Wata'kami, which
means ' he who made coamil (wa!tsi, watsi'a).' He is a principal or mayor. H is
name was also UClu' No'no (' the small arrow ').

2. A rudely carved wooden figure of the bitch (~uk u'ka), Fig. 22I. It is
painted black except on the lower part of the tail, which is turned upwards, and
the upper part of the ears-,

Fig. 22o. Fig. 221. Fig. 222.

(
1

Fig. 223. Fig. 224. Fig. 225.

Figs. 220-22. Contents of Ark.

Fig. 220 (9%). Image of the Ancestor of the Huichols. (Height, 12 cm.)
Fig. 221 QW). Figure of the Bitch. (Length, 8 cm.)
Fig. 222 Q(S&). One of the Five Squash-Stems. (Height, 8 cm.)
Fig. 223 (#N). Pouch containing Corn of Different Colors. (9 x I2 cm.) The two upper designs represent the flower toto'; the

lower two, the alligator.
Fig. 224 (AAW). Pouch containing Beas of Different Colors. (7 x Io cm.) The starlike designs in the centre represent the flower toto';

the zigzag and dots on the border, the squash-vine and squashes.
Fig. 225 (Xsl). Pouch containing Walve-Seeds. (8.5 x xII cm.) The design shows the creeper ha'pani.

3. Fiv'e squash-stems (wapu'), with which the ancestor of the tribe kept his
fire going (Fig.. 222).

Five grains of each of the seven colors of corn, and the pouch in which
they were preserved (Fig. 223).

5. Five beans of each of the five different colors, five squash-seeds' and the
pouch in which they were preserved (Fig. 224).

6. Wa've-seeds and the pouch in which they were preserved (Fig. 225).
When, on returning from the Huichols, I passed the pueblo lying close to
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Laguna de AMagdalena, and of the same name, the priest there showed me
some objects which had been found in the lagoon, and had puzzled him very
inuch. All were weather and water worn ; but I at once recognized themn
as ceremonial arrows and the ark of the Huichols, the latter of which they
had brought from thei'r far-away country, and deposited on the waters as one of
the extreme means of getting rain. To the Indilan mind what has once -been
associated with an effect has the power of re-producing tllat effect, and therefore
the ark, onc-e connected with water, is thought to have the power of causing the
waters to rise and descend again ; in other words, to produce rain.



IX.-THE SHAMAN'S PLUMES, AND OBJECTS CONNECTED
WITH FEAST-MAKING.

SHAMAN'S PLUMES.-Certain plumfes, which I call the 'shaman's plumes,'
are itnvariably connected with the- ceremonies performed by both the 'singing.
shamnan, and the prophesying and h'ealing shaman. The former is assisted in
his incantations. by Great-grandfather Deer-Tail, and the latter -by Grandfathe'r
Fire, the greatest of -all shamans. The shaman's plume, which is called by the
saiine name (moye'li) as the plumes attached to ceremonial objects, cons'ists of
two feathers and a small stick or handle, from the end of which the feathers are

hung by means of colored crewel, which also covers the quills of the feathers.
Round the same end of the handle (its top) a tuft of small feathers is bound by a

bright-colored crew-el, the windings of which cover aboult two-thirds of the handle.
Sometimes, by way of ornamentation, cotton cord is wound over the crewel in
open wvindings. The two hanging. feathers are mostly taken from the tail or

wings of the red-taifed hawk; and the small feathers, from underneath the wings
or from the breast, or (rarely) from the leg, of the eagle or hawk. It is curious
to note that out of twenty-one specimens of shaman's plumes secured in San
Andre's, the hanging feathers on all but one are from the tail, as a rule the

Fig. 226 (x%). Shaman's Plume of the Sun. Fig. 227 (4s19)- Shaman's Plume of the Sun. (Length,
(Length, 23 cm-) 22 cm.)

extreme outer feathers. The crewel used on the twenty-one specimens men-
tioned is red, except on two handles, on one of which blue is used, and on the
other yellow.

[I174]
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The shaman is hardly ever seen without one or more of these plumes in his
hand ; and when he sings in the temple, several plumes lie in front of him.
When he wishes to bring the su-
pernat-ural forces .of the plume
into action, he holds the handle
in his right hand, generally giV- jX
ing it a slight trembling motion. t
Sometimes he may hold twoor_
three plumes. The power of the
hanging feathers emanates from j
their -tips: therefore in curing
the sick, or in influenc'ing some X$xq

object for magical purposes, he Sz/ l
touches with the tips of the feath- ,l
ers onlv. When calling down NiX
the Sun, he points his plume to- ,>C WS
ward him' with outstretched arm; !>rXt
and when curing the sick, he ;
passes it over the, partsaffected.C !i i
With the plumes and incanta- Fig. 228 (S)Shaman's Plume"of the Sun. (Length, 36 cm.)
tions he calls forth rain, remov'es
the spells of sorcerers, and performs all other feats of mag'ic of which he is sup-
posed to be capable. At the religious dances and feasts, shaman's plumes are
worn on t'he heads of the prilnc'ipal performers, t-he handles being placed in an

upright position under the hair-ribbons.
Figs. 226-228 show shaman's plumes dedicated to the Sun (Tayau' moye'li).

The last one, on which there;~are' three bands of crewel, -two red, and a cen-
tral one dark blue, -has a peculiar attachm'ent', a rattlesnake's rattle fastened
to the back of one -of the feathers by a cotton thread. This attachme'nt adds to
the value of the plume, because the rattlesnake is sacred to the Sun, who carries
its rattles.

Often the handles are more elaborate, a narrow matting of pieces of split
bamboo and white cotton cord and crewel being woven in with them. The
original handle runs through the middle of the matting, .and protrudes beyond it
at both ends (see Figs. 229, 230, which present two shaman's plumes of Elder
Brother, from his god-house. near Guayavas).

These handles must be considered as back-shields: and in the god-houses
such a handle may even -be found deposited without any plumes attached, as a
prayer for luck, as in Figs. 231Is232, which are called Tama'ts- Pa'lik6 Tamoye'k6
natma.

Having recognized that these plume-handles are back-shields, we shall
find further light thrown on their meaning by considering Figs. 233-236, where
sections of various arrows, with attachments of some peculiar and highly
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suggestivre back-shields, are shown. The illustrations represent an
Mother West-Water (Fig. 233) ; two of Elder Brother (Figs. 234, 235)

arrovv of
; and one

Fi. 23la"' )
(Lnt,-t 8 cm.

3

km
.A

Fig. 231 (wOUP7n)
Plume-Handle of
ElIder Brotber.
(Length, I8 cm.)Fig. 229 (ys*"g). Shaman's Plume of big. 23J k:j`J-b). Shaman's Plume of Elder

Elder Brother. 11(Length, B4c.rother. (Length, 24 cm.)

Fig. 236.

-d

Fig. 235.

0 4' t | ~~~~~ofa deer god called Tawiru'li (Fig.
|| 236). To these arrows are attached

small narrow mats made of pieces of
split bamboo or coarse grass inter-
woven with white cotton cord and
(with one exception) black or dark-

Fig. 233. blue crewel.- The largest of these
Fig. 234- mats has one design woven in red.

taaes. ( Jength, 6 to 3ci This mat is 14 cm. long, wh-ile the rest
average 6 cm. in length. Although

all these are called back-shields (nalma), they have another name, viz., wi'ta
moye'li. Wi'ta means I'cotton thread'; the w'hole word, I'cotton-thread plume';
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and the name o-f^ the god to whom it is dedicated is added in 'each case. They are
merely symbols of plumes, and even the species of hawk which they are supposed
to represent may be expressed in the design of the weaving.
Thus Fig. 235 shows a plume of the hawk Piwa'mi (see p. 2I), and' ti
Fig. 236 one of the red-tailed hawk. We see accordingly that i
these elabo'rate handles 'on the shaman's plumes. simply intensify
the character of the implement as a plume. It is like attachingtwoM 3
plumes to another plume. The markings on, the plumes may-vary,
considerably.. Thiey often represent I ey'es ' (Fig. 234), and they 1
may even be so conventionalized as to express a human figure.'

In Fig. 237 is'seen the handle of a shaman's plume, to one
of the -protruding ends of which fo'ur small red parrot-feathers are R
tied. It is called Tate'vali na'm'a. The color of the diamond- 1 :
shaped figures is yellow with white borders on a red background. X-1 >',,-e'
It was lying on the ground inside of the little temple of Grand- 3
father Fire at Te-aka'ta. It embodies a prayer for luck in killing9
parrots and other birds, either in the country of the, Huichols ]
or on thecoast..

HEAD'-PLUMES. At ceremonies and feasts another kind of u
plume, ca;lled Ta wia'kami, c'onsisting of the tail of an eagle oral

hawk, is sometimes tied to the
,/ dis ~~~~~heads of men with a hair-ribbon,1
'ikft/g90 ~~~orfastened to their hats. On Han e of C,randfather

d ,~~~~~~~oneoccasion I sa'w four of these Fire. (Length, 33 cm.)
jf!f, ~~on a hat, placed in a slaiiting position, the one on

fltv1 llzl 8each -side pointing -forward. The one, shown in

01gj$j ; ~such plumes in Santa Catrna.S Idd o e~~~~~~head, is seen in Fig. -39.It is from Santa Cata-t&( el/i( ~Pa"lik6 Tamoye'kemoye'li). It consists of ati it' ~~~~number of the tail-feathers of the blue'jay, each
4 @ ~~~~~feather about 45 cm. long, which are tied by the
1*4$ ~~~~quills round a short stick. The bunch of feathersll ~~~~~is also called wa [bluejay] moye'li. Small g'reen

parrot-feathers -surround its base, over the lower
l ~~~~~endsof which are wound white cotton cord and

red crewel. One or two speci'mens~of such'plumes
Fig. 238 (Q%). Head-Plume. (Length 38 cm-) are tied i'n an upright position to the heads of the

dancers, at the feast of hi'kuli, the stick,of the plume being placed~under the
hair-ribbon.' They are used in the same way at -the dance -called *a1achines,
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which wa~s intr'oduced by the churcbh. Sometimes white down, which is symbolic
of clouds, is fastened to the tips of the feathers with a kind of gum. In the plumes

dedicated to Grandfather Fire the feathers at the base
- zffl Xp ~are from the little yellovw bird bai'no, that belongs to

1!i0l him.

*i 1j:1 :;lfil f These plumes are much used by the Cora Indians,
tt;i tit ipi! {who, as I have observed, stick them into the ground atr } 1IlJ 1. ,1 thir ai-making feasts, together with crmna r

t[1t ~ N!1 qj.1.4!:1 ros and other objects. The Huicholsgenerallyimport

t!' 11 p g '| When not in use, they are kept in a kind of 'case'
\\i| ilji 1l :< 3!li1(Fig. 240), which cons'ists of a piece of the hollow dried

\t2 : V 1l jT stem of the Cereuzs Pz'lhaya. The ends are closed by a,
lt;A 241 11 ball of leaves frcon the big-leaved oak-tree, or sometimes~

@
§ ~~~by a kind of cork cut for the same purpose. Generally

11l 1" Xa handle of twine made from bark-fibre is attached to
, 180001l'[V the middle of the 'case' for convenience in carrying.

§; i II III IIIIIDSACRIFICIAL STICKS. -Whenever native beer or

IU !01: li t0 0native brandy is drunk, or when water is used for relig-
C\2 11 ,1,1 .0io21US purposes, either externally or internally, a quantity
[!t4/W |014JjX;jll of the liquor or of the water is first sacrificed to the six
i,| ;1S t1jll& tregions of the world. There is no feast at which this

X\V4Y11 j105; II;, iS not done in one form or another. For the purpose
$;t9 1 G iitt| !a special stick is used, c Illed nawa' muina'ni. The speci-
iNt ||jl\:!ig ; men collected is cu-t f om a bush called ra'ta, and is

W g 0 W ~~33 cm- long ; but the sacrificial stick may vary in lengthlW ' ~~~~according to the size of the gouird in which the liquid iS
w 1,1ll lll|5 -kept. The bark has been rem~oved and the surface
||| 11 '4 IIIt>nl smoothed. Both ends are cut off even, and the stick has

:1jt, X the natural white color of the wood. It always accom-
;11 : ,1 !'il V,ll,tj aie h or,wih filled with native beer or brandy
4 |l : it11 r water, is placed near thealtaror in the temple, ready
1 1 jWeltrllWlll for use. Before anybody drinks, the shaman sacrifices
ll 10 l it0tXlSl with this stick, dipping it into the fluid each time.
U :9 1;l1l tillWhen the quantity of water is small and contained

I0511 i in a votive bowl, the sacrifice may be made with a bunchFlg.239.tLiy of flowers dipped into it instead of with a stick. The

,l. 240- hi'kuli-seekers each carry such a st'ick on the road, and
Figs.. 239 (-frg), 240 (A,!). Head-... .

Plume of Elder Brother, and Case in every time they drink water they first sacrifice with it to
whchitikptLegt,64cm,TEcm)the six regions of the world. As might be expected,

hi'kuli in its liquid form is also sacrificed to the regions of the world, but by means
of a ceremonial deer-tail. The Huichols always wind up these ceremonies by
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another offering to the west as a sacrifice to the dead, who live in this region,
which is called Tatu'xapa.

TAMALES. -At all feasts of the Huichols a kind of corncake is used called
tamal. A tamal is a small quantity of boiled ground corn enclosed in a wrapping
of corn-husk (Fig. 24I), the contents being boiled in the wrapping. The package,
which is oblong in shape, and from 5 cm. to 8 cm. long, is secured by a strip of
corn-husk tied round the middle or sometimnes also round
both ends. This aboriginal dish, which is in common use
through the whole of Mexico, is the food mosttrelishedd
by the Indian and the working-classes. It is ne'ver kept long, |>
hardly ever more than a day or two; and to the traveller
it is the cleanest food which the Indian has, as the husks
protect it from dirty fingers. The Indians put no salt in it; LenIgth, 5cm7M)Tml
but at his greatest feasts the Huichol often mixesbeans with
the ground corn, and this he conside'rs his choicest dish, though to me it was
nauseating. WThen made wholly of green corn, the lamales are-nice even to the
palate of a civilized man, on account of their sweet, nutty flavor.

At the feasts, after these cakes have been duly offered to the gods, they are
eaten by the people. Sometimes specimnens of a smaller kind than usual are
specially prepared for the gods for whomn they are intended.

According to tradition, that great artisan Elder Brother originated the idea
of making tamales. Gr'eat-grandfather Deer-Tail, who has no wife, was in a great
plight, having nobody to rub the corn on the metat,e and to make corncakes
(Mex. Sp. tortilla). He therefore asked for food, and Elder Broth-er told some
women to-make him tamales, but he ordered them to make them small and thin:
therefore it is the custom to-day to make small tamalfes and sacrifice them to Grand-
father Fire and-Great-grandfather Deer-Tail, the ceremony consisting in throwing
them into the fire.

FEAST CAKES.-Cakes of another kind, and of considerable interest, are
made at the rain-making feasts as well as at the reception of the hi'kuli-seekers
on their return from the country of the hi'kuli. They are all made from the
same material- and in the same way as the corncakes (Mex. Sp. tortilla) : hence
their name, 'small corncakes' (pa'pa [' corncake'] tuli'l ['small']). They 'are
toasted longer, however, so that they become hard. They are tied to a twine of
bark-fibre, and are called ko'ka (' bead,' necklace'), being considered as so many
beads of a necklace. Such cake-strings, therefore, are looked upon as the necklaces
of the gods to whom they are dedicated. In Santa Catarina the cakes are very
neatly tied on at regular intervals, as seen in Fia. 242. They are then slung
round arrows of the respective gods (see Plate IV, Figs. I-5 ; Cf. also p. go).
The arrows thus decorated are placed in the ground under the niche of Grand-
father Fire at the back of the sham-an when he is singing in- the temple, and
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cake-strings are also hung in festoons between them.. In San Andre's less care is
taken in the arrangement of the cakes (Fig. 243). The custom there is -to string
them up in festoons round the altar which, at rain-making feasts,
has been erected outside of the temple. At the feast of hi'kuli,
the cakes are not tied to strings, but placed in a votive bowl. 9
Besides, only one kind of cake is used,-the- one called ma'ka. (

Fig. 243 QW). Piece of a
Cake-Stnng.Fig. 242 (1t4w). Cake-String. (Length, 95 cm.)

Wihen the feast is over, the cakes are eateii by the officers of the temple, and, if
a great number have been made, some are also distributed to the people. I found
the following forms of cakes (Fig. 244) :

(e

IZ
z

A
Fig. 244. Forms of Cakes.1

(a) An imitation, probably, of the top of the hi'kuli-plant (cf. Figs. 276 d f,
277 b). It is called ma'ka.

(b) The piece of steel used in striking fire from flint (tau'tsu).
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(c) A snail-s'hell (kulu'pu, Sp. caracol).
(d) A flower (okoto'tsi) that growzs in the Sierra.
(e) An ornamental design found on girdles, as well as in the facial paintings

of the hi'kuli-seekers. This scroll, when joined to another, as shown in Figs.
277 b and 278 d, is a conventionalized expression of the linking of two hands,
seen in side view. It is termed by the Indians pilia'no or freno, that is, ' bridle,'
because the Mexican bridles have such a figure on either side of the bit.

(f) A front-shield (neali'ka).
(g) A serpent.
(h) A serpent with indications of scales, a 'plumed serpent.'
(i) An 'eye' (si'kuli).- ;
(j) A dog. 7 F = !
(k) A cock. j =5 [
(1) A hlen.
In my col.lection are cake-strings dedicated !S.

to six gods. Their colors agree with those of the /t
corn belonging to each go'd. From them the fol-| <fi',
lowing conclusions are drawn in regard to the W
form and color of the cakes sacrificed to each
(see Plate IV, Figs. 1-5):- ' 0

I. For Grandfather Fire, coloryellow, forms! -- 1

2. For Father Suni (Tayau'), color red, formsl
c, e,g h,z:i80AW -

3. For Elder Brother, color blue, forms d, |; >H
k, A. <,

4. For the Corn Mother, color white, forms -
b, d, e. |Z,

5. For Mother East-Water, color light red |-~X
(in San Andre's white), forms b, e, g -:

6. For Mother West-Water, color white, <W

DRUM.-A necessary requisilte for two of \a/
the feasts of the year is the.drum (tr_'po), on ,
which the shaman beats with his hands an accom-
paniment to his song. These two feasts are thatai; 264 )7.Du.(egt 4c. im
Of squashes and green corn, and that of tamales
de maiz crudo. The myth says that in early days the drum used to make a noise-
of itself 'in the forest; that it was a walnut-tree, and the chief men of the temple
did-not know what to make of it till Gran'dfather Fire taught them how to use
it in the temple.

The specimen here shown (Fig. 245) was obtained from the pueblo of
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Guadalupe Ocotan. It is a log of the big-leaved oak-tree, which has been hol-
lowed otit with an iron implement, one end (the upper) being evenly cut off. Over
this end a sheepskin is stretched, although deerskin (nawi') is generally used. The
hair, of course, is first carefully.scraped off, and the skin 'applied wet. It extends
down the sides about 5 cm. all round. Here it is fastened by a row of pegs made
of otate (ha'ku) 'insert'ed-about 2 cm. below the edge, but scarcely visible above
the surface, as well as by a narrow strip of sheepskin (or generally of deerskin)
wound twice around. The lower end of the log is cut into the form, of three
clumsy legs about I3 cm. in length. About halfway between the bottom and
top of the drum are two square holes (ma'ra ra'va) diametrically opposite each
other. The inside is charred and smoky, because during the time the drum
is in use, a burning torch of pine wood is repeatedly held inside hof it to
stretch the skin. The smoke escapes through the holes above mentioned.
The drum is not so regularly shaped as might be expected, still-it stands
steady on its legs, and serves its purpose -well.

WANDS.- At the feast of tamales de mnaiz crudo the shaman, when dedicat-
ing the heap of tamales to all t.he gods, makes use of a wand, which he holds in

his right hand while uttering

-. te;-- m~~~~saeand withadr)whichhcar-

Fig.46(;a)276.Sadas f ncen Pttrn (enth 2 c p)umed alongsday ofi,yithegoenr

isdplaced withorthanientandoare
allmadfrmte sme ateialas hencintofnes,-the therv FredBain-wood.
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SANDALS. -On the same occasion the shaman wears on his feet sandals of
the ancient pattern, wrhich are worn only at ceremonials, ox-hide sandals having

Av entirely taken their place. At the feast of hi'kuli, too, the same cere-
,4} monial sandals are used by the shamans. We give here illustrations

XD of tw'o patterns (Figs. 246, 247) more or less carefully executed,
',t- both being for the left foot. The specimens were taken from the
'it> temple of Guayavas, near the pueblo of San Andre's. They are made
;..LU,@t from twine of palm-leaves, plaited so as to form a matting somewhat
i âiks resembling in shape the sole of the foot. They are furnished with
?§;}8;t lacings of the same material, and both have the single-toe string.

'SR ~~SCEPTRES.-At the same feast a kind of straw sceptre (ipii'tsa)
¢,+ is carried by the male dancers (Fig. 248). It is made of pieces of
¢ coarse grass 45 cm. to 50 cm. long, tied together round a ball of oak-
1t%" leaves. Below the ball of leaves they
|ii; are brought together so as- to form a
t ~handle. The flower-spikes have been

h ~~~bject a peculiar appearance. The 8j

011Ift twiiines of bark-fibre in the manner Niy,5w
!1lS11showln in the illustration. The straws PWl/1~ ~ rfrlil|l}\- om a grass the seeds of which , |j

]~ ~~r the
11111|1 favorite food of the turkey ; l 1

k 141Wand the leaves composing the ball are 1

1$12|IigI:gD from the big-leaved oak. After the 9%
Rlli81ll0gll feast the sceptres are burned.

RlRII1I£FI!!IZA'PA.-At this feast also, cer- 1 !

XjliaWll/ tain sticks called za'pa ar"ecarried in 1 111 ~the hand. They consist of a single f110

agtX
piece of wood, pointed at one end.

||i

j The upper end iS CUt off even, and !1
g ~decorated with spirals or bands of || 1l
W ~paint. According to the Indians, W11
; ~~they are dedicated to different gods. 1 2

'1ellli These ceremonial objects, which are Il

0g1lO not used on the western -side of. the X
river, are very rarely 's-een in the god-~~houses. In my collection there are i-4-Fg2o

@ ~~~three of them. One (Fig. 249), proba- 34.5icm.3247 cm))'20(g) ap-(eg
Fig. 248 (). bly from the god-house of Elder

cm.5tre.(egh8 Brother in Teaka'ta, is decorated with a spiral in blue and light
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brown, -and is called zalpa yoa'wi [blue]. A hawk-feather is attached to its top.
Another one, which is of similar appearance only slightly smaller, is from the god-
house of the Corn Mother in Ti&aka'ta, and is adorned with a yellow spiral.
It is called za'pa ruleA'm6 [red]. There are indications that a feather was once
attached to this in the same way as to the other za'pa.

At the feast, the young men who serve the food with much yelling, carry
such an objeti their hands. After the feast is over, these zalpa are deposited
in some god-house, together with-ceremonial arrows. As to their meaning, it
seems that they are connected chiefly with rain-mak'ing. The last-mentioned
zalpa, to speak like the Indians, " is of water, atid remains with water; " that
is, with the Corn Mother. It is certain that th-e purpose of depositing them in
the, god-houses after the feast is to produce rain.

In Fig. 250 is seen a za'pa, found in the god-house of Ka'tsi in Teaka'ta,
which serves the additional purpose of a prayer for luck in handiwork. A votive
woollen scrap, woven for the purpose, is tied to the top, and expresses a prayer
for luck in making'a blanket. On the wood are bands of blue paint (cf. F,ig. I 86).

BANNERETS.-

b /i ~~~~~~~Connected with the
A, feast of tamales de

4 ~~~mazz crudo is a cere-
> , 1^.1: \ ~~~monial race, per-

@ , : 0 ~~~~~~~~menand women in
,t t .} < separate groups. The

= >--0*ii <X\ ~~~~~~goaliS a shaman's
t i$4s X ~~plume some distance

007iZe , °~~~ffin a tree; and
l
Y ~~~~~~~~~every one of the run-

0 ~~ners, on coming back,
pierces with a stiff

S ~~piece of straw a cer-

ID 11 ~~~~~~~emonial animal made
l ~~~ofwa've, anid gives it

|1ll ~pal men to eat. The
Fig.,25I, Fig. 252. little aniinals are tur-
Fig. 251 ( )-Banneret of Men. (23 cm. X 7.5 cm-)
Fig. 252 (^.Banneret of Women. (i6.sc.X5c. keys, deer, etc. The

race is managed by
two men, one in charge of. the men, and the other in charge of the women.
The former carries in his hand a kind of banneret called matsa'weli or matsa'we
(Fig. 25I), and the latter carries a similar one called kwi's (Fig. 252). The
specimens figured were obtained at the feast given in the temple of San Jose'.
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The banneret of the men (Fig. 25I) iS made of two pieces of bamboo
bent over at several equidistant places. Around the middle of these jointed
sections a strip of palm-leaf is loosely wound, which keeps them together. A
simple matting is thus formed, which is attached by the same strip of palm-leaf
to the top of a long bamboo stick.

The other banneret (Fig. 252) is made somewhat more carefully.. It con-
sists of fiv'e pieces of split bamboo placed together lengthwise, and tied at both
ends by thin strips of palm-leaf so as to form a kind of matting. Like the pre-
ceding, the matting is tied to the top of a long bamboo stick in the manner
shown in the illustration.

The men who carry the banners keep waving them from side to side, and
follow behind the 'runners in order that none may lag behind or fall, but that all
may reach the goal. In Santa Catarina the women do not take part in the race.

SEA-SHELLS.-At the same feast, but only on the eastern side of the river,
sea-shells are employed as a kind of musical instrument. When the heap of
tamales is dedicated to the gods by the shamans, some of the
people are appointed to blow into such shells five times in the
daytime and five times at night. This is done as a signal to all
the gods. After the feast the shells are carried to Mesa del Nayarit, i mJ
where they remain through the wet season, to be afterwards
brought back again for the next feast of the same kind. They
are kept in Mesa del Nayarit in a god-house. According to tra- %
dition, the Chichimecas brought them first from that part of the -ShFi, (2yg t 4 Se)a
coast where San Blas iS to-day M.

I was not able to procure any shell that had actually been used at the feast.
The one reproduced in Fig. 253 is, according to my informants, smaller than
those. I found it in the god-house of the Sun (Tayau') in Teaka'ta. Its scien-
tific name is Murex (Phyllonalus) radix Gmelin, and it is from the South
Pacific Ocean, west coast of America. In Huichol it is called ku'ra. When I
wanted to buy it, my request was at first absolutely refused by the man who had
deposited it, who happened to be one of my party. Although left some years
ago, it still remained to him a valuable prayer for life. Money and persuasion at
last tempted him to part with it. Through the acquirement of this specimen,
which is the only one I have seen in the god-houses, I learned of the interesting
custom of blowing into shells just related. The natural markings on this shell
symbolize to the Huichols grains of corn and water.

CLOWN'S PARAPHERNALIA.- Peculiar to certain rain-making feasts are a
stick and a dried armad'illo, which form the paraphernalia of the clown.
This person, called in Huichol Sikwai'ki, appears at such feasts in the greater
part of the country. However, he is not met with in Santa Catarina. While
the clowns are very funny, they are also great ' botherations,' the Indians the're
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say. I am told that in San Sebastian the appearance of the clown is very gen-
eral, and he also appears at the Christian feasts. An-iong the C'oras the clown is
called Raya'katid' (Sp. Viejo de davnza).

The stick seen in Fig. 254, which was secured at the feast in the temple of
Guayavas near San Andre's, has a kind of rattle tied to its'head. The rattle is a

piece of the small intestines of an ox, about I5 cm. long, the ends of which are
tied up to' form an inflated bag, in which a few pebbles are placed."

The dried armadillo (ru'ya) pictured in Fig. 255 was
/ ) ~~~~securedi h eml fOoa It is a specimen of the
/ S>t ~~~ordinary kind ( Talusia novemcincia Linn.), from which the

' ~~~~bones and intestines have been removed ; the front part
j )7 ~has been partially sewed up again. The animal hangs
4 g ~~down at one side of the clown, being suspended in a hori-
,y ~~zontal position by a loop which passes over h-is shoulder.
F ~~The loop is a strong twine made of'strips of palm-leaf.

f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ?

Fig. 5 (z%a). Clown's tStick.
bLnt, I. . 'ig. 2si( Ba6 Dried Armadillo. (LJelg,th, 70 (:m.

The clown carries the stick in his hand, grasping it about halfway down, and
he is frequently seen shaking it. At night he prevents people from sleeping by
shaking 'it near their ears and gently hooking on to their clothes with its crooked
end. The para'phernalia of the clown belong to the underworld, the stick being
that of Grandmother Growth (see p. 5I), and the underground animal being
her husband, Nagru'.

GIRDLES.-As has been alluded to before (p. I56), at a fea-st of green
squashes, girdles of ancient pattern are hung in a row next to the ceremonial
arosand squashes, on the altar erected outside of the temple. Their native

name is ravela'ruri, while that of the ordinary girdle is xuaya'me. I secured six
of thwese from the temple of Guayavas, near San Andre's. The material is m-ai-nly
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twine of a light brown ixtle interwoven in longitudinal stripes with yarn, which
in three of the specimens is black, and in the other three red, blue, yellow, or

even violet or green. They vary in length from 70 cm. to I m. or more, and in
width fromz I.5 cm. to 3.3 cm. These specimens, which I found stored in the
temple, are the only ones I have come across. They are not used in the neigh-
borhood of Santa Catarina. At the temple of Pochotita, for instance, a large
'eye' serves the game purpose ; namely, to embody prayers for life and rain.

FLOWER-WREATHS.- AT th'is and at certain other feasts the women may be
seen wearing on their heads wreaths of two different kinds, -one made from red
flowers, atid another fronm yello'w flowers.

ionPocotitaatthe receptionofb thee

hid-huliseers on theirtoons.romth

WrahIfeihrknno lwrFig. 256is%seeatonfRcEeratigso(im.e2dc.

ofterted fevrastin flowhihters haebeTsd,ivrheyareketithprve
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home are able to follow the movements of the travellers, and by their prayers
aid them to make a. safe journey. The hi'kuli-seekers, on their side, are, so to
speak, kept in touch with the people at home.

the~~~~~~~~~~~~XgrysureTSirsnyazessAln,wihi clelk' hsaia

igs 257 Huichol Caendr.o-godstof stheing, hlg,wo eeddteSu gish

STUFFEDANIaLoswh were inimicaljtourehim andfothe counftibryh Togerether

'with the gigantic woodpecker, it helped the Sun to set on that day. In accord-
ance with its diurnal habits, it is believed to be the Sun's companion, and is
supposed to know more than other animals, hiding nuts and findi'ng them again.
It is considered as the 'cotton' of Grandfather Fire ( Tate'vali Kupuriei'ya).
Stuffed specimens of. this animal may be met with in t'he god-houses and in the
temple, as well as at the hi'kuli feasts.

The specimen shown in Fig. 258 was kept in the temple of Ratontita at
the feast of hi'kuli, where it:was being used. It has been so prepared that it sits
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in an upright position, the hind-feet being turned in, suggesting the posture of a

squatting Indian with legs crossed. The fore-paws are held kangaroo-fashion.
It was skinned by being opened only from the mouth down to the breast, and all
the bones were taken out except those of the paws. It is fairly well stuffed with
straw, and the incision has been well sewed up again. A piece of red textile has
been put into the mouth as well as in the eyes. The body is partly enveloped in
a piece of yellow newspaper, which is bound round with crewel, as well as with a
bark-fibre that runs round the middle of the body and at the same time keeps the
tail in an upright pos'it'ion along the back. Three feathers are bound by the
same fibre to the left side of the body. One. is from a macawv, and the other two
are from a certain crane that lives on the west coast of Mexico. 'Round its neck,
two wing-covers of a large green shining beetle are tied by means of a twine of
ixtle. Two small reddish-colored clay birds are also attached to it,-one round
the neck, and one' over the stomach; these were bought from Mexican stores, and
are the usual toys of children. A large metal crucifix, which the owner retained,
hung over the belly of the animal, and formed one of its conspicuous ornaments.

Another specimen which I found stuffed in a crouching position was sitting
on a-drum in the god-house of the temple of Ocota. Between its fore-paws had
been tied a paper match-box of the ordinary kind sold in Mexico. It was spread
open, and was supposed to be the squirrel's book, which had been presented to it
by the Sun.

Another hero-god that is also found stuffed at the feast of hi'kuli is the
smalstipe sknk pilogale, the spce being unknown. The animal is called

in Huichol upi'ts. It livres under ground, is of nocturnal habits, and difficult to
procure. On the one specimen which I secured in Ratontita, and which is the
only one I have seen in use, a paper flower is attached to the mouth, another one
.to the left fore-paw by a thin copper wire, and a third one covers the anus. At
the hi'kuli feast at Ratontita, which I attended, 'a specimen of this animal and
-one of a gray squirrel were placed in a corner of the danc'ing-place, both being
.tied to sticks planted in t'he ground, to keep them in an upright position. A fire
was made in front of them, and kept burning during the feast. Two jars were
standing near by,- one containing native beer; the other, water brought from
the hi'kuli country, with which the people had first been blessed, and in which
the shaman's sacrificial stick remained throughout the feast.

I have found stuffed animals used only in the souitheastern part of the
country, where I also saw a kind of rat stuffed for ceremonial purposes. On the
western side of the river, as well as in Guadalupe Ocotan, they are not used.

COCOON NECKLACE.-With the gray squirrel is connected a string of cocoons
of the moth Allacus orizaba Westwood ( fouind from Mexico to the Isthmus of
Panama). The specimen shown in Fig. 259 contains seven cocoons, silver gray
-in, color, and from 5 cm. to 9 cm. Iong. They were brought by the Huichols
from the hi'kuli country, and are tied by their upper ends to a string of ixtle.
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The string with its cocoons is called ku'tsi, and is put round the neck of a stuffed
gray squirrel. These cocoons, which are those of a -night animal,- their beds, in

which they sleep before coming to life again,Ag g ~~~~~-are supposed to be the dreams of the gray

TOBACCO-GOURDS. -The tobacco-gourd
j /X>B (ya'kwai) iS a most necessary part of the hi'-^i<; s 9

kuli-seeker's outfit. He is seen carrying affi7 ---J zgdozen or more of them. The specimens PiC-
t>>i l>i v ~~tured (Figs. 260-263) were obtained in San

t) 0,| ~~ndre's and Santa Catarina'. They are made
t < i,; ~~from gourds raised for the purpose, and those); X ~~~with many excrescences (Fig. 263) are consid-

- i i w ~~ered the most valuable ones. A round open-
/

, X X g ~~ing is made in the top of the gourd, and it/t \ ~~~~~~is furnished with a stopper cut from another
gourd or from wood, or sometimes a corn-cob

Fig. 259(g«) Necklacemade from Cocoons. (Nat. size.) iS substituted for it. The stopper is attached
by a twinie of ixtle to the twine by which the

gourd is carried about. This latter twine is strung through two holes on oppo-
site sides of the gourd, knots on the end-s preventing it from slipping through.

Tobacco, also called ya'kwa'i, 'is carried in one or more of the numerous

tobacco-gourds which a hi'kuli-seeker always wears. The shaman is never seen

without carrying one or two, even if' empty. During the long time of prepara-
tion for the hi'kuli feast, as well as at the feast, the hi'kuli-seekers adorn thei-n
with designs in yellow coloring-matter, which was brought from the country of the
plant. All tobacco-gourds are dedicated to Grandfather Fire, and the signifi-
cance of the designs should be considered in that light.

In the Huichol conception, tobacco-gourds, as-well as all ceremonial orna-

ments, were alive in ancient times; and, to use the expression of my informant,
they are alive yet, although they are only semblances of the originals. Tobacco-
gourds were and are serpents, and the sacred package (Fig. 266) inside the
gourd is the heart of the serpent. The serpent was the messenger of the fire;
but after the world was put into shape, it remained as a tobacco-gourd, and
every time the stopper is removed, the Indian hears in the squeaking noise the
hissing of the reptile.

In Fig. 260are seen figures of two deer and one dog. The dots repre-
sent, as usual, corn.

Fig. 26 I shows two 'starlike flowers called toto'. The irregular zigazacgs
probably denote clouds, and the spots corn..

In Fig. 262 iS seen a ' bed' of the god of fire (Tate'vali italiailya), with
four plumes of his eagle attached to it. The dots signify corn.
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In Fig. 264 is seen a tobacco-gourd enclosed entirely in a scrotum of a deer.
The stopper to this is a corn-cob.

i'&2X>e~~~~C e
6 C0

Fig. 26o. Fig. 26i.

Fig.monial262.oses Fig..264..This 2l63f

ceremonialpurposes (Fig. 26)Fhiieuiflltleg.d whchi6 frise

IgI
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with a short string, is from Santa Catarina. It is ornamented at four diametrically
opposite points with coils made of strings of green, yellow, and white beads, each

coil representing a 'face' of Elder Brother (Tama'ts Pa'lik6
Tamoye'ki neali'ka). It was'placed on the altar of the god-
house of the hunter, together with ceremonial arrows and
votive bowls, and expresses a prayer for the death of the
deer.

SACRED TOBACCO.- The hi'kuli-seeker carries inside of
one of his tobacco-gourds filled with tobacco a diminutive
package of sacred tobacco (Fig. 266).
This small quantity of tobacco, which is
given by the captain to every one while
on the road, is enclosed in a wrapping of ofSacredbTobacco. Package
corn-husk, and looks like a small lamal.
Like tobacco and the tobacco-gourd, it is called ya'kwai.
Any one who carries this sacred package is under strict cere-
monial regulations. The hi'kuli-seekers walk in a certain

- N order, which must never be broken, nor must any private
Xe , person pass in front of one who carries ya'kwai. These and

further restrictions, which include the separation of husband
¾~ ~ and wife, and forbid bathing and the eating of salt, all come

-Fig. 26g (r1). Ceremonial to an end when the ya'kwai is burned at the feast of
Tobacco-ourd. (Height,4.scm.) h

HATS. - The hi'kuli-seekers are always seen with plumes stuck on their home-
made straw hats, often in great profusion. In the collection is one hat the brim
of which is entirely covered with tail-feathers of the turkey, the quills having'.4~~~~~~~~~Z

Fig. 267 (4,6I). Hi'kuli-Seeker's Hat. (Diam., from brim to brim, 45.5 cm.)

been attached to a string tied round the crown. In Fig. 267 is seen one adorned
with tails of the gray squirrel. Round the crown are tied a hair-ribbon and an
anklet of beads.
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The symbolic designs of the cross, each consisting of two pieces of red flannel
sewed to the hat, are decorations common to all hats.

FEATHER ORNAMENT. - At the feasi
irau'li is largely used (Fig. 268). It consi
attached to a cord of ixtle tied round it
to make a kind of prolongation of the q

generally in great profu-
sion, together with the usual
feathers of --the hawk, eagle,
etc. Sometimes, as we have
seen, they are tied to cere-
monial arrows and to chairs,
and they express prayers for
life. They may also be seen

? tied to the hat at other
feasts, for instance those-for
~making rain, and used in

mnuch the same way as flow-
ers.

t of hi'kuli a feather ornament called
ists of a small wing-feather of a parrot,
ts quill. The ixtle is sufficiently stiff
uill. Such feathers are tied to a hat

SERPENT STICKS. - On \i1I
the occasion of the feast, the

Frtow m dancers, both men and wo- lg
(gh of feather, i' men, carry certain decorated 014p

bamboo sticks called iwa- y, I~
i'tsa (in San Andres, i'tsu). The sticks
are held in an u'pright position, resting
against the shoulder. In Figs. 269-272 M
are seen four of these sticks, selected as fit
representatives from a collection of thir-
teen which were found in the god-house M ffd
close to the temple of Guayavas, as well ';'
as in the temple of Ocota. The decora- Fig. 269. Fig. 270. Fig. 27!. Fig. 272.
tions consist of shallow carvings made with leFig; 269,270,271,272 (-'j5). Serpent Sticks. (Average total

legh,i.i m.;tikes .5-2.5 CM.)

a knife, and smeared with burnt grass of a
certain kind mentioned on p. 35. In two specimens from Ocota they are painted
with indigo.

These sticks all represent the serpent Ha'tsi, which is supposed to have once
been Great-grandfather Deer-Tail (p. 35). Although the markings, which repre-
sent those of the serpent, vary considerably, they may, on close examination, well
be reduced to one common form, the clearest representation of which is seen
in Fig. 27i. Each of these markings, on the live snake as well as on its symbol,
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represents a butterfly (kupi'ts), the symbol of summer and rain. The zigzag lines
represent the tail of the serpent. To judge from these zigzag lines, which
universally indicate the rattle of the rattlesnake (see, for instance, similar carvings
on tobacco-gourds and flutes), the serpent must b.e a kind of rattlesnake. In a
conventional way the zigzags have often been put at both ends, and in one
instance in the middle, of the sticks.

Thus in the dance of hi'kuli we have a veritable representation of a ' serpent
dance,' the performers carrying in their hands conventionalized representations
of rattlesnakes.

DEER-TAILS. -The male dancers at the hi'kuli dance carry in one hand
ai deer-tail (ma'ra kwa'ri). The bones of the tail have been removed by pulling
the skin off without cutting it, and a stick has been inserted instead, to keep the

tail stiff, and at the same time
serve as a handle. While dan-
cing, the men thrust the deer-tails

y<g out in different directions, sug-
gesting the presence of the deer
nnthemselves. They are frequently
found in the god-houses and sa-
cred caves. The specimen here
pictured (Fig. 273) is from the
god-hiouse of Elder Brother, near

4the temple of Guayavas.
featCOMBS.-iThe dancers carry Fig 575.
attached to their girdles combs,
called matsi'kyu, or, more com- F
pletely, Tato'tsi Ma'ra Kwa'ria
matsikyu'ya, because they are
dedicated to Great-grandfather
Deer-Tail. The specimen seen

Fig 27 (gs) Deer- .
Til ofBEde rm .274the at the(Length, 35 cm.)Brte,i Fiwa prc e tthj

feast of hi'kuli at Ratontita. The /
material fromwhiich these combs are made is.
the fibre of -a small species of century-plant, called Fig 274
in Spanish lechuguilla. I have no doubt that it Figs) 274(,,) 275 (Tiki) C'ombs. (Length, 25 and

also grows in the Huichol country, as it is a
plant commonl'y seen through the moderately warm countriles of Mexico. The
mode of manufacture of this object, which looks much like a small whisk broom,
is evident from the illustration'. The handle is made by tying the 'whisks'
around with a twinie of ixtle. In its windings the twine is made to pass under
small bunches of the fibres in such a way as to form designs of the butterfly, the

I.94
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same as seen on the serpent sticks (Fig. 27I). An end of the twine is left free
for attachment. The twine, and the tips of the comb, are colored with Brazil-
wood dye. The combs vary in length from I I cm. to 25 cm.

Fig. 275 shows another comb, in which the ornamentation produced by the
windings represents the same design, butterflies.

After the feast is over, the people- no doubt to their mind ' new people'-
comb their hair with these combs, which are used for one year, that is to say, until
the next hi'kuli feast.



X.-FACIAIL PAINTINGS.

The hi'kuli-seekers, during the months of preparation for the feast, -as well as
at the feast, paint their faces with various designs in yellow. Both the root from
which the coloring-matter is obtained (p. 25) and the piece of stone on which it
is rubbed are brought from the country of the hi'kuli. The paint is applied
with a straw ; and each man adorns himself by the aid of- a mirror, or two may
help each other in turns, both squatting during the operation. I have seen faces
being painted both at the feast given on the return of the hi'kuli-seekers to their
country and at the great feast itself. On the former occasion the painting was
done at sunset, and on the latter in the middle of the day, when the dance,
which had begun a little before midnight, was about half finished. When
arriving at the temple on their return, not only do all members of the party have
their faces painted, but the legs of the mules that carry the loads of hi'kuli are
ornamented with similar designs. Also tobacco-gourds, a necessary part of their
outfit, are, as we have seen, constantly kept adorned with designs of the same
character. During the time of preparation for the feast the painting is done in
accordance with the inclination of the individual or the dictates of the leading
man, but without any regularity. Sometimes fresh designs are put on every day,
and again they may be omitted for a week or more. The hi'kuli-seekers' wives
also have their faces painted, the women being as expert in the art as the men.

As we have seen, the hi'kuli cult is intimately connected with the worship of
the god of fire, who, on account of the imposed taboos (p. I8) keeps the seekers
as ' prisoners' until the feast has been observed. Although the paintings are all
made in yellow, the color of fire, they represent the faces of several gods, or
more probably of all the gods.

Facial paintings are called u'ra (' spark'). A more complete name is u'ram
[spark] ta'rai [yellow root, namely, that of the hi'kuli country]. The same names
are applied to the decorations on the tobacco-gourds and to those on the mules.

During my last stay among the Huichols, in order to discover if possible the
meaning of these designs, I. had two different shamans make some for me. I
drew faces of natural size on a paper, and gave a number of them to each of
my friends to adorn in their own way, - as many as they could be induced to
make. The result is given in Figs. 276-278. As will be seen, there is a differ-
ence in the technique of the two series, the best executed designs (Figs. 276, a,
c-f; 277, b-e ; 278, a, c, f) having been made by the younger shanman assisted
by his wife; but the others are equally interesting.

It is seldom that facial paintings are as elaborate as most of those presented,
much depending on the artistic ability of the man. Even a few scattered daubs
on the face may sometimes serve the purpose; but on festive occasions every-
body does his best to turn out a fine painting. The most common patterns used
are those representing hi'kuli, flowers, clouds, and corn. These will easily be
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FIG. 276. FACIAL PAINTINGS

a b, Of Grandfather Fire; c, Of Great-grandfather Deer-Tail; d, Of Father Sun; e, Of the Setting Sun; A, Of Elder Brother.
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recognized i-n the illustrations, which, in their general characteristics, give a good
idea of the actual paintings.

I. FACE-PAINTING OF GRANDFATHER FIRE (Tate'vali Nealikai'ya Urai'ya),
Fig. 276, a. -The three circular figures on the forehead are pictures of hi'kuli,
which plant, growing on a level with the ground, presents a somewhat similar
appearance when viewed from above (cf. Fig. 2). As we have seen, hi'kuli
may be considered as the votive bowl of different gods: therefore such a design
as this also represents a votive bowl, and it is worthy of note that such repre-
sentations of hi'kuli bear an unmistakable resemblance to the netted shield
(see Figs. 276, d, f,. 277, a). The descending parallel lines on the cheeks are
tail-feathers of the royal eagle (W'lika kwa'ri), and those below are raindrops
(wita'li). The serpentine lines on the nose and chin are representations of the
fire-serpent Sipuli ki'a. The small crosses are sparks. The two men are repre-
sentations of the god of fire himself, and all the rest of the paintings are phases
of the fire.

2. FACE-PAINTING OF GRANDFATHER FIRE (Fig. 276, b).- On each cheek is
a back-shield or 'bed' (Tate'vali na'ma italie'ya). The one on the right cheek
has the following meaning: The curved lines are eagle-plumes of the god of fire
(Tate'vali Ve'lika moye'li); the longitudinal parallel lines are the 'bed' of
Grandfather Fire (Tate'vali italie'ya); and the short horizontal lines emanating
from the innermost longitudinal litne are ears of corn. The back-shield on the
left cheek is more complete, being carried out in greater detail, so as to resemble
the real back-shield, and it has the same meaning. Above the forehead, as well
as on each side of the face, are five representations of a serpent called Kowivyo'.
It is blue and yellow, and in the Indian conception is seen above the rainstorms
when the latter are approaching. The two crosses are spa,rks, and the dots corn.

.3. FACE-PAINTING OF GREAT-GRANDFATHER DEER-TAIL (Tato'tsi Ma'ra
Kwa'ri Nealikai'ya Urai'ya), Fig. 276, c.- The barbed lines' on top, sides, and
chin are clouds (hai). On the cheeks and nose is a picture of corn-fields, the
barbed longitudinal lines on the sides showing the boundaries of the fields.
Between the boundaries are ears of corn, indicated by spots.

4. FACE-PAINTING OF FATHER SUN (Tayau' Nealikai'ya Urai'ya), Fig. 276,
d.- Over the forehead are two red-tailed hawks, a female on the right side
of the face, a male on the left. side. Next to each- is a serpent, and between
the serpents a row of clouds. On each side of the face are three figures repre-
senting hi'kuli, underneath which are raindrops (wita'li). On each cheek is a
front-shield or face, representing the Sun himself (Tayau' neali'ka). On the chin
is a row of burning candles (kati'la, Sp. vela), above which on either side are
clouds. The custom of burning candles has of course been introduced through
the influence of the Catholic Church.

5. FACE-PAINTING OF THE SETTING SUN (Sakaimo'ka Nealikai'ya Urai'ya),
Fig. 276, e.-The square on the nose is the earth (kwi'atsa). From it springs

X By a 'barbed line' I mean a line set with square teeth either on one side or on both sides.
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a, Of Elder Brother Wa!kuli; b, e, Of the Corn Mother; d, Of Mother East-Water; e, Of Mother West-Water; /, Of Mother Ha Ulli'ma.
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forth over the forehead the squash-vine with its squashes (the dots) and flowers
(the barbed edge). On each cheek is a heap of ears of corn in the harvest time.
On the chin are barbed lines representing clouds (hai).

6. FACE-PAINTING OF ELDER BROTHER (Tama'ts Pa'likd Tamoye'k1 Nea-
likai'ya Urai'ya), Fig. 276, f.-On each cheek is a hi'kuli. On the chin is a row
of burning candles such as are placed when the Indians go out hunting deer. The
three remaining figures on the face are arrows. On the forehead is a male deer in a
snare which has been tied to a tree. Down on the right are two dogs in pursuit
of it. In front of the captured deer is an open snare placed between two sticks and
tied to a tree, ready for use. A roe chased by a dog is running into it. The
vertical lines on the right represent rain (wita'li).

7. FACE-PAINTING OF ELDER BROTHER WA'KULI (Tamalts Wa'kuli Nea-
likai'ya Urai'ya), Fig. 277, a.-This god is probably an impersonation of Elder
Brother. On the cheeks are pictures of hi'kuli. Below the mouth, and extend-
ing up on both sides of it, is a design representing the vine ha'pani. The dots
signify corn. The designs all round the edge of the face and over the forehead,
as well as over the nose, are ornamental, and called sika'li.

8. FACE-PAINTING OF THE CORN MOTHER (Tate' Otegana'ka Nealikai'ya
Urai'ya), Fig. 277, b.-Down along the cheeks and over the mouth, as well as on
the nose and chin and round the edge of the face, are barbed lines which repre-
sent clouds (hai). On the cheeks are representations of hi'kuhi or votive bowls.
On the nose is a scroll design which I have termed 'freno' (cf Fig. 244, e). It
is one of the most important ornamental designs, and frequently used. It is
derived from the clasping of hands, and here is a very interesting case where
the original meaning of the design is evident. The votive bowls on the cheeks
belong to different goddesses, the one on the right cheek being that of Ka'riwali
(Ka'riwali urai'ya nealikai'ya), and the one on the left that of the Corn Mother
(Tate' Otegana'ka urai'ya nealikai'ya). The two goddesses are sisters, or
perhaps impersonations of the same goddess, and their identity is symbolized
by the ' freno' design over the nose. The three S-shaped, barbed figures on
the chin are certain small animals said to be caterpillars (called in Spanish gusano
and in Huichol kwi'ster), which live on the trees in the wet season, boring under
the bark. The descending lines on either side of the chin are raindrops.

9. FACE-PAINTING OF THE CORN MOTHER (Fig. 277, c).- On each cheek,
next to the nose, is the hi'kuli of fire, while farther back on either cheek is the
hi'kuli of corn. The former are votive bowls of Grandfather Fire, and the latter
those of the Corn Mother. . On the nose are clouds (hai). On the chin is a
squash-vine with three squashes. Across the forehead are three rows of clouds
(hai), and on the middle of it two coiled serpents (Hai'ku) with heads facing each
other. The result of the clouds is seen in the descending rain, and the grains of
corn below it.

IO. FACE-PAINTING OF MOTHER EAST-WATER (Tate' Naaliwa'mi Nealikai'ya
Urai'ya), Fig 277, d. The face is covered with serpents, or, which is the same
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FIG. 278. FACIAL PAINTINGS

a b Of Young Mother Eagle c, Of Rutu'li Iwia'kami; d, Of Young Mother Wa'ra; e, Of Mother North-Water; /, Of the Singing Shaman,
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thing, the picture of a rainstorm (nonalite'r). A few grains of corn are scattered
among the serpents. The barbed lines are clouds (hai). However, the inner
row of barbs depending from the outer barbed line represents rain (wita'li).

i I. FACE-PAINTING OF MOTHER WEST-WATER (Tate' Kyewimo'ka Neali-
kai'ya Urai'ya), Fig. 277, e. - The partly barbed curved lines on the cheek are
tail-feathers of the hawk Piwa'mi attached to the 'bed' of the Mother, indicated
as usual by the longitudinal parallel lines. On the nose is a serpent (Hai'ku)
with three grains of corn near it, and surrounded above and below by clouds (hai).
On the chin is a similar serpent. All the barbed lines are clouds, and the dots
corn. The serpentine line and the straight line in the outline of the face are
indicative of trees sprouting.

I 2. FACE-PAINTING OF MOTHER HA ULI'MA (Tate' Ha Uli'ma Nealikai'ya
Urai'ya), Fig. 277, f. -' Ha' means 'water.' Which one of the rain Mothers
this is, is difficult to say, but it is one in the west. On each cheek is a front-
shield. On either side of the nose is a back-shield or 'bed ' with plumes attached.
Above the eyebrows is the maize-plant (iku' e&tsi). The figure between the
eyebrows is a god-house. The star-like figures scattered everywhere represent
the flower toto' (more correctly, toto' sikuta'mi, p. 65).

13. FACE-PAINTING OF YOUNG MOTHER EAGLE (Tate' Ve'lika Uima'li Nea-
likai'ya Urai'ya), Fig. 278, a. - On the nose as well as on the forehead and on the
sides of the face, is the vine ha'pani. On each cheek is a flower of the same
plant (ha'pani rutu'li), which is white, red, and yellow. On the chin are figures
representing clouds, green corn, and sugarcane.

I4. FACE-PAINTING OF YOUNG MOTHER EAGLE (Fig. 278, b).--On each
cheek is a representation of the eagle in front view. On the border of the right
cheek, as well as on the chin, are six deer (five male, and one female) and a dog.
Along the forehead are six bluejays, or, as the Indians expressed it, 'jay plumes'
(wa moye'li).

I5. FACE-PAINTING OF RUTU'LI IWIA'KAMI (Rutu'li Iwia'kami Nealikai'ya
Urai'ya), Fig. 278, c. - Rutu'li Iwia'kami ('flower skirt') is the sister of Young
Mother Eagle, and is considered identical with her. The barbed lines on each
side of the face are bamboo reeds (ha'ka), from which arrows are made, and
the same meaning is attached to the rest of the barbed lines. The barbed
S-shaped figures are the roots of the bamboo-plant (ha'ka nana'li). Round the
mouth is the representation of the root of a vine which grows in the wet season,
and which is found among the roots of the ha'ka. On either cheek is a picture of
a flower, Rutu'li Iwia'kami, the name of the goddess as well. Four venomous ser-
pents of a species called Mosia'ka are represented. This serpent is about two
feet long, and found in the hot country (Tierra Caliente).

i6. FACE-PAINTING OF YOUNG MOTHER WA'RA (Tate' Wa'ra Uima'li Nea-
likai'ya Urai'ya), Fig. 278, d. -The name,alludes to the Virgin Mary as patron
saint of Mexico, called 'Guadalupe,' and is another impersonation of Young
Mother Eagle above. On each cheek is a back-shield or 'bed' with plumes
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of the royal eagle attached. The descending lines inside the back-shield are
candles. The short lines emanating from it are corn. The four figures over the
left eye represent the flower toto', and the eight figures along the edge of the
face from- the chin upwards are called 'angel pictures' (ai'keli nealikai'ya).
The two children who perform at certain sacrificial feasts are called 'angels' or
'ai'keli' (see p. I 20, Fig. I 26, e). The design across the forehead, and extending
down on the right side of the face, represents the freno design first mentioned
under Fig. 244, e.

1 7. FACE-PAINTING OF MOTHER NORTH-WATER (Tate' Hau'tse Kupu'ri Nea-
likai'ya Urai'ya), Fig. 278, e. - On each cheek, as well as on one side of the chin,
is a front-shield. On the left side of the chin is a parrot with a large tail (totowi'
kwarie'ya). Above the mouth is a squash-plant (kuluku'r). The two rows
above the eyes are ears of corn, and the curved lines between the eyebrows are
ornamental.

I 8. FACE-PAINTING OF THE SINGING SHAMAN (Malea'kami Nealikai'ya
Urai'ya), Fig 278, All the lines indicate tracks (ha'ye), which run round a
corn-field, the latter represented by the dots (ears of corn). The tracks are
those of wind, rain, and water.
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XI.-MISCELLANEOUS SYMBOLIC OBJECTS.

Under this heading are included certain symbolic objects which it was not
possible to classify with those hitherto treated.

Fig. 279 shows a pipe of Grandmother Growth (Nakawe' yana'ya),- a piece
of bamboo one end of which is closed through a natural growth of the plant, the

piece having been cut off just
below one of the joints. It is
colored black, and has daubs of

Lenigth9 ( Representation of Grandmothey Growth's Pipe. white, brown, and red all over it. ii
ig-cm.; 2 cm.) About the middle --are two blue

beads, fastened by means of beeswax. This symbolic pipe, which the ;J

supplicant left filled with tobacco, was sacrificed to gain luck in rais-
ing tobacco. To-day among the Huichols only the hi'kulli-seekers use
pipes on `their journey. The name for these is osoya'na. The'bowl
is of clay, and the stem is a piece of bamboo reed.

Fig. 280 is a small carved stick of bamboo, called i'tsu, of the same C

kind, only diminutive in size, as those mentioned on p. I93. It was'
found in the god-house of Elder Brother, near the temple of Guayavas,
where it was deposited by a man who wished luck in making the sticks
used at the dance.

Fig. 28I shows *a diminutive drum of Elder Brother (Tania'ts Fig.2Bo( W.
Pa'lik6 Tamoye'ke te'po), from the same god-house. It is a cylindrical Serpent Stick.
piece of wood, one end of which is cut into the form of three legs. It is cm.)
adorned all over with variously colored glass beads, and was deposited by a
shaman who desired luck in making a drum.

There are in the collection six specimens of -such small drums, decorated with
glass beads or painting of some sort. One is dedicated to Grandmother Growth,

while two belong to Elder Brother, one to Mother West-
bi mil Water, and one to Ka'tsi. Some of them are made with

II ; yll$ql,Xl0four legs. The prayers expressed by the drums are in nmost
cases for luck in making real drums. One of
them embodies, besides, a prayer for rain and
for green corn. Another is a prayer for the
recovery of a sick child. One of the Elder
Brother drums (Fig. 282) expresses the prayer
of a shaman that he may not get tired of beat-

1 ig.282(1) Di-ing the drum. The t'op of this drum is dec- minutive Drum of
Fig. 28I (6 Diminutive Drum L o t d r i s e Elder Brother.

of ElderBrother. (Height 4.5cm.; orated with variously colored beads, which (Height, 3.5 cm.;
diam., 3.2 cm.) diam., 4.2 cm.)have been stuck on to four daubs of bees-
wax, each decorated daub signifying the heart of Elder Brother.

Fig. 283 shows one of a pair of sandals taken from the god-house of Elder
Brother, near the temple of Guayavas. They are the shaman's ceremonial sandals
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in diminutive size (p. I83). Such a pair is placed every five years in the god-
house, on behalf of a child who wants to become a singing shaman.

Often the small sandals are attached to arrows; and as the real sandals are
used at two feasts of the year, the prayers expressed by the diminutive sandal
vary. In one case a shaman prays that he may eat tamales at the feast of
tamales de mazz crudo; and, as that feast cannot come off without killing deer,

he indirectly asks for luck in killing deer. In another case
he asks for luck in singing at the same feast.

In Fig. 284 is a representation
of the tobacco-gourd of the hi'kuli-
seeker. It is a small piece of wood
carved into an oval shape. Through
a hole pierced longitudinally in it,
a string is passed to represent the

stri3ng of the real tobacco-gourd. On
opposite sides are small daubs of bees-
Wax, to which a few beads were evi-
dently once attached. This little
object had been deposited by a man
who raises the kind of squashes from

*,,Fir. ada)Dimn6utieha which tobacco-gourds are made; andman sSa2ndaL1 (Length, about 9cm.)bar;

the prayer expressed is that he may
succeed in raising squashes covered with many excrescences
or abnormal growths on the outside. This kind, as will
be remembered, is considered of muclh more value than
squashes with a smooth surface.

Stems of squashes, mentioned on p. I 72, are also depos-
ited at certain sacred praces for luck in raising squashes. I
have seen specimens in the cave of Mother West-Water, in
the little temple of Grandfather Fire in Teaka'ta, and in the
cave of Grandmother Growth. I was told that every suppli-
cant leaves five stems and burns five others in the middle of
the field which he makes ready for the planting of squashes.

Fig. 285 shows a stick of Brazil-wood called kalatsi'ki. Fig.g284.
Wodof HillJ1It was secured in the temple of Santa Catarina, where it Gourd. (Le

had been made by one of the officers of the temple in order representing
or Kalatsi'kd

to be taken later to the little temple of Grandfather Fire in greatest.widt'

Fig. 285.
t). Representations in
kuli-Seeker's Tobacco-
ngth, 2 cm.)
(A#i). Wood-Carving
Notched Deer-Bone

ci. (Length, 37 cm";
th,2 cm.)

Teaka'ta. It is flat, slightly curved sideways, and is notched on both edges for
more than half of its length, the rest of the stick serving as a handle. It symbol-
izes the notched deer-bone against which the shoulder-blade of the deer is
rubbed to produce a rattling accompaniment to the hunting-song. The noise is
supposed to be specially efficacious in decoying the deer into the snare: hence
a symbolic stick like this is deposited for luck in killing deer.
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I give here an illustration (Fig. 286, a) of the real kalatsi'ki, a metatarsal
bone of a deer, as well as the shoulder-blade (Fig. 286, b) with which it is rubbed,
also taken from a deer. The first-named bone is from the left side, and the
notches are made on the inner side; towards one
end the notches become shallow incisions. On
the shoulder-blade, which is taken from the right \V
side, are transverse incisions across the two long \
borders of the concave surface. When in use,
the shoulder-blade is held with the right hand i J
by the spine, and rubbed against the notched
bone held in the left hand. This rubbing of 2 i
bones accompanies the song in the house during
the entire night before the hunt, and singing 4
with a similar accompaniment is kept up for one
night after the return of the hunters. J

I learned, however, that a more important
instrument of accompaniment to the hunting- 4I2
song is the muisical bow, which is of the same
kind as that used by the Coras, and practically w
the same as the one found among the southern

Fig. 286 a ( flu) Notched Deer-Bone or Kalatsi'ki;Tepehuanes and the few neighboring Aztecs. b (l-f),The Shoulder-Blade with which a is rubbed.
(Length, 23 cm. and I6 cm.)

As the musical bow is at present attracting con-
siderable notice, it may be of interest to describe here the one found among these
latter tribes (Fig. 287). It is considerably longer, thicker, and narrower than the
ordinary bow. Among the Coras it exceeds the ordinary bow in length by about
30 cm.

Its necessary accessory is a resonator in the form of a large gourd, on top of
which it is placed. The gourd selected for the purpose is round, and compressed
from the ends. It rests on the ground with the neck turned upwards. A large
circular hole is carved out of the lower end, and a smaller hole is to be found on
the side. The bow, having been made taut, is placed on the gourd with its back

down, the middle part
resting on it. The sha-
man, who when playing is

- ~~~~~~~~~seatedQn a stool or a kind
of bench, keeps the bow

= steady by a cross- piece
of fat pine wood, which
he presses with one foot.

(LeFig. 287 (#I, -,-, 65). The Musical Bow of the Southern Tepehuanes and the Aztecs. This piece of wood, whichLnghof how, Im. 36.5 cm.; diam. of gourd, about 38 cm.)

is about 70 cm. long, 3 cm.
wide, and 2 cm. thick, has a transverse slit at one end, to fit the back of the bow,
over which it is placed. This tends to keep the bow more steady than the
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sandalled foot could do, the use of a stick also precluding any interference with the
resonance of the gourd. This custom prevails anmong the soutlhern Tepehuane
Indians and the neighboring Aztecs. The Coras, however, glue the back of the
bow solidly to the gourd, for the occasion, thus making one instrument of them.
They also place the gourd over a small excavation in the ground in order to
increase its reson-ance.

This musical bow is played by two thin round sticks of tough, heavy wood,
each about 40 cm. long. It produces a louid sound, resembling, at some distance,
that of the Huichol drum, yet with a rather pleasant mixture of the 'cello, more
apparent when near by.

The musical bow has the same name as the shooting bow, and is called by
the southern Tepehuanes, and' their neighbors the Aztecs, tawito'l. By the Coras
the name tunamo'ti is applied. The Huichols call it topi'. The gourd and the
playing-sticks, as well as the stick on which the foot is put, have their special
native names. In the Nahuatl (Mexicano) of that region the playing-sticks are
called otsu'l, and the stick with which the player keeps the bow from moving is
called kwa'wite. Among all these tribes, with the excep-
tion- of the Huichol, it is used at religious ceremonies,
when it takes the place of the drum of the latter tribe.
These facts settle beyond doubt the question recently
raised, whether or not there is a musical bow indigenous
to America. To deny its existence among the Coras and
their northern neighbors would be equivalent to doubting
the originality of the Huichol drum.

Among the Huichols the musical bow is rare, but I
heard of its use on the eastern side of the river. It is
beaten with two arrows,- one of Elder Brother, and an-
other of the Setting Sun. Probably the choice of accom-
paniment depends upon the decision of the shaman. The
notched bones or the bow are specially used at the time
before clearing the fields in the winter for the coming, year,
work on which cannot be commenced until a deer has been

Fig. 288 shows a bunch of six deer-hoofs called riku'a
(' rattling objects' or 'bells'), taken from the god-house of
Elder Brother. Each is attached to the end of a twine'
of bark-fibre in the following way: A hole is made longi- HFTi288 o(6ta). Bunch of Deer-H (Toa legth, about x8 cm.)

tudinally through the point of the hoof, the extreme point
being cut off for the purpose. Through this hole the twine is put, and a knot
is tied in it to prevent the hoof from slipping off. The six twines are tied together
at their ends. The bunch was deposited to obtain luck in hunting deer.

In Fig. 289 is seen a strip of deerskin, which is tied'round the ankle in
order to secure luck in hunting. The skin, apparently taken from the stomach
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of the animal, is cut into a rectangular form, with long narrow strips extending
from the corners of one of the short sides. To the opposite corners two red
woollen tassels are attached by yellow strings. Such ankle ornaments are not
in common use, but may be seen at the dance of the hi'kuli feast.

In the god-house of Elder Brother at Teaka'ta I found the skin of the

Fig. 290 CCow of Burnt Clay. (Length, 9.5 cm.)

Fig. 289 (65). Deerskin Anklet. (Total length, 72 cm.) Fig. 291 (SRj%). Cow of Beeswax. (Length, 8 cm.)

hawk Piwa'mi, left as a prayer for luck in killing birds. It was complete with
the exception of the wings, which were missing.

Fig.- 290 shows an image of burnt clay,-'representing a cow, which was
found in the cave of Grandmother Growth at Santa Catarina. On both sides it
is adorned with white beads on three daubs of -beeswax. It is a prayer for luck
in raising many large cattle. The same prayer is expressed by the cow repre-
sented in Fig. 29I. It was found deposited on the altar in the church of San
Andres. It is made of beeswax, and adorned all over with blue, white, and
black beads.

Finally it shoul'd be mentioned' that I have found diminutive jars of clay as
well as diminutive comales (cfj p. 78) deposited in the cave of Grandmother
Growth, near -Santa Catarina, as prayers for luck in the manufacture of large
utensils of the same kind.
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XII.-CONCLUSION.

From the symbolism of the Huichols it may be inferred that the main
thought of their prayers is food,- corn, beans, and squashes. Even in the hunt-
ing of the deer, the primary consideration is that the success of the chase means
good crops of corn. This is illustrated in the picture of the corn-plant on the
deer-snares shown in Fig. I9. The means of providing food is rain: therefore
most of the symbolic objects express, first of all prayers for rain, and then
prayers for health, good fortune, and long life. In many cases the supplicant
himself is represented on symbolic objects in the shape of a human figure or a
heart; but in others the god is thus depicted.

It seems probable that the act of sending a prayer to a god is symbolized by
attaching a representation of the prayer to an arrow. The direction which the
arrow is to take seems to be indicated by the painting of the rearshaft of the arrow,
which is symbolic of the deity. In other cases the prayer is directed to the
god by placing the symbolic object representing the prayer in the temple of the
deity or by tying it to his chair or placing it in his votive bowl.

In the preceding chapters the symbolic objects described have been classified
according to their form. In conclusion I will give a review of the prayers ex-
pressed by these objects and of the symbols utilized by this Indian tribe.

PRAYERS. - Speaking in a general way, arrows and back-shields seem to
convey mostly individual (or personal) prayers, while front-shields mostly serve
to convey tribal ones. 'Eyes' cover both purposes to an almost equal extent.

In regard to prayers, as in most cases of symbolism, we can trace a connection
between the object and the symbol expressing it, although often the two seem at
first glance to bear no relation to each other.

It is easy to understand how their chief prayer, that for rain, is embodied in
idols, in the mask, face, or eyes of the gods, and in rrocks and stones of odd shape,
as well as in symbolic representations of all the paraphernalia of the gods,
their arrows, front-shields, back-shields, staffs, and girdles. We also find it
expressed in reproductions of 'animals, and of various natural phenomena con-
nected with rain, such as the sea, clouds, lightning, and rivers; and, finally, even
in artificial objects associated with water, such as the ark of the Deluge Legend.

We also readily understand the relation of prayers for success in raising
corn, beans, and squashes, to arrows, front-shields, and disks, or to the back-
shields of the Mothers who created these plants, the object of the prayer often
being depicted on or attached to the symbol. Such prayers are also often found
applied in beadwork to chairs, stools, or votive bowls of the goddesses, or painted
on these objects. Sometimes real kernels of corn are fastened to the inside of a
votive bowl, and dried stems of squashes are deposited in the god-houses, to
convey the same idea, The ceremonial objects which express prayers for rain
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and bountiful crops are also used to implore the gods to grant, what to the
Indian is next in importance, health and long life. But there are, besides, some
special symbols that pray for these blessings, as, for instance, small bamboo
sticks, - representations of the staff of the Mother of the gods, which is a symbol
of longevity. Other symbols used as prayers for health and long life are parrot-
feathers, artificial flowers, a spiral painted on the rearshaft of an arrow, a red
thread tied around an arrow, but, above all, wads of cotton-wool, on account of
their resemblance to the clouds that bring rain, the original source of all life and
health. Still, cotton-wool, in itself the chief symbol of clouds, may also be used
to convey prayers for luck in raising cotton-plants.

Prayers in regard to cattle, mules, and other domestic animals, as well as for
success in making arrows, bows, chairs, stools, back-shields, bamboo serpent-
sticks, drums, textile work of any kind, and earthenware or other implements, are
expresse'd by sacrificing diminutive representations of the articles in question.

Luck in raising squashes from which tobacco-gourds are made, is asked for
by sacrificing a diminutive tobacco-gourd attached to an arrow or to a chair.
Generally, however, this little gourd expresses a prayer for luck in killing deer,
because its prototype, so necessary a part of the hi'kuli-seeker's outfit, gives
success in hunting deer. It may also express a woman's prayer that her son
may become a shaman.

Prayers against evil or accidents are expressed by depicting on a back-shield
the source from which danger threatens. Thus, a person fearing that the scorpion
may bite his fowls, deposits with the gods a piece of woollen cloth on which is
embroidered the picture of a scorpion between two hens; for the purpose of
protecting his cattle against the mountain-lion, a man will sacrifice a back-shield
with a picture of that ferocious animal on it. Frequently special devices are re-
sorted to, such as cutting holes in pieces of cocoons found on the Madrofia tree and
placing them on the bed of Grandmother Growth as a prayer that the wind may
not drive away the clouds, but pass on through the holes. A double vessel of
burnt clay serves the same purpose. Protection against hailstorms is invoked by
placing their symbol, executed in beadwork, on the inside of a votive bowl.

Other symbols as expressions of prayers are more difficult of interpretation.
Thus a diminutive drum, which represents generally a prayer for assistance in
making drums, may in other instances convey a prayer that the shaman may
have luck in beating the drum while singing at the feast of green corn; further-
more, as this feast induces the gods to send rain, it may express a prayer for rain
and green corn. It may also express a prayer for the health of a child, because
at the same feast the children eat first, and in this way gain health and life.

Another symbol of diversified meaning may be found in a pair of sandals of
ancient pattern attached to an arrow. Such sandals are worn only by shamans at
the greatest feast of the Huichols, that of tamales de maiz crudo. They there-
fore become the symbol of a prayer that this feast may come off, also that
nothing untoward may happen to the shaman at the feast; but, inasmuch as the
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feast cannot be celebrated unless a deer has been killed, a pair of such sandals also
expresses a prayer for luck in killing deer. Furthermore, as in olden times only
the men wore sandals, which at that time were of the ancient pattern referred to,
these sandals are also used to express a woman's prayer for a husband.

We have already seen how prayers to avoid evil are represented on back-
shields, the idea arising, no doubt, from the ancient use of the back-shield as a
protector of the body, especially from the dangerous heat of the sun; but the
other reputed use of this object, as~a mat or bed of the deities, has a stronger
influence upon native reasoning. Thus the Huichol mainly associates with the
back-shield the idea of a resting-place for the deities, and it has become a power-
ful medium through which he asks favors. The prayer is generally expressed by
woven or embroidered figures on the back-shield. In this connection we see a
prayer for success in killing deer expressed by the picture of a deer and a snare;
the prayer of a woman who desires to have a child, by a human figure em-
broidered on a piece of woollen textile that serves as a back-shield; a prayer that
the hi'k4li may not decay, by a picture of hi'kuli on a mountain or altar woven on a
back-shield; a prayer for success in making native beer, by the picture of a gourd
containing beer woven on a back-shield; a prayer that many black lambs may be
born into the flock, by rows of wads of black wool on a loose textile.

SYMBOLS.- The system of symbols applied to express abstract ideas or con-
crete objects is very elaborate. Many symbols of the Huichols are, however,
ambiguous in their significance. This is largely due to the fact that, owing to
a strong tendency.to see analogies, the most heterogeneous phenomena are con-
sidered as identical. For instance, most of the gods and all the goddesses are
believed to be serpents; so are the pools of water and the springs in which the
deities live, and even the staffs of the gods; these last, however, are also con-
sidered as arrows. In the sky, in the wind sweeping through the grass, the mov-
ing sea, the sinuously flowing rivers, the darting lightning, the descending rain;
in fire, smoke, clouds; in fact, in all natural phenomena,-these Indians see
serpents. It may be added that they see serpents even in their own flowing hair,
in the girdles around their waists, in the ribbons streaming from their heads and
their pouches, in their wristlets and anklets. Therefore they frequently deco-
rate their handiwork with the mnarkings on the backs of serpents or with the
rattles of rattlesnakes. Maize (the plant itself as well as its fruit, the ears of
corn), the bow with its elastic re-action, the piercing arrow, and even the tobacco-
gourd, - all are considered as serpents. Even the trails of man meandering over
the land appear to them as serpents. The gods are symbolized by painted or
carved representations of the human figure, or by their various paraphernalia.
They are also sometimes embodied in small rock crystals. The eye and the heart
are frequently used to represent a deity, as is also his wristlet or his bed. Faces
of the gods are generally expressed by front-shields, and sometimes by broad
colored bands on the rearshaft of an arrow. The face of the deer god is sometimes
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indicated by a snare for catching deer, or by coils of variously colored beads
on tobacco-gourds. The power of the god is symbolized by arrows, and for this
reason the rays and the heat of the sun, through which he manifests his power,
are considered his arrows. This power is also symbolized by batons. Lightning,
for instance, is looked upon as the baton of Mother East-Water; and the power
of Grandfather Fire is symbolized by the figure of an eagle carved on his disk.

Although the gods are obviously natural phenomena personified, and besides
represent the four elements, they are also, to the Indian, human; in fact, ancient
Huichols engaged in much the same occupations as the tribe of to-day whose
customs and religion they originated.

The front and back shields of ancient times, as well as the arrows associated
with them, become in their modern counterparts powerful ceremonial objects. All
such paraphernalia derive their significance and importance from their reputed
use by tfiese gods. The symbolism expressed in this way is remarkably rich.

It has been pointed out that the deer is considered as identical with hi'kuli,
and hi'kuli identical with corn, and certain insects identical with corn. The same
tendency to consider heterogeneous objects as identical may be observed in the
fact that a great variety of objects are considered as plumes. Clouds, cotton-
wool, the white tail of a deer, the deer's antlers, and even the deer itself, are con-
sidered as plumes, and all serpents are believed to have plumes.

It has been shown that the front-shield is the most important symbol of the
Huichols, and specially adapted to serve as a kind of sign-language between man
and god, conveying prayers and adoration, as well as religious and cosmic ideas.
The disks on which the idols stand were without doubt originally front-shields,
and should be classed with them. We observed how the original front-shield
(neali'ka), with its central hole through which the warrior could look, became
symbolic of a face and of an appearance, and how at last it even served as an ex-
pression for a picture. This comprehensive use of the word neali'ka as signify-
ing 'front-shield,' 'face,' 'appearance,' and 'picture,' suggests that the Huichols
have in it a veritable word for 'symbol.' This view is corroborated by the fact
that even an 'eye' is sometimes called a neali'ka. However, it seems to me nmore
probable, considering the state of mental development in which we find the
Huichols, that a designation of something concrete, like front-shield, should
have been gradually applied to abstract conceptions readily suggested by it,
such as first the appearance of man, and next the appearance of objects in general,
i. e., pictures. The symbolic use of back-shields, especially in their character as
mats or beds, is also very extensive. Mountains on which the fog rests are viewed
as altars, i. e., mats or beds of the goddesses, themselves fog and rain.

Flowers, plants, and trees play an important part in the religious life of the
Huichol, the hi'kuli-plant above all. Flowers are sacrificed, and are of symbolic
significance. Certain flowers are considered as votive bowls of the deities. A
magnificent yellow flower, which grows during the wet season, is looked upon as
the votive bowl of Mother East-Water, while hi'kuli is that of Grandfather Fire
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and of the Corn Mother. Other flowers are symbols of life, and are frequently
worn on the head or on the home-made hats, expressing, like plumes, prayers for
life. Life (toki'la) is considered as something above, to obtain which man must
reach upward. Since some gods are considered trees, may we not see in this idea
an allusion to the Tree of Life, the Cross of Palenque ?

A spiral painted on the rearshaft of an arrow, the blood of the deer, and the
color red, are also emblems of life; and health, life, and luck are symbolized by
cotton-wool, by the hair from the tail of the deer, by the deer itself, and by the
color white.

Regarding the representation of symbolic objects, we find that terraced
figures, zigzag lines, and notches along the rim of stone disks, are used to ex-
press the earth with its hills and valleys, while the earth on which the god walks
is indicated by a diametrical line across the disk.

While rain is generally expressed by descending parallel lines, it may also be
represented by the figure of a water-bird swallowing a serpent, by a multitude of
variously colored serpents, by the plumes on the serpents, by pictures of small red
and black insects that appear during the wet season, and finally by representations
of the waxing and the waning moon. Clouds are indicated by coils of red and
white beads and by wads of wool of the various colors in which the clouds
appear. Snakes painted red and black or in other colors, and the facial painting
of the hi'kuli-seekers, convey the same idea. The wind, too, assumes the shape
of serpents flying through the air, and its track in the corn-field is designated by
a band of curved lines interspersed with dots. Rivers are represented by zigzag
lines; and the sea, by a large wavy design in beads, or by blue beads covering a
corn-cob on top of a representation of the white rock near San Blas, or by a
zigzag line around a votive bowl; while the waves of the sea are depicted
as a series of small serpents. The sky in the day-time is denoted by a
broad reddish band painted along the edge of a stone disk. The four cardinal
points of the world are indicated by the figure of a Greek cross; but the upper
section of the rearshaft of an arrow may indicate east, and its lower section
west.

The sun is most commonly figured as a circular space surrounded by rays,
while the different stages of his journey are indicated by various colors. Thus
the sun of the east has a yellow centre; the sun in the middle of the day, or
south, has a red centre; the sun of the north has a blue centre; and the sun of the
west, a variegated star-like centre. Stars are generally denoted by dots or spots, but
the morning star is represented by a Latin cross in red. As the morning star is
revered as an important god of the Huichols, it can easily be understood why a
Christian cross has been used as its symbol. Zigzag lines, or irregular curved
lines, or red, tongue-shaped figures, depict lightning; and hailstones are seen in
rock crystals, or in daubs of beeswax set with red beads in a votive bowl.

The usual expression for corn is dots, either painted, or indicated by beads
fastened with beeswax to the inner side of a votive bowl; but the Huichols
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interpret as corn the natural markings on shells and rocks, or coils of worsted fas-
tened to a disk. Ears of corn are depicted by short painted stripes or rays, and
also by the painting of a fish, which is called by the Mexicans bagre. Heaps of
corn in harvest-time are represented by interlaced horizontal and vertical lines.
Corn-plants are indicated in about the same manner as ears of corn, only when-
ever the former are meant, the short stripes are attached to a band which repre-
sents the earth, or to the outer edge of a snare, etc.

The symbols for beans and squashes are much alike. Generally speaking,
dots represent the fruit, and zigzag lines the vine. However, beans may also be
indicated by ray-like rows of beads on a chair; and the bean-plant, with its roots
and fruit, by a coil and a string of beads.

Hi'kuli may be designated by a green band painted on the middle of the
rearshaft of an arrow, but more frequently it is denoted by a cross-like figure;
at other times by triangular figures, or by short lines emanating from a circle
around a cross.

Flowers appear as wads of variously colored wool on the mat of Mother
East-Water. They are also indicated by outlines of diamond-shaped figures on a
back-shield of the same goddess, or by various painted designs. Sprouting trees
are expressed by serpentine and straight lines; bamboo reeds by barbed lines;
and the roots of this plant by S-shaped barbed figures.

Serpents are shown by curved or by zigzag lines; they are also seen in the
corn-cob on top of a representation of the white rock near San Blas, because both
the corn-plant and the ear of corn are viewed as serpents.

The heart of a god (or of a person) may be expressed by diamond-shaped,
square, or round markings in the middle of a human figure; but it may also be
shown as a string of red beads in the form of a coil on a disk, or, finally, as a
small representation of the real heart made from a certain seed (wa've). A cross
surrounded by a square in the middle of a bird, and a large dot on a scorpion,
also stand for the hearts of the respective animals.

DIVERSITY OF THE MEANING OF SYMBOLIC DESIGNS. - If we now take a
rapid survey of the various meanings which one and the same symbol may serve
to express, we obtain some interesting results.

A bed is most completely shown by a design of longitudinal lines crossed by
an equal number of horizontal lines, in imitation of the real bed or back-shield;
but the cross-lines are generally left out, and we find that parallel longitudinal
lines are made to serve as expressions not only for their most common synonyme,
falling rain, but also for a bed, and further for the tail and wing feathers of the
royal eagle. A similar combination of lines, which, however, rest on horizontal
line, stands for candles; but when the lines are very short, they signify corn-plants.
Short lines emanating from a circle around a cross mean hi'kuli; in another case,
short radial stripes surrounding a circular space (the sun) designate plumes of
various kinds of hawks belonging to the sun. Longitudinal lines painted on an
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arrow signify its path; while similar lines in a facial painting, but interspersed
with dots, symbolize corn-fields.

Irregular lines with short side-lines are bean-plants, and when dots are scat-
tered about this design, they indicate that the bean-plant is in fruit. These are
easily distinguished from irregular lines in various colors, which mean serpents, that
is, showers in the west.

Curved lines in general indicate serpents; but when there are dots between
curved lines, they mean ears of corn in the fields. Bands of curved lines with
dots between them are the tracks of wind, rain, and water in the fields.

Interlaced horizontal and vertical lines mean heaps of corn in harvest-time;
however, a triple row of curved lines, connected with cross-lines, and the outer
line barbed, represents the vine ha'pani.

Barbed bands, which occur so frequently in facial paintings, generally denote
clouds; when they are applied in a more or less horizontal position, the barbs
that turn upwards are clouds, and those that turn downwards are rain, and there-
fore of the same significance as the descending parallel lines, but this distinction
is not always observed. Sometimes the barbed bands represent the bamboo-plant,
which furnishes material for arrows. The recumbent S-shaped designs represent
caterpillars, and in other places bamboo-roots.

Zigzag lines stand not only for rain-serpents, but also for lightning, the sea
surrounding the world, hills and valleys projected on the horizon, bean-plants, and
squash-vines. Dots and small circular spots of various colors are corn, but also
beans and squashes, flowers of the squash-vine, and sometimnes even ears of corn.

A cross refers to the four cardinal points, but also signifies money, sparks, etc.,
while half of a Greek cross stands for hi'kuli (and accordingly corn), and for
certain small insects which appear during the wet season (and therefore also for
corn). A cross enclosed in a circle on the figure of a bird designates its heart.

Coils of bead strings (and in one case of worsted) depict grains of corn, also
beans, the heart of a child, the face of a god, and, finally, clouds. Diamond-
shaped figures represent the eye of the god and the power to see and understand
unknown things; in one case, when embroidered on a piece of cloth, they are
viewed as a snare, and represent the face of the deer god; and when crossed by a
line, they designate hi'kuli growing on the ground. Triangular figures mean
clouds, hi'kuli, or the earth.

A broad band on the rearshaft of an arrow may indicate the face of a god,
east or west, according to the color used, the god's wristlet, hi'kuli, and life. A
band along the edge of a disk may signify the sky, the earth, etc. A square may
indicate the earth, the heart of a person, or hi'kuli. A circular figure surrounded
by long or short rays is the Sun. When the rays are short, they are called
plumes, and when they are long, they mean his rays or arrows. A circular space
enclosed in a complicated design expresses hi'kuli as well as a votive bowl.

Rock crystals express hailstones as well as the Corn Mother; they are also
the ancestors or relatives of the Huichol.
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Daubs of beeswax set with blue beads in a votive bowl are expressive of hail-
stones; but when set with variously colored beads, they represent the heart of
Elder Brother. Beads of various colors set in a votive bowl mean grains of corn,
while blue beads covering the corn-cob on top of a representation of the white
rock near San Blas signify the sea.

RELATIONS TO OTHER TRIBES. -As the Huichols are neighbors of the
Nahuatl, to whom they are linguistically related, it is only reasonable to expect
that some similarities may also be found between the culture of this tribe and that
of the Aztecs. Thus the myth of the creation of the sun as told by the latter
people1 recalls that related by the Huichols. Their ceremonial cakes, too, may be
recognized as similar to those used by the Aztecs. At Pochotita a steep stair-
way of three narrow steps leads up to one of the god-houses. No doubt other
instances of analogy between the two peoples can be found in the material here
presented.

It suggests even closer similarities to the culture of another tribe. At the
conclusion of a lecture which I delivered in I898 before the AnthropQlogical
Society of Washington, on the general subject of this memoir, Mr. Cushing
expressed the opinion that these symbolic objects might throw much light on
the origin of Maya writing. He said substantially, that the Huichol Indians,
judging by the account I had given of them, were to-day in the status of culture
that the Zuini Indians had reached in remote prehistoric times; while, in the
highly developed condition of their symbolic art, they even more nearly repre-
sented the Mayas of, say, two or three thousand years ago. One could not, by
seeing the little votive shields that had been shown on the screen, fail to be
impressed by the resemblance of these, if arranged in rows, to the shield-shaped
writing in the ancient Maya temples and codices. It was easy to infer, Mr.
Cushing thought, that these Huichol prayer-shields, hung up at intervals in the
god-houses and temples, were, in the first place, highly developed forms of such
little dance-shields as the Zufii and other northern Indians used in their sacred
draamas. If hung up at more regular intervals, and accordingly in more orderly
array, in the temples, they would speedily come to be regarded as 'speaking
shields,' and so would ultimately be graven and painted on the walls of the
temples themselves, precisely as are the shield-like iconograms, or so-called
'glyphs,' of the ancient Maya ruins.

It is of interest to add that Major Powell coincided in this view, and that
since then Mr. Cushing has carried on researches which tend to confirm his
opinion even in detail. It certainly is interesting to find, for instance, in the
Dresden Codex, illustrations of the God of Death associated with the locust and
the tiger, the meaning of which will be found in my study of the Huichols.
These people told me that two animals (both called in this special capacity mi'tso)

Codex Ramirez, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., Vol. XXI, pp. 6ig, 622.
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protect them against the God of Death: the one is the locust, whose chirping
is, of course, magic, like the singing of a shaman, and who rejuvenates himself by
shifting his skin; the other is the tiger-cat, who, through the spots of ' decay' on
his skin, protects man from the arrival of this dread enemy, for which reason the
Huichols never kill it. It may be seen in the Dresden Codex that the God of
Death carries the dead on his back, as the Huichol God of Death carries them
on the back of his head (see Fig. 48). In the same Codex the God of Death is
seen with a locust either on his back or on his head, while the tiger is represented
alongside of him. I hope that Maya scholars will be able to find other similari-
ties in the subject-matter of this memoir.

I am not ignorant of the fact that the myth of the creation of the sun, alluded
to above, is, in its general traits, common to many American tribes, and I have no
doubt that in the same way analogies to various other tribes may be found in this
treatise. The ceremonial cakes, for instance, are used also among the Zapotecs1
of to-day, as well as among nearly all the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico and
Arizona. But such phenomena should not cause surprise, as researches tend
more and more to convince us of the similarity of Indian thought, under similar
conditions.

1 Apuntes historicos por Dr. D. Eulogio G. Gillow, Mexico, I889, p. 206.
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APPENDIX.

* The figures refer to pages.

I. INDEX OF PRAYERS, WITH THEIR REPRESENTA'ITIVE SYMBOLS.

FOR RAIN (AND INDIRECTLY FOR BOUNTIFUL
CROPS): representations of the vegetation
produced by rain - mainly corn (and its
symbolic equivalents, deer and hi'kuli),
beans, and squashes -on stone disks, 56;
on front-shields, io8, II0, III, 112, 114, 115,
117, 1I9,I20, 123, 124, 125, 126, I27, 130,134;
on back-shields, I38, 141, 142, 146, 147, 148,
I53; representations of serpents, as symbols
of water (as rain as well as water in any form,
pools, rivers, and the waves of the sea, have
to the Indian the form of serpents), 47, 54;
single and double water-gourds, the only
means for carrying water from the spring to
the house, 113, 126 ; idols and paraphernalia
of Grandmother Growth, 49, 52 ; rocks and
stones, single or in votive heaps, represent-
ing rain deities, 76; representation of the
white rock near San Blas, 8o; ancient stair-
case, 62 ; representations of the waxing and
waning moon, 132; the ark of the Deluge
Legend, I69; the za'pa, 184; ancient gir-
dles, symbolic of serpents, I87 ; a diminu-
tive drum as one of the accessories to the
rain-making feast, 204; double vessel of
burnt clay, 79; double-headed serpent of
burnt clay, 8i.

INDIRECTLY FOR RAIN, AND CONSEQUENT BOUN-
TIFUL CROPS: most of the symbolic designs
on the idols, 59, 79; on the stone disks,
79; on the front-shields, 115, 119; on the
back-shields, 140, I46; on votive bowls,
I63; on various objects connected with the
ark of the Deluge Legend, 1I70 ; facial
paintings, 198.

FOR FOOD: 'eyes,' 154; tamales, 99.

FOR SUCCESS IN RAISING CORN: arrow of the
Corn Mother, 99; arrow of Mother West-
Water, I00; chair of wood, with coils of
beads, 73, 74; stool, 76 ; front-shields, io8,
I34; front-shield of Mother East-Water,
125, 127 ; back-shield with picture of hi'kuli,
93; votive bowl with grains of corn, 74;
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votive bowl of Grandmother Growth, 48;
votive bowl with beads on a patch of bees-
wax, 74, I63; diminutive drum, 204; double
clay vessel, 79.

FOR SUCCESS IN RAISING BEANS: ray-like rows
and a zigzag band of beads attached to a
wooden chair, 74; votive bowl with dec-
oration of coil of red beads and string of
beads, 74; stone disk of Grandmother
Growth, with painting of bean-plant and
beans, 46.

FOR SUCCESS IN RAISING SQUASHES TO SERVE AS

FOOD : front-shield of Mother East-Water,
127; votive bowl with coil of beads in cen-
tre, I64; stems of squashes (dried), 205;
zigzag lines of beads on a wooden chair, 74.

FOR SUCCESS IN RAISING SQUASHES FROM WHICH
TOBACCO-GOURDS ARE MADE: diminutive
gourd attached to arrow or chair, 72 ; a
small piece of wood carved in the shape of
a tobacco-gourd, 205; an arrow, 93.

FOR SUCCESS IN RAISING SQUASHES TO SERVE AS

DRINKING-GOURDS: front-shield of Mother
East-Water, 127; back-shield with represen-
tation of squash-vine, 146; back-shield with
picture of vine and gourds, 147.

FOR SUCCESS IN RAISING TOBACCO: pipe of
Grandmother Growth, 205.

FOR SIJCCESS IN RAISING COTTON: an 'eye'
made of yarn of cotton-wool, 159; a chair
to the seat of which wads of cotton-wool
are attached, 73.

FOR SUCCESS IN RAISING CATTLE: a wooden
chair, 75; a diminutive cow of burnt clay,
208; diminutive cows of burnt clay de-
posited on votive heaps, 79.

FOR LUCK IN KEEPING MULES: diminutive
mules of burnt clay deposited on votive
heaps, 79.
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rHAT MANY BLACK LAMBS MAY BE BORN INTO
THE HERD: back-shield with three rows of
woollen wads interwoven, 148.

FOR LONG LIFE: stone disks, 30, 40; ceremo-
nial sticks of Grandmother Growth, 50;
chairs, 73; arrows, gj, 99, 1oo; front-
shields, 122, 123 ; parrot-feathers (or feather
ornaments), 74, 193; artificial paper flowers
bought in Mexican stores, 74; red thread'
tied around an arrow, ioo; wads of cotton-
wool, 151 ; spiral line painted on rearshaft
of an arrow, IOO; large 'eye' placed up-
right in the ground, Ioo; ancient girdles,
I87 ; back-shield, 141, 145.

FOR THE HEALTH OF MAN: stone disks, 30;
chairs, 73; double vessel of burnt clay (for
stomach-ache), 79; arrows, 92, 99; ancient
arrow of Grandfather Kauyuma'li, 107;
ceremonial sticks of Grandmother Growth,
50; front-shields, io8, 110, 112, I22, 123,
I26; 'face' of Mother West-Water, 136;
back-shields, 99, 142, 145, 148; votive bowl,
i6i; large 'eyes' placed upright in the
ground, 154; wads of cotton-wool attached
to symbolic objects, 99.

FOR THE HEALTH OF CHILDREN: diminutive
stone disk of Grandfather Fire, 34; back-
shields, 93, 147 ; soft back-shields, 148, 149;
image of Grandmother Growth; 46 ; diminu-
tive drum, 204; arrows, 89, 93, 100; small
bamboo sticks of Tate' Tuliriki'ta, 52 ; vo-
tive bowl with human figure, i65 ; 'eyes,'
74, 97, 154, 155, 156.

FOR THE HEALTH OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS: disk
(front-shield) of the Setting Sun, 42.

FOR LUCK IN MAKING ARROWS: a short arrow
painted, but without 'winged part,' 85.

FOR LUCK IN MAKING A Bow: a diminutive
bow, 95.

FOR LUCK IN MAKING CHAIRS: northern bed of
Grandmother Growth, 48.

FOR LUCK IN MAKING STOOLS: an 'eye' placed
on a stool, i6o.

FOR LUCK IN MAKING A BACK-SHIELD: back-
shield (or flower-bed) of Mother West-Water,
150,

FOR LUCK IN MAKING BAMBOO SERPENT STICKS:
a small specimen of the same kind, 204.

FOR LUCK IN MAKING A DRUM: a diminutive
drum, 204.

FOR LUCK IN TEXTILE WORK: a piece of wool-
len textile attached to an arrow, 99; a piece
of woollen textile pierced by an ' eye,' 98,
I54, 159; a za'pa (stick), I84.

FOR LUCK IN MAKING A GIRDLE: back-shield
with markings of serpent's back, attached
to an arrow of Elder Brother, 99.

FOR LUCK IN EMBROIDERING: a piece of wool-
len textile with an unfinished representation
of a flower embroidered on it, I49; a piece
of cloth on which a design is embroidered,
pierced by an 'eye,' 159.

FOR LUCK IN MAKING EARTHENWARE UTEN-
SILS: diminutive jars of burnt clay, 79, 2o8.

FOR LUCK IN MAKING BEER: back-shield with
picture of gourd containing beer, 147.

FOR LUCK IN KILLING DEER: stone disks,
30, 34, 133 ; arrows, 94, 95, 96, 97, IOI;
rock crystals, 63 ; deer-heads, 68 ; antlers
of deer, 69; diminutive deer and dog of
burnt clay deposited in votive heaps, 79;
netted shield attached to an arrow, 94;
diminutive snares folded (as stored away for
keeping), 95; diminutive snares (as placed
in the fields) either attached to an arrow or
hung up independently, 95, 103; bows
attached to an arrow, 96 ; wristlet attached
to an arrow, 97 ; an arrow with front-shield
of the god attached to it, 97; wooden rep-
resentation of the kalatsi'ki (notched bone),
IOI, 205 ; front-shield, II 1, I I9; back-
shield with picture of deer on it, I04;
ko'ma (arrow carried horizontally on the
back), 104; stone front-shield of Father Sun,
133; back-shield with picture of deer and
snare, 145 ; back-shield with picture of deer,
snare, and kalatsi'ki, 1oo; back-shield with
picture of snares, 151 ; diminutive artificial
tobacco-gourd, 72, 192; diminutive sandal,
205; votive bowl with representation of
deer and snare, I63; loop made of beads
(neali'ka), 97 ; bunch of deer-hoofs, 207;
strip of deerskin tied around the ankle of a
mnan, 208.
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FOR LUCK IN KILLING PARROTS AND OTHER
BIRDS: plume-handle of Grandfather Fire,
I77; skin of a hawk, 208.

OF A SHAMAN, THAT HE MAY NOT GET TIRED
BEATING THE DRUM : diminutive drum, 204.

OF A SHAMAN, FOR THE FEAST OF TAMALFS DE
MAIZ CRUDO: a pair of diminutive sandals,
205; picture of shaman with wand on a
front-shield, I I 7.

OF A SHAMAN, FOR LUCK IN SINGING AT A
FEAST OF I'AMALES DE MAIZ CRUDO: a
pair of diminutive sandals made of twisted
strips of palm-leaf attached to an arrow, 97,
205.

OF A SHAMAN, FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF AN

ENEMY: a small bow attached to an arrow,
93; an ' eye,' 94.

FOR THE PRESENCE AND THE HELP OF THE
GODS: 'heart' of the God of Fire, I37
an 'eye,' 73, 97, I03, 154, 155 ; neali'ka of
Grandfather Fire, 136.

FOR LUCK IN GENERAL: handle of a shaman's
plume, I75; arrows, 92; antlers, 69 ; 'eyes,'
154; votive bowl, i6i.

FOR A SAFE JOURNEY TO THE HI'KULI COUNTRY:
a knotted string, i88.

THAT THE HI'KULI-SEEKER MAY BE FREE FROM
SICKNESS: a front-shield, 127.

THAT THE LIGHTNING MAY NOT STRIKE THE
PEOPLE, THE SUPPLICANT, OR THE COWS:
votive bowl with symbolic baton of Mother
East-Water fastened to it, I63.

T HAT THE SCORPION MAY NOT STING THE
SUPPLICANT: rock crystals, 66.

FOR PROTECTION FROM ACCIDENTS WHEN RUN-
NING DEER: rock crystals, 64; ko'ma, I05.

THAT NOBODY MAY FALL DURING THE CERE-
MONIAL RACE: bannerets carried by the
leaders, 184.

OF A WOMAN, THAT SHE MAY GET A HUSBAND:
two diminutive sandals of wax, attached to
an arrow, 99.

OF A WOMAN, THAT SHE MAY GIVE BIRTH TO A
CHILD: a piece of woollen textile on which
a human figure is embroidered, attached to
an arrow, 93; a double vessel of burnt clay,
79; a back-shield, 146.

OF A WOMAN, THAT HER SON MAY BECOME A
SINGING SHAMAN : a diminutive sandal
attached to an arrow, 99, 205 ; diminutive
tobacco-gourd in wax, 99.

THAT THE HERDS, FIELDS, AND UTENSILS MAY
BE GUARDED: stones of peculiar shape, 79.

THAT THE LION MAY NOT ATTACK THE
CATTLE: a back-shield with a representation
of a lion, 146.

THAT THE SCORPION MAY NOT STING THE
FOWLS: back-shield with representation of
two fowls and a scorpion, 150.

THAT THE WIND MAY NOT DRIVE AWAY THE
CLOUDS: holes cut in oval pieces of the
cocoons of the Madrona tree, which are
placed on the southern bed of Grandmother
Growth, 49.

THAT THE WIND MAY NOT DESTROY THE YOUNG
CORN-PLANTS: double vessel of burnt clay,
79-

THAT HAILSTORMS MAY NOT OCCUR: votive
bowl with five patches of beeswax set with
blue beads, 065.

THAT HI'KULI MAY NOT DECAY: back-shield
with picture of hi'kuli on an altar, 147.

II. INDEX OF SYMBOLS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE.

LINES OR STRIPES:
longitudinal parallel, rain or raindrops, 30, 35,

8o, I98, 200; ears of corn, 53, i68; a 'bed,'
198; tail-feathers of the royal eagle, 198;
wing and tail feathers of eagle, 33 ; red and
yellow, rain, 42; white and yellow, rain, 52,

146; on an arrow, the path of the arrow,
83; on an arrow, wristlet of the Setting Sun,
9I; of red and blue or white and blue beads,
fallingv rain, 163.

slanting parallel, wing and tail featliers of the
royal eagle, 37; red and blue, rain, 39;
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LINES OR STRIPES, continued:

slanting parallel, green, red, and blue, rain-
drops, 41 ; black and white, green corn, 55.

radial, short, alternately red and blue, ears of
corn, 29; plumes of various kinds of hawks,
38; alternately black and white, or alter-
nately red and blue, rain, 127,12 ; emanat-
ing from a central circle (sun), sunbeams, 38,
133; emanating from a front-shield, corn,
29; emanating from a circle around a cross,
hi'kuli, 35; emanating from the outer edge
of a snare, corn-plants, 41; slhort green and
yellow, attached to a band (the earth), corn-
plants, 41.

horizontal, extending diametrically across a
disk, the earth on which a god walks, 33;
red and black, or of different colors, clouds
of different colors, IT 2, T 42; emanating from
a line surrounding a bed, ears of corn, I98.

descending, with small cross-lines in their
upper part, candles, I98.

vertical, row of short, resting on a horizontal
line, candles, I98, 200.

longitudinal, interspersed with dots, corn-field,
I89.

circular, concentric, of variously colored beads
in a votive bowl, the plains of the earth,
x65.

irregular, with irregular short side lines, on the
face of Grandmother Growth, bean-plant,
44; with short side lines and dots scattered
about, bean-plant in fruit, 46; of beads pro-
ceeding from a coil, roots of the bean-plant
proceeding from a pile of beans, 74; in
various colors (serpents), showers in the
west, 1 30.

horizontal and vertical, interlaced, heaps of
corn in harvest-time, 200.

curved, in general, venomous and other ser-
pents, 142; overlapping ('freno'), clasped
hands, 200; with dots between them, ears of
corn in a field, I98; bands of, with dots be-
tween them, the tracks of wind, rain, and
water in the corn-fields, 203 ; a triple row
of, connected with cross-lines, the outer line
barbed, the vine ha'pani, 202; the squash-
vine, 200.

curved and barbed, short, the hawk, 202; the
barbs turned upwards, clouds, 200; forming
an irregular figure, a god-house, 202.

barbed, on top of the head, on the sides of the

face, and on the nose and chin, clouds, I98,
200, 202 ; bamboo reeds, 202; surrounding
the figure of a corn-field, boundary-lines,
I98.

serpentine, on the nose and chin, the fire-
serpent Sipuliki'a, I98.

serpentine and straight, together, trees sprout-
ing, 202.

zigzag, blue, around the rim of a disk, hills and
valleys projected on the horizon, 27, 33 ; also
the serpent Sakaimo'ka, 41 ; dark blue, the
serpent Hakwi'aka, 55; red, around the rim
of a disk, bean-plant with flowers, 47; blue
and yellow, the serpent Kowivyo', i98; on
serpent sticks, the rattle of the rattlesnake,
194; on an arrow, lightning, also the power
and speed of the arrow, 83 ; of white beads,
squash-vine, 74; with short lines emanating
at irregular intervals, a squash-vine, 203;
with dots interspersed, squash-vine with
flowers, 200; of blue and white beads along
the outer edge of a votive bowl, the sea sur-
rounding the world, i66; irregular, clouds,
203; irregular blue and red, lightning, 39;
irregular, and rings, on a front-shield, clouds
at sunset, 134.

DOTS AND SPOTS:

on the middle of a human figure, the heart, 59.
three, on the skirt of the Corn Mother, corn

planted in the fields, 54.
in facial painting, on shields, bowls, disks, etc.,

corn, 35, 41 ; on the figure representing the
white rock near San Blas, corn, 8o.

scattered over the surface of the disk of Grand-
mother Growth, beans, 46.

irregularly outlined, clouds, I98 ; small, rain-
drops, I98.

black, red, and yellow, on the face of Grand-
mother Growth, corn of different colors, 43.

red and blue, on the face of Grandmother
Growth, grains of corn, 135.

made of beads of various colors, in a votive
bowl, grains of corn, i63.

green, in a corn-field, the weeds found in it, 57.
black and blue, round, in longitudinal rows on

an arrow, the face of tevali, 65.
and stripes, in a votive bowl, grains and ears of

corn, 47.
red and yellow, surrounding figures represent-

ing hills, corn-fields, 37.
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DOTS AND SPOTS, continued:
in and around a si'kuli on a disk of Grand-

father Fire, transverse section of an ear of
corn, 30.

between zigzag lines, fruit of the squash-vine,
200.

one red dot in an irregularly outlined figure,
a spring in a mountain, 37.

round red and oblong yellow, near serpents on
a disk, the Tront-shields of the serpents, 39.

large red, on the disk of Young Mother Eagle,
the heart of the constellation Scorpion, 57.

large circular, stars, 37.
formed by a coil of red beads on a disk, the

heart of a child, 34; formed by a coil of
white beads surrounded by a row of blue
beads, on a chair, grains of corn, 74; formed
by a coil of beads, and accompanied by a
string of beads, in a votive bowl, beans and
the root of a bean-plant, 74; formed by
coils of black, yellow, and red worsted on the
front-shield of Mother East-Water, grains of
corn, 134; formed by a coil of white beads
in a votive bowl, clouds, I62; formed by a
coil of white beads in a votive bowl, clouds
in the west, i63; formed by a coil of blue
beads in a votive bowl, clouds in the east
and in the south, I63.

between the arms of a cross or around a cross,
grains of corn, 35.

round, on the sides of wing-feathers, the
markings of the feathers, 33.

CROSS:
Greek, the four quarters of the world, 124, 140.
half of a Greek, small insects appearing during

the wet season, and therefore rain and corn,
ii8, 126, 141.

cross-shaped figures on a front-shield, hi'kuli,
also corn, I1I4.

small, sparks, I98.
red Latin, on a front-shield of Father Sun, the
morning star preceding the rising sun, i i i.

inclosed in a circle on the body of a bird, the
heart of the bird, 29.

red, on a disk, money, 37, 39.
on a human figure, the heart, 93.

RINGS and zigzag bands of red and yellow wor-
sted fastened with beeswax on the front-
shield of Mother West-Water, clouds at
sunset, 134.

CIRCIJLAR SPACE surrounded by rays, the sun,
133.

DIAMOND-SHAPED FIGURES:

'eye' of the god (si'kuli), 32, 154.
power of seeing and understanding unknown

things, 154.
shamanistic powers, I44.
on a back-shield, snares representing the face

of the deer god, 15 ".
in the middle of a human figure on a disk, the

heart, 59.
crossed by a dark-blue line on a back-shield,

two hi'kuli growing on the ground, 102.
in outline on a back-shield, flowers, especially

the male squash-flower, 152.

TRIANGULAR FIGURES:

attached to a circular band on a front-shield,
clouds, 37.

painted red on an edge of a back-shield,
hi'kuli, I42.

on a back-shield, the earth, 147.

SQUARE FIGURE:

painted across the nose, the earth, I98.
in the middle of a human figure, the heart of

the person represented, 59.
irregular, set on edge, hi'kuli, I26, 147.

TERRACED FIGURES in red and yellow, the
earth and its hills, I41.

CIRCULAR FIGURE:

in the centre of a disk, the sun in the day-
time, 38.

with a yellow centre, to the left, the rising sun,
east, 38.

on the lower part of a disk, with a red centre,
the sun of the south, 38.

in the upper part of a disk, with a blue centre,
the sun of the north, 38.

on the right of a disk, with a star-like centre of
various colors, the sun of the west, 38.

on the forehead, hi'kuli, also a votive bowl, 41,
I98.

STAR-SHAPED FIGURE:

the flower toto', 20I ; section of an ear of corn,
30, 45, I62.

in the centre of a disk, a spring or pool, 54.

BEEHIVE-SHAPED FIGURES on a disk, hills on
which corn is planted, 37.
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FLOWER-LIKE FIGURES on a disk, leaves of the
'toy' bush, 35.

SWASTIKA-LIKE YELLOW FIGURES, two, on a

disk of the Corn Mother, the 'eyes' of the
Corn Mother, 54.

TONGUE-SHAPED FIGURES on a disk, lightning,
55.

WING-LIKE FIGURES on a disk, corn-stalks with
ears of corn, 55.

S-SHAPED BARBED FIGURES, caterpillars, 200;
also the roots of the bamboo-plant, 202.

IRREGULARLY OUTLINED FIGURES on a back-
shield of Grandfather Fire, the earth with
hills and valleys, I40; in blue, on a disk,
the cave of the god (in which the disks are
stored), 41 ; formed by curved barbed lines,
a god-house, 202.

RAYS:
ray-like rows of beads in a votive bowl,

beans, 74.
eight, of various colors, the rainbow,-i27.

NOTCHES along the edge of a disk, hills and
valleys, 27.

CAVITY in the centre of a

drinking-gourd, 28.
disk, the god's

COTTON-WOOL: health, clouds, 113, 114.

WOOL from pochote:
of different colors, clouds of different colors,

45, 48.
red, also the eveniidg sky, 45.
red and blue, on a 'bed,' flowers, 48.

HAIR from the tail of a deer, tied to an arrow,

health, 45.

PLUMES:
health, life, and good luck, the shamanistic
power of the sun, I I 9.

red and yellow, painted on a serpent, rain, 47.

TOBACCO-GOURDS:
luck in raising squashes from which tobacco-

gourds are made, 93.

luck in killing deer, I92.
woman's prayer that her son may become a

shaman, 99.

DAUBS OF BEESWAX:

set with blue beads, hailstones, i65.
set with variously colored beads, the heart of

Elder Brother, 204.

BEADS:
of various colors, blue, red, white, and yellow,

set in a votive bowl, grains of corn, I63.
blue, on the corncob on top of the representa-

tion of the white rock near San Blas, the
sea, 8o.

of various colors, forming zigzag lines in a
votive bowl, rain-serpents, I63.

SERPENTS:

painted on disks, on front-shields, in votive
bowls, etc., rain, 54, 130, I64.

in a blue space (the sky), the wind, 4r.
being swallowed by a water-bird, rain neces-

sary for the growth of the corn, 48.
the serpent Hakwi'aka Yu'wime, full-grown

corn, 55.
with red and yellow plumes, rain, I2I.
indicated by variously colored irregular lines,

showers in the west, 130.
two-headed, with green, blue, and red lines on

the back, raindrops, 4I.
forming a row of waves, the sea, 171.
snake painted red and black, approaching

storm and clouds, 54.

COLORS:

mixed, on the mat of Mother East-Water, the
flowers created by the goddess, I48.

red, life, 63; the rising sun, 9i ; fire, 104.
white, health, 99.
yellow, fire, Grandfather Fire, the setting sun,

34, 63, I 96.

SECTION of the rearshaft of an arrow:
upper, painted red, east, the blood of the deer,

91.
lower, painted red, the west, 9I.
upper and lower, painted dark blue, sparks of

Grandfather Fire, 91.
middle, painted dark blue, wristlet of Grand-

father Fire, 91.
middle, painted green, hi'kuli, the middle of

the world, 91.
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III. INDEX OF OBJECTS AND IDEAS, AND THEIR REPRESENTATIVE SYMBOLS.

POWER: batons, 49.
of a god, the arrow, 83.
magic, plumes, shaman's plumes, I121.
to see and understand unknown things, 'eyes,'

154.
of Grandfather Fire, a tiger with a baton in

his claws, I 14; over the whole earth, the
royal eagle on his disk, 27.

of Grandmother Growth, her baton, 54.

HEALTH AND LUCK: cotton-wool, 45, 65; hair
from the tail of a deer, 45; the deer itself,
21 ; the color white, 44; plumes, 21.

LIFE: the color red, 63 ; blood of the deer, 91
a spiral, IOO.

HEAT OF. THE SUN: a black circular section in
the centre of a front-shield, i i i ; white, red,
yellow, and black curved sections on a
front-shield, surrounding a 'sun,' 114.

FACES: the front-shield, io8.
of Father Sun, a red band edged with blue, on

an arrow, 65.
of Grandfather Fire, a blue band edged with

black, on an arrow, 65.
of the deer god, a snare represented by a dia-
mond-shaped figure, I ; snare for catching
deer, 95.

of Elder Brother, a coil of various-colored
beads on a tobacco-gourd, 192, 203.

of Te'vali, rows of blue and black spots on his
arrow, 65.

WRISTLET:
of Grandfather Fire, middle section of an

arrow, painted dark blue, 9I.
of Father Sun, breast-feathers of the red-tailed
hawk, 39.

of the Setting Sun, four longitudinal stripes on
an arrow, 91.

EYES: si'kuli, 30; diamond-shaped ornaments,
32.

TImE; EARTH: a broad circular band near the
edge of a disk, 41; a triangular figure on a
back-shield, I47; a square painted on the
nose in a facial painting, 198.

with hills and valleys, irregular figures near the

edge of a back-shield, 14I ; terraced figures
in red and yellow on a back-shield, I46.

held in the talons of an eagle, an irregular
green space below the eagle, 143.

on which the god walks, a diametrical line
across a disk, 33.

PLAINS: straight lines of various-colored beads,
i65.

MOUNTAINS:
on which fog rests, altars, 55.
in the hi'kuli country, irregular outline figures,

144.
with springs, outlined figures with a single red

dot, 37.
and valleys on the horizon, a zigzag line

painted around the rim of a disk, 27, 57.

HILLS near by: notches along the edge of a
disk, 27.

FIRE: the color yellow, 63.
RAIN, RAINDROPS: in general, descending lines,

vertical lines, water-gourds, double water-
gourds, serpents, dots.

vertical lines on face of Great-grandfather
Deer-Tail, 35; red and blue slanting
lines, 39; longitudinal lines painted on the
face of the hi'kuli-seekers, 30 ; a water-bird
swallowing a serpent, 48; green, blue, and
red lines on the back of the two-headed ser-
pent, 4I ; red and yellow plumes on serpents,
47; longitudinal red and yellow stripes on
the face of Elder Brother, 42; representa-
tions of small red and black insects ap-
pearing during the wet season, ii8, 126
alternating narrow red and blue sections,
127 ; various-colored irregular lines (con-
sidered as serpents), 130; representations of
the waxing and waning moon, 131 ; vertical
yellow and white stripes, 146; blue and
white, and blue and red beads forming lines,
I63; barbs turned downward on horizontal
line, 202.

RIVERS: zigzag band in blue and red on a front-
shield, 125 ; zigzag line in blue and green,
-yellow and green, and black beads on a
votive bowl, i65.
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SEA: large wavy design of beads in a votive
bowl, I62; blue beads on the corncob on
top of the representation of the white rock
near San BIas, 8o.

surrounding the world, double zigzag design
in blue and white beads along the edge of a
votive bowl, I66; the serpent Tate' Ipou,
80.

waves of the, a row of serpents, 17I.

RAINBOW: eight rays of various colors sur-
rounding the centre of a front-shield, I27.

SKY:
in the day-time, a broad reddish band along the

edge of a stone disk, 37, 40.
in the evening, red wool, 45; white and red

beads, 162.

CLOUDS: coils of red and white beads, I62;
smoke from the fire, 20; stripes of black and
red crewel on a front-shield, 112 ; irregular
zigzag lines, 190, 202 ; wool of pochote, 45,
48; cotton-wool, II 2, 114 ; barbed lines on
the forehead, sides of the face, and chin in
a facial painting, I98, 200; irregularly out-
lined dots in a facial painting, I98, 200;
straight and curved barbed lines turned
upwards, and horizontal lines with barbs
turned upwards, in a facial painting, 200.

of different colors, wool of different colors,
45, I13; various-colored stripes on a back-
shield, 142.

rising, four white figures forming a diamond in
the centre of a front-shield, 125.

at sunset, the evening sky, red cotton-wool,
134; rings and zigzag lines of various-col-
ored beads, 134; triangular figures attached
to the inner side of a circular band from
which rays emanate, 37; triangular figures
in the centre of a front-shield, I 17.

dark, rain-laden, a red and black snake, 54.

WIND: serpent in a blue space (considered as
the sky), 41.

sounds of, the reeds in the necklace of
Grandmother Growth, 52.

tracks of, and of rain and water, on the earth
and in the corn-fields, a band of curved
lines with dots within, 203.

THE FOUR CARDINAL POINTS of the world: a
cross within a double circle representing
the earth, 33; a Greek cross, 124, 140.

east, the upper section of the rearshaft of an
arrow, paiinted red, 9I.

west, the lower section of the rearshaft of an
arrow, painted red, 9I.

THE SUN: circular spaces surrounded by rays,
sometimes painted red, 27, 133 ; a coil of
blue beads interspersed with beads of other
colors, I62; broad curved sections of white,
black, red, and yellow surrounding the sun,
114.

in the day-time, a central circular design on a
disk, 38.

in the east, a circular design with yellow
centre, 38.

in the south, a circular design with red centre,
38.

in the north, a circular design with blue
centre, 38.

in the west, a circular design with variegated
star-like centre, 38.

rays of, radial lines emanating from a central
circle, 133; the arrows of the sun, 37.

STARS: large and small circular dots and spots,
37.

the morning star, a red Latin cross, ii i.

LIGHTNING: irregular curved red and blue lines,
39; red tongue-shaped figures on disk of
the Corn Mother, 35; zigzag line on an
arrow, 83; baton of Mother East-Water,
I63.

HAILSTONES: rock crystals, 63; daubs of bees-
wax set with blue beads in a votive bowl,
i65.

CORN: dots, spots, 48; short lines (barbs), I98;
rows of short perpendicular lines, i68;
coils of white beads surrounded by a row
of blue beads, 74; spots on the figure rep-
resenting the white rock near San Blas, 8o;
representations of the small red or black
insects appearing during the wet season,
ii8, I26; angular and cross-like figures,
114.

fields of, red and yellow dots surrounding hills,
37; the skirt of the Corn Mother, 54; dots
between straight vertical lines, I98 ; weeds
in, green dots in the design of corn-fields,
57.

grains of, dots, 29, 30, 47; five dots in an
inscribed cross, 35 ; dots around a cross
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(meaning money), 37; dots in a votive bowl,
47; red and blue spots on the face of Grand-
mother Growth, 135; spots of various-col-
ored beads in a votive bowl, I63; coils of
black, yellow, or red worsted on the front-
shield of Mother East-Water, 134; the natu-
ral markings on the kura shell, i85.

CORN:
ears of, rays painted alternately blue or red, 29;

short longitudinal stripes on a votive bowl,
47; on the skirt of the Corn Mother, 53;
wing-like figures on a disk, 55; a fish, 132
short horizontal lines emanating from the
outer line of a bed, 202 ; spots between
longitudinal lines, I98.

transverse sections of an ear of, an 'eye' with
dots, 30; red, yellow, and black 'eyes' on
the right cheek of Grandmother Growth,
144; a star-like figure of yellow beads (indi-
cating seven fows of grains), I62.

plants, short green and yellow stripes attached
to a band (the earth), 41 ; short line-s (barbs)
emanating from the outer edge of a snare,
4I; wing-like figures on a disk, 55 the ser-
pent Hakwi'aka YiIwime, 55.

green corn, black and white lines emanating
from the back of a serpent, 55 ; a black fish
with white stripes and spots, 55.

of various colors, black, red, and yellow spots
on the face of Grandmother Growth, 43;
cross-shaped figures, 125.

heaps-of, in harvest-time, interlaced horizontal
and vertical lines, 200.

BEANS: ray-like rows of beads on a chair, 74;
red dots on a disk, 46.

plant, irregular lines with side lines and inter-
spersed dots on a disk, 46; a black line
with irregular short lines on the face of
Grandmother Growth, 44; with flowers, a
blue zigzag line on the rim of a stone disk,
47; with roots and fruit, coils and strings
of beads, 74.

SQUASH-VINE: zigzag line of white beads, 74;
a green and red band forming an angle,
147; zigzag lines with short lines emanating
from them at irregular intervals, 203 ; with
squashes apd flowers, a zigzag line inter-
spersed witli dots, bordered by a barbed
line, 200.

HI'KULI: the middle section of the rearshaft of

an arrow, painted green, 9 l; cross-like fig-
ures, II4; figures in red and blue, I44;
white, tree-like figures on a red background,
145; triangular figures, some of them red,
1 26, 142; short lines (barbs) emanating
from a circle around a cross, 35; growing
on the ground, dark-blue diamond-shaped
figures crossed by dark-blue lines, 1I02.

HAPANI-VINE: a triple row of curved lines, the
outer barbed, connected with cross-bars,
200.

flowers of, an irregular hexagonal star sur-
rounded by an irregular circle, 202.

FLOWERS: wads of various-colored wool on the
mat of Mother East-Water, 140; outlines
of diamond-shaped figures in various colors
on a back-shield, 152.

toto', star-like figures, 17r, 202.
rutu'li iwia'kami, octagonal stars inside of a
barbed ring, 202.

TREES SPROUTING: serpentine and straight lines,
202.

BAMBoo reed (haka): barbed lines, 202.
roots of, S-shaped barbed figures, 202.

SCORPION: figure of a scorpion, 55; constel-
lation, 57; arrow of the sun, 39.

CATERPILLARS: S-shaped barbed figures, 200.

SERPENTS: curved lines, I42; zigzag lines on
serpent sticks, 193 ; curved zigzag lines,
202.

Kowivyo', zigzag line in blue and yellow, I98.
fire-serpent, serpentine line on nose and chin

in facial painting, I98.
Yoa'wimeka, a corncob on top of the represen-

tation of the white rock near San Blas, 8o.

BUTTERFLY: markings on serpent sticks and
combs, 193, 194.

INSECTS., small red and black, appearing during
the wet season : cross-like figures, ii8, 126.

SNARE for catching deer: a ring over the head
of a serpent, 41.

GODS: carved or painted representations of
human figures, I98; the Corn Mother, a
rock crystal, 63; deer god of the south,
deer with antlers, 33.
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HEART:
of a god or person represented, diamond-

shaped, square, or round markings in the
middle of a human figure, 59; of Elder
Brother, daubs of beeswax set with variously
colored beads, 204.

of a child, a string of red beads in a coil on a
diminutive stone disk, 34.

of the royal eagle, a cross painted on a bird,
and surrounded by a circle, 29.

of the scorpion, a large red dot, 57.

SPARKS of Grandfather Fire: upper and lower
sections of an arrow, painted dark blue, 9x.

LINKING OF -HANDS: two overlapping scrolls
('freno'), 200.

NATIVE BEER: a white -space on a back-shield,
'47.

FACIAL PAINTING of the Sun: his rays, 137.

BED of the gods: longitudinal parallel lines with
cross-lines, 33, I98.

PLUMES: barbed curves, 32, I98; handles of
shaman's plumes, I77.

WING AND TAIL FEATHERS: longitudinal parallel
lines, I98.

CANDLES: rows of short vertical lines resting
on a horizontal line, 198, 200; descending
lines with short cross-lines in the upper
part,; on a back-shield, I98.

A CAVE: an irregular figure painted blue, 41.

DRINKING-GOURD of a god: a cavity in the
centre of his disk, 28.

GOD-HOUSES: irregular figures composed of
curved and barbed lines, 202.

MONEY: red crosses, 37, 39.

RATTLE of the rattlesnake: zigzag line (on ser-
pent sticks and tobacco-gourds), 193, 194.

ROYAL EAGLE:

wing and tail feathers of, slanting parallel
lines, 27.

spread wings of, four parallel lines, 33.
plumes of, curved barbed lines, 202.

HAWK-FEATHERS: short blue radial lines sur-
rounding circular figures representing the
sun, 38.

SHAMAN: shamanistic powers of the sun, plumes
and 'eyes,' 121, 154.

ERRATA.

P. IO, iith line, 'Lajas' should read ' Latas.'
P. 22, sth line, 'Grandfather Fire' should read 'Father Sun.'
p. 79, gth line from bottom, 'mules' should read 'keeping mules.'
p. i i6, gth line from bottom, ' except two' should read 'except two animals.',
p. 134, 7th line from bottom, 'all colors of corn' should read 'corn of all colors.'
p. I83, 6th line, 'left foot' should read ' right foot.'
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Memoirs Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. III. Plate I.

FIG. i. TEMPLE AND GOD-HOUSES AT SANTA CATARINA.
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FIG. 2. GOD-HOUSES AT TEAKA'TA.

Symbolism of the Huichol Indians.
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PLATE II.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

Fig. 3.

Fig. I.
Fig. i. Upper Side of Disk of Father Sun (Tayau'): a, The sun; b, Grains of corn ; c,

Money ; d, Clouds; e, Hills planted with corn, and crosses signifying money; f, Sky
in the daytime; g, Stars; h, Clouds. Cat. No. 1g$5.

Fig. 3. Upper Side of Disk of Setting Sun (Sakaimo'ka):
a, Front-shield of Setting Sun; b, Plumes; c, Tail-
feathers of a large wader; d, Water-bugs; e, Votive
bowls; f, Earth with corn-plants. Cat. No. )47.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Lower Side of Disk of Father Sun (Tayau'): a, Sun at noon; b, Sun in the east,

with fringe of hawk-plumes; c, Sun in the south, with fringe of hawk-plumes; d, Sun
in the north, with fnnge of hawk-plumes ; e, Sun in the west, with fringe of hawk-
plumes; f, Male red-tailed hawk; g, Female red-tailed hawk * h, Morning star ; i, Male
scorpion * , Female scorpion * k, Tail-feathers of red-tailed hawk;1*, Breast-feathers
of red-tailed hawk; m, Money; n, Swallow; o, j, A bird, and tree on which the bird
will alight q, Cardinal-bird; , Lightning; s, Rain; t, u, v, The serpent Tate'
Ipou, coiled and creeping. Cat. No. yijf.

Fig. 4. Lower Side of Disk of Setting Sun (Sakaimo'ka):
a, Parrot; b, Caves at Mesa del Nayarit; c, Serpent; d
Serpent representing the sky; e, Grains of corn f Water-
serpent; g, Root of squash-plant; h, Root of bean-plant.
Cat. No. itfy.
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PLATE 1 I.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE III.

FIGS. i-8. Ceremonial arrows of the Huichols, Santa Catarina.

I. Arrow of Grandfather Fire. Cat. No. TIT
2. Arrow of Father Sun (Tayau'). Cat. No. -*.
3. Arrow of the Setting Sun. Cat. No. -fAir.
4. Arrow of Elder Brother. Cat. No. Af.
5. Arrow of the Corn Mother. Cat. No. T4h.
6. Arrow of Mother East-Water, with spots of various colors, which indicate flowers.

Cat. No. iUr.
7. Arrow of Mother West-Water. Cat. No. Tgtw.
8. Arrow of Haita'neka. Cat. No. TiT.

FIGS. 9-13. Ceremonial arrows of the Cora, from a cave near Mesa del Nayarit, as interpreted by
a Huichol shaman.

9. Arrow of Grandfather Fire. Upper and lower sections represent sparks of Grand-
father Fire; middle section, wristlet of Grandfather Fire. Cat. No. +W.

IO. Arrow of Father Sun (Tayau'). Upper and lower sections represent blood of the deer
and prayer for life; middle section, hi'kuli. Cat. No. T#IV.

i i. Arrow of Setting Sun. All sections represent west; middle section, also a wristlet of
the god. Cat. No. fi.

12. Arrow of Elder Brother. Upper section represents blood of the deer; the two lower
sections, hi'kuli. Cat. No. fl-.

3. Arrow of Mother West-Water. Upper section represents east; middle section, middle
region; lower section, west. Cat. No. 1-8i .
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PLATE IV.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV.

Ceremonial Arrows with Attached Cakes, from Santa Catarina.

FIG. i. Arrow and Cakes of Grandfather Fire. Cat. No. .

FIG. 2. Arrow and Cakes of the Sun (Tayau'). Cat. No. s:

FIG. 3. Arrow and Cakes of Elder Brother. Cat. No. T4h.

FIG. 4. Arrow and Cakes of the Corn Mother. Cat. No. U-r.

FIG. 5. Arrow and Cakes of Mother East-Water. Cat. No. T4F.
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